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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
USAF Technical Training School (ATC)
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 76311

FOREWARD

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION J3ABR55230 000
(PDS Code NDZ)
10 April 1986

1. PURPOSE: This publication is the plan of instruction (POI) when the pages
listed on Page A are bound into a single volume. When separated into units of
instruction, it becomes the Lesson Plan/Part I. The POI contains the
qualitative requirenents for course J3ABR55230, Carpentry Specialist, in terms
of objectives for each unit of instruction and shows planned time training
standard correlation, and support materials and guidance. This POI was
developed according to ATCR 52-18, Plans of Instruction, Lesson Plans and
Course Validation.

2. COURSE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION: The instructional design for this course is
Group/Lock Step. The course trains airman to perform duties prescribed in AFR

39-1 for Apprentice Carpenter, AFSC 55230. Training includes an introdjction
to carpentry and provides instruction on carpentry hand, portable power, and
shop tools; construction and maintenance of wood structures; installation of
building hardware; and erection of prefabricated buildi ngs. Deviation from
the sequence of the subject matter in this plan of instruction is authorized
when it is necessary to minimize the detrinvntal effects of adverse weather,
inoperative equipment, or other factors of temporary duration which could
otherwise degrade training. In addition, military training is provided for

end of course appointments, pre-departure safety briefing, and physical
conditioning.

3. REFERENCES: This POI is based on Specialty Training Standard, 552X0,
Decenber 1978, and Course Chart J3ABR55230 000, 1 October 1982.

-

WILLIAM W. MILLER, Colonel, USAF
Commander, 3770 Tech Tng Gp

Supersedes Plans of Instruction J3ABR55230 000, 30 Decenber 1982
OPR: 3770 Technical Training Group

Prepared by: Mr. Michael Young
Distribution: Listed on Page A
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PARTI
N PA F IN TRU TOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Specialist
BLOCK TI TL E

Introduction to Carientry
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

1. Orientation and Course Introduction

a. Welcome

b. Overview of course content and goals

c. Inform students of benefits of the Community College of the
Air Force (CCAF) and its assignment of academic credit for training
at regional accredited institutions.

d. Student progress policies to include:

(1) Progress checks

(2) Written tests

(3) Special individual assistance

e. Student recognition program

f. Effective study procedures

g. Ground safety

h. Procedures for shelter exercises and fire evacuation plan

i. Student critique program

j. Energy conservation

k. Emphasize fraud, waste, and abuse program

1. Types, use and care of training literature

m. Instructions for completion of STTC Form 120, Processing
Checklist-TDY Student Personnel

n. Professional Conduct and Relationships ATCR 30-4

1.510
Day 1

(1.5/0)

1

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LEISON !IAN -
SIGNATURE AND DATE

_
SIGHATURE AND DATE

-..,
POINUMBER

J3A8R55230 000

BLOCK

I

UNIT 1
1

DATE

10 April 1986

PAGENO.

1
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 000-I-1, Orientation and Course Introckiction
SW Pover Production Division/All Courses, The Air Force Fraud, Waste and

Abuse Program
DS J3A13R55230 000, Directed Study Assignnents

Training Methods
Lecture 11,5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Welcome students. Explain the schools chain of command. Identify locations
of exits and fire extinguishers. Conduct student tour of course facilities.
The following references are used in preparing this lesson: AFR 123-2, Air
Force Fraud, Waste and Abuse (FW&A) Prevention and Detection; ATCR 52-3,
Student 4easurernent; ATCR 52-26, Student Scheduling and Administration; and
ATCR 52-29. Student Critique Program. Explain DS time and DS Assignment
Sheet. Hand out SW FW&A.

nABR5S23G 000 I ID kpril- 1986 2-



PLAN OF INSTRUCTIOWLESS3N PLAN PART I
N M OF IN TRUCTOR COURSE T1 TL E

Carl ent Sieci al i st
BLOCK TI IL E

Introduction to CaNentry
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Technical Publications

a. Given AFR 0-2, locate standard
titles in nunerical index. Seven of ten
STS: 3a WAS: PC

(1) Format of AFR 0-2

(2) Use of AFR 0-2

b. Given cal:rt-rcial publications
and equipment, loca-z-r+ desired information
publication. Eleven or fifteen responses
NEAS: PC

(1) Format of commercial publications

(2) Use of comnercial publications

c. Given AFR 85-1, AFM 85-4, and
information in the publications. Five
correct. STS: 3c WAS: PC

(1) Types of AF publications

(2) Use of AF publications

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

publication
responses

and a list
in the
must be

AFP 85-1,
of the seven

AND GUIDANCE

Co.,

numbers and
must be correct.

of carpentry tools
comercial
correct. STS: 3b

2.5/0
Day 1
(1/0)

(.5/0)

(1/0)locate desired
responses must be

Inc.

-WTI) ABR55230 000-I-2-TRiFiTaT
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-2 Technical
Publication File
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Training Methods

Publications
Publications

Goodieart-Willcox

Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (1.5 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LES N P ..
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

',I
UNIT

2

DATE

10 Alril 1986
PAGE NO.

3
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Instructional Guidance
Familiarize t-)e students with the publications. Explain the purpose and use
of AFR 0-2, Air Force Standard Publications, and commerical pulbications.
Progress Check 2a, 2b and 2c IA 1 l be administered folloding each applicable
presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form
98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This
grade will be placed on the ATC Fom 667.

J3A1R5b250 0UO 1 2 lb April 1986 4
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAM E.-0 F INSTRUCTOR .

...-1COU RSE TITL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TI TL E

Introduction to Carpentg
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Safety

a. Given situations involvi ng electrical
hazard and explain the required safety precautions.
MEAS: PC

(1) El ectrical haza rds

(2) Safety precautions

b. Given inccmplete statenents,, specify safety
working with products containing asbestds fibers.
MEAS: PC

(1) Asbestos product s

(2) Safety precautions

c. Given inccmplete statenents, specify procedures
identification, reporting, and correcting safety
MEAS: PC

(1) Identifying safety hazards

(2) Reporting safety hazards

(3) Correcting safety hazards

d. Given a situation involving a safety hazard
457, report the hazard by completing AF Form 457
two i nstructor assi sts. STS: 6c MEAS: PC

(1) AF Form 457

(2) Completing AF Form 457

e. Given inconplete statenents, identify
hazardous waste storage by completing the statements.
MEAS: PC

(1) Hazardous waste materials

(2) Hazardous waste storage

hazards, analyze the
STS: 6b

procedures for
STS: .6a(6),

used in
hazards. STS: 6c

and AF Form
with no mare than

requirements for
STS: 6d

2/0
Day 1

(.5/0)

(.3/0)

(.5/0)

(.2/0)

(.5/0)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000
BLOCK

I
UNI T

3
1

DATE

10 April 1986
P AGE NO.

5
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 00D-1-3, §arety
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-3, Safety
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart - Willcox Co., Inc.

Trai ni ng_ Methods
Lecture/Discus-Sion (1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Taiiiiii-a9i-i-th-6ifirde Tits with safety. Explain the necessity of obeying all
safety precautions. Explain electrical hazards, asbestos hazards,
identifying, correcting, and reporting hazards, completing AF Form 457, and
hazardous waste storage. Progress Checks 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e will be
administered following the presentation of 3e. Each student will be evaluated
on the objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "5" for satisfactory
or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.

J3ABR55-270- 000 10 kpril f9-86- -6
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PLAN OF :NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
HAMEOF INSTRuCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Specialist .
BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Carpentry
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Base Civil Engineer Organization and

a. Given incanplete and matching
mission, organization, functions, and
Eight of ten responses must be correct.

b. Given incanplete statEments,
lity and responsibility by completing
responses must be correct. STS: 5c

c. Given incanplete statEments,
the structural/pavernents career field,
Eight of ten responses must be correct.

d. Given incanplete statEments,
responsibilities, and career ladder progression
55230/50. Six of eight responses must
PEAS: PC

Career Field Orientation

staternents, identify the
responsibilities of CE units.

STS: 5a, 5b WAS: PC

identify property accountabi-
the statements. Eight of ten

MEAS: PC

identify the organization of
by completing the statements.

STS: la MEAS: PC

0/2

Day 2
(0/.5)

(0/.2)

(0/.5)

(0/.5)identify

be correct.

the duties,
requirenents of AFSs

STS: lb, lc

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000
BLOCK

I
UNIT

4
DATE

10 April 1986
PAGE NO.

7
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COURSE CONTENT

e. Given incomplete statemnts, identify Engineered Perfor-
mance Standards (EPS) by completing the statEments. Eight of ten
responses must be correct. STS: j NEAS: PC

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
36J3ABR552-30 000-1-4, Base Civil Engineer Organization and Career

Fi el d Ori entati on
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-4, Base Civil Engineer Organization and Career

Field Orientation
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
DS AFS 54, 55, and 56, Engineered Performance Standards

Training Methods
Directed Study (2 hrs)
Performance (0/hr)

(0/.3)

Instructional Guidance
Directed study will be assigned on day 2. The assignment will be checked at
the beginning of day 3. Progress Checks, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4e will be
adorinistered prior to beginning the presentation on day 3. Each student will
be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be
as" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667.

J3ABR55230 000 I 4 10 April 1986 8
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMCOF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Special i st
BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Carpentry
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

5. Construction Materials

a. Given incomplete statements,
of construction materials by completing
twenty-five responses must be correct.

(1) Characteristics of construction

(2) Uses of construction materials

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND

Student Instructional Materials

identify the characteristics
the statenents. Twenty of
STS: 7e MEAS: PC

materials

GUIDANCE

materials and their uses.
following the presentation.

using ATC Form 98.
or "U" for unsatisfactory.

667.

3/0

Day 2
(3/0)

SG J3ABR55236 006-1-5, Construclion
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-5, Construction

Traini ng Egui pment

Materials
Materials

.

construction

on the objective

the ATC Form

Wood Display (15)
Building Hardware Display (15)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1.5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss tre-Varfous types of
Progress Check 5a will be administered
Each student will be evaluated
The grade will be "S" for satisfactory
This grade will be placed on

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMuER

J3ABR55230 000
I BLOCK

I
UNIT E

5 L April 1986
PAGE NO.

9
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
N M F IN RUCTOR j COU RSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TI TL E

Introduction to Carpentry
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

6. Construction Drawings

a. Given building plans, determine
configuration of carpentry work for the

STS: 7a hEAS: PC

(1) Types of building plans

(2) Interpreting building plans

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

the type, location, and
construction of the building.

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

symbols found in the plans
identify information fron a

DS time and materials will be
assignments. Progress Check

presentation. Each student
ATC Form 98. The grade will

This grade will be
Study will be assigned, by the
of each training day and the
ng training day prior to the

will be included in the
Check.

Day 1
(0/1)
Day 2
1.5/0)

SG J3ABR55230 000-1-6, Construction
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-6, Construction
DS J3At3R55230 000, Directed Study

Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Training Methods
lecture/DigETsTron (.5 hrs)
Performance (1 hr)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance

Drawings
Drawings

Assignments
Goocheart-Willcox

the basic
students
of how
study
the
using

unsatisfactory.
Directed
the close

followi
otasurenent

Progress

Discuss building plans. Discuss
and their interpretation. Have

set of drawings. An explanation
used is contained in the directed
6a will be administered following
will be evaluated on the objective
be "S" for satisfactory or "U"
placed on the ATC Form 667.
classroom instructor, before
assignment wi I I be checked the
days lesson. Directed Study
applicable Criterion Objective's

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

I
UNIT

6

DATE

10 Alril 1986

P AGE P40.

11
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMe-OF INgTRUCTOR 1 COURSE liTLE

Carpentry_ Spe ci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Carpentry
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

7. Hand Tools

a. Given illustrations and statenents
tools, identify the hand tools, their
required. Twenty of thirty responses
8c MEAS: PC

(1) Identifying hand tools

(2) Use of hand tools

(3) Maintenance of hand tools

b. Given procedures, materials,
clean and lubricate the hand tools/machines
than two instructor assists. STS: 8a,

(1) Cleaning hand tools/machines

(2) Lubricating hand tools/machines

c. Given hand tools, procedures,
member of a team shape and sharpen the
wi4" lu more than three instructor assists.

(1) Shaping hand tools

(2) Sharpening hand tools

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

pertaining
use, and the
must be correct.

hand tools,
as necessary

8d MEAS:

to hand
maintenance

STS: 8a, 8b,

and machines,
with no more

PC

and working as a
IAW procedures
8c MEAS: PC

Inc.

7.5/1
Day 1

(0/1)
Day 2
1.5/1)

Day 3
(3/0)

(3/0)equipment
hand tools

STS:

AND GUIDANCE

Co.,

SG- J3ABR55230 000-I-T,-Iliand Tools

WB J3ABR55230 000-1-7, Hand Tools
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox

SUPERVISOR APPro.syAL OF LESSON PLAN
I SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

pOI NUMBER

J3A8R55230 000

BLOcK

I

UNIT

7

DATE

10 Asril 1986

PAGE NO.

13
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUICANCE (Con't)

Audio Visual Aids
FIX 23/135, Wood-working - Boring and Drilling
FLC 23/136, Woodworking - Chis.z1s
FLC 23/137, Woodworking - Handsaws
FLC 23/138, Woodworking - Measuring and Layout Tools
FLC 23/139, Woodworking - Planes
FLC 23/141, Woodworking - Sharpening Chisels

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Woodworking (1)
Bench Grinder (5)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2.5 hrs)
Performance (5 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
ExThiriirThit e uses and maintenance of hand tools. Progress Check 7a will be
administered following the presentation. Each student will be evaluated on
the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or"U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Explain the process of shaping and sharpening hand tools. Progress Check 7b
and 7c will be administered following the presentation 7c. Each student will
be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for
satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC
Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor,
before the close of each training day and the assignment will be checked the
following training day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study masurement
will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

TABRS52l3OUO 1 1 10 Apri I 1986-
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUICIANCE (Con't)

MIR: The class is divided into 2 groups for criterion 7c during which time
the students will shape and sharpen woodworking tools within specifications.
One instructor is required for each group to assure each student accomplishes
the required instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.

nABR55230 000 I -'7 10 April 1986 15
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NINE OF INITRUCTOR COURSE 11 TL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITL E

Introduction to Carpentry
i. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Security

a. Given inccmplete statements,
vulnerabilities of AFSC 552X0
five responses must be correct.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials
SG tnrill-gTEST- -75-0-7-1.-:F,--Tialirity
WB J3ABR55230 000-1-8, Security
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study

Training Methods

by completing
STS:

Assignments

on
satisfactory

the ATC Form
instructor,

will be
lesson.

Criterion

identify
the

2b(6)

the OPSEC
statenents. Three of
MEAS: PC

presentation on day
using ATC Form

for unsatisfactory.
Directed Study will
the close of each

the follcwing
Study rreasurement

Progress

0/2
Day 4
(0/2)

AND GUIDANCE

prior to
the objective

or "U"
667.
before

checked
Directed

Objective's

Directed StridY (2 hrs)
Performance (0/hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Progress Checl 8a will be administered
5. Each student will be evaluated
98. The grade will be "S" for
This grade will be placed on
be assigned, by the classroom
training day and the assignment
training day prior to the days
will be included in the applicable
Check.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON P

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000
BLOCK

1

UNIT

8

DATE

10 Amril 1986
P AGE NO.

17
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAM t O P INSTRUCTOR COU RSE TITL E

Carr ent S seci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Introckiction to Carpentty
COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

.

9. Construction Using Hand

a. Given a task and construction
member of a team select and use
no more than four instructor
correctly and finished project
within 1/3" of dimensions shown
must fit tightly. STS: 8a,

(1) Project construction

(2) Hand tool application

b. Given construction
working as a member of a teem
complete the assigned task.
of ladders, li fting and handling
STS: Ga(3), 6a(4), 6a(5)

Tools

hand tools
assists.

must he
on student's

13b MEAS:

tools
select the

All safety
of materials

PEAS: PC

equipnent

MATERIALS

materials and working as a
to complete the task with

Hand tools must be used
within 1/8" of square and

rough plan. All joints
PC

and equipment, a task and
required materials to

precautions pertaining to use
will be observed.

AND GUIDANCE

Hand Tools
Hand Tools

Assignirents
Co., Inc.

l cox Co. , Inc.

10/2
Day 3
(0/2)
Day 4
(6/0)
Day 5
(3/0)

(i/O)

(1) Safe working habits

(2) Wearing safety

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 000-1-9, Construction
WB J3A8R55230 000-1-9, Construction
DS J3ABR55230 000-1-9, Directed
Textbooks: Modern Carpentry,

Modern Woodworki

Traintral alk_nent

Using
Using

Study
Goodheart-Willcox

ng , Goodheart-Wil

Hand Tools for Woodworking (1)

Trainin9 Methods
Lecture/DiscusiTon (2 hrs)
Performance (8 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000 j
I BLOCK

1

UNIT
9/10/11

DATE
10 April 1986

P AGE NO.

19
.,..
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
For criterion objective 9a, explain the process used to cut material to a
specified dimension. Explain the importance of checking edges and angles.
Explain the steps in sanding project material. Discuss the different types of
joints to be used. Discuss the steps in project canpletion. The students
will cut and assemble a specified project using woodworking hand tools. All
pieces of the project must be cut to the exact specified dimensions with each
joi nt pre-assembled and checked for accuracy before final assembly. Rei nforce
safety precautions while using hand tools. Progress Checks 9a and 9b will be
accomplished concurrently fol lowing the presentation of 9b. Each student wil 1
be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for
satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC
Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroan instructor,
before the close of each training dAy and the assignnent will be checked the
follcwing training day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement
will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class will be divided into teams of at least two students per
project for 5 hours of day 4 and for 4 hours of day 5 for the purpose of
having the student accomplish performance in which they treasure and cut and
shape materials to prescribed dimensions. Two instructors are required to
assure that each student accomplishes the prescribed activities and develops
the desired skills.

10. Written Test and Test Critique 2/0

11. Military Training (Physical Conditioning) 0/2

J3ABR55 3 10 s pri



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NIRE OF INCTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Cabinet Construction
[2. TIME

18/4

Day 5
(0/2)

Day 6
(2/2)

Day 6
(4/0)

Day 7
(5/2)

Day 8
(6/0)

. COURSE CONTENT

1. Selecting and Cutting Materials

a. Given power tools, materials,
member of a team exercise safety precautions
electrically powered tools and equipment.

(1) Power tool safety

(2) Safety equipment

b. Given procedures, a cabinet
materials and working as a member of a
1/16" of specifications with no more than
Cutting must be accomplished in sequence
for each cutting task. STS: 8a, 8b

(1) Power tool operation

(2) Power tool adjustment

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

for Cabinet

equipment
while

STS:

Rlan, power
team cut

five

using
MEAS: PC

AND GUIDANCE

Cutting Materials

Cutting Materials

Construction

and working as a
operating

6a(2) MEAS: PC.6a(1).,

tools, equipment,
materials to within +
instructor assists.
the correct power tool

for Cabinet

for Cabinet

Co., Inc.

-SG J3ABR5-5230 000-II-1, Selecting
Construction

WB J3ABR55230 000-II-1, Selecting
Const

DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Woodworking,

Training Equipment

and

and
ructi on

Study Assignments
Goodheart-Willcox,

Radial Arm Saw (5)
Jointer (8)
Surface Planer (15)
Table Saw (5)
Band Saw (8)
Jig Saw (15)
Saber Saw (5)
Router (5)
Shaper (15)
Circular Saw (5)
Drill Press (8)
Mortiser (15)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LE N P
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000
BLOCK

II
UNIT

1

DATE
10 April 1986

PAGE NO.
21
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (CONT'D)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (4 hrs)
Demonstration/Performance (14 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
For criterion objective la, di scuss electrically powered tool safety and
safety equipnent. For criterion objective lb, discuss and demonstrate
operating and adjusting power equipment and explain safety equipment usage and
safety precautions while using power tools. Students will then adjust and
operate power equipment as they cut material for their cabinets. Progress
Checks la and lb will be administered following the presentation of lb. Each
student will be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the classrocm
instructor, before the close of each training day and the assignnent will be
checked the follaNing training day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study
measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress
Check.

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not more than six students during
2 hours of day 6 and 6 hours of days 7 and 8, during which time the students
will operate shop equipnent and cut material for their project. One
instructor is required for each group to assure that each student accanplishes
the required instructional activities and develops the desired skills.

POI J3ABR55230 000 It 1 10 April 1986 22
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
N /A F IN RU TOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Cabinet Construction
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. T ME

2, Cabinet Assenbly

a. Given procedures, tools, previously
plan, materials and working as a member
with no more than three instructor assists.
tight, square, and within + 1/16" of true.
MEAS: PC

(1) Types of cabinet construction

(2) Cabi net assenbly

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

cut lumber, cabinet
of a team,assemble a cabinet

Cabinet joints must be
STS: 13b

.

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

Have students assemble
be administered following th

on the objective using
satisfactory or "U" for

on the ATC form 667.
classroom instruct.)., hefore
assignment will be ch..cked the

lesson. Directed Study
Criterion Objective's

6/2
Day 8
(0/2)
Day 9
(6/0)

SG J3ABR55230 000-11-2, Cabinet
WB J3ABR55230 000-11-2, Cabinet
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Woodworking,

Training Equipment

Assembly
Assenbly

Study Assignnents
Goodheart-Willcox

(15)Hand Tools for Cabinet Making

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Re uirements
Equipnent, Supervision 3)

Instructional Guidance
bin assembly.

2a will
will be evaluated
be "S" for

will be placed
by the

and the
to the days
in the applicable

Discuss cabinet, shelf, and
their cabinets. Progress Check
presentation. Each student
ATC Form 98. The grade will
unsatisfactory. This grade
Directed Study will be assigned,
the close of each training day
following training day prior
measurement will be included
Progress Check.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON P .
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

II
UNIT

2

DATE

10 /kern 1986
PAGE NO.

23
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (CONT'D)

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group for 5 hours of day 9, during which the students complete cabinet
construction. One instructor is required for each group to assure that each
student accomplishes the required instructional objectives and develops the
desired skills.

POI J3A8R55230 000 if 2 10 April 198-15- 24
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
apazaF I N ST RU Cibli COURSE TITLE

Carsent S.ecialist
BLOCK TITLE

b'net ostruction
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Surface Sanding

a. Given procedures, an assembled cabinet, power tools,
materials and working as a member of a team sand a cabinet with no

more than two instructor assists. Surfaces must be smooth and free
of scratches and splinters. STS: 8a, 8b, 13b MEAS: PC

6/2
Day 9
(0/2)

Day 10
(6/0)

4

(1) Power sanders

(2) Sanding procedures

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 000-11-3, Surface Sanding
WB J3ABR55230 000-11-3, Surface Sanding
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Woodworking, Goodheart-Willcox, Co., lnc.

Training Equipment
Disc Belt &ander (8)
Portable Belt Sander (8)
Vibrating Sander (3)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Multtple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss power sanders and sanding procedures. Progress Check 3a will

be administered follcwing the presentation. Each student will be
evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S"
for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade w:.1 he

placed on the ATC Form 667. Directed Study will be assigneu, by the
classrocm instructor, before the close of each training day and the
assignment will be checked the following training day prior to the
days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in the

applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESS9N PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

'II

UNIT

3

DATE

10 April 1986

PAGE NO.

25
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (CONT'D)

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group during 5 hours of day 10, during which time the students will receive a
demonstration and sand project using a disc belt sander and portable electric
sander. One instructor is rdquired for each group to provide the
demonstration and assure that each student accomplishes the required
instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
ilArb F INgTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Cabinet Construction
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

4. Laminated Plastic

a. Given procedures, a cabinet
materials and working as a member of a
plastics with no more than four instructor
bonded, smooth, flush with the edges,

PC

(1) Characteri stics

(2) Appl i cation

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

or bookcase,
team apply

assists.
and beveled.

AND GUIDANCE

for
plastics.
plastic.

Have students
Progress

Each
98.

This

equipment,
and trim laminated

Laminate must be
STS: 13d MEAS:

4/0
Day 11
(4/0)

Co., Inc.

laminated plastic.
Divide students

Have students trim
use a :i':' Pnd

Check 4a will be
student wi 1 1 be
The grade will be "S"

grade will be

SG DASR55230 000-11-4, Laminated
WB J3A111255230 000-11-4, Laminated
Textbook: Modern Woodworking,

Training Equipment

Plastic
Plastic

Goodheart-Willcox

Table Saw (4)
Router (4)
Shaper (4)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Reoirements
Equipment, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
procedures

laminated
laminated

plastic.
laminate.

ATC Form
unsatisfactory.

Discuss tile uses and installation
Demonstrate nethods for cutting
into groups to cut and install
edses of installed laminated
remove sharp edges from plastic
admi nistered fol 1 cwi ng the presentation.
evaluated on the objective using
for satisfactory or "U" for
placed on the ATC Form 667.

SUPERVISOR APPROKAILLunt PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURZ AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3A8R55230 000
BLOCK

II
UNIT

4/5/6
DATE

10 April 1986
PAGE NO.

27
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (CONT'D)

MIR: Students will be divided into groups not to exceed 6 students per group
for 3 hours in day 11 to install and trim laminated plastic and shape
material. One instructor is required for each group to provide the
demonstrations and assure that each student accomplishes the required
instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.

5. Written Test and Test Critique 2/0

6. Military Training (Physical Conditioning) 0/2

POI JgABR55230 000 I 475/6 10 Xpril 1986 28
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
"Tin't o F INS-TRUCTOR J COU RSE TI TL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLO CK TI TLE

Bui 1 di ng Construction

. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Foundation and Form Construction

a. Given incomplete statements,
struction, and erection procedures for
footings, ranps, and steps by completing

9a(2)1 9a(4), 9a(5) PEAS:

identify
forms for

the statenents.
PC

.

equipmnt
for a concrete

completed
9a(2).,

the location, con-
slabs, walls,

STS:

and working
slab with no

form must be with-
tEAS: PC

Co., Inc.

and Concrete

3/2

Day 11
(0/1)

Day 12
(1/0)

Day 11
(0/1)
Day 12
(2/0)

.9a().), .9a(3),

(1) Types of forms

(2) Form construction

b. Given procedures, tools, materials,
as a member of a tean construct a form
more than three instructor assists. The

in + 1/8" of square and level. STS:

(1) Slab form components

(2) Slab form construction

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

procedures

AND GUIDANCE

Form Construction
Form Construction

Foundations

(15 hr)

St J3ABR55230 000-III-1, Foundation

WB J3ABR55230 000-III-1, Foundation
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Audio Visual Aids

and

and
Study Assignments
Goodheart-Willcox,

Film: MN 6719a, Building Techniques,

Traininl EV pment
Hand Tools .for Light Frame Construction
Portable Power Tools (8)

Trainina Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (2 hrs)
Directed Study 2 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LkSION PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000
_

BLOCK

III
UNI T

1

DATE

10 April 1986
P AGE NO.

29
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
Students will prepare for criterion objectives la and lb through Directed
Study on day 11. On first hour of day 12, instructor will explain types of
forms and form con5truction and show film. Progress Check la will be
evaluated on the Ojective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for
satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC
Form 667. Instructor will begin teaching criterion objective lb during second
hour of day 12 by discussing slab form components and the procedures for
building a slab form. Instructor will then take the students to the work area
where Progress Check 2a will be administered. Each student will be evaluated
on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or
"U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close
of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following training
day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in
the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group during 1.5 hours of day 12, during which time the students cut materials
and construct a slab form. One instructor is required for each group to
assure that each student accomplishes the required instructional objectives
and develops the desired skills.

J3ABR55230 000 III 1 10 April 1986 30
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
T4 WrarMITRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Specialist
BLOCK TITLE

Building Construction
L COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
2. Light Frame Construction

a. Given a foundation
working as a member of a team
and subfloors with no more than
units must be square, plumb,

MEAS: PC

(1) Components

. (2) Fabrication

(3) Installation

b. Given a subfloor, tools,
as a member of a team fabricate
frame openings for windows, doors,
more than eight instructor assists.
must be square and plumb. STS:

(1) Components

(2) Fabrication

(3) Installation

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

wall, tools,
fabricate
eight instructor

and level.

materials,
and install

louvers,

Installed
10a(4)

materials, equipment and
and install sills, joists,

assists. Installed
STS: 10a(1), 10a(2), 10a(3)

12/2
Day 1?
(3/1)

Day 13
(2/0)

bay 12
(0/1)
Day 13
(4/0)
bay 14
(3/0)

equipment
walls
and

units
10b MEAS:

and working
and partitions and

utilities with no
and openings
PC

Inc.

Joists and Walls

AND GUIDANCE

Co.,

Floor

(15)

SG J3ABR55230 000-111-2, Light
WB J3ABR55230 000-111-2, Light
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Audio Visual Aids

Frame Construction
Frame Construction

Assignments
Goodheart-Willcox

FramingFilm: MN 6719b, Building Techniques,

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Light Frame Construction
Portable Power Tools (8)
Building Structure (Model) (15)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESION PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

Poi NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

1 III

UNIT

1 2

DATE

10 April 1986

PAGE NO.

31
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Training Methods
lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Performance (9 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Re uirements
rqUipment, upervision SY

Instructional Guidance
Midents WITT P repare for criterion objectives 2a and 2b during Directed Study
on day 12. Instructor will discuss floor components and show film on day 12.
Progress Check 2a will be administered following the presentation. Each
student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667.

Instructor will discuss Criterion Objective 2b and show film on wall
construction. Progress Check b will be administered following the
presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form
98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" unsatisfactory. This grade
will be placed on the ATC Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the
classroom instructor,, before the close of each training day and the assignment
will be checked the following training day prior to the days lesson. Directed
Study measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's
Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group during 1.5 hours of day 12, 5 hours of day 13, and 2.5 hours of day 14,
during which time the students must layout, cut (using a portable electric
saw), and construct wall sections for a wood frame structure, complete with
door and window openings. One instructor is required for each group to assure
that each student accomplishes the required instructional objectives and
develops the desired skills.

J3ABR55230 000 III 2 10 April 1986 32
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMED F INSTRUCTOR COURSE TI TL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
eLoctt TITL E

Buil di ng Construction

COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Scaffold Construction

a. Given procedures, equipment, materials and working as a
member of a team construct, erect, and remove scaffolding with no
more than four instructor assists. STS: 9b MEAS: PC

(1) Construction

(2) Erection

(3) Removal
.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

1/1

Day 13
(0/1)

Day 14
(i/O)

SG 133011552-S1YI00 -01-1-17371751-61 d Construction

WB J3ABR55230 000-III-3, Scaffold Construction
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignnents
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.

Trainini_Equipment
Hand Tools for Scaffold Construction (5)
Sectional Steel Scaffold (5)
Sawhorses (5)

Trainin9 Methods
ec ure iscussion ( .5 hrs)

Perforgence ( .5 hr)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Multiple Instructor Requirements

Equipment, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
Objective 3a will be taught by directed study and classroom lecture.

Progress Check 3a will be adnrinistered following the presentation.
Each student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98.
The grade will be -"S" Or satisfactory or "U" for unsatisf-Artory.
This grade wi l l be placed on the ATC Form 667. Directed St_dy +,,ill

be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close of each
training daY and the assignment will be checked the follming
training ddy prior to the days lesson. Directed Study neasurement
will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress
Check.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL 0 LE iN P
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000 I

BLOCK

II I
UNIT

3 J
DATE

10 April 1986
P AGE NO.

33
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group for .5 hour in day 14, during which time the students will erect a
scaffold to a specified working height. One instructor is required for each
group to assure each student accomplishes the required instructional
objectives and develops the desired skills.

J3ABR55230 000 III 3 10 April 1986 34
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NIMC5* INSTRUCTOR ,

COU ME TITL E

Carpentry Specialist
BLOCK TITL E

Building Construction

COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME
1. Roof ansEruction

a. Given four installed
ment and working as a member
and trusses on the wall frames
assists. STS: 10a(5) MEAs:

wall frames,
of a team

with no
PC

MATERIALS

materials, tools, equip-
fabricate and install rafters
more than eight instructor

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

Framing Rafter Principles,

Layout

(15)

b/1
Day 13
(0/1)
Day 14
(2/0)

Day 15
(3/0)

(1) Components

(2) Fabrication

(3) Installation

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR652-30 000-111-4, Roof
WB J3ABR55230 000-111-4, Roof
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Audio Visual Aids

Construction
Construction

Study Assignments
Goodheart-Willcox

Rafter

Film: VIN 6719c, Building Techniques,
Common Rafter

Film: FLC 3/0243, Carpentry,

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Light Frame Construction
Portable Power Saw (5)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (4 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OF LESSON !IAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

I

POI NUMBER

J3ABR55230 000

BLOCK

III

UNIT

4

DATE

I 10 April 1986

P AGE NO.

35
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multi le Instructor Requirements
qu pmen , Supervision 131

Instructional Guidance

Criterion objective 4a will be taught by directed study training films, and
classroan lecture/di scussion. Progress Check 4a wi 1 1 be admi nistered
following the presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective
using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for
unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667. Directed
Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close of each
training day and the assignnent will be checked the following training day
prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in the
applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group during 1 hour of day 14 and 3 hours of day 15, during which time the
students receive a demonstration and then will layout, cut (using a portable
electric saw), and construct the roof frame for a wood frame structure. One
instructor is required for each group to assure that each student accomplishes
the required instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.

J3ABR55230 000 III 4 10 April 1986 36
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMED F INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLO CK TI TL E

Cabi net Construct ion
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

5. Sheathi ng

a. Given true/false statements,
instal li ng wal 1 sheathing, roof
paper. STS: 11a(1), 11b, 12a(1)

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Uses

b. Given a roof frame,
equiprrent and worki ng as a member
roof sheathing, and exterior
five instructor assists. STS:

(1) Wall sheathing

(2) Roof sheathing

(3) Exteri or wall

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials

identify the procedures for
sheathing, and exterior building wall

MEAS: PC

a wal 1 frame, materials, tools,
of a team instal 1 wal 1 sheathi ng,

wall building paper with no Imre than
11a(1)_, 11b, 12a(1) MEAS: PC

4/2
Day 14
(0/1)
Day 15
(1/0)

D4y 14
(0/1)
D4y 15
(2/0)
Day 16
(1/0)installation

installation

buil di ng

MATERIALS

paper instal lation

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

(5)

SG J3ABR55230 000-111-5, Sheathing
WB J3ABR55230 000-111-5, Sheathing
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Training Equipment

Study Assignnents
Goodheart-Willcox

Hand Tools and Light Frame Construction

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)
Di rected Study (2 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

JUDR5500 000
BLOCK

III
UNIT

5

I DATE

10 April 1986
P AGE NO.

37
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multi le Instructor Requirements
rq uipment, S-upervi-sIon-(-3)

Instructional Guidance
Criterion objective 5a will be accomplished by directed study and classroom
lecture/discussion. Progress Check 5a will be administered following the
presentation. Each student will be e,valtiated on the objective using ATC Form
98. The grade will be "S" for saiisfaGwry or "U" for unsatisfactory. This
grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.

To teach criterion objective 5b, instructor will discuss the installation of
wall and roof sheathing and exterior wall building paper. Progress Check 5b
will be administered following the presentation. Each student will be
evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for
satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC
Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the classrocm instructor,
before the close of each training day and the assignnent will he checked the
following training day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement
will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: This class is divided into 3 groups of not greater than six students per
group during 3 hours of day 15, during which time the students will install
wall and roof sheathing to the exterior of a wood frame structure. One
instructor is required for each group to assure that each student accomplishes
the required instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMErOF INSTRUCTOR COU RSE TITL E

,......m...

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Bui 1 di ng Construction
1. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

6. Roofing, Vents, and Louvers

a. Given incariplete

installing, repairing, and
conpleting the statements.
STS: 11a(7), 12a(6)

statements,
replacing
Four of five

a sheathed

with

ation

nstal lation

a sheathed
member of

no more

MATERIALS

identify the procedures for
ventilators, and wall louvers by

responses must be correct.

roof, materials, tools,
and working as a member of a

no more than five instructor

roof, materials, tools,
a team install roof flashing,
than eight instructor assists.

AND GUIDANCE

and Louvers
and Louvers

Co., Inc.

4/0

Day 16
(.5/0)

Day 16
(1.0/0)

Day 16
(2.5/0)

I

(1) Nonenclature

(2) Uses

b. Given procedures,
equipment, manufacturers' specifications
team install vents and ventilators
assists. STS: 12a(6)

(1) Vent instal 1

(2) Ventil ator i

c. Given procedures,
equipment and working as a
eave strips, and roofing with
STS: 12a(3) 12a(4)

(1) Nonenclature

(2) Instal lati on

SUPPORT

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 000-111-6, Roofing,
WB J3ABR55230 000-111-6, Roofing,
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Training Equipment

Vents
Vents

Study Assignnents
Goodheart-Willcox

Work (8)Hand Tools for Building Finish

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON P _ .

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER

J3A8R55230 000
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UNIT

6
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Training Methods
Lecture scuss on (1.5 hrs)
Performance (2.5 hrs)

IstrtrilelrReuirements
qu fprne nt, SFvTsI on

Instructional Guidance
For criterion ob3ecthe 6a, discuss types and uses of vents, ventilators and
louvers. Progress Check 6a will be administered following the Presentation.
Each student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade
will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be
placed on the ATC Form 667. Instructor will discuss installation of vents and
ventilators. Progress Check 6h will be administered following the
presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form
98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This
grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667. Instructor will discuss the types
of and installation procedures for roof flashing, eave strips, and roofing.
Progress Check 6c will be administer.ed following the presentation. Each
student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "u" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667. Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom
instructor, before the close of each training day and the assignment will be
checked the following training day Prior to the days lesson. Directed Study
measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress
Check.

MIR: The class is divided into 2 groups for 3 hours of.day 16 during which
time the students iistall roofing and building vents. One instructor is
required for each group to assure that each student accomplishes the requ'ired
instructional objectives and develoPs desired skills.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
r. F IN TRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry S.eci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Buil di ng_Constniction
. COURSE CONTENT 1.2. TIME

5/-2-
Day 15
(0/1)
Day 16
(1/0)
Day 17
(1/0)

Day 15
(0/1)
Day 17
(1/0)

Day 17
(2/0)

7. Trim and Siding

a. Given true/false statenents,
1 installing, repairing, and replacing cornice

12a(2) MEAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Uses

b. Given procedures, a framed structure,
equipnent and working as a member of a
siding with no more than seven instructor
12a(2) MEAS: PC

identify the procedures for
and siding. STS: 11.a(2)

materials, tools,
team install cornice and

assists. STS: 11a(2),

tools, equipment and working
wall trim with no more than

MEAS: PC

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

(1) Types

(2) Instal lati on

c. Given a structure, materials,
as a member of a ten install exterior
five instructor assists. STS: 11a(6)

(1) Norrenclature

(2) Installation

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructi onal Material s
SG JUBR5523-0 60-III-7, Trim and Siding
W0 J3ABR55230 000-111-7, Trim and Siding
'OS J3A8R55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox

Inalnins E 1.Al._E._ir vent
Hand Tools for Building Finish Work (15)
Asbestos Shingle Cutter (15)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (4 hrs)
II - -4 a I

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

UNIT FTT'i
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervfsion (2)

Instructional Guidance
For cr terion objective 7a, discuss parts and uses of cornices and siding.
Progress Check 7a will be administered following the presentation. Each
student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667. Instructor will discuss types of and installation
procedures for cornices and siding. Progress Check 7b will be administered
following the presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective
using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for
unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667. Instructor
will explain parts and installation procedures for exterior wall trim.
Progress Check 7c will be administered following the presentation. Each
student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed
on the ATC Form 667.

MIR: The class is divided into two instructional groups for 3 hours on day
17 during which the students receive a demonstration and then install trim and
cornice, and install siding. One instructor is required for each group to
assure that each student accomplishes the required instructional objectives
and develops the desired skills.

8. Written Test and Test Critique 2/0

9. Military Training (Physical Conditioning) 0/2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME (re INSTRUC (OR COU RSE T1 TL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Finish Construction
. couRSE CONTENT 2. TIME

1. Stairs

a. Given tools, equipment, materials
of a team construct and install steps
instructor assists. The steps must be
STS: 10a(6) MEAS: PC

and working as a member
with no more than five
plumb and level.

AND GUIDANCE

Co., Inc.

Fundanentals of Stair Layout

3.5/1
Day 17
(0/1)
Day 18

(3.5/0)

(1) Types of stai rways

(2) Stai r nonenclature

(3) Stai r layout

(4) Stai r i nstal lation

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3ABR55230 000-IV-1, Stai rs
WB J3ABR55230 000- IV-1 , Stai rs
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignnents
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox

Audio Visual Aids
Film: MN 6719f, Building Techniques -

Trai ni ng Equi pment
Hand Tools (5)
Portable Power Tools (5)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1.5 hrs)
Performance (2.0 hrs)
Directed Study (1 hr)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipnent, Supervision (2)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL Oe LEWN PLAN

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

-
Pol NUMBER BLOCK

J3ABR55230 000 . IV
UNIT

1

DATE

10 April 1986
PAGE NO.
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Instructional Guidance
Instructor will teach stairway components and procedures for stairway
construction during classroom lecture/discussion. Progress Check la will be
administered following the presentation. Each student will be evaluated on
the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or
"U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close
of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following training
day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in
the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: This class is divided into 2 groups of not greater than eight students
per group for 3 hours of day 18, during which time the students receive a
demonstration and then will layout and cut stair stringers and construct a set
of stairs for a given application. One instructor is required for each group
to assure that each student accomplishes the required instructional objectives
and develops the desired skills.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMI b F aTTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Finish Construction
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

2. Windotis, Screens, and Glass

a. Given inccmplete statenents,
installing or replacing window
conpleting the statenents STS:

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Types and uses

b. Given procedures,
working as a member of a team
exterior wall with no more than
must operate without binding
STS: lata MEAS: PC

(1) Windy,/ frale

(2) Windy,/ sash installation

c. Given procedures,
working as a member of a team
with no more than five instructor
be tight and free of wrinkles.

(1) Materials

(2) Instal lation

d. Given window glass,
as a member of a tean replace
more than five instructor assists.
fit tightly and be water tight.
STS: 11c MEAS: PC

units,
11a(3),

window frame,
install

five instructor
and be within

installation

screen, materials,
install

assists.
STS:

tools,
the glass

The

cutting

identify
screens,

11a(4),

sash,
the window

1/8"

screen materials
The

11a(4)_

the procedures for
and glass by

11c !CAS: PC

tools, materials and
frame and sash in an

assists. The windcw
of plumb.

tools, equipment and
in a frame

installed screen must
rEAS: PC

equipment and working
frame with no

window glass must

4/2

Day 17
(0/1)
Day 18

(1.5/0)

Day 18
(.5/0)

Day 18
(.5/0)

Day 18
(0/1)
Dky 19
(.5/0)

.

materials,
in a winch"?'
installed

(1) Measuring and

(2) Sash preparation

(3) Glazing

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LEIION PLAti
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

P01 NUMBER. J3A8R55230 000
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2
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COURSE CONTENT

e. Given procedures, safety equipment, glass, tools and Day 19
working as a member of a ten exercise safety precautions while (.5/0)
handling glass. 6a(5) MEAS: PC

(1) Equipnent

(2) Precautions

f. Given procedures, a window, tools, equipment and working as Day 19
a nember of a team realign the windod frame with no mare than three (.5/0)
nstructor assists. The window must operate freely without bi nding.

STS: lld MEAS: PC

(1) Materials

(2) Real ignment

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG JAB11-55216 00-112 ,Vindods, Screens and Windows
WB J3A8R55230 000-IV-2, Windows,Screens and Windows
DS J3,0155230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.

Trainini Equipment
Window Frames (1T
Hand Tools for Building Work (15)
Window Unit Mock-up (15)
Glass Cutting Unit (15)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipnent, Supervision (3)

Instructional Guidance
Instructor will explain terminology and instal
during lecture/discussion. Progress Checks 2a
administered after each applicable objective.
2e will be administered after presentation of
be evaluated on the objectives using ATC Form
"S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory
placed on the ATC Form 667.

lation procedures
, 2b, 2c and 2f will be
Progress Checks 2d and

2e. Each student will
98. The grade will be

This grade will be

J3ABR55230 000 IV 2 10 April 1986 46
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close
of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following training
day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in
the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into two instructional groups during 1.5 hours in
day 18 and 1 hour of day 19, during which time the students receive a
demonstration and then install windows, repair sashes by replacing glass and

repair screen. One instructor is required for each group to assure that each
student accomplishes the required instructional objectives and develops the
desired skills.
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PLA34 OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME 0 F INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Finish Construction
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Doors and Door Hardware

a. Given incanplete statenents,
installing, replacing or repairing
hardware. STS: 11a(5), 11a(6)

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Types and uses

b. Given procedures,
an exterior door and working
install an exterior door frame
five instructor assists. The
plumb and level and the door
STS: 11a(5) MEAS: PC

doors,
11d, 13a(2),

materials,
as a member

and exterior
door frame

must operate

materials,
as a member
with no more
be within

binding.

an exterior
and working
five instructor

NEAS:

identify
door

13a(6)

equipment,
of a team

door
must be
without

equipnent,
of a team
than
1/16"

STS:

door, a
as a member

assists.
PC

the procedures for
trim, and door

MEAS: PC

a rough opening for
fabricate and

with no more than
within +.1/16" of
bindi rig-.

a rough opening for
install the

five instructor
of plumb and level

13a(6)

10.5/3
Jay 18
(0/1)
Jay 19
(1.5/0)

Jay 19
(1.5/0)

Day 19
(1.5)

Day 20
(1.0)

(1) Fabricati on

(2) Instal lati on

c. Given procedures,
an interior door and working
interior door frame and door
assists. The door frame must
and the door must operate without
MEAS: PC

(1) Materials

(2) Instal lation

d. Given procedures,
tools, materials, equipnent
door trim with no more than
fit smoothly. STS: 11a(6)

framed opening,
of a team install

Door trim must

(1) Nonenclature

(2) Instal 1 ati on

- SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OLL.E1§222LAB

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

P01 NUMBER
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3
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e. Given specifications, an installed exterior door, Day 70
materials, tools, equipment and working as a member of a team install (1.0)
weather stripping with no more than five instructor assists. Weather
stripping must allow door to close and seal out air around door
edges. STS: 13a(21 MEAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Instal lation

f. Given a damaged exterior door, materials, tools, equipment (1.0)
and working as a member of a team repair the door with no more than
five instructor assists. The door must present a smooth and neat
appearance, fit into the door frame and operate without binding.
STS: lld MEAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Instal lati on Day 19
(0/2)

g. Given specifications, ail exterior door hanging in an Day 20
opening, materials, tools, equipment and working as a member of a (3/0)
team install door locks and closers with no more than two instructor
assists. Locks must allow door to close and latch tightly. Closers
must enable door to close smoothly without slamming. STS: 13g
MEAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Instal lation

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Material
SG JSABRMO 6061-1V3, Doors and Door Hardware
WB J3ABR55230 000-IV-3, Doors and Door Hardware
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.

Training Equipment
Miter Box (4)
Hand Tools for Building Finish Work (15)
Door Unit Mock-up (15)

Training Methods

Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance (8.5 hrs)
Direted Study (3 hrs)

J3A8R55230 000 IV 3 10 April 1986 50
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE (Con't)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Instructor will explain door and door hardware components and installation
procedures during lecture/discussion. Progress Check 3a will be administered

fol,wing the presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective

using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for

unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.

Instructor will tlke students to work area for administration of Progress
Checks 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, and 3g. Progress checks 3b through 3g will be

administered after presentation of 3g. Each student will be evaluated on

these objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or

"U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the close
of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following training
day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in

the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into two instructional groups for 8 hours in days
19 and 20, during which time the students rec-ive a demonstration and then
install door frames, door locks and hinges, ar:A weatherstripping. One

instructor is required for each group to assur t each student accomplishes

the required instructional objectives and deve: 0 desired skills.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
, F IN TRU TOR COU RSE T1 TL E

Carpentry Speci ali st
BLOCK TI TLE

Etnish Construction
COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

4. Insulation, Gypsum Board,

a. Given incomplete statements,
installing, repairing, or replacing
STS: 13a(1), 13a(3), 13a(5)

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Types and Uses

b. Given procedures,
and working as a member of a
wall with no more than four
securely fastened; joints must
STS: 13a(1) MEAS: PC

and Ceilings

gypsum
MEAS:

insulation,
team install

instructor
be overlapped

gypsum board,
of a

with no
be securely
STS:

acoustical
of a
assists.

adjoining

identify
board,

PC

tools,
insulation

assists.
with

tools,
team install

more than
fastened

13a(3).

the procedures for
and ceilings.

materials, equipment
in an interior

Insulation must be
no voids.

materials,
gypsum board on

three instructor
and the joints

MEAS: PC

materials,
tile on a ceiling

edges must fit
STS: 13a(5

10/2
Day 20
(0/1)
Day 21

(1.5/0)

Dv 20
(0/1)

Dv 21
(1.5/0)

Dv 21
(1.5/0)

Day 21
(1.5/0)

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Installation

c. Given procedures,
equipment and working as a member
an interior wall and ceiling
assists. The gypsum board nust
must not exceed 1/8" in width.

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Installation

d. Given procedures,
equipmnt and working as a member
with no more than four instructor
tightly and be flush with all
MEAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature

(2) Instal lation

tile, tools,
team install

Tile
tile.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAM

SIGNATURE AND DATESIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUM BER
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e. Given procedures, a row, materials, equipment and working
as a member of a team install a suspended ceiling with no more than
five instructor assists. The finished ceiling must be secured and
within + 1/8" of level. STS: 13a(.9) MEAS: PC

(1) Norrenclature

(2) Installation

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Day 22
(4/0)

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3AB-1155251000-11F-4, Insulation, Gypsum Board, and Ceilings
WB J3ABR55230 000-IV-4, Insulation, Gypsum Board, and Ceilings
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed Study Assignments
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.

Training. Equipment
Carpentry Hand Tools

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance (8 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Instructor will explain terminology and installation procedures for
insulation, gypsum board, and ceilings during classrocm lecture/
discussion. Progress Check 4a will be administered following the
presentation. Each student will be evaluated on the objective using
ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for
unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Instructor will take students to work area for administration of
Progress Checks 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4e. Progress checks 4b through 4e
will be neasured after the presentation of 4e. Each student will be
evaluated on these objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be
"S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be
placed on the ATC Form 667.

MIR: The class will be divided into two instructional groups for 8
hours in days 21. and 22, during which time the students receive
denonstrations and then install insulation, gypsum board, acoustical
material and suspended ceiling. One instructor is required for each
group to assure that each student accomplishes the required
instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.

5. Written Test and Test Critique 2/0

6. Military Training (Physical Conditioning) 0/2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAMEOF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TI TLE

Careent Svecialist
BLOCK TITLE

- Prefab Bui 1 di ngs and Bui 1 di ng Repai r
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

1. Paneli ng and Trim

a. Given i ncomplete statenents,
instal ling paneling by completing the
MEAS: PC

(1) Nonenclature

(2) Characteristics and uses

b. Given procedures, paneling, tools,
working as a member of a tean panel an
than two instructor assists. Paneling
the wall, plumb, and all joints must
MEAS: PC

(1) Descripti on

(2) Installation

c. Given tools, materials, equipnent
a tean cut and install trim with no more
The joints must be tight and smooth.

(1) Descripti on

(2) Installation

SUPPORT MATERIAL

Student Instructional Materials

identify
statements.

materi
existing
must be

be butted.

and
than two

STS: .13a(8)

the procedures for
STS: 13a(4)

als, equipnent and
wall with no ore

securely fastened to
STS: 13a(4)

6/2
(0/2)

Day 22
(0/2)

W/Of3

Day 23
(2.5/0)

Day 23
(2.5/0)

working as a member of
instructor assists.

MEAS: PC

AND GUIDANCE

. ;nc

SG J3AR55230 000-V-1, Paneling
WB J3ABR55230 000-V-1, Paneling
DS J3ABR55230 000, Directed
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,

Training Equipment

,'. rri Trim
ar.1 Trim

Study Assignment',
Goodheart-Wilcox

Carpentry ifana Tools (8)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Directed Study (2 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OLS P

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE
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COURSE CONTENT

Multipl e Instructor Rectui rements
Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance

Instructor will explain canponents, uses, terminology, and installation
procedures for paneling and trim during classroom lecture/discussion.
Progress Check la will be administered following the presentation. Each
student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will
be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade Will be placed
on the ATC Form 667. Instructor will take students to the work area for
adnrinistration of progress checks lb and lc. Progress check lb,and lc will be
adminstered after presentation of lc. Each student will be eyiilUated on the3e
objectives using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory or "U"
unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroan instructor; befOre the clo-e
of each training day and the assignnent will be checked the follOwing trailrnp

. day prior to the days lesson. Directed Study measurement will be included in
the applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into two instructional groups for 5 hours in day
23, during which tine the students will install paneling and interior trim.
One instructor is required for each group to assure that each student
accomplishes the required instructional objectives and develops the desiredskills.

POI MABRb5250 oau
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME OF INITRUCTOR COURSE TITL E

Carent eci al i st
BLOCK TITLE

Prefaab Bui l di ric* and Bui 1 di ng Repai r
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

2. Prefab Buil di ngs

a. Given incomplete statements,
assenblying and erecting prefabricated
statenEnts. STS: 14a PEAS: PC

(1) Nontnclature

(2) Types and Uses

b. Given erection procedures, materials,
foundation and working as a member of
prefabricated building with no nore than
The erected prefabricated building must
within + 1" of plumb and square. STS:

(1 ) Materi al s

(2) Assembly

(3) Erection

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

identify
buildings

.

a team assemble
three

be securely
14a MEAS:

the procedures for
by canpleting the

tools, equipmmt,
and erect a

instructor assists.
fastened and be

PC

for a Metal Prefab

Co., Inc.

(8)

12/4
Day 23
(0/2)
Day 24
(3/0)

Day 24
(3/2)
Day 25
(6/0)

AND GUIDANCE

Procedures

Standards

Buildings

SG nAuss2rac1O-v-2, Prefab
WB J3ABR55230 000-V-2, Prefab
Manufacturer's Assembly and

Buil ding
Textbook: Modern Carpentry,
DS AFS 54, 55, and 56, Engineered

Traini ng.._ Equipment

Buildings
Buildings

Erection

Goodheart-Willcox
Performance

Prefabricated Bui 1 di ng (5)
Hand Tools for Erecting Prefabricated

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (3 hrs)
Performance (9 hrs)
Directed Study (4 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LES ON P . ,
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

POI NUMBER
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V
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COURSE CONTENT

Multi p1 e Instructor Re uirements
qmpment, Superv on

Instructional Guidance

Instructor will explain the types, uses and terminology of prefabricated
buildings. Progress Check 2a will be administered following the presentation.
Each student will be evaluated on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade
will be "S" for satisfactory or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be
placed on ATC Form 667. Instructor will take students to th0 work area for
administration of Propess Check 2b. Each student will be eValuated on the!
objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" 'for satisfattory or "1.0
for unsatisfactory. This grade will be,placed on the ATC ForM 667. Virectozi
Study will be aSsigned, by the classroom instructor, before the Close of each
training day and the assignment will 'be checked the folloWi rig training day
prior to the days lesson. Directed Study neasurenent will be included in the
applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

MIR: The class is divided into,.two instruCtional groups during 3 hOurs of day
24 and 6 hours of day 26; during wfitch time the students asemble and erect a
netal prefab building. One instrOctiir Is required for each group to assure
that each student accomplishes the instnictional objectives and develops the
desi red ski 1 1 s.

.
.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
Al 0 F IN TRUCTOR COU RSE T1 TL E

Carpentry Speci al i st
BLOCK TITL E

Prefaab Buil di ngs and Bui 1 di ng Repair
. COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Flooring, Caulking, and

a. Given incomplete statenents
installing, repairing, or replacing
units by completing the statenents.
WAS: PC

(1) Nomenclature
(2) Types and Uses

b. Given procedures,
equipment and working as a
flooring with no aore than
must be securely fastened and
STS: 13e MEAS: PC

Prefab Units

flooring,

a wooden floor,
member of
two instructor

match the

a tiled floor,
a team repair
two instructor

no DO:.
PC

a prefabricated
and working
no more

fastened,

tools, materials,
with

be overlayed
13h MEAS:

identify procedures for
caulking, and prefab

STS: 13e, 13a(7), 13c, 13h

tools, materials,
a tean repair a damaged area of

assists. The repaired area
existing floor.

-

tools, materials, equipment
a damaged section of
assists. The repaired area

: id all joints must be

cabinet or bookcase,
as a member of a tean instal

than two instructor assists. The
plumb and level.

equipment and working as
no more than two instruccQr

1/8" and present a smooth
PC

9/0
Day 26
(2/0)

Day 26
(2/0)

Day 26
(2/0)

Day 27
(2/0) .

Day 27
(1/0)

(1) Thrmi nology

(2) Repai r

c. Given procedures,
and working as a member of
flooring with no aore than
must be securely fastened with
t i ght. STS: 7 )_ MEAS:_13a(

(1) Termi nology

(2) Repai r

d. Given procedures,
tools, materials, equipment
the cabinet or bookcase vrith
installed unit must be securely
STS: 13c MEAS: PC

(1) Tenni nology
(2) Instal lation

e. Given procedures,
a number of a team caulk windo4s
assists. Caulked areas must
and even appearance. STS:

(1) Terminology
.(2) Procedures
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG J3errs52o 0-00-V-3, Flooring, Caulking, and Prefab Units
WB J3A8R55230 000-V-3, Flooring, Caulking, and Prefab Units

Training_Equipment
arpentrand ools (8)

Training Methods
Lecture/Discussion (2 hrs)
Performance (7 hrs)

Multi le Instructor Re uirements
qu pmen upervision

Instructional Guidance
Instruct-or win exprai n fl ooring, caul ki ng, and prefab cabi net instal la-
ti on duri ng classroom lecture/di scussion. Progress Check 3a wil 1 be
administered following the presentation. Each student will be evaluated
on the objective using ATC Form 98. The grade will be "S" for satisfactory
or "U" for unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the ATC Form 667.
Instructor will take students to work are for administration of Progress
Checks 3b, 3c, 3d, and 3e. Progress checks 3b through 3e will be administered
follow presentation of 3e. Each student will be evaluated on the objective
using ATC Form 98. The grade hill be "S" for satisfictory and "U" for
unsatisfactory. This grade will be placed on the Ait; Form 667.

MIR: The class is divided into two instructional groups during 4 hours
of day 26 and 3 hours of day 27, during which time the students replace
wood flooring, repair asphalt tile, caulk windows, sinks, or bathtubs,
and install prefabricated cabinets or bookcases. One instruttor is re-
quired for each group to assure that each student accomplishes the re-
quired instructional objectives and develops the desired skills.
4. Written Test and Test Critique 2/0

5. Course Critique and Graduation 1/0

6. Mil i tary Training 0/6

a. Physical conditioning (0/2)

b. End-of-Course Appointments and Predeparture Safety Briefing (0/4)

J3ABR55230 000 V 3/4/5/6 10 April r9136- 60
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DIRECTED STUDY
J3A3R55230 000

Technical Training

Carpentry Specialist

DIRECTED STUDY ASSIGNMENTS

May 1986

USAF TECHNICAL TRAINING SCHOOL

3770 Technical Training Group

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE ONLY
DO NOT USE ON THE JOB
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3770 Technical Training Group DS J3ABR55230 000

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas May 1986

DIRECTED STUDY ASSIGNMENTS

INTRODUCTION

These assignments support specific criterions and will be completed in the
dormitory area during the 7th and 8th hours of each training day, except on
the final day of the course.

The instructor will check the next day for completion of the DS assignments
and give an oral or written quiz. Achievement of the assignment will be a
minimum passing score of 70%. Failure of the quiz will result in special
individual assistance during the 7th and 8th hour of the same training day.
In the event of special individual assistance being given, all DS assignments
are still due the following training day.

The material listed in this Directed Study assignment sheet will be
accomplished the day prior to the lecture to ensure students have a basic
understanding of the material being covered in class that day. (Except for

the material covered in class during day 1). This material will be read along
with Directed Study assignment listed under day 1 to ensure students fully
understand the material covered the first day of class.

ASSIGNMENTS

BLOCK I

pay 1

1. Review material covered in day 1, Technical Publications and
Safety, SG, Chapters 2 and 3 and answers tho questions on pgs
2-7 and 3-21.

pay 2

1. Read SG, Chapter 4, Base Civil Engineer Organization and Career
Field Orientation. Pgs 4-1 through 4-13 and answer the questions
on pg 4-13.

2. Read SG, Chapter 6 on Construction Drawings and answer the ques-
tions on pags 7-60 and 7-61.

3. Read SG, Chapter 7 on Hand Tools and answer the questions on pgs
7-60 and 7-61.
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DY 3

1. Read SG, Chapter 8 on Security and answer the questions on pg
8-4.

2. Read SG, Chapter 9 on Construction Using Hand Tools.

3. Accomplish reading assignments located in your Modern Woodworking
Textbook, Chapter 2, Selecting and Roughing Out Materials, pages
21 through Laying Out and Cutting Plywood, on pg 31. Also answer
questions 1-12 on pg 34.

Read Chapter 5 in your Modern Woodworking Textbook on Wood
Joints, pgs 59 through 72, and answer questions 1-15 on pg 73.

Also read Chapter 9 on Sanding and Preparing for Finish on pgs
111-117.

BLOCK II

pay 5

1. Read Unit 1 in Study Guide J3A8R55230 000-II-1 on Selecting and
Cutting Materials for Cabinet Construction, pgs 1-1 through 1-22.

2. Read Unit 11 located in Modern Woodworking Textbook, pgs 152
through 163, About Jointers and Planners.

3. Read Unit 12 located in Modern Woodworking Textbook, pgs 167
through 179, about The Table Saw, also read pgs 186 through
190 and stop at.Circular Saws.

4. Read Unit 13 located in Modern Woodworking Textbook on the Band
Saw, Jigsaw, and Sabre Saw on pgs 201 through 215.

pay 6.

1. Read Unit 14, located in Modern Woodworking Textbook, on the
Drill Press and Mortiser, pgs 217 through 223 and pgs 226 through
228.

2. Read Unit 7, located in Modern Woodworking Textbook on Sanding
Machines, pgs 269 through 275.

3. Read Unit 16, located in Modern lOodworking Textbook on The
Router and Shaper, pgs 253 through 263.
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Pay 8,

Day 9

1. Read Unit 2 in Study Guide J3ABR55230 000-11-2 on Cabinet
Assembly, pgs 2-1 through 2-6.

2. Read Unit 18, located in your Modern Woodworking Textbook,
pgs 281 through 304 on Furniture and Cabinet Work.

1. Read Unit 3 in Study Guide J3ABR55230 000-11-3, pgs 3-1
through 3-7.

BLOCK III

Day 11

1. Read SG, Unit 1, pgs 1-1 through 1-17, answer the questions on
pgs 1-17 and 1-18.

2. Read Unit 6, in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 118 through 146.
Stop at Estimating Materialsn.

pay 12

1. Read SG, Unit 2, pgs 2-1 through 2-23 and answer the questions
on pgs 2-23 and 2-24.

2. Read Unit 7 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 149 through 171.

3. Read Unit 8 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 172 through 188.
Stop at Wall Sheathing.

Day 13

1. Read SG Unit 3, pgs 3-1 through 3-16.

2. Read Unit 22 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 542 through 549
and answer questions on pgs 548 and 549.

3. Read SG, Unit 4, pgs 4-1 through 4-10.

4. Read Unit 9 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 198 through 228
and answer questions 1 through 16 on pg 228.

3
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Day 14,

1. Read SG, Unit 5, pgs 6-1 through 5-3.

2. Read Unit 8 in Firn Carpentry Textbook, starting at Wall
Sheathing on pg 188 through 194, answer questions 11 on pg 194.

3. Read Unit 9 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, starting at Roof
Sheathing, pgs 224 through 228 and answer questions 17, 18, and
19 on pg. 228.

Day 15

1. Read SG, Unit 7, pgs 7-1 through 7-15.

2. Read Unit 12 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 298 through 323
and answer the questions on pgs 322 and 323.

BLOCK IV

Day 17,

1. Read SG, Unit 1, pgs 1-1 through 1-10.

2. Read Unit 16 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 405 through 418
and answer the questions on pg 418.

3. Read SG, Unit 2, pgs 2-1 through 2-11.

4. Read Unit 11 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 266 through 297
and answer questions 1 through 14 on pg 297.

pay 18

1. Review SG, Unit 2, Replacing Window Glass, pgs 2-1 through 2-6.

2. Read SG, Unit 3, pgs 3-1 through 3-31 and answer the questions
on pg 3-31.

3. Read Unit 11 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, beginning with
"Exterior Door Frames", pgs 288 through 297.

4. Read Unit 17 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 4-20 through 4-38.
Stop at Window Trim. Answer questions 1 through 10 on pg 443 in
Modern Carpentry Textbook.

6 4
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pay 19,

1. Review SG, Unit 3, on Installing Door Locks and Door Closers,
pgs 3-15 through 3-18 and 3-24 through 3-26. Stop at Exterior
Doors - Repair and Maintenance.

pay 20

1. Read SG, Unit 4, pgs 4-1 through 4-8.

.2. Read Unit 13 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 324 through 327,
resume reading on pg 331, beginning with Types of Insulation to
pg 348, stopping at Acoustics and Sound Control Also answer
questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 13 on pg 356.

3. Read Unit 14, in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 358 through 387,
answer questions 1-17 on pg 387.

BLOCK V

Day 22_

1. Read SG, Unit 1, pgs 1-1 through 1-8 and answer the questions on
pg 1-8.

2. Read Unit 14 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, beginning with
Installing Plywood on pg 371 through 374, Stopping at Plaster.
Also answer questions 6, 7, and 8 on pg 387.

3. Read Unit 17 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, beginning with Window
Trim on pg 438 through 443, and answer questions 13, 14, and 15
on pg 443.

pay 23

1. Read SG, Unit 2, pgs 2-1 through 2-20 and answer the questions on
pg 2-19 and 2-20.

2. Read Unit 21 in Modern Carpentry Textbook, pgs 502 through 511
and answer questions 1 through 7 on pg 511.

Day 24

1. Review SG, Unit 2 and Modern Carpentry Unit 21.



STUDY GUIDE
J3ABR55230 000-1-1 thru 9
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Purpose of The Study Guide

This study guide (SG) is designed to guide you through your study
assignment in the most logical sequence for easy understanding and to provide
you with pract1c41 exercises or work in conjunction with each study

assignment. Complete each exercise or work assignment in the sequence given
and it will aid you in understanding and retaining the key points in each
assignment.

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the
close of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following
training day prior to the days lesson. Questions will be addressed at that

time. Directed Study measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion

Objective's Progress Check.

SG J3ABR55230-000-I-1 thru 9

Contents

Unit Title Pa

1 Orientation and Course Introduction 1-1

2 Technical Publications 2-1

3 Safety 3-1

4 Base Civil'Engineering Organization
and Career Field Orientation 4-1

ConsLruction Materials 5-1

6 Construction Drawings 6-1

7 Hand Tools 7-1

8

Construction Using Hand ToGis 9-1

;7: PURF.!77:20 COC-I-1 thru -9, Jau 1936.
(Copies of superseded publications may not be used.)
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-I4
Sheppard Mr Force Base, Texas

ORIENTATION AND COURSE INTRODUCTION

OBJECT IVE

a. Orientation

This study guide is designed to introduce you to course policies and
explain the contents of training that you will be receiving while attending
the Carpentry Specialist course.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Civil Engineering Carpentry Specialist course. You are
now entering an interesting and challenging course designed to teach you the
basics of the Carpentry Career Field.

This entire orientation study guide is an introduction. In it, we will
attenpt to introduce you to the contents, policies, the objectives of the
course, the instruction and nvasurement policies, the type of training
materials used, and other items of particular interest to you as a student.
Above all, we want you to feel welcome in our course and we will do everything
we can to make your time at Sheppard AFB worthwhile and pleasant, The more
you put into the course, the nore you will get out of it.

The 3770th Technical Training Group consists of four major divisions.
Each of these divisions will consist of several individual courses. The
Carpentry Course belongs to one of these divisions, the Power Production
Division, (see figure 1 for a breakdown). The commander of the 3770th
Technical Training Group is a civil engineer, (usually a Colonel or a Lt
Colonel) who supervises assigned personnel and is responsible for the quality
of training taught within the Group. As a member of any organization it is
important that you know your "Chain of Command." Your instructor will provide
you with the names of these personnel. Write their names in the blank spaces
opposite their title.

Class Leader

Instructors

1.

2.

3.

Course Supervi sor

Division Chief

Group Commander

WI ng Commander

Tech Training Center Commander
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3770th Technical
Training Group

Electrical
Divi sion

Courses

-r
Power Production

Divi sion

OvervieW of the Course

Courses

Mechanical
Divi sion

Courses

figure 1. Group Structure

Construction
Divi si on

Course:

This course consists of five (5) blocks of instruction. The course

length is 27 days.

In Block I you will have the opportunity -to learn about your career field

and what to expect on the job. You will also be given training on the use of

technical publications, safety, construction materials, construction drawings,
security, and Engineered Performance Standards. The renainder of the block
will cover the use and care of hand tools. Durin13 this time you will

construct a project using hand tools. Block II t7.alning consists of shop
power equipment. You will recive training on ti V.y nd car,.

tho equipment. Yr 10 construct a project using tne 's.hop !nw'

equiprrent and complete the block with trainini
Block III training consists of tt,c' ':"undamentals of building construction. You

vrill have actual practice in the 7..!truction of a frame structure. Block IV
lnd V consist of interior and exteilor building finish work (and the erection
of a prefabricated structure.

SCHOOL POLICIES AND PROCEDIRES

As a student, you are required to abide by the procedures and regulations
that govern f...hool activities on this base. These procedures and regulations
are established to provide you with the most advantageous training environment
possible. l'his portion of the study guide is devoted to acquainting you with

these procedures and regulations.

1-2
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Use and Care of Training Materials

Your training materials should be well cared for while you are here and
brought to school daily and used to study from each night to learn the
material assigned for the next day's work. By doing this, you can expect to
gain considerable knowledge while in training.

You will be issued text books. These will be temporarily is,ued to you
for study throughout this course. DO NOT MARK in these text books. When you
are assigned questions in the texts, you will answer them on a separate sheet
of paper, so they can be turned in to your instructor. At some point during
the uourse, your text books will be collected. If they have been lost or
destroyed, you will have to pay for the texts.

You will be issued Study Guides, Workbooks, and other training materials.
Your instructor will explain which publications are i-,urs to keep and which
publications must be returned in4ructor. Your Study Guides, for instance are
your personal property. You may wish to underline, highlight, or mark in them
as your instructor presents the classroom lecture. You will usP these
publications in reviewing for your Block Tests. You will be 4, a separate
Study Guide for each block of instruction.

You will be issued Workbooks. These workbooks contain rrogress Checks
(Progress Checks will be explained later) and will never leave the classroom.
You will open them only after your instructor has told you to do so. Progress
Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS. This means the instructor is held accountable
for each progress check and must maintain careful control over them.

Class Leader

The class leader will be appointed during the first day of class. This

person will usually be the highest ranking individual in the class. If all
members of the class have equal grade, the instructor will appoint the class
leader. This individual will serve as spokesman for the class, supervise
classroom clean up and monitor the class, if the instructor has to leave the
class temporarily.

Training Schedule

A schedule of training activities is establisved by Air Training Command
regulation. The regulation requires that no less than 400 minutes per shift
be spent in training. To have the best learning situation, the longest time
you will sit continuously in the classroom is 60 minutes and for laboratory
per10,-Inanr,e activity, 100 minutes. These limits may be increased for
testing.

Breaks

Greaks are author'ed during the class hours of instruction so that you
may take care of personal needs without missing instruction. A schedule of
the authorized time for each break will be posted in the classroom area. It

is your responsibility to be back in the classroom on time. At no tiae will
you leave the authorized break area. Responsibility to maintain a clean break
area rests with the individuals involved. You will clean up the area after
each break.

1-3
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Emergency Leave Procedures

Inform your family to contact their local Red Cross in case of serious
illness or a death in your immediate family. In turn, the Red Cross will
notify you through your squadron, and if energency leave is warranted,
arrangemnts will be made for a speedy departure.

Smoking

Before lighting up, be sure that you are in an authorized smoking area.
Areas around the Carpentry course and Building 2001 have been designated and
are marked accordingly. Do not discard smoking materials on the ground.
Dispose of then in a marked receptacle. Never discard smoking materials in a
waste can or a dumpster.

Sick Call

Routine sick call should be taken care of during the ho.lr, that class is
not in session. If you should become ill while in school, you must obtain an
excuse slip before leaving class. In case of serious illness or accident,
your instructor will call an anbulance immediately.

Absence From Class

You may be excused from class for legitimate reasons; however, it is
desirable that your personal affairs and appointntnts be conducted so as not
to interfere with school. Requests for class excusal mutt be initiated
through your squadron training personnel.

Community College of the Air Force (CCAF) Academic Credits

CCAF currently awards 8 semester hours of credit upon graduation from
course J3ABR55230 000, Carpentry Specialist.

In addition, 4 semester hours are awarded for carpletion of Basic
Military Training. This credit may be applied in a CCAF Associate in Applied
Science degree progran designed for your Air Force speciality. To register in
a CCAF degree program, go to the Education Service Office (ESO) at your
permanent duty station. The ESO Cminselor will explain how you may earn an
AAS degree in your specialty.

Student Critique Program

To critique somthing is tn express your opinion about it. A student
critique program exists at all ATC Technical Training Centers. This program
exists b)ase we are interested in student tiOtare and the effectiveness of
our tra. It is based upon the assumpt;1;:ot that veitatever bothers or
distracts the student will adversely affect his learning.

This program gives you the opportunity to express your :,p.ions
concerning your training and the entire student envirorment.

1-4
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You will be given ne opportunity to complete critique forms while in
traiing. You may fe5:1 free to express your opinions and give us your
constructive criticism.

Since the critique program began in 1966, many improvements have been
made as a result of student recommendations. Critiques are administered at
the end of all courses, and for some courses students are asked to critique
training during the course. Your completed cr;v.iques will be given careful
consideration because they provide instructors, ,,Ipervisors, and commanders
valuable information for use in improving training and base facilities and
services.

In the meantime, should you recognize what you feel is a deficiency or
problem, do not wait until you are given a critique form to complete. Any of
the following people will be willing to listen to your observations and
suggestions: Military or technical instructor; instructor supervisor; student
counselors; first sergeant or squadron commander; agency or section
supervisors; Commander's Representative, or any senior NCO you have the
opportunity t talk with.

We are all vitally interested in your welfare and in improving the
efectiveness and efficiency of the training provided. Your sincere
cooperation in the critique program can be beneficial to the thousands of
students who will follow you.

Fire Evacuation.

Your instructor will inform you as to how a fire alarm is sounded and how
to evacuate the building. The number that you should call to report a fire is
standardized world-wide, it is 117.

Disaster Control Plan

When a disaster is evident, a signal will be given to warn the base of
danger. Your instructor will inform you of your designated shelter and
procedures to follow.

Measurement and Progress

Tests

You will be given a written block test at the end of days 5, 11, 17, 22
and 27. Block tests will be averaged to arrive at your final course grade.
If you should fail a ;, ,ck of instruction, you will be required to comp.ete
that block of instruction again. A grade within 5 points of failure may
result in a formal academic counseling by your instructor ur course
supervisor.

1-5
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Eliminations

If you fail the same block of instruction two times, you will be
eliminated from the course due to academic reasons. This elimination could
possibly cause you to be assigned to another career field or result in your
being discharged from the Air Force.

Honor Graduate

This program is designed to serve as an incentive to reward those
students who have demonstrated outstanding academic performance. Honor

Graduates must have maintained an excellent record of conduct in both the
school and the squadron. Approximately 10 percent of the graduates for any
one year are designated as Honor Graduates.

Counseling, Washback and Elimination

If you fail a test the instructor or instructor supervisor will discuss
the fai1ure with you and will counsel you on the actions that can be taken.
In these counseling sessions keep in mind that the instructor or supervisor is
interested in your problems. He has nothing against you and is only trying to
get at the cause of the problems and identify the area where you are having

difficulty.

If you, the instructor, and the supervisor feel that you are able to do
the work which you did not pass, the instructor may recommend you for the
retest. Prior to re-testing, you will be given remedial (extra) instruction
outside of normal class hours. After completion of the remedial instruction
you will be retested and if you pa5s you will be given the minimum passing
score for the block of instruction you are in.

If you should fail your ret;!st, you may be considered for elimination in
your best interest or in the best interest of the Air Force.

Special Individual Assistance

Special Individual Assistance (remedial ilstruction) ic available to
provide additional dd to students having difficulty ii: !ied,:tinA

rwteriel.

The classroom instructor will work with you to set the time, dates, and
location of your remedial instruction. You will be assisted during this study
time by an instructor, or instructors by going over those subject areas that
are causing the most difficulty.

Proficiency Advancement

Due to the length and nature of this course, a proficiency advancement
program is no:: offered.

1-5
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Responsibilities of the Student

Conduct

Horsepl ay wi 1 1 not be tolerated. Your idea of fun may result in personal
i njury to yourself or another individual. Profanity (this is defined as

conduct unbecomi ng) wil 1 be avoided at al 1 times. TechnicaMy you are an
adult and should act accordingly. Military bearing and conduct are a
responsiblity which you must maintain during your service career. A
professional Airman sets examples and is noted by his superiors accordingly.

Appearance

You are a member of the United States
organization, as with any other, there are
maintain. A sharp Airman does not have to
his shoes need to be shined. Uniforms will
Combs, pencils, and unbuttoned uniforms wil
for uniform violations will result in the i
on an individual and repeated violators wil
Regulation 35-10.

Air Force. As a part of this
personal standards that you must
be told to get a hair cut or that
be clean, neat, and serviceable.

1 not be tolerated. Discrepancies
nstructor completing an ATC Form 41
1 be punished under Air Force

Cleanup Responsibilities

All areas of instruction must be kept clean; therefore, it will be your
responsibility to perform the cleanup assigned. During your tour in the
course, your instructor will show you where all cleaning supplies and
utilities are located. The authorized cleanup time is the 10 minutes just
prior to dismissal. To do a good job, cooperation and expediency are
mandatory of all personnel.

TDY Personnel In and Out Processing

Morning shift personnel (0600-1200 or 0600-1500)-if your arrival is after
normal duty hours on the day prior to class, report to class and then complete
in-processing prior to the start of the second class day. The instructor will
then I your checklist until the day pr---To7 to graduation. you are
required to turn-in the STTC Form 120 the last class day. You will not be
given a diploma until your instructor has received the ccmpleted form.

Temporary Duty

AIR NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE STUDENTS: Requirements make it necessary
that on the first day of school you furnish two sets of military travel orders
to the instructor. In the event you are short on the number of special orders
in your possession, go to Customer Service located in Building 402. They will

assist you in obtaining additional copies at no expense.

Departure Frcm Training

A TDY military or civilian who abandons his or her training mission prior
to completion for personal reasons will be responsible for part or all of the

travel and living expenses.

1-7
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Energy Conservation

While you are at Sheppard AFB, we ask that you hei us conserve energy.

When lights are not being used, please turn them off. Dn not allow water to
run unnecessarily. Anytime we can save energy we are saviog the Air Force
money.

General Safety

Safety precautions will be observed and adhered to at ALL TIMES.

Security

OPSEC is not like other Security Programs. You have learned that
communication is a must for doing any job and security of communication has to
be done by everyone. COMSEC and OPSEC are not the same, but they are similar
and they cannot be kept apart. A trained agent can take bits and pieces of
information and put it into a useful pack of information for an enemy to make
plans for attack. Information is kept from the public only in the interest of
the security of the nation. Thr cecurity system we use is made by an order of
the President, The total security is the sum of the way each person carries
out good security practices. Physical security is about threats of damage to
any type of Air Force property at each of its bases, it will be the duty of
the Security Police w the individuals who use the property to provide for the
physical i.ecurity of Air Force property.

SUMMARY

You are enrolled in the Carpentry Specialist Course, a twenty-seven day
course designed to teach you the basic skills and knowledge needed in the
carpentry career field. During this course you will be tested by progress
checks and written block tests to ensure you are learning what the carpentry
shop supervisors in the Air Force expect you to know when you canplete this
course and are assigned to their shops. If you fail a progress check, your
instructor will bring you back to school in the afternoons for Special
Individual Assistance (SIA) during which time the instructor will tutor you on
the areas you failed and readminister the progress check. As a student, you
can request SIA any time you feel you are having difficuties in an area of
instruction. If your final grade average falls in the top ten percentile of
the grades for carpentry students for the past twelve months, you will receive
the honor status of being an honor student. Honor students get a special
graduation certificate and an honor student key ring. You should establish
good study habits (such as those recommended in the Study Skills booklet you
were given upon arrival for your first class) and set a goal to be an honor
student,

While attending this course you will be instructed in all aspects of
safety pertaining to the carpentry career field. You will be expected to
follow all safety precautions both in the classroom and in the work areas.
Should you need to report a fire, the standard number for all Air Force
installations is 117. Your instructor has shown you the fire evacuation
procedures and has told you where shelter area is in case of a tornado or a
disaster.

1-8
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Your Training center is interested in your ideas concerning ways we can

finprove the Carpentry Specialist Course. Student critique forms are posted in
each classroom. Feel free to complete one any time. Your class will complete
a Class Critique during Day 26 of your training.

You are to support the Air Force effort to conserve energy by ensuring
the lights in your classroom are turned off when you leave the classroom. We

also want you to support the Air Force fraud, waste, and abuse progream. Use

your materials and equipment efficiently and correctly. If you see fraud,
waste, or abuse, report it.

You have been given instructional materials, such as Study Guides,
Workbooks, Directed Study Assignment sheets, and textbooks. Take care of
them. The Study Guides and Directed Study Assignments sheets are yours to
keep. Read them and do the assignments indicated. ceel free to mark in them.
The textbooks are yours ONLY until your assignment._ in these books are
completed. Do not mark in then. You must return them to your instructor.
You will have to pay for damaged or lost books. The workbooks contain
Progress Checks. They will be given to you only for completing the progress
checks and will be returned to your instructor as each progress check is
canpleted. Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS. Do not remove them from the
classroom or work area where you are assigned to complete the progress check.

TDY students must provide their instructor with two copies of their
orders. TDY students will not be given graduation diplomas until they have
furnished a completed STTC Form 120, Processing Checklist - TOY Personnel, to
their instructor.

All students must comform to the Professional Conduct and Relationships
outlined in ATCR 30-4.

QUESTIONS

I. How many blocks of instcuction are there in this course?

2. What are two purposes of the daily quizzes?

3. What is the standard telephone number to report a fire?

4. What is the building number you are to go to in the event of a disaster
warning?
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Flow many semester hours of credit does the Compinity C01111,:w. ;:he Air

Force award for this course?

REFERENCES

AFR 123-2, Air Force Fraud, Waste and Abuse (FW&A) Prevention and Detection
ATCR 52-3, Student Measurent
ATCR 52-11, Student Training Records and Recognition Program
ATCR 52-26, Student Scheduli ng and Admini strati on
ATCR 52-29, Student Critique Program



3770 Technical Training Group 50 J3AuR55230 000-I-2
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

OBJECTIVE

a. Given AFR 0-2, locate standard publication humbers and titles in the
numercial index. Seven of ten responses must be co "sect.

tb. Given commercial publications and a list of carPery tools andn
equipment, locate desired information in the commercial publication. Eleven
of fifteen responses must be correct.

c. Given AFR 85-1, AFM 8b-4, and AFP 85-1, locate desired information
in the publications. Five of seven responses must be correct.

INTRODUCTION

A Master Publications library is authorized.at b4se by AFR 5-31.
This library will include many types of publications issued l?Y the base or
higher authority. AFRs, AFMs, and AFPs that are iss%ci D. biy 9her authority
and apply to the base will be included. AFR 5-1 estahlisbes t 4e various
categories and type of Air Force publications and expl ains thei

level

A base organization may, upon approval of higher
own publications file. However, due to the great exo

:su,seh:ve its

AF publications system, only a minimum number of funct
ected with the
braries and

individual sets are authorized.

'11se conn
authoriti

ional 11

INFORMATION

INDEXING AND CATEGORIZING AFRs, AFMs, and AFPs

AFR 0-2 is the Numerical Index of Standard and R
Publications. Note that the "U" in 0-2 denotes that

curring.pki r Force
the pob!lcation is an

index. Figure 2 shows the way Air Force Manwals are l isted in
431 0-series or category numbers. Figure 3 shows the subJet i ndex f(0

of AFR 0-2. Notice that the subject index is an alph abetical index of
subjects yOU may need to locate in AFR 0-2.

Some publication series numbers and subjects for AFRs, ARls, and AFPs are
as follows:

1- Aerospace Doctrine
5- Publications mana geNnt
9- Forms Management
10- Administrative Communications
11-* Administrative Practi ces
34- Personnel Services
35- Military Personnel
50- Training
66- Equipment Maintenan4
85- Civil Engineering - G

-eneral
127- Safety
205- Security
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' Ningbo
M 91-13

Dak

16 Sep 70

caors
It 91.14 22 Dec 80

tp.4C
it 91.15 17 Dnc 81
M 91.16 Dec 71

chose&
M 91.17 2 Mar 72
R 91.18 29 Auil
M 91-19 Aug 70
R 91-20 7 Mar 72
R 91-21 6 Mar 01

imc
R 91-22 26 Apr 76
R 91-24 29 May 81
R 91-25 18 may 69

R 91.27 29 Jan 81
R 91-28 26 Oct 72

usc
it 91.29 10 may 71

R 91-30 2 Seo 81
now

M 81-31 30 Jan 74
M 91-31 Jan 82

IMC
M 91.33 Jan 74
14 91-34 Jun 78
M 91-36 3 Sell 80

1MC

M 91-37 pet 81
R 91-38 25 May 82

7W1

Maintenance of PerMaeontly Installed Storage and Dispensing
Systems for Unconventional Fuels

1 2

Mobile Airfield Marking TIMM
21-1

Snow and Ice Removal and Control
Military Entomology Operational Handbook

2

ElectricalInterior Facilities
Standard Maintenance and Installation of Appliance Connections
Herbicide Manual for Noncroplsnd Weeds
Gas Supply and Distribution
Pest Management Program

12-1
Aerial Dispersal of Pesticides
Energy Management and Control Systems (EMCSa)
Examining and Licensing Program for Electrical Power Generating

and Heating Plant Operators
Corrosion Control
Permanently Installed Storage and Dispensing Syiterna for

Petroleum and Unconventional Fuels
71-1 12-I

Operating Maintaining Installations Jointly or Solely Occupied '
by the Air National Guard

Custodial Service
12-1

Maintenance and Repair of Roofs
Operation and Maintenance of Domestic and Industrial Wutewater

Systems (Approved for Public Release)
12-1

maintenance of Trackage
Maintenance Of Waterfront FaCili ties
Built-up Roof Management Program

12- 1

Maintenance of Fire Protection Systems
Civil Engineering Consultant Program

92CIVIL ENGINEERINGFIRE PROTECTION
R 92-1 19 Nov 81 Fire Protection Program

12-1

93SPECIAL CIVIL ENGINEERING
M 93-1 15 Jan 64 Mr Force Real Property Accountable Records (Reprint, 15 Oct 73,

includes Changes 1 thru 12 (PA))
13

Base Recovery Plannizg
Air Force Civil Engineering Prime. Sake Engineer Emerpncy

Force (BEEF) Program
Airfield Pavement Evaluation Program
Applications Engineering Program
Civil Engineering Red Hone Squadrons

77.1 77.3 21-1

Troop Construction and Engineering tiappod of The Air Force
Ovens*,

changes
R 93-2 11 Dec 79
R 93-3 on Dec 82

, ..
R 93.5
R 93-8
R 93.9

11IC
93.10

18 may 81
8 Jul 80

12 Jun 75

15 may 79

Figure 2. Typical page from AFR 0-2
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Sobject No.

Accounting and Finance 177
Acquisition Management 800
Administration Management 4
Administrative ( 'ommunications ....10
Administrative Practices 11

Aeromedical Evacuation 164
Aerospace Basic Doctrine 1
Aerospace Medicine 161
Aerospace Operational Doctrine 2
Aerospace Systems Security 207.
Mr Base Defense 206
Antiterrorism 208
Armament 136
Audiovisual Systems 95
Auditing 175
Automatic Data Processing
Systems and Procedures 171
Awards, Ceremonies, and
Ilenors 900
Budget 172
Chaplain. 265
Civil Air Patrol 46
Civil EngineeringFire Protec-
tion 92
Civil EngineeringGeneral 85
Civil Engineering--
Programming 86
Civilian Personnel 40
Claims 112
Command and Control and Com-
munications 102
Commissaries 145
Communications-Electronks 100
Comptroller.. 170
Contracting and Acquisition 70
Contractor Data Management 310
Cost Analysis 173
Courier Administration and
Operations 183
Data Automation .300
Dental Services 162
Dependents' Education 214
Designating and Naming Defense
Equipment 82
Disaster Preparedness 355
Documentation 12
Education Services Program 213
Electronics Systems 101
Energy Conservation 18
Enlisted Personnel 39
Environmental Planning 19
Eqcdpment M2intenance 66
FActrange Service 347
Fa,.I lity Construction 89
Facility Design and Planning 88
Federal Supply Cataloging 72

Subject No. Subject No.

Flying 60
Flying Training 51
Food Service 146
Forms Management 9
Fuels, Propellants and Chemi-
cals 144
Graves Registration and Mortuary
Affairs 143
Historical Data and Propertles 210
Housekeeping and Nonhousekeep-
ing Quarters 140
Housing . 90
indexes
Industrial Resources 78
Inspection 123
Inspector General 120
Intelligence 200
Judge Advocate General 110
Laundry and Dry 'Cleaning 148
Libraries 212
lAigistieS 400
Maintenance-Engineering and
Supply 65
Management Analysis 178
Management Engineering 25
Manpower 26
Mapping, Charting, and
Geodesy 96
Materiel Programming 401
Medical Administration 168
Medical Education and
Research 169
Medical Food Service 166
Medical Materiel 167
Medics! Service 160
Military Airlift 76
Military Justice 111
Military Personnel .35
Military Personnel Procure-
ment 33
MilitarY Records 31
Mission Employment Tactica 3
Morale, Welfare, and Recrea-
tion 215
Motor Vehicles '17
Natural Resources 126
Nonappropriated Fonds 176
Nuclear Surety 122
Officer Personnel
Operational Requirements ..57
Operations ..55
Organization and Mission
Departmental 21
Organization and Mission
Fite ld 23

Organization and Mission
General 20
Oversee Areas 216
Packaging and Materials Han-
dling 71
Personal Affairs .211
Personnel . 30
Personnel Services 34
Postai Operations and Official
Mail Management 182
Production 84
Programming 27
Public Affairs 190
Publications and Forms Distribu-
tion Management 7
Publications Management
Quality and Reliability
Assurance 74

87Real Property management
Real Property Operation and
Maintenance 91
Reprographics 6
Research and Development so
Reserve Forces 45
Safety 127
Schools 53
Search and Rescue 64
Security 205
Security Police 125
Special Civil Engineering 93
Special Investigations 124
Special Publications Systems 8
Specifications and Standards 81
Standardization 73
Storage and Warehousing. 69
Supply 67
Technical Training 52
Training 50
Transportation and Traffic
Management. 75
Value Engineering 320
Veterinary Service 163
War Planning 28
Weather 105
Writing Improvement 13

Figure 3. Alphabetical list of subjects
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AIR FORCE REGULATIONS

Air Force Regulations announce policies, assign respunsibi lities, direct

actions, anq when necessary, Prescribe brief prncedural details, Regulations
are permanent diPectives and apply to all Air ;*csoce vilitarY and civilian
personnel.

Note th4t Page 2-2 of AFR 0-2 is an alphabetical listing by subject.
This is shcqvi) on study guide, page 2-3, figure 3.

AIR FORCE MANUALS

An Air Porce Manual may be general in content and deal with principles of
doctrine, lt MO be a compilation of material related to an entire function,
or it may ue a step-by-step directive On the accomplishment of an operation,
Air Force M4huals are also indexed in AFR 0-2. Manuals tell You how to do a
job,

Manuals are used for the same purpose as regulations and often have
similar apPe4rance, volume, scope, and applicability.. Because they have no
unique characteristics to distinguish them from regulations, manuals are
redesignated ay regulations as they are revised. New manuals are not being
published eXcept those that support aut omated data systems.

Manuals are also issued to support specific training requirements and to
disswinate study and reference materials.

Example% of a few AFMs pertinent to technical fields are as follows:

AFivi 60-5 USAF Formal Schools Catalog
AFti 66-18 Engineering and Technical Services Management and Control
AF4 86 -3 Paint and Protective Coatings
AF4 86-42 Carpentry Handbook
AF4 126-2 Natural Resources - Land Management

There are Many manuals, called Field Publications, written and published
at a Major Air Force Command level or lower that are not mentioned in this
text. TheSe manuals pertain only to a specific Air Force command and cannot
be satisfactOrilY taught in a course of this type, Upon being assigned to a
major comManq (SC, TAC, MAC, etc.) you should become fmiliar with the
command publications applicable to your job,

AIR FORCE PAMPHLETS

Pamphlets usually contain informative rather than directiye material.
They are u0.1411y issued as a brochure or booklet and may be 10.-Itten in an
informal stYle. They are permanent in nature, but when practical, an
expiration clause may be included.
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Examples of a few AFPs pertaining to technical fields are as follows:

AFP 50-66 USAF Aerobics Physical Fitness Program
AFP 85-1 Electrical Facilities Safe Practice Handbook
AFP 88-41 Interior Design

INDEXES TO AIR FORCE PUBLICATIONS

The method, o4 hrocur.ement and the various distributions codes
established for AF konms, regulations, manuals, and pamphlets are thoroughly
explained in AFR 7-1, 3Receiving Distributing, Requisitioning, and Warehousing
Publications and Forma," This procurenent action is primarily the task of
administrative personnel. Usually, if You can identify the publications you
need, and can justify your need for them, your administrative section will be
able to get them for you. A publications bulletin is issued bi-weekly to
advise on the availability of publications and forms distributed by the AF
Publications Distribution Center.

The most important thing to you as a technical specialist is to know
where the publications are indexed and to become familiar with these indexes.
Indexes of interest to you are outlined in the following subtopics.

AFR 0-2, Numerical Index f Standard and Recurring Air Force Publications

This index contains a numerical listing of published Air Force manuals,
pamphlets, regulations, recurring publications, and visual aids.

Publications are listed numerically by series, from Series 1, Aerospace
Doctrine, to Series 900, Awards, Ceremonies, and Honors. Within this listing
are publications of interest to technical specialists. Some of these are:
Series 127, Safety; Series 39, Military Personnel; Series 50, Training; Series
85, Civil Engineering - General; and many more.

Air Force publications are filed numerically just as they are listed in
AFR 0-2.

AFR 0-8, Numerical Index of Specialty Training Standards

This numerical index provides a listing of all published Specialty
Training Standards. It is useful in determining what is available to assist
you in training and also enables you to determine if the publications you have
are current documents.

If you identify needed materials in the 0-8, your administrative NCO can
assist you in getting them. Normlly, publicntinns listed in this index are
controlled by the Base OJT Office.

AFR 0-9, Numerical Index of Departme :al Forms

The 0-9 index lists, in numerical order, Air Force (AF) forms, Air Force
Technical Order (AFTO) forms, Department of Defense (DO) forms, and others.
This index provides the current date for each form listed and also lists the
prescribing directive which provides infonmation on the use of the form.
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0-10, Managemeot Control and Authorization Prugrdife for Tatil Yllowanco

and Allowance Source Codes for USAF Activities.

This index lists Table of Allowance publications which are of interest to
personnel in obtaining the equipment and tools necessary to support the
operation of an organization. The AFR 0-10 is a document you may not use
often, but you should know that it is available in your organization's
regulation file. Also, it is a rather complicated looking publication to
persons who are not familiar with the format. For this reason, you should
make it a point to ask your supervisor to explain it to you when you are
assigned to an operational activity.

Other Air Force rublications Indexes

There are other indexes and publications (many others) in addition to
those outlined above; however, the above are the ones most useful to you.
Visit your maintenance administrative section and become familiar with the
publications listed. You will find that personnel in the administrative
career field have a good knowledge of the various publications systems and

will always be able to assist you in locating and obtaining the publications
needed.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OF AFMs

Normally, classified AF manuals are net published; howtver, they may be
published as confidential if the distribution is strictly controlled and
limited in accordance with AFR 205-1, Information Security Program. As an

exceptioo, the Chief of a major staff office or the Commander of a major air
command may issue a secret manual.

SUMMARY

Air Force Regulations announce policies, assign responsibilities, and
direct actions.

Air Force Menuals contain permanent and detiled instructions,
procedures, and techniques that enable personne3 tc t5;r duties,

Fore: rn,:,hlet3 usually eontain inforwaive,
moi.erliA. However, some are directive, as in the case o?'

Air Force Manuals, Pamphlets, and Regulations are indexed in AFR 0-2
along with Recurring Periodicals and Visual Aids.

A Publications Bulletin is issued bi-weekly to advise on the availability
of publications and forms distrwIted by the AF Publications Distribution
Center.

To be of ifkiximm. value to your organization zald the Air Force, you should
,!(-e .J;eat eifort to keep current on new publications and changes to
publications pertaininy to you and your organization. You should especially
review new indexes frequently for the purpose of identifiying new publications
which will assist ou in your work,

2-6
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COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

Commercial publications are written and published by tt-! equipment
manufacturers. Occassionally you use these publications when you are working
with equipment for which an Air Force technical order has not been published.
Commercial publications are usually in manual, booklet, or pamphlet form, and
contain technical infnrmation on assembly, installation, operation, servicing,
overhaul, and parts i'.'entification.

When necessory, commercial publications are assigned TO numbers and
integr L into the technical order system. In addition to carrying TO
numbe- cclmercial publications that have been integrated into the Air Force
technl order system are listed in appropriate Numerical Index Technical
Orders and Publications Requirements Tables. Commercial publications that are
packed with delivered equipment and identified by the manufacturer as "interim
data" are authorized for temporary Air Force use only until published
technical orders become available.

The carpentry shop in which you will work will probably have a file of
booklets, manuals, and pamphlets that have been provided by the manufacturer
of the equipment in the shop. These publications will provide information on
the operation and maintenance of each piece of equipment. You should never
attempt to operate a power tool with which you are not familiar, nor should
you make any repairs without first reading the manufacturer's manual, for that
tool.

Commercial publications may also include catalogs from which tools, parts
for equipment, or supplies may be ordered. It is important, when ordering
from a catalog or manufacturer's parts list, to insure that you have the
correct stock number. It is also important, in order to save time when
looking for specific information to first look in the general index.

QUESTIONS

1. Which numerical index lists Air Force Manuals and Pamphlets?

2. What type information is contained in Air Force Manuals?

3. What type information is normally contained in Air Force Pamphlets?

4. Which section of your organization will assist you in obtaining the
publications you require?

5. What type publications are indexed in AFR 0-2?

6. What type publications are indexed n AFR 0-9?

7. Who is the first person you should contact when you need technical
publications or information?
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AFR Fs-1 Air Force Publications Management Program
AFR "/-1, Receiving, Distributing, Requisitioning, and Warehousing Publications

anA Forms
AFR 7-2, Procedural Guide for Customers of the Publicc"ons Distribution

Officer
AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air Force Publicatiow;

AFR 5-4, Numbering Publications
AFR 5-31, Publications Libraries and Sets



3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-1-3

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SAFETY

OBJECTIVES

a. Given situations involving electrical hazards, analyze the hazard
and explain the required safety precautions.

b. Given incomplete statements specify safety procedures for working
with products containing asbestos fibers.

c. Given incomplete statements specify procedures used in
identification, reporting, and correcting safety hazards,

d. Given a situation involving a safaty hazard and AF Form 457, report
the hazard by completing the AF Form 457 with no more than two instructor
assists.

e. Given incomplete statements, identify requirements for hazardous
waste storage by completing the statements.

INTRODUCTION

As an Air Force specialist or technician, you should have two primary
goals in life: one, to do a first-class J4'4) in your assigned duty; the other,
to return to civilian life, either y discWge or retirement, in as good
physical condition as possible. 'A thorco0 knowledge of the hazards
confronting you, the established safety rules to protect you, and your
observance of these safety rules, may determine what condition you will be in
when you return to civilian life. In fact, it could determine whether or not
you live long enough to become a civilian again.



iFORMAT ION

GENERAL GROUND SAFETY

General itens of safety apply to Just about al 1 duty assigr1 thin

the Air Force. To help you become Imre aware of the need for pe - safety

pi actices, and to help you survive in a challenging world, importaut
information is presemcd in the following topics of this section:

o ACCIDENT CAUSES

o WORK AREA SAFETY PRUT10ES

O STORAGE OF MATERIALS

Accident Causes

A standard dictionary defines the vsord "accident" or "accidental" as, "An

event that takes place without one's foresight or expectation." This
definition indicates that with adequate foresight, most of our accidents can
be prevented. (They can.) Refer to figure 4 for a graphic representation of

the underlying causes of accidents.

Often when another person is involved in an accident of one kind or

another, we can readily see how he could have avoided it, This is because

there are certain things or conditions which cause accidents. All we must do
to prevent most accidents is to be able to recognize the car and apply the
appropriate preventive masures. The following topics wil present some common

causes of accidents and the action to take to eliminate these causes.

Accident Preventiv, .ffthods

There are three principal methods used for accilertt prevention. They are

physical modification, education and training, an,1 2f; cf ,fety

standrds:

Physical Modi fication.

ACCIDENTS ARE PREVENTABLE. They do not happen without: a cause. If yo:4
can identify and eliminate the cause, you eliminate the accident. The first

method of accident prevention is called physical modi fication. Suppose you

are painting a building and you are using a scaffold without safety
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railing. It may be 2 days before the job is complete. If you have th 9. safety

rails off, sorreone could fall from the scaffold and be injured. Other
examples of physio.al modification include additions of machine guards,
handrai11 and walk boards.

Education and Training.

A second nethod of preventing accidents is education and training. This

is an effective means of preventing unsafe acts by individuals. Through
adequate instruction, personnel gain useful knowledge and develop safety
attitudes. Safety education and training may be demonstrated to people by
placing safety suggestions on the bulletin board, passing safety literature to
each worker on a weekly basis, training in a group situation, using movies and
slides in a classroom, and self-study using Air Force and comorcial
publications. Safety consciousness developed through education should be
supplenented and broadened by training on specific machines in using certain
skills. Training gives each person a safety tool by developing in the worker
habits of safe practice and operation.

Enforcement of Safety Standards.

The third method of preventing accidents is by enforcenent of safety
standards. Some pedple are a hazard to thenselves and others because of their
failure to comply with accepted safety standards. For these persons strict
enforcement of safety practices is necessary- People who like to drive 80
miles per hour en traffic laws call fon 55 are in trouble. Either they will
be given tickets for speeding by the law enforcranent officers until their
license is revoked, or they will end up in a traffic accident in which they
thanselves and others are injured, or their vehicle is damaged, or !)ot h.
supervisor is responsible for enforcing safety standards and regt,7.;t1ons,
supervisor is responsible to assure that the people work safely. T..!

supervisors do not enforce directives, they are condoning conduct
to accidents.

ACCIDENT CAlr;.-

8854., 10

Figure 4. Causes uf Accidents
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WORK AREA SAFETY PRACTICES

Your work area may contain many pott-otial hazards if you fail to follow
the safety rules established for your protection. The following paragraphs
will make you aware of some of the things you should, or shouldn't do, to
perform your job safely.

Housekeeping

Poor housekeeping, that is not keeping your work area clean and neat,
could result in various types of accidents both of a major and or minor
nature. Broken bones, cuts, gouges, burises, burns, and other injuries can

stem from poor housekeeping. To stop these and countless other injuries is to

practice good housekeeping. Some of the more important items for you to
consider in keeping your work area, and also your living area, in proper order

are given below.

O Keep all floors and walkways clean, dry, and free of oil, fuel, or
grease. If fuel, oil, or grease is spilled, clean it up as soon as
possible. To slip or fall could cause a serious injury to you or

someone else.

O Be sure that your shop or work area is well ventilated at all times.
Vapors from fuels, oils, greases, and various types of acids are a
threat to your health.

O Keep the work area well lighted when at all possible. You cannot

work efficiently and safely without good lighting. Check the
lighting system frequently and replace burned-out lamps, fusei, and
do other preventive maintenance as required.

O Don't leave tools scattered about on floors, workstondz, or any
other place. When not in use, tu:ils should be place.6 n those
cabinets and boxes that were made for your tools. Scme tools used
in your j!Ji.. are heavy enough to cause much damage sLuld they fall
even a short distance.

O Don't pick up a toolbox which is too heavy to handle. Workers have
been known to rupture themselves in handling excessively heavy

loads. Place your tools in separate boxes so that you can handlr:

them without strain.

O Don't clutter your work area with unnecessary equipment. If you Jo

not intend to use a took, store it in a safe place.

O Keep all ropes, chains, hoists, hoses, and electrical extension
cords properly stowed when not in use.

O Have on hand suitable containers for waste and see that waste is
promptly put into the proper container. Mark each container for the
material it is to be used for.
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O Use extra care in disposing of scrap metal, wire, glass, etc. Make

sure that all parts of the materials are well inside the waste con-
tainer. The sharp edges of these materials will cut and tear your
skin as well as your clothes.

O Keep a good inspection program of all electrical cables, switchgear,
and equipment for frayed wiring insulation, exposed contacts, and
condition of switch handles and other controls.

O Check your shop frequently for protruding nails, bolt ends, and
other sharp points which mav cause irkjury. Also, be sure that a
broken window or door glass is replaced promptly and the broken
glass properly di sposed of.

O Be sure that water fountains, lunch areas, and clothes lockers are
kept in a clean, sanitary condition. Illness caused by contaminated
water, food, coffee, etc., can often become more serious than most
accidents.

The above listed housekeeping items are not the only things for you to
consider, but they will help you to improve your housekeeping.

sepl ay

Some of the common varieties of horseplay are pushing, tripping,
directing compressed air toward a friend, shooting a friend with electricity,
applying the hotfoot, and perhaps the worst of all, goosing. This goosing, if

applied to a nervous person, may cause him to leap into moving machinery or
into contact with high voltage electricity, or he may simply fall and "only"
break an arm. Injuries or deaths resulting from horseplay cannot be
justified. Horseplay in any Mr Force shop is forbidden.

LADDERS

It is important for the carpenter to know how to select, erect, use and
care for ladders to reach an area that cannot be reached from the ground.
When you erect and use a ladder, the most important consideration is safety.

In the construction field, there are numerous serious accidents caused by
ladders that are not erected or used properly. A ladder improperly erected or

used incorrectly not only endawaers the worker using it, but it could be a
death trap for workers under or near it.

Selection of Ladders

Ladders are devices used to gain access to higher levels where work is to

be done. The nost common types of ladders that you will be using are the
single ladder, extension ladders, and the stepladder.

ne single ladder used by the carpenter consists of two side rails from 8
to 2f, feet in leo.jth with rungs (steps) 12 inches apart. A quality ladder

wil support wig-its up to 500 pounds. The size of a ladder is determined by
its overall 'ongri. Figure 5 shows a typical single wooden ladder.
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The extension ladder, as shown in Figure 6 consists of two or more
sections. These sections overlap and can be extended by pulliny the rope.
They are locked in position by the safety latch. Some extension ladders are
extended by pushing the top ladder through steel quides on tnn bottom ladder.
These extension ladders are called push-up ladders.

A stepladder is a type of ladder
that is self-supporting. Figure 7
shows a sturdy stepladder. The rungs
or steps should be reinforced with a
steel rod running through the side
rails. Be sure it is equipped with a
steel spreader locking device.

Erection of Ladders

Erect a ladder by placing the base
against the foundation or a solid base.
Raise the top end and walk under the
ladder toward the base. As soon as the
ladder is perpendicular, pull the
bottom out from the building to a
distave of 1/4 of its length, as shown
in F re 8. If you must get on top
of th building or on a scaffold, the
ladder must extend at least 36 inches,
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5.
Single Ladder in

Erect extension ladders in the collapsed position. After you erect the
ladder, lean the top away from the building and raise it to the desired height
with the pully-and-rope arrangement. Extension ladders must overlap to hold
the sections, together. The sections should overlap at least 3 feet for a
ladder up to 35 feet, 4 feet up to 45 feet, and 5 feet for ladders over 45
feet. The sections are held secure with a locking device, as shown in Figure
6. Get help when erecting long, heavy ladders.

Step ladders are erected by spreading the legs and *rating the locking
spreader to keep the legs from folding. Be sure the ladder is on level
footing.

Care of Ladders

Inspect ladders for defects and discard them if any defect has developed.
When it is necessary for you to carry a ladder, carry it over your shoulder
with the front end elevated, as shown in Figure 6. Do not drop it or allow it
to fall, as the impact will weaken it. Store the ladder horizontally ON
hangers to prevent sagging, as shown in Figure 10. Da not store near heat or
expose it to the weather elements.
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SAFETY LAICH

LOCKING DEVICE

Figure 6. Extension Ladder

Ladder Safety

STEEL
ROOS

LOCKING
SPREADER

Figure 7. Stepladder

BRACES

C bli -0S2

Some safety precautions that you must observe when using a ladder are as
follows:

a. Always inspect a ladder before using it.

b. Before cliol'ing the ladder, be sure that both rails rest on solid
footing.

c. Equip the rails with safety shoes, as shown in Figure 11. This is
especially necessary when you use the ladder on surfaces that could
permit the ladder to slip.

d. Never leave a ladder unattended for any length of time while it is
erected-take it down and lay it on the ground.

e. When working on a ladder stand no higher than the third rung from
the top and do not attempt to reach beyond a normal arm's length.
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f. If you need help to do the work, have your helper get another

ladder -- don't allow anyone on the ladder with you.

g. Never climb a ladder while using both hands to hold material; at

least one hand must be used on the ladder while climbing or

descending it.

h. Never place either the top or the bottom of a ladder against

unstable material.

When working on a ladder stand no higher than the third rung from

the top and do not attempt to reach beyond a normal arm's length.

. If you need help to do the work, have your helper get another ladder

-- don't allow anyone on the ladder with you.

k. Never climb a ladder while using both hands to hold material; at

least one hand must be used on the laeder while climbing or

descending it.

1. Never place either the top or the bottom of a ladder against

unstable material.

It is important for the carpenter to know safety precautions while

performing the duties of his job. Many accidents are prevented by workmen

knowing safe and unsafe practices.

GROUND
.emmomnmp

.

I/4 LENOIN
OF LADDIN

Figure 8. A Properly Placed ladder Figure 9. Carrying a Ladder
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Figure 10. Storing a Ladder

Figure 11. Ladder Safety Shoes
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SCAFFOLD SAFETY

A large part of your work will be done from a .. affold. Serious

accidents have been caused ky carpenters ustng scatiolds which were erected or

used improperly.. A scaffold which has been erected improperly not only

endangers the workers using it, but could become a serious danger to people

who work near it. The following safety precautions for the scaffold horse,

secticnaV steel scciffold, and the aluminum stairway scaffold are not

all-inclusive and are not designed to replace other safety precautionary

measures.

Scaffold Horse.

Although scaffolds constructed by using scaffold horses are,not very high

from the ground... There are several precautions to take to prevent serious
injumto.yourself or others.. Some'of the precautions to take are as follews:

1. Inspect the.scaffold.horses for split members, loose knots, and bad

nailing..

2. Set the scaffold tmrses on firm even footing for each leg..

3. Test.scaffold boards.before using by jumping on them, as showm in

figure 12..

4. Never use a scaffold board for masonry work that is not a minimum

size of 1 1/2 x 9 1/2 ( 2 x 10).

5. Place the. board5 close.together on the horses.

6.. Do not overload the scaffold.

Figure 12. Testing a Scaffold Board
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Sectional Steel Scaffold

The sectional steel scaffold is the safest scaffold for a carpenter to
use. It will hold heavy loads when it is necessary. Some safety precautions
to take while working from the sectional steel scaffold are as follows:

1. Inspect all scaffolds before using--never use any equipment that is
damaged or deteriorated in any way.

2. Keep all equipment in good repair. Avoid using rusted equipment---
the strength of rusted equipment is not known.

3. Inspect erected scaffolds regularly to be sure that they are main-
tained in safe condition.

4. Provide adequate support for scaffold posts and use base plates.

5. Use leveling jacks instead of blocking to adjJ.st to uneven grade
conditions.

6. Plumb and level all scaffolds as the erection proceeds. Do not
force braces to fit--level the scaffold until a proper fit can be
made easily.

7. Fasten all braces securely.

8. Do not climb cross braces.

9. On wall scaffolds place and maintain tie-ins securely between
structure and scaffold at least every 30 feet of length and each
26 feet in height.

10. Equip all planked or staged areas with proper guardrails and toe-
boards.

11. Do not erect steel scaffolds near power lines.

12. Do not use ladders or makeshift devices on top of scaffolds to
increase the height.

13. Do not overload scaffolds.

14. Use only lumber that is properly inspected and graded as scaffold
plank.

15. Planking must have at least 12 inches of overlap and extend 6 inches
beyond center of support, or be cleated at both ends to prevent
sliding off supports.

16. Do not allow unsupported ends of plank to extend an unsafe distance
beyond supports.
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17. Secure plank to scaffold when necessary.

18. For rolling scaffold the following additional rules apply:

Do not ride rolling scaffolds.

Remove all material and equipment from platform before
moving scaffold.

O Caster brakes must be applied at all times when scaffolds are
not being moved.

O Caster brakes must be applied at all times when scaffolds are
not being moved.

O Caster with plain stems must be attached to the panel or
adjustment screw by pins or other suitable means.

O Do not attempt to move a rolling scaffold without sufficient
help--watch out for holes in floor and overhead obstructions.

O Do not extend adjusting screws on rolling scaffolds more than
12 inches.

O Do not use brackets on rolling scaffolds without consideration
of overturning effect.

O The working platform height of a rolling scaffold must not
exceed four times the smallest base dimension unless the
scaffold is guyed or otherwise stabilized.

Aluminum Stairway Scaffold

Here are some safety rules that apply to aluminum stairway scaffolds.

1. Apply all caster brakes before climbing the scaffold.

2. Never move a scaffold when anyone (or any material) is

3. Be sure the scaffold is level at all times. When a leg is adjusted,
be sure to push the locking collar completely over the expanding nut
and below the safety locks. Never make leg adjustments when anyone
is on the scaffold.

4. Don't try to "stretch" the platform height with the adjustable legs.
When additional height is required, add more scaffold sections.
Save the leg adjustment for leveling the scaffold.



5. Do not lean a ladder against a stairway scaffold or place a ladder
on the platform of a scaffold. Never push or pull or lean against
the wall or ceiling when standing or sitting on a scaffold, unless
it is securely tied in to the building.

6. Make sure all locking hooks are firmly in position. These hooks
appear at each end of separate horizontal and diagonal braces and
at the lower end of stairways.

7. Before using a scaffold with folding braces, be sure that the
latches of all locking hinges are locked.

8. Always install a safety railing and toeboard when a platform is to
be used at heights of 4 feet or over.

9. When the height of an aluminum stairway scaffold platform is going
to exceed three times the minimum base dimension, the scaffold must
be tied in to the building.

10. Do not climb or stand on diagonal braces. Work only while stanning
on one of the platforms.

11. Never use a scaffold of any type in the vicinity of live electrical
apparatus or near machinery that is in operation.

12. The columns of each scaffold section are furnished with interlock
clips parked in the lower of a pair of holes at the upper ends. As
an upper section is inserted, the interlock clips of the section
below are moved to the upper section bushings, interlocking the two
sections. Never erect a scaffold without interlocking the sections
in this manner. If interlock clips are damaged or lost, replace
them immediately.

13. Never use stairways to work from; they are for personnel to walk
up and down between platforms. Stairways are designed to take the
weight of a 200-pound man. They are not designed to take excessive
loads or ???????.

14. Never climb up the outside of a stairway scaffold. Always use the
stairway for access.

15. The platform of the stairway sraffold must always be located on the
floor braces by means of four locating pins. When being used out-
doors or whenever the scaffold is exposed to wind or updrafts, the
platform must be tied down and the scaffold secured to the building.

16. The platform of the stairway scaffold is designed to carry a maxi-
mum distributed load of 750 pounds. Do not exceed this 750-pound
load.
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To lift an object in the wrong way can cause serious damage to your back.
Some of the factors that must be considered when establishing safe lifting
limits for all workers are: physical difference of personnel, periods of
sustained lifting, height of lifting, distance and frequency of load that is
carried, and size and shape of the load.

You should not be assigned
excessively heavy lifting duties
unless a medical examination reveals
that you are physically capable of
perforCng these duties. Physical
differences make it imprei ticable
to set up lifting limits for each
worker. When lifting, first make
sure that your footing is secure
and then grasp the object in such
a way that it can be held if it
becomes unbalanced. You should
then lift from a squatting position
with the back straight. This
permits the legs to do the primary
lifting force. (Refer to figure
13.)

LW! THIS WAY

Check weight and size.
A bulky. awkward load clui
cause more strain than a
compact heavier iine.

2. Plant pair (et firmly. will
apart. awl ialuat down.

3. Watch tad for sharp edgen.
Get a gond g r sp.

4. Keep your back an straight a.1
you ran. Lilt slowly Iorn't
Jerk) by pushing up wt:h ynur
legs.

5. Don't twist your body with du.

load. Shift your feet.

Figure 13. Safe L :tilg Procedures



Each load should be carried as close to the body as possible without
shifting the grip after the load has been lifted. Be sure that your view is
unobstructed and the floor in the direction you are carrying the load is clear
and free of slippery materials. The load should be carried by the most safe
and convenient method as determined by its size, shape, and weight.

Any object too heavy to be carried easily by one person will be carried
by two. If two people cannot safely carry the load, a suitable mechanical
device will be used.

The improper use of common hand and power tools results in many avoidable
accidents. One of the prime rules in the use of any tool is to use the right
tool for the right job. Another prime rule is to keep all tools in a good
state øair. Also keep tools in their proper space so that they can be
used whe- ieeded. Some important safety items to consir le use of tools
are given in the paragraphs below.

O When possible, use handtools so that the working force is always
directed away from your body. This will minimize the chance of
injury in case the tool should slip. One exception to this rule is
the use of wrenches.

O When handles of hammers, sledges, files, and other tools become
splintered or loose, replace them immediately.

O Mushroom heads on cold chisels, punches, driftpins, hammers, and
other similar tools should be dressed down as soon as they begin
to check and curl.

O Cutting tools should be kept sharp and kept in their proper sheaths.
They should never to placed in clothing pockets.

O Box end type wrenches or sockets should be used whenever possible.
They are less likely to slip than open end and other type wrenches.
Anoner thing, if a job requires a special tool, use a special tool.
Te -lp prevent slippage, a wrench handle should be pu" ,ed, never
puzhed.

O Impact goggles or faceshields must be worn any time there is danger
of flying chips, sparks, or other debris.

O Small parts should always be held securely in a vise while being
worked on.

O Since hamners account for about one in every five nandtool
accidents, care must be observed in their use. Hammer handles
should never to used as pry bars, punches, or chisels. Never use
a file or rasp without the proper handle installed; you may drive
the tang right through your hand.

O Punches and chisels should be kept clean and during use should be
held firmly between the thumb and all four fingers.
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There are many more safety precautions that you should heed in the use of
handtools; however, the space here does not let us list them all. It is

recommended that you refer to AFOSH STD 127-66, General Industrial Operations

when you are on the job. Use of this handbook could save you from injuries.

The use of powered handtools requires you to observe the same precautions

as for non-powered tools, plus a few additional ones. In the case of
electrical tools, to keep the tools clean and in a good state of repair is of

great importance. In addition to keeping the tools and electrical cords in
first-rate condition, the tools should have a good ground when in use. This

protects you from the danger of an electrical shock just in case a short

circuit should occur in the tool. The need for a good ground is too oftel
left out, but is it important and it should never be omitted. Another
precaution is to hold an item firmly in a vise. Never hold a piece of
material by hand and try to drill it with a drill. The stock may catch on the
drill bit and become a rapidly spinning blade.

STORAGE OF MATERIALS

Storage. Both inside and outside storage facilities are used by the Air
Force. Warehouses, storage yards, and supply dumps are all part of the
storage operation. The following safety precautions will apply to personnel
working in any type of storage facility. Prescribed practices will be
followed to prevent hazards caused by the methods of storage and to protect
the materials being stored as described in AFM 67-3 and AFR 69-8.

a. Hazardous Substances. Dangerous materials, such as flammable
liquids and explosives, will be stored only according ot the specific
instructions in appropriate Air Force published guidance. Ordinarily,
hazardous substances will be stored in special containers in well-ventilated,

fire-resistant areas. All sources of ignition will be prohibited in these
storage areas. Certain other commodities, such as vegetable oils and grease,
which are subject to spontaneous combustion, will be stored where they present
no hazards to personnel or property.

b. Floors. Floors in warehouses will not be overloaded at any time.
Safe load capacities will be established and posted in plain view of all

woH(ers.

c. Stacks. Materials will be piled in neat stacks, stab;iized by
dunnage if necessary. Leaning or unbalanced stacks will be replied
immediately to prevent their falling.

d. Electric Light Fixture Clearance. Stacked materials will be kept at
least 18 inches away from electric light fixtures.

e. Ignition Hazard. Smoking will not be permitted in any storage
areas. Special locations may be designated for smoking areas in storage
facilities:

(1) Where no fire hazard exists;

(2) When approved by the fire marshal;

WhEn plainly posted.
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f. Waste Disposal. Oily rags and other wastes will be placed in fire
resistant containers, equipped with self-closing lids. These containers will
be emptied daily.

g. Fire Euipment. Stored materials wil be kept at least 18 inches from
automatic sprinkler valves, fire hoses, extinguishers, sprinkler heads, exits,
and fire doors. Stacks will be arranged to permit immediate access to all
storage areas during a fire.

h. Second Deck Bins. Hand rails and ladders (portable or fixed) will
be provided for safe access to second deck storage bins. Since these bins are
more hazardous to use, the materials stored there should not require frequent
handling.

i. Bulky Materials. Large, bulky, or unusually heavy materials should
be stored near doorways to minimize the amount of handling needed and to make
movement easier.

SAFE OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER TOOLS

The wide use of electric power tools is evidence of their work value;
however, they must be used properly because they may cause severe injuries if
used improperly. Following is a list of precautions to take while using
portable electric power tools:

a. Inspect the equipment, especially the external wiring, before you
use it. Check for broken plugs and cracked wiring.

b. Use safety glasses or face shields where chips or dust could fly or
tools could break. Do not wear jewelry, loose gloves, or loose clothing while
using rotating equipment.

c. Change accessories with the power off and the cora unplugged.
Replace the guard before starting the tool again.

d. If equipment is to be used in damp locations, use insulating
platforms, rubber mats, and rubber gloves.

It is important to protect the cord on electric power equipment, and this
is also true of the extension cord. Do not leave an extension cord where it
will become abused. The conductors in the cord, the cord insulation, and the
plugs must be protected. Scraping, kinking, or stretching, as well as
exposure to grease and oil, will damage power tool cords or ,,o1,_,on cords.
Use heavy-duty plugs which clamp to the cord. Do NOT jerk the plugs from the
receptacle to unplug them. This can damage the cord or cause the connection
to become loose.

Operating Instructions. Before you operate or plug an electric power tool
into a circuit, check the operating instructions. On large equipment these
instructions are usually located on a data plate attached to the equipment.
On smaller, portable equipment, where there is not room for a large data
plate, first go to technical publications to find instructions. Check the
operating instructions before operating any equipment.
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Electrical Precautions and Hazards. The apprentice carpenter uses a wide
variety of tools powered by electricity because of their convenience, speed
and efficiency. However, because of their source of power, they are hazardous
to operate unless you know how to safeguard against the hazards. The main
hazards are from fire, improper groundings, and cord abuse.

Fire Hazard

Electrically powered handtools are a potential source of ignition for a
fire if used near flammable materials or in explosive atmospheres, unless they
are of the explosion-proof type. You must be continuously aware of this
hazard as you work in areas that have a concentration of flammables.

'proper Grounding

When you use power tools, check them to make certain that they have
three-wire cords. Make sure the tools is bonded to the ground. In addition
to the three-wire cord, the extension cord must also have three wires and be
plugged into a grounded receptacle to provide protection to the user. Figure
14 illustrates a drill motor with a three-wire plug and cord. Figure 15 shows
how equipment grounding works. Modern double-insulated tools do not require
equipment ground.

Cord Abuse

It is important to protect the cord on your power equipnent. This also
is true of the insulation of the cord. The conductors in the cord, the
insulation on the cord and the devices (plugs) must be protected to provide
safe operation. Scraping, kinking, or stretching, as well as exposure to
grease and oil, will damage power tool cords or extension cords. Use
heavy-duty plugs that clamp to the cord. Do not jerk them from the receptacle
to unplug them, because this will damage the cord or cause the connection to
become loose.

By observing safety precautions, fellow workmen will look to you as a
craftsman.
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Figure 14. Drill Motor With Three-Prong Plug
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EXPOSURE TO AIRBORNE ASBESTOS

Exposure does not normally occur when the asbestos is modified by A
bonding agent, coating, binder or other material or bound in materials as

vinyl, asbestos tile, plastic and cement products, except when these ma. lals

are reshpaed or are decresaed nd the -ibers become uncoated, free and are
released throuoh I, d ruction, shaping, deterioration and like
methods.

Because the greatest dangers of asbestos come from airborne fibers,
procedures are established to protect the worker. Areas with a potential
asbestos hazard are checked to determine the amount of airborne fibers. The

asbestos levels of these areas may be controlled by local exhaust systems,
dust collection and ventilation. Areas which still exceed the standards must
be restricted, personnel checked and a daily roster of personnel kept. The

type of respirator used will be determined by the amount of fibers in the air.
Respirators must not interfere with the safety performance of personnel.

Other controls. Insofar as practical, handle, mix, apply, remove, cut,
score or otherwise work asbestos in a wet state. Sufficient to prevent the
emission of air borne fibers in excess of permissible limits. Do not remove
asbestos cement, mortar, coating, grout, plaster, or similar material
containing asbestos from bags, cartons, or other containers in which they are
shipped, unless the material is uetted, enclosed, or properly ventilated.
Other items which may include asbestos compounds are felts, shingles, ceiling
tile, insulation, and floor tiles.

When working in concentrated amounts of asbestos workers should wear
goggles, respirators, and protective clothing, and have showers available
immediately upon completion of work. Wash hands, face and forearms thoroughly
before eating, drinking or smoking. Follow the manufacturer's specifications
on material handling requirements.

SUMMARY

The Air Force m;citai N 44 (1in,-, -iatety program designed to prevt.
acci t wet rge: that most accidents can be evented. Your

1')ic ,ound safety program is to become familiar witn the causes of
.u, s and to follow the prescribed rules and precautions to prevent them.

Some of the conditions which breed accidents are poor housekeeping, horseplay,
improper use of tools and equipment, nonobservance of warning signs, and lack
of an adequate fire prevention program. Of course, there are many other
causes, among these are cases of personnel working with unfamiliar equipment
or material. Therefore, to prevent accidents, it is necessary to know as much
as you possibly can about the equipment and materials you come into contact
with. In your assignment at various Air Force installations, you will be
working with, or near, such items as mechanical equipment, electrical
equipment, liquid and compressed gases, acids, and possibly even radioactive
materials. Take the necessary time to personally learn as much as you
possibly can about the equipment around you. Air Force manuals, pamp ,ts,

technical orders, and commercial texts are available from which to learn this
material.
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The Air Force provides a variety of safety equipment and protective
clothing, but you must become familiar with its location and use.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the definition of the word "accident"?

2. What percentage of accidents are considered by the Air Force as being
"Natural Phenoma"?

3. What are five good rules of housekeeping?

4. What type of wrench is first choice when it is at all possible to use it?

5. What type of clothing should be worn around operating mechanical
equipment?

6. What is the ratio of hammer accidents as compared to all other handtools
accidents?

REFERENCES

AFM 67-3, Storage and Materials Handling
AFR 69-8, US Air Force Storgae
AFOSH STD 127-66, General Industrial Operations



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN HANDLING GLASS OR WOOD PRODUCTS

As carpenters, you will be handling glass and wood products. AFOSH

Standards furnish you with some general rules for handling these products.

However, most glass and lumber haqdling procedures are based on COMMON SENSE.

Common sense is not as commor e.s most people think. You know that lumber
is heavy and that you can get splinters when handling it. However, how many

times have you seen people gather lumber for a project without bothering to

wear steel-toed shoes or gloves?

Some safety precautions to follow when handling glass or lumber are:

Glass

(1) When moving large pieces of glass you should:

Wear gloves

Wear steel-toed shoes

Mark an X across entire sheet of glass with tape or grease
pencil, so no one will walk through it.

Warn others in the area that you are moving glass.

(2) Newly installed glass (such as patio doors or large plate glass
windows) should be marked with an X across entire sheet of glass
with tape or grease pencil to prevent people from walking through
the glass.

(3) When cutting glass, wear eye protection and gloves.

(4) After cutting glass, remove debris and usable glass from the cutting
area. Stcre usable glass in specified glef:s storage area. Discard
waste glass in specially marked glass dispcs7A z-7-,t7.1ther,

(5) Remember at all times that glass can cut you or 1-17e, P.r3uAd

you. Act accordingly.

Lumber

(1) When moving lumber, wear gloves and steel-toed sho2s.

(2) When moving large pieces of lumber, alert others in the area and
watch where you are going.

(3) Use proper lifting procedures when moving lumber. Use the legs for
liftino, not the back.
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(4) When cutting lumber, wear eye protection. Observe safety
precautions pertaining to the tool you are using.

(5) Lumber must be neatly stacked and easily reached by adequate
aisleways.

(6) Cross ties, separaters, or dunnage will be used to guard against
falling objects.

(7) Use care when stacking lumber so the lumber will not topple over.

(8) When moving a board:

o
The board should be grasped at the side to avoid crushing
the hands.

o
Lumber should be walked through the hands instead of letting
it slide (to eliminate many sliver and splinter injuries).

(9) Lumber piles shall not exceed 16 feet in height.

SUMMARY

The Air Force maintains a ground safety program designed to preventaccidents, and don't ever forget that most accidents can be prevented. Yourpart in this ground safety program is to become familiar with the causes ofaccidents and to follow the prescribed_ruleS_and_precautions to prevent them.Some-of the-conditions-whl-ch breed accidents are poor housekeeping, horseplay,improper use of tools and equipment, nonobservance of warning signs, and lackof an adequate fire prevention program. Of course, there are many othercauses, among these are cases of personnel working with unfamiliar equipmentor material. Therefore, to prevent accidents, it is necessary to know as muchas you possibly can about the equipment and materials you come into contactwith. In your assignment at various Air Force installations, you will beworking with, or near, such items as medhanical equipment, electricalequipment, liquid and compressed gases, acids, and possibly even radioactivematerials. Take the necessary time to personally learn as much as youpossibly can about the equipment around you. Air Force manuals, pamphlets,technical orders, and commercial texts are available from which to learn thismaterial.
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RASE CIVIL ENGINEER ORGAC'AT1ON AND CAREER FIELD ORIENTATION

OBJrcTIVES

d. Given incomplete and matching statements identify the mission,
statements organization, fvnctions, and responsibilities of CE units. Eight
of ten items must be correct.

b. Given incomplete statements identify property accountability and
responsibility by completing the statements. Eight of ten responses must be
correct.

c. Given incomplete statements identify the organization of the
structural/pavements career field by completing the statements. Eiyht of ten
responses must be correct.

d. Given incomplete statements identify the duties, responsibilities,
and career ladder progression requirnments of AFSs 55230/50. Six of eight
responses must be correct.

e. Given incomplete statements identify Engineered Performance
Standards (EPS) by completing the statements. Eight of ten responses must be
correct.

INTROUDUCTION

Carpentry is a branch of the woodworking industry which is connected with
the building of structures. It includes the building of forms, as well as
construction of the building frame, roof, and interior trim. It also includes
the manufacture and installation of cabinets and shelves.

A qualified carpenter must be skilled in the use of a wide variety of
handtools, portable power tools, and shop equipment. A carpenter must know
the characteristics of many different kinds of building materials. He must be
able to read plans and blueprints; he must be able to estimate the amount of
materials and the time required to do a job.

The carpenter's job is often dependent upon weather conditions and
progress of construction. Much of a carpenter's job is done in conjunction
with other tradesmen, such as masons, plumbers, and electricians. As a
consequence, you should know where you fit in the Base Civil Engineer
Organization.

This study guide is divided into two main subjects:

0 BASE CIVIL ENGINEER ORGANIZATION

0 CAREER FIELD ORIENTATION
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INFORMATION

BASE CIVIL ENGINEER ORGANIZATION

The base civil engineering organization is responsible for the purchase,
construction, maintenance, and operation of the base real property facilities.
It is responsible for such functions as construction and maintenance of
building, building and maintenance of roads and lawns, operation of water
supply facilities, provision of fire protection, and even the responsibility
for the control of insects and rodents.

Organization

Figure 8 shows the layout of a typical base civil engineer organization.
The organization to which you will be assigned will be either a civil
engineering group or a civil engineering squadron. In most cases, assignments
are made to squadrons since groups are not too common and are found only on
the larger bases.

Now, let's take a look at the organization. The officer dho commands the
base civil engineer organization is the base civil engineer (BCE). The prime
duty of BCE is the operation and maintenance of the real property of the base.
Included in this is the purchase and disposition, accountability and
inventory, and the design and construction of facilities. Some of the other
responsibilities of the BCE include traffic engineering, utilities and
services, structure and aircraft fire protection, recovery from damage or
destruction from enemy attack or natural disasters, and support of tenant
activities.

Function

The typical base civil engineer organization chart in figure 8 shows that
there are eight major functional sections: (1) Readiness Management, (2)
Industrial Engineering, (3) Family Housing Management, (4) Squadron Section
(5) Financial Manangement, (6) Operations, (7) Engineering and Environmental
Planning, and (8) Fire Protection. Let's review the main responsibilities of
these eight sections.

Readiness Management

This section is shown at the top left corner of Figure 8. Their main
duties include organization, training and management of Prime BEEF teams.

Financial Management

This section, shown as number (1) at the top left corner of figure 8,
serves as an advisor to the BCE. Develops, prepares, submits, and maintains
the financial plan and budget estimates.
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Industrial Engineering

This section, shown as number (2) at the top left center of figure 8,
serves as consultants to the BCE and staff for developing improvements to
management systems. Evaluates the quality of service provided to CE customers
and serves as technical consultant to the BCE on real estate and real property
matters.

Family Housing Management

This section, shown as number (3) at the top right center of figure 8,
serves as a source for housing referrals (list of off base housing available
in the area), manages all base housing, conducts housing studies, and programs
military housing construction.

Squadron Section

This section is shown as number (4) at the top right corner of figure 8.
You are probably already familiar with the duties of personnel in the squadron
section because this section handles the administrative work of the CE
organization. The administrative section receives, distributes, and
dispatches communications for CE; prepares reports and correspondence,
maintains correspondence files; maintains the CE library; conducts special
programs, drives, and awards; and supervises the recordkeeping and preparation
of reports for the cost reduction program.

The squadron section also takes personnel actions that are given to it by
the squadron commander. These actions include counseling, maintaining duty
rosters, conducti ng_general mil i tary_ training. and _commander' s call ,__and _ _ _

enforcing discipline.

Fire Protection

This section, shown as number (5) in figure 8, administers fire
protection programs and performs fire control services. It also inspects and
tests fire protection and fire alarm systems, and services ground-type
portable_ticeextiaguisbar-s_,_

Engineering and Environmental Planning

This section, shown as number (6) in figure 8, is staffed with
architectural and professional engineers. Problems arising which are beyond
the capability of operations and maintenance personnel are referred to the
engineers in this section. Personnel of this section also review and develop
technical provisions of contracts for real property facilities. Personnel of
this section are also responsible for insuring that all present and future
uses of the base do not endanger the natural resources as well as the quality
of the living and working environment.
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Operation

This section, shown as number (7) in figure 8, directs all work that will
be done by each work center (number 9 thru 14). To assist the Chief of
Operations in directing these work centers, is the Resources and Requirements
Spction, number (8) in figure 8. This section identifies, receives,
processes, and plans work to be accomplished by CE. They also order, receive,
and deliver materials required for job completion.

The major work areas (shops) under operations, shown in figure 8, are (9)
pavements and grounds, (10) structures, (11) mechanical, (12) these areas may
contain several work centers. For instance, the structures area, where you
will likely work, has structural (carpentry), protective coating, plumbing,
masonry, metal working, and a structural maintenance and repair team (SMART).
Sometimes there are variations if there is no need for a particular activity.

PRIME BEEF

Combat Support

Project Prime BEEF. "When the whistle blows, are we ready to go?" This
was the question asked by the Director of CE Operations, HQ USAF in December
1963. The answer was "No." However, under project "Prime BEEF" the answer is
now "Yes". Project "Prime BEEF" created within the peacetime Air Force civil
engineering force, the capability to perform direct combat support tasks in
support of worldwide contingency operations. The contingency operation may be
in response to war, hostile aggression, natural disaster or catastrophe.

The role of civil engineering has changed a lot since World War II.
Civil engineering now has a direct combat support role. If you are selected
to be a member of one of the Base Engineer Emergency Force teams, you must
train to become more involved in contingency operations. In normal BCE work,
you will be a member of a BEEF Team and be trained and prepared to go with
that team on very short notice. You, as a carpentry specialist, must know how
to build field facilities, such as mess halls, showers, and latrines.

In addition, you must have the know-how and have the ability to protect
the facilities from enemy action. Your ability to support direct combat
operations in these ways is the only reason for you wearing a military uniform
during your normal peacetime duties.

Prime BEEF means "Base Engineer Emergency Forces." This type of force is
made up of selected airmen and officers at bases throughout the United States.
The personnel are members of units within the force called Prime BEEF teams.
In the event of an enemy attack, a natural disaster, or an emergPncy work
load, at either a stateside or an overseas base, a BEEF team can be made
available to supplement the work force at the affected base. There are a
number of Prime BEEF teams. At this time, however, you should become
knowledgeable in the six major objectives of the Prime BEEF program.

Objectives of Prime BEEF. The following are the six major objectives of
project Prime BEEF, as taken from AFR 93-3, The Prime BEEF Program:
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(1) Alignment of the civil engineering military force to perform direct
combat support tasks in support of the Air Force mission worldwide.

(2) Develop and maintain a highly skilled mobile military engineering
force capable of rapid response for direct combat support of worldwide
contingency operations.

(3) Insure effective use of the civilian engineering force in meeting
requirements generated as a result of natural disasters and in response to
indirect combat support needs.

(4) Provide supplementary training as necessary to insure military
personnel are capable of performing tasks peculiar to direct combat support
operations.

(5) A balanced military-civilian mix providing equitable career
development opportunities for both military and civilian personnel.

(6) An adequate military manning to support Air Force rotation
requirements.

Operation Concepts

The Prime BEEF program is structured to provide the following teams, BEEF
C, F, RR, M, and augmentation teams. In addition, the Continental United
States (CONUS) assigned personnel provide the military resource of trained
personnel to satisfy Air Force contingency and rotation requirements on a
worldwide basis.

Contingency Team (BEEF-C)

This team supports unforeseen contingencies and special air warfare
operations, but is not attached to a specific air unit. There are several
BEEF-C teams located throughout the Air Force. Headquarters USAF retains
unilateral authority to deploy these teams, or any part of them, whenever
required. These teams are normally deployed in TDY status usually for not
more than 179 days.

Flyaway Team (BEEF-F)

There are several BEEF-F units in CONUS. They are attached to the
Tactical Air Command (TAC) or Military Airlift Command (MAC), and move with
and support those flying units wherever they are deployed. One important
aspect of the flyaway team is that HW TAC or MAC may direct deployment of an
"F" unit from another command's base on which it is a tenant.

Missile Team (BEEF-M)

The "M" team provides organization and depot level maintenance for real
property installed equipment. If missiles are fired, these teams are
available for deployment, unless the pad is to be recharged. There is no
prescribed manning quota in this area. Therefore, manning for BEEF-M teams
coincides with current authorizations.
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Rapid Runway Repair Team (BEEF RR)

This team is a specialized engineering team capable of deployment within
72 hours to provide temporary, quick repair of runways. Heavy equipment
necessary to complete this task may also be deployed if necessary.

Augmentation Team

These teams are structured within specific skill areas; i.e., vertical
construction, horizontal construction, electrical, mechanical, water and
sanitation, etc. The purpose of such teams is to provide large skill blocks
to assist or augment BEEF C or F teams or in-place overseas theater teams in
satisfying unique contingency requirements.

Function of RED Horse

Air Force squadrons with the title RED HORSE have the ability to repair
major damage that is inflicted upon a base. The name RED HORSE is an acronym.
This means that the letters in the name represent words. RED means "Rapid
Engineer Deployable." HORSE means "Heavy Operations Repair Squadron,
Engineer." When you put it all together, RED HORSE means "Rapid Engineer
Deployable Heavy Operation Repair Squadron, Engineer." Try telling your
friend the title of that unit. It's a mouthful, isn't it? It's like
McDonald's hamburger on a sesame seed bun. "RED HORSE" is so much easier for
you to say. The title, however, explains to a large extent, the function of
the unit.

RED HORSE squadrons provide heavy repair and construction of horizontal
and vertical base facilities when and where the requirements exceed the base
CE's capabilities and when the work meets the mission given to RED HORSE by
the Department of Defense. These squadrons are formed with trained personnel
from all major commands. The men are given training to make them proficient
in all areas of their skills. The training is necessary to meet the high
standards required of men in RED HORSE squadrons. RED HORSE squadrons are
capable of rapid deployment and are responsive to the following:

Worldwide requirements as directed by Headquarters USAF.

o USAF tactical forces deployed in conjunction with war or the likely
event of war.

o Establishment of new base facilities or the expansion and upgrading
of existing base facilities.

Meeting recovery requirements for Air Force facilities in case of
natural disasters.

Training exercises, maneuvers, and special projects.

RED HORSE also makes major construction alternations and additions to an
existing base, as would be the case when a runway is lengthened, a hanger is
built, or aircraft parking ramps and taxiways are constructed.
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The RED HORSE squadron can move on to an abandoned air base and restore
it to the extent necessary for flying operations. Likewise, the squadron can
move into an area where there has never been a base and build one.

CAREER FIELD ORGANIZATION

You have had a chance to see that a civil engineer organization requires
a variety of professional people and tradesmen to operate and maintain the
many facilities for a base, each with specific jobs to perform.

These jobs fall into distinct categories called Air Force Specialty Codes
(AFS ). The different categories are identified by numbers. Each number of
the code has a meaning. Figure 9 explains the breakdown of AFSC 55250. You
will be awarded AFSC 55250 when you acquire the knowledge provided by this
course and learn the skills through on-the-job training.

First Two 55 Career Field Airman Civil Engineering
Structural/Pavements

Third 2 Career Field
Subdivision

Structural

Fourth 5 Skill Level
of AFS

Skilied Level

Fifth

_

0 Specific Air
Force Specialty

Carpenter

Figure 9. AFSC 55250 Breakdown

Figure 10 is a chart showing progression in the structural/pavements
career field. To see how you can progress in your career field ladder, start
at the block with the heavy broken lines and follow the heavy solid lines to
the skill level you are studying for now. After you earn AFSC 55250, and you
are promoted to SSgt, you will be placed on OJT and enrolled in the CDC for
the next level, structural technician AFSC 55273. Notice in figure 10 that
the carpentry and masonry career fields merge at 7 level.

The structural superintendent level (AFSC 55299) is the next step for you
after you have gained experience as a structural technician.

Study figures 11 and 12 for the specialty descriptions for a carpentry
specialist. Specialty descriptions describe the duties and responsibilities
of the AFSC, and are listed in AFR 39-1.
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AIRMAN AIR FORCE SPECIALTY

CARPENTRY SPECIALIST

1. SPECIALTY SUMMARY

Constructs, maintains, plans, and repairs buildings, structures and appurtenances; assembles prefabricated structures.
Related DOD Occupational Subgroup:712.

2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Maintains and repairs buildings and structures. Main-
tains and repairs walls, flooting, and other carpentry con-
struction by removing and replacing damaged lumber,
gypsum board, asphalt tile, and other finishing materials.
Maintains and repairs doors, windows, screens, and trim.
Repairs appurtenances by replacing parts or sections with
properly matched woods. Repairs heavy timber structures
such as warehouse loading docks, boat docks, wharves,
3nd piling.

b. Constructs, erects, and modifies buildings and struc-
tures. Erects wooden framework by placing, joining and
fastening sills, joists, subfloors, wall studs, rafters, and
wall and roof sheathing using carpentry hardware and
fastening devices. Erects steps, staircases, and porches.
Constructs chutes and openings for heating, plumbing, or
ventilating equipment. Installs window frames, sashes,
and doors. Alters buildings by installing or removing par-
titions, finishing attics or basements, or by adding
porches or rooms. Constructs and/or erects scaffolding.
Constructs prefabricated wooden forms and assists other
specialties in the construction and installation of wooden
forms for construction such as concrete slabs, walls, foun-
dations, steps, and other structures and for shoring opera-
tions such as trenching and excavating. Erects prefabri-
cated buildings.

c. Constructs and installs finishes and furnishings. Installs
siding, roofing, flooring, ceiling, and other coverings
using gypsum board, plywood, fiberboard, or other non-
masonry materials. Constructs and installs doors, win-
dows, and screens and installs glass in sashes. Installs
interior and exterior trim such as moldings and facings.
Installs finishing materials using woodworking tools, such
as circular saw, lathe, and disk sander. Shapes wood to
specific designs and proportions, cuts intricate fittings to
join items, and fastens parts together by use of screws,
dowel pins, nails or glue. Cuts, joins and fastens lumber
by cutting tenons, mortises, bevels, miters, grooves, and
curves using tools and equipment such as mortiser,
tenoner, variety and coping saws. Constructs facilities
such as shelves and bins for storage of supplies or equip-

ment. Constructs interior appurtenances such as locly2rs,
closets, and utility cabinets. Installs prefabricated .11.ticic:.
such as cabinets and bookcases. Applies laminated
plastics.

d. Lays out and prepares carpentry materials. lntnrprets
construction plans, sketches, or other specifications.
Determines carpentry requirements, and types, dimen-
sions, and quantities of materials required. Prepares
sketches to depict written carpentry details to si.nplify the
use of complicated plans and to assist planners, engineers,
and real estate personnel in the preparation and mainte-
nance of construction, record and as-built drawings.
Marks cutting and assembly lines and fitting locations on
carpentry materials. Arranges materials to effect efficient
work procedures. Fabricates building materials to con-
struction plans and specifications using mantol or
powered portable and shop tools and equipment. Posi-
tions and aligns carpentry materials using tools such as
peavey, spirit level, and plumb bob. Assists personnel of
other specialties in the placement and alignment of batter
boards and heavy timber for larger construction projects.

e. Maintains carpentry and woodworking tools and installs
and replaces building hardware. Cleans and oils metal parts
of tools and equipment to prevent rusting. Repairs and
actjusts belts and lubricates bearings of machinery. Shar-
pens cutting tools and replaces and adjusts cutting blades.
Installs, replaces, and adjusts items of building hardware
such as hinges, hasps, locks, and hydraulic door openers
and closers.

f. Performs planning activities. Prepares facility survey
schedules. Performs facility surveys. Makes on-site
investigations of proposed work to determine resource
requirements. Prepares cost estimates for in-service work
requests. Applies Engineered Performance Standards
(EPS) in planning and estimating jobs. Coordinates plans
with other civil engineering and base activities.

g. Supervises carpentry personnel. Lays out work and
assigns tasks within workcrews. Conducts on-the-job
training.



APS 39-1

3. SPECIALTY QUALIFICATIONS

a. Knowledge:
(I) Knowledge of building maintenance, repair, and

const:uction; nomenclature of woodworking materialsand methods of storing wood; theory of squaring by
equivalent measurement; application of simple mathe-
matics; use of carpentry and woodworking manual and
power tools; and wood treatment procedures is man-
datory. Possession of mandatory knowledge will be deter-
mined according ro AFR 35- .

(2) Knowledge of properties of fine wood and of
laminating and gluing is dasirabie.

Attachment 211 i Jonusey 1983

b. Education. Completion of high school with coursesin mathematics and mechanical drawing ;s desirable.
c. Experience. Experience in functions such as con-

struction and repair of buildings and heavy structures anderection of prefabricated structlires is mandatory.
d. Training. Completion of a basic carpentry course isdesirable.

e. Other. Physical qualificafion for military driversaccording to AFR 160-43 is mandatory for entry into thisAFSC.

Figure 12
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UPGRADE TRAINING

You have seen where your job will be located within Civil Engineers and
what jobs are required of you as a carpenter. By looking at figure 10, you
can see that as you gain in rank in the Air Force, ymi also have to gain
additional knowledge to go along with the rank.

There are two (2) ways to be upgraded in skill level. The first of these
ways is the way that you are getting your level. This is formal technical
training. This type of training is sometimes used to award either a 3, 5, or
7 level AFSC.

The next type of training is the type that is the most commonly used.
This is a two-part program consisting of OJT (0n-the-Job Training) and CDC
working with skilled carpenters learning how .t.o do the work and knowledge that
you learned through self-study. This type of training is the type that you
will use for upgrading to the 5 skill level; and, when you make Staff
Sergeant, you receive it for upgrade to the 7 skill level.

The completion of the CDC (knowledge) portion of the program Is very
important. Most of you have hopes of becoming an E-4, and the only way that
this can be done is to possess a 5 level. You cannot be promoted to E-4
without it. Upon arrival at your next duty static-SW:One of the first things
the squadron will do is enter you into OJT for your 5 level. The CDC portion
of your OJT consists of three (3) volumes that are self-study. You have an
open book test at the end of each volume; and, if you pass these, you will be
scheduled to take the fianl exam at the Base Testing Office. After this is
done and if you pass this test, which you should, there are two (2) other
things needed to give you a 5 level. One of these is your supervisor saying
that you have acquired the skills required and the other is having spent six
(6) months on OJT. When all these have been accomplished, the paper work will
be started to get you your 5 level. You notice that it takes six (6) months
in training to get your 5 level, but you can complete your CDC course in about
two (2) to three (3) months. It would be to your advantage to get this
portion out of the way as quickly as possible. This will allow you to place
all your effort on improving your job skills.

The process for being given a 7 level (AFSC 55273) is basically the same
as for the 5 level. The minimum time to get a 7 level increases to one (1)
year. You must be a Staff Sergeant. You have the added knowledge of the
Masonry Career Field, AFSC 55251, due to our combining with the masonry field
at the 7 level. You also have to spend time as a supervisor to show that you
can supervise other workers and take either a Base Management Course or a CDC
Management Course.

To be awarded a 9 level (AFS,', 55299), you must be a Master Sergeant,
spend at least 1 year as a Master Sergeant, and pass the Air Force Supervisory
Exam. You'll notice that there is no skill knowledge required other than the
Supervisor's Exam. It would be extremely difficult for a 9 level to know
everything from five (5) different career fields. His job is to manage those
shops under his control, relying upon the knowledge of the shop foremen to
handle the technical problems that come up.
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SUMARY

The Civil Engineer Organization has the responsibility of operating and

maintaining all real property. We, who are part of Air Force Civil Engineers,

must be aware of the trenendous costs involved. We must do all we can to

conserve dollars and make our labor economical for the operation and

maintenance of this real property.

If we work hard, study and do our best, we can expect to climb up the

career field ladder from a 99000 to perhaps a 55299.

QUESTIONS

1. Name as many jobs as you can that the BCE does.

2. What is real property?

3. Using the organization chart in figure 8, the Carpentry Area is directly

responsible to what section?

4. Sewage plants and systems are under what section of the BCE organization?

5. What is the purpose of the Air Force Specialty Code?

6. What a-e the main tasks of a Carpentry Specialist?

REFERENCES

AFR 39-1, Airman Classification Regulation



3700 Technical Training Group SG J3ABAR55230 000-1-5
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

OBJECTIVE

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the characteristics of
construction materials by completing the statements. Twenty of twenty-five
responses must be correct.

INTRODUCTION

As an Air Force carpenter, your day by day job of keeping a base up to
standards while supporting the mission of the base is an important job that
calls for a great deal of job knowledge and especially a knowledge of all the
materials that are used on your job.

Just as it is important for a carpenter to use the proper tools to do a
job, it is just as important to use the right materials for a specific job.
In this study guide, we will cover most of the building materials that you
will 'Ise on a day to day basis.

Information in this study guide is presented in the following main
topics:

O TYPES OF WOOD

O
PLYWOOD

O GRADES OF PLYWOOD

O LUMBER SIZES

O
LUMBER GRADES

O
LUMBER DEFECTS

O
BUILDING HARDWARE

INFORMATION

TYPES OF WOOD

First of all, we will learn about some of the types of wood you will use.
You may not use all of these woods at any one base, but Air Force wide, they
are probably all being used.

5-)
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P.irch

A strong, hard wood that works well with machinery. It is used mostly
for quality furniture, cabinetwork, plywoods, and dowels, but the most common
use of birch you wil 1 see is the coverings for doors.

Wal nut

A fairly dense and hard wood. It works well with machinery and finishes
beautifully. It is used for quality furniture, fine cabinet work, and frames
for both pictures and charts.

Dou gl as Fi r

Strong soft wood that splits easily. Large amounts of fir are used for
plywood and framing members.

Pi ne

Lightweight and soft, straight grained with a uni form texture. This is
probably the most common of the woods you will use. It is used in everything
from wall studs to interior trim.

Mahagony

A medium hard and dense wood, very stable with even texture, open pores,
and beautiful grain patterns. Color varies from dark red to light tan. It is

used for quality furniture and doors.

Mapl e

A hard, strong and heavy wood with a fine texture and grain pattern. Its

col or is li ght tan wi th occasi onal dark streaks. It i s used for qual i ty

furniture and flooring.

Oak

A very hardwood, durable, and strong used for furniture and fl oori nq,
Et s color varies from greyish brown to reddish brown to a deep brown.

Redwood

A soft and lightweight wood, usually fine textured and even grained. It

is easy to work and very durable. It is used especially Where exposure to
water and moisture is a factor. Highly resistant to decay.

Some of the woods we have covered are soft woods and some are hard. Can

you look at a tree and tell if it is a hard or soft wood? You can do it and
it's probably one of the easier things you will learn to do.
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The major difference between them is that soft woods have needles. This
type of tree is called coniferous because most of them bear cones. The
hardwood trees have broad leaves that they shed at the end of the growing
season. Most trees are going to fall into one of these two groups even though
sane of the hardwood trees produce a wood that is softer than some of the
softwoods.

PLYWOOD

Plywood is probably one of the most widely used builiding materials. It
can be used for boxes, to waterproof basement foundations and most any use in
between.

Plywood can be found in many different thicknesses from 1/4" up to 1 1/4"
being the most common sizes. The overall size of a sheet of plywood is 4' by
8' and, as you can see, this makes it very easy to cover walls, floors, or a
roof in a short time due to the fact that one sheet will cover S2 square feet
at a time.

Plywood is broken into two major types, interior and exterior. The
interior type is used mostly for the inside of a structure Where it will not
come in contact with moisture or the weather. If you need an interior type of
plywood due to its surface being a better grade of wood, but may come in
contact with moisture, you can get interior plywood with exterior glue. This
type of glue is resistant to water and will not let the veneers separate the
way regular plywood will when it gets wet.

Exterior plywood is used just like its name, on the exterior of a
building or on a job outside. The surface of exterior plywood is not as good
as interior because it is usually covered with some other material. As we
said before, it has a water resistant glue to keep it from coming apart.

GRADES OF PLYWOOD

rlywood is made up of veneers (layers). It is graded by the condition of
these veneers and stamped on the back of the plywood to let you know exactly
What grade you are getting. It is to your advantage to know how plywood is
graded so that you can use the proper grade for any given job.

Grade AA: Special order "natural finish" veneer. Select all heartwood.
Free of open defects. Uses .4here finish is the most important
thing.

Grade A: Smooth and paintable. Neatly made repairs permissible. Also
used for natural finish in less demanding applications.

Grade B: Solid surface veneer. Circular repair plugs and tightknots
are permitted.

5-3
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Grade C: Knotholes up to 1% Occasional knotholes 1/2" or larger per-
mitted, providing total width of all knots and knotholes
wi thi n a speci fi ed section does not exceed certai n 1 imi ts.
Limited spl ts permitted. Mi nimum veneers permi tted i n

exterior plywood.

Grade C Plugged: Improved C veneer with splits limited to 1/8" in width
and knotholes and borer holes limited to 1/4" by 1/2".

Grade D: Permits knots and knotholes to 2 1/2" in width and 1/2" larger

job.

1.

under certai n speci fi ed limi ts. Limited spli ts permi tted.

Here are a few examples of grades of plywood you would use for a speci fic

EXAMPLE GRADE

Installing roof sheathing CD

2. Building a storage cabinet AC

3. Setting forms for concrete
where one surface will show

AC

4. Bui 1 di ng a di spl ay case vvii ere

finish is important
NA

5. Replacing the sides on a
revi ewi ng stand

AC

Always remember, before you lect the plywood for a job, to be sure v4hat
the end product is going to be. Select the proper grade of plywood to give
the proper result.

LUMBER SIZES

If you have had any dealings with a lumber yard, you probably know that
lumber has two sizes. These are the nominal size and the dreGsed sizA.

When you walk into the lumber yard and ask for a 2 x 4, you are asking
for the nomi nal size. Thi s is the size of the rough unfini shed lumber. Thi s

is the measurement used when you figure board feet.

The size of the board you get when you ask for a 2 x 4 is called the
dressed size. It is really 1. 1/2 inches by 3 1/2 inches. This size is a
result of the lumber being seasoned and surfaced.

The easy way to figure the actual size is take 1/2" off of both the width
and the thickness of the lunter. The exception to this is if you ask for a
piece of lumber such as 1 x 4, 1 x 6, 1 x 8, 1 x 10, or 1 x 12. Instead of
taking 1/2" off of the thickness, they only take off 1/4". So, your actual
size of a 1 x 4 wIld be 3/4" x 3 1/2".
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LUMBER GRADES

Lunt er i s di vided i nto di fferent groups cal 1 ed grades. Each of these
grades are set up so that you will be able to select the proper wood for a
given type of job.

The highest grade of lumber is rated as FAS (First and Second). This
grade is placed on hard wood that is of the very highest quality.

Select is the second grade of lumber. This permits pieces to be at least
4 1/4 wide and 6' long.

The third and most common type of grading is called Common. Common
lumber aflows for more uefects than the other grades. Common is broken down
into grades from #1 which is the best to #5, the worst.

LUMBER DEFECTS

As a carpenter, you will have to check the lumber that you use to insure
that it is structurally sound. To do this, you have to know what some of the
defects are.

Types of defects:

Knots - Caused by an imbedded branch or tree limb. Knots are considered
strength reducing. The amount of strength lost depends upon the
type, size, and location of the knot.

Splits and Checks - A separation along the grain, a result of uneven
seasoning.

Pitch Pockets - Internal cavities that contain pitch either in a solid or
1 i quid form.

Honeycombing - A separation of wood fibers within the interior of a
board.

Wane - The presence of bark or the absence of wood along the edge of a
board.

Blue Stain 7 A blemish caused by mold or a fungus. It is not considered
strength reducing.

Decay - A disintegration of wood fibers due to a fungus. This can result
in wood that is soft or spongy, and crumbles easily.

Holes - Can be caused by encased knots falling out, improper use of
handling equipment, or woodboring insects or worms.

Warp - Distortion of the wood from a straight or even surface. Can be
called a bow, crook, twist, or cup.
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BUILDING HARDWARE

We have covered the different types of wood products that you can use as
an Air Force carpenter to support your base's mission. No matter how good the
material is, you still must have some way to hold it together or to mount it
to something. This brings us to the next topic which is Building Hardware.

The term "hardware" is used to identify the metal items used by the
carpenter. Items of hardware are generally divided into two classes, "rough"
hardware and "finish" hardware.

Rough hardware contains a large number of items generally made of iron or
steel with no particular ornamental finish on the metal. Rough hardware is
usually concealed within the parts of a structure and when installed, becomes
a component part of the structure. Rough hardware is not dsed for decorative
purposes as is finish hardware and generally does not add to the appearance of
the building. Some very common items of rough hardware are nails, screws, and
bolts.

NAILS

Nails are formed by machine from standard sized wire. The wire is fed
into the machine from a roll. It is straightened, the point is cut, and the
head is formed all in one operation. Wire nails are divided into five main
types-common, box, finishing, casing, and scaffold-shown in figure 13.

0

7

("

Nail Size

c000KA sox Fimmm CAVAW.

Figure 13. Types and Sizes of Nails

The pennyweight or pound number from twopenny to twentypenny, was
originally the weight of one thousand nails. A small letter "d" is usually
used to abbreviate "penny." The penny number now refers to the length of the
nail instead of its weight. The nail chart in figure 1 shows the length of
nails from 2d to 20d. Nails are usually packaged in 100-pound wooden kegs.
Smaller quantities, however, can be purchased, usually in cardboard boxes.
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Common Nails

Common wire nails have a fairly thick flat head. They are generally usec
for most phases of building construction. The wire from which they are made
is 1 arge enough for easy dri vi ng wi thout bend i ng.

Box Nail s

Box nails are used in box construction or vslierever a common nail might
split the wood. These nails bend more easily while you are driving them
because of the smaller wire used to form them. The head of a box nail is
somewhat thinner and larger in diameter than the head of a common nail. Box
nails are sometimes coated with a special cement to give them better holding
qualities and make them harder to pull. These are called "cement-coated" box
nails or "sticky" nails.

Fini shi ng Nai 1 s

Finishing nails and box nails are made with the same diameter of wire.
The head of a finishing nail is only slightly larger in diameter than the toot
of the nail so that it can be embedded (set) into the surface of the wood. A
slight depression on the top of the head helps keep the nail set from slippinc
off the head. The small hole that is made in the world is filled with
glazier's putty or some other filling agent to hide the nail head when the
stirface is finished.

Casi ng Nail s

The casing nail is similar to the finishing nail in appearance. The
head, however, is slightly larger and has no depression in the top. These
nails are used to nail door and window casings in place.

Scaffol d Nail s

The scaffold nail has the same diameter as the common nail , but it has a
double head. These nails are used on scaffolds, forms, and other temporary
construction where the nails must be removed after a short time. The first
(bottom) head draws the board and has a good binding effect. The second (top)
head sticks out so that it can be used for pulling the nail.

WOOD SCREWS

Wood screws are made of iron, bronze, brass, copper, and other metals.
They are sometimes plated with nickel or chrome to match special finish
hardware. Wood screws have some advantages over nails, but they also have
disadvantages. A few of the advantages are that they hold the wood more
securely than nails, they are easily tightened and removed, and the heads are
neat in appearance and are often left exposed on finished surfaces. Some of
the di sadvantages are that they are more expensive than nails and driving then
requires more care and labor. Wood screws are made with heads that are either
flat, oval , or round, as shown in figure 14. They have di fferent sized shanks
and a great variety of lengths. The shank of the screw is the smooth part of
the screw between the head and the threads of spiral.
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Screw size is a gauge number that represents the diameter of the shank of
the screw. If you know the diameter, you can determine the approximate gauge
by subtracting 1/16 i nch from the di ameter and multiplying the result by 80.
For example, the diameter of a screw is approximately 3/16 inch. Subtract 1
1/16" from 3/16" and the result is
2/16" or 1/8". One eight multiplied
by 80 equals 10, so the screw gauge
is 01. If you know the screw gauge,
you can find the di ameter by dividing
it by 80 and adding 1/16. The
variation in the length of wood
screws is about the same as that for
nails, except that each gauge of
screw is made in several lengths.
You must give both the length and
gauge number when you are specifying
screws: for example, 1 1/4 inches by 1

10. Screws a..e packaged in cardboard
boxes of 1 gross each: however,
they can usually be purchased by
the dozen.

4VMSSSSL;;;;U

Dri ve Screws

Special screws that are made to be
driven with a hammer are called drive
screws. They may have a round head, but are
usually made with a flat head. The
threads are far apart and may have
no slot for a screwdriver. Drive
screws are available in the same
sizes as wood screws.

Ph illi ps-Head Screws

These have an X-shaped driving slot
and a speci al screwdri ver i s needed
for dri ving them. Some advantages
of the philips screw are that the
screwdriver doesn't slip out sasily
and the head does not break as
quickly as that of a conventional
type screw. They are available
with round, oval, or flat heads.

Roundhead Screws

DIAMETER OF .

BODY

DRIVE SCREW

PHILLIPS RECESSED
HEAD

ROOT DIAMETER ROUND HEAD

kuouggiumG4
SHANK _I OVAL HEAD

FLAT HEAn

Figure 14. Types of Wood
Screws

The roundhead screw is usually used on a surface where the head will
show. The head is not countersunk, and for this reason, it should have a
pleasing finish-either blued or polished. Always leave the screw slot in a
position parallel to the grain of the wood.
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Ovalhead Screws

The ovalhead screw is used to fasten hinges or other finish hardware to
wood. The screw slots of all these screws should parallel each other for
better appearance. These screws are countersunk so that only the oval portion
of the head is above the surface.

Flathead Screws

Flathead screws are made to be used where the head will not show. The
head should be countersunk until it is level with or slightly below the
finished surface. If flathead screws are used on an exposed area, they should
be countersunk into a hole that can be plugged to completely cover the head.

BOLTS

Bolts are made of steel with
either round, square, or octagon
heads and threaded shanks, as
shown in figure 15. The threads may
run the full length of the bolt, or
they may stop a certain distance
from the head, 1 E , smooth
upper shank. Bolt _ e used to
fasten timber, steek , and other
materi al s. They range in di ameter
from 3/16 inch to 1 1/2 inches and
in length from 3/4 inch to 30
inches. They are available in
three main styles: (1) stove
bolts, (2) machine bolts, and
(3) carriage bolts.

Stove Bolts

Stove bolts have either a flat
or round head like a wood screw. A
screwdriver must be used to keep the
bolt from turning as the nut is
ti ghtened. The flat bevel head is not
sui tabl e for use wi th a washer because
the washer tends to cup as the bolt is
tightened. For this reason, stove
bolts are seldom used in woodwork-
ing, but are used mostly with small
items of hardware.

Machine Bolts

The machine bolts used in woodwork
usually have square heads and square nuts.
A metal washer is generally used
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under both the head and nut. These washers prevent the head from embedding
into the wood and the nut from tearing the wood fibers as it is turned. Two
wrenches are required for tightening the machine bolt.

Carri age Bolts

Carriage bolts are like machine bolts except for the head, which is
round. The shank of the carriage bolt has a square portion that draws into
the wood and prevents the bolt from turning as the nut of the carriage bolt,
but not under the head.

Hardware used for ornamental purposes, such as hinges, drawer pulls, and
other mi scel laneous i tems, i s cl assed as fi ni shed hardware. We will di scuss a
few of the most frequently used items in the following paragraphs.

HINGES

The woodworker uses many different types, styles, and sizes of hinge.
They are, however, all used to make a movable joint between two pieces of
material. They are made of many different metals for various uses. The most
common hinges have two leaves that are cut and formed so that they can be hel d

together with a pin. The pin may be removable (loose pin), as shown at the
top of figure 16, or it may be riveted on each end to prevent its removal

\, /
I

1 niN1,1

Ski (3AL MINUS

N.0

InC111 Ni I OSP .

ri 7:11
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1.11,41.1 N

j
N1100V,11410

Figure 16. Types of Hinges

(tight pin). If loose pin hinges are used on a door, you can remove the door
by removing the pins. The length and width of the leaves determine the size
of the hinge.

Full Morti se

The leaves of a full mortise hinge are completely hidden, leaving only
the barrel exposed Aen the door is closed. A gain (mortise) is required for
each leaf. The gain for one leaf is in the edge of the door and the other
gain is in the dent' frame. Because of gains, this type of hinge is one of the
most difficult to install. The full ,mortise hinge looks very much like the
full surface hinge, shown at the top of. figure 16.
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Full Surface

The full surface hinge needs no gain for either leaf. One leaf is
screwed to the flat surface of the door and the other leaf is screwed to the
frame. The surfaces of the frame and door must be flush if full surface
hinges are used.

Hal f Surface

You will note in figure 16 that the half surface butt type hinge ts
similar to both of the other hinges. One leaf is fastened on the surface of
the door and the other leaf fits into a gain in the frame. The hinges used on
passage doors are usually half surface or full mortise butts. The hinges used
on fence gates and barn doors, or for other heavy-duty work, are generally
full surface T-hinges or full surface strap hinges.

Cabinet Hinges

Cabinet hinges are made in many styles and finishes to provide an
adequate selection for every type of cabinet. Full mortise, full surface, or
half surface hinges are used for cabinet work. Figure 16 shows a few of the
many cabinet hinge designs.

Speci al Hinges

Many other types of hinges, such as a doubleaction hinge for a swinging
door, a loaded hinge for screen and storm doors, invisible hinges, and
continuous hinges, shown in figure 16 are also available.

Hinge Hasp

A hinge hasp is like a hinge, but its leaves are made differently. One
leaf has screw holes for fastening the hasp in place. The other leaf has
screw holes for fastening the hasp in place.
The other leaf is longer with a slot
cut near the outer end, as shown
in figure 17. A heavy metal loop,
riveted to a square metal base,
is used with the hinge hasp. The
base of the loop is fastened in
place with four screws. The
slotted leaf of the safety hasp
covers the heads of all the screws
when it is in the locked position.

Like hinges, locks are also
available in a great variety of
styles, sizes, and finishes.
Three types are in general use:
(1) mortise locks, (2) rim
locks, and (3) cylinder locks.

LOCKING DEVICES
SAFETY HASP

0

BASKET HASP
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Mortise Locks

A mortise type lock, shown in figure 18, is so named because it requires

that a deep mortise be cut in the edge of the door. The locking mechanism
fits into the mortise When the lock is installed. This type of lock is used

primarily on storage rooms. The holding power of this lock is questionable
because the deep mortise weakens the door. If the door is forced, the wood
can split at the mortise.

STRIKER PLATE

Cylinder Locks

LOCK

Figure 18. Mortise Lock

The parts of a cylinder lock are shown in figure 19. The cylinder lock

is more dependable than the mortise lock because it recoires less wood

removal, thus weakens the door less. The lock is easily installed, as it
generally requires only two holes in the door of which the larger may be only

1 1/4 inches in diameter. The positioning of the holes is critical and a
guide template is usually furnished with
the lock for the exact marking of
the hold positions. Place the
template on the face of the door
at the proper height and mark the
centers of the holes to be bored.

the door first and then bore the
Bore the hole through the face of

hole into the door edge to receive
the bolt. This hole should be
slightly deeper than the length
of the bolt. Good quality cylinder RI8OED HUT

locks are installed quite fre-
HOLDS LOCK
BOOT TO 000R

quently on exterior doors.

ADJU:.
OCR h NE

Rim Locks

The rim lock can be used as
the primary locking device on a
door, but it is generally used as
a night latch, or safety lock, in
addition t a mortise of cylinder lock.
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Rim locks are easy to install because the locking mechanism is applied to the
inside surface of the door with flathead screws or stove bolts. Only one hole
is needed to receive the rim lock from the outside face of the door. You can
latch un unlatch frolii the inside of a room by turning the small knob on the
locking mechanism. It crust be unlocked from the outside with a key. A rim
lock is illustrated in figure 20.

INSIDE VU W

MORT ISE LUCK

OUTSIDE VIEW

Figure 20. Rim Lock

Fri cti on Catches and Drawer Pul s

Friction catches are used to hold small doors in the closed position.
They are not locked with a key. These catches are designed to release their
hold when a slight pulling pressure is placed on the door knob or handle.
Many designs have been patterned and manufactured, but they all serve the same
purpose some of the most common types are shown .in figure 21.

Ball and Spring Catch

The ball type catch, shown in figure 21, consists or a barrell holding a
steel spring that pushes against a steel ball. This assembly fits into the
bottom or top of the door. A beveled striker plate fits into the door frame.
These catches are very easy to install because they require only one hole to
accomodate the barrell and a small mortise or "gain" for the striker plate.

Prong Type Catch

This type of catch is similar to the ball type catch, but there is no
barrel , ball, or striker plate. A rpeci al ly shaped prong that fits into a
spring type hold is fastened te the inside of the door. The holder is
fastened to the inside of the cupboard. It clamps over the prong and holds
the door closed. The door opens easily with a slight pull.

Elbow Catch

The elbow catch, shown in figure 21, is used when the cupboard or
bookcase has a double door. The striker plate is fastened to the underside of
a shelf. The catch is fastened to the inside surface of the door so that it
hooks over the plate when the door so that it hooks over the plate vqhen the
door is closed. The right-hand door must be opened in order to reach behind
the left-hand door and release the elbow catch.
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COMMON CUPBOARD
CATCH

CUPBOARD
HANDLL

Figure 21. Frictiun Catches

Cupboard Catch

The most common catch used on cupboards is a simple lock that opens with
a knob instead of a key, as showr in figure 21. It can be used on either
single or double door. The lock is fastened to the face of the door --
striker is fastened to the frame of the opposite door. Many oth,,,r types of
catches or handles are available for cupboard doors. The type to use is only
a matter of dhoice. It should, however, match the surrounding fixtures.

Drawer Pulls and Knobs

Drawer pulls or knobs, as illustrated in figure 22, made from either wood
or metal, are used for pulling drawers open. They come in such a large
variety of sizes, shapes, and designs that it is impossihle to discuss them
all. Pulls and knobs are usually fsatened with a bolt type fastener that
passes through the front of the drawer.
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Figure 22. Drawer Pulls and Knobs

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

Many special hardware items are used in building construction. These
items are used in building construction. These items are either rough or
finish hardware, depending upon their use. A few of these special items are
shown in figure 23.

Timber Connectors

Timber connectors are metal devices used to increase the joint strength
in timber structures. Efficient connections for either timber-to-timber or
timber-to-steel joints are provided by the several types of timber connectors.
The appropriate type for a specific structure is determined primarily by the
type of joint to be made and the load to be carried.

Shelf Brackets

Shelf brackets vary from very simple angle braces to elaborately scrolled
hrass hrackets. They are made for fastening an open shelf to a wall or for
holding adjustahle shelves in a cabinet.

Joist Hangers

Joist hangers fasten joists to girders and eliminate toenailing,
notching, and shimming. Metal bridging is available to be used between floor
joists in the same way as diagonal or crisscross bridging. This type of
bridging is easy to irstall and makes a neat appearing job. It is, however,
more expensive than wooden bridging.

Handrail Brackets

Handrail brackets hold the handrail for stairways. They are made in many
designs and finishes, hut all serve the same purpose. They must he fastened
securely to a wall stud or a block installed between the studs. You will
become familiar with many other hardware items commonly used by the carpenter
as you work with them. 13 85-15



TIMBER CONNECTOR RING

STATIONARY
SHELF
BRACKET

ADJUSTABLE
SHELF
SUPPORT

JOIST HANGUR

METAL
BRIDGING

HAND RAIL BRACKET

Figure 23. Miscellaneous Hardware

DOOR CLOSERS

Door closers are used on outside doors and other doors which are subject
to slamming due to drafts. Many models of door closers are available; so you
may be expected to install, maintain, adjust, or repair any one of them.
Needless to say, it would be impractical for us to try t3 cover each model
specifically in this text. We can, however, provide general overview of the
principles of operation and some of the adjustment, repairs, maintenance, and
i nstal lati on procedures you will meet.
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Door closers are available
in either surface mount or mortise
'fount. They may operate hydraulically
or pneumatically. However, the
majority of the closers used for
heavy doors operate hydraulically.

Pneumati c

Lightweight doors, such as storm
doors and screen doors, normally use
penumatic closers. This type of

, closer is usually surface-mounted.
The checking medium is air and the
airflow is adjustableby a set
screw to contrul the speed of
door cl osing. An i nternal spri ng
closes the door.

Instal 1 ati on

Due to the marky different types
available, it is suggested that you
follow the manufacturer's instructions
when i nstal 1 i ng this equi pment.
Figure 24 shows a typical
pneumatic closer.

Hydraulic

'11111VII

SHOCK

TENSION

-14.--"-410-

SCREEN AND STORM DOOR
CHECK AND CLOSER

Figure 24. Pneumatic Door
Closer

Heavy doors, wood or metal , i n publi c buildings requi re heavy duty
closers. The hydraulic closer is available in many models. Of course, the
model chosen will depend upon the application. Some models are suitable for
either left or right-handed doors; however, they must be set up for the
correct hand before installation. Other models come only for left or
right-hand installation and must be ordered for the specific installation.
With these types of closers the door is closed by a spring in the closer and
the speed is controlled by the hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic flow is
controlled by an adjustable restrictor. Both the spring tension and the
hydraulic flow are adjustable, so that the closer can be adjusted to match the
door.

Installation

As with the pneumatic closer,
the hydraulic closer should also
be installed according to the
manufacturer's instructions, which
will be packed with the unit. In areas
cf severe weather, especially high
winds, it may be necessary for you to
reinforce the door and jamb with
metal plates to withstand the
extra stress encountered. Figure
25 shows a typical hydraulic
closer.

ENTRANCE DOOR

CHECK AND CLOSER

Figure 25. Hydraulic Door Closer
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SUMMARY

There are many types of wood available for construction. Often times the
type of wood utilized in a project will be determined by the location of your
duty station.

The knowledge of different types of hardware and their uses is vital to a
carpenters skill. Failure to ue the correct hardware or incorrectly
installing the right hardware can lead to inferior workmanship and product
failure.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the best grade of plywood?

2. What type of nail would you use if you were framing a wall?

3. What is blue stain?

4. What are the three types of wood screws?

5. What type of wood would you use if the wood was going to be subjected
to a high moisture level?

REFERENCES

Textbook: Modern Carpentry, The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.
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CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

OBJECTIVE

a. Given building plans, determine the type, location, and configura-
tion ot carpentry work for the construction of the building.

INTRODUCTION -

Getting the right start is the most important aspect cf any job. This is
especially true when it comes to planning a construction job. For instance,
it is obvious how important it is to locate a structure in the proper
location. It must also be level and square to be acceptable. To meet these
requirements, you must be able to interpret (read) plans and sometimes make
working sketches of the project. You can easily interpret drawings if you can
visualize the relationship of lines, scales, architectural symbols, site
plans, elevation views, and floor plans that compose a set of plans.

INFORMATION

LINES

In order to include all the necessary information on a drawing in a
meaningful manner, different types of lines are used to represent the features
of an object. The meaning of a line, with certain characteristics, has been
standardized and that line will have the same meaning on any drawing. These
line conventions must be understood if you are to read drawings. The line
conventions most often encountered in construction prints are shown in figure
26.

Visible Lines

A visible line is a heavy, unbroken line used for the primary features of
a drawing. For drawings of objects, this line represents the edges, or the
surface limit that is visible from the viewing angle of the drawing.

Hidden lines

A hidden line is a medium weight line of evenly spaced short dashes which
represent an edge, or the surface limit which is not visible from the viewing
angle of the drawing.

Center Lines

A thin (light) line composed of alternate long and short dashes of
consistent length is called a center line. A center line is used to signify
the center of a circle used to divide an object into equal or symmetrical
parts.

Dimension Lines

A dimension line is a solid continuous line ending in arrow heads at each
end
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1

LINE CONVENTIONS

I NAME CONVENTION DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION EXAMPLE

VISIBLE
LINES

HEAVY UNBROKEN LINES

USED ID INDICATE VISIBLE EDGES
OF AN OBJECT 0

HIDDEN
LINES

MEDIUM LINES WITH SHORT EVENLY
SPACED DASHES

USED TO INDICATE CONCEALED
EDGES

Li I I
,

i

L., ,....J

CENTER
LINES

THIN LINES MADE UP OF LONG AND
SHORT DASHES ALTERNATELY
SPACED AND CONSISTENT IN
L ENGTH

USED TO INDICATE SYMMETRY
ABOUT AN AXIS AND LOCATION OF
CENTERS

I

Ingb.
Oa:
NINO,

DIMENSION
LINES

I

i

THIN LINES TERMINATED WITH
ARROWHEADS AT EACH ENP

USED TO INDICATE DISTANCE
MEASURED

1.0---_ ----.4
---.1

I
i

I

I

I

EXTENSION
LINES

THIN UNBROKEN LINES

USED TO INDICATE EXTENT OF
DIMENSIONS

I

L
Figure 26. Line Conventions
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Scal e

Arch itectural pl ans are drawn to scal e. It i s easy to vi sual i ze the
impossibility of drawing a building to actual size; therefore, they are drawn
i n proporti onal (scal e) so they can appear on one sheet. P1 ans for a
residence are normally drawn to a scale of 1/4" = 1'0". This means that every
1/4 inch on the drawing represents 1 foot of actual structure. Thus, if a
wall on a drawing is 4 inches long, the wall in reality is 16 feet long. The
scale of a drawing is indicated in the title block of a drawing.

Symbols

Symbols are used on construction plans to indicate the type and location
of doors, windows, and other features. Often these symbols are the same
general shape as the object. For example, figure 27 shows the symbol for an
exterior door opening to the inside and the symbol for a double hung window in
a frame wal 1.

Besides being the same general shape as the feature it represents,
symbols also show the direction of motion. For example, look at the door
symbol again in figure 27. The mot i on of the window cannot be shown because
it is in a direction perpendicular to the page. MATERI AL sy hew

PLAN ELEVAT ION SECT ION

IA)
SINGLE DOOR (EXTERIOR)
OPI NING IN

DOUULF HUNG WINDOW
WL/OD OR METAL SASH

Figure 27. Architectural Symbols
for a Door and a
Window

WOOD

BR IC K

STONE

CONCRETE

CONCRETE
BLOCK

EARTH

GLASS

I NSULAT 10

PLASTER

STRUC TURA
STEEL

SHEET
METAL

FLASH I N

TILE

FLOOR AREAS
LEFT BLANK

L g 3 =m . I
I V A 1

FRAMING FINISHSIDING PANEL1=1
FACE05=2Z0

COMMON

SAME AS I
PLAN VIEWF-7

FACE OR COMMO

II==
RUBBLE

-45.:.-

CUT minaCUT RUBBLE

........
:.:::-.',.,..*:..

SANE AS
PLAN VIEW

mom.

Oz020 SAME AS
PLAN VIEW

wytgoOm
USESM

NONE NONE INOP
I.* I ] AniiIIIIIIIINI

LARGE SCALE

SMALL SCALE

SAME AS
SECTION

INSULATION
MOM LOOSE
AL

SANE AS
SECTION

1;:.fLASTER
A:;:';j%....r.:

aiSTUD

LAnuND
PLASM

. ---.--
_ INDICATE

BY NOTE L I
INDICATE
BY NOTE -A

SHOW
CONTOURIIIIIHR

n i l
1

Fi gure 28. Symbol s for Material s
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MASOARY WALLS

EXTERIOR WALLS

BRICK IR CrIKRETE

PI ASII R

rRAMF. IALL

4'

ITUU

INTERIOR WALLS

tiRICK warn

2"

Fi gure 29. Typical Wall Symbol s

GYPS144 TIIF

The type of material used for construction also indicated in figure 28
shows material synbols, while figure 29 shows typical wall symbols used in
construction drawings. Look again in figure 26 and see how these material
synbols are used in conjunction with object symbols. Detail A in figure 27
shows the door located in a brick wall while detail B shows a window in a wood
f r ame wal 1 . You should become famili ar wi th materi al symbol s to h el p you

interpret construction drawings.

Si te Plans

The site plan, as shown in figure 30, is sometimes referred to as the
plot plan. The site plan shows the property lines, ground contours, and
loation of the building in relation to existing structures or other
facilities. The site plan is oriented with a north-pointing arrow to indicate
north. Each facility on the plan has a number (or code letter) designation by
which it is identified in the schedule of facilities. Refer to the schedule
of facilities in the lower left-hand corner of figure 30.

The contour lines on the plot plan indicate the elevation of the earth's
surfaces. All points on each contour line have the same elevation. Distances
are gi ven between pri nci pl e faci 1 iti es and reference 1 i nes. The center li nes

on figure 30, from which distances to the various facilities are given, are
center lines of tile roads surrounding the area. Note also in figure 30, that
the overall size of the proposed facility is given in the schedule of
facilities
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Figure 30. A Typical Site Plan
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SCE ELMTION
coePosin sex mulum)

El evations

PIN FL 0011I
1111401

Smog
VIINTILATOR

fa ID 0 El
e;

MONT ELIDATION

Figure 31. Typical El evation Vi ews

Pevations are plans showing the front, rear, or side view of a bui 1 di ng
or Structure. Figure 31 shows typical elevation views of a recreation
building. Sometimes, the construction materials are indicated on the
elevation. It usually shows the ground level surrounding the structure. The
ground level is referred to as the grade. When more than one view i s shown on
a sheet, each view is identified by a title.

Elevation views show the location and character of doors and windows. In

figure 31, the window types are marked W-1, W-2, and W-3. Their identifying
marks refer to a particular size window whose dimensions are given in a table
known as the window schedule. In some drawings, the rough opening dimensions
of windows and doors are given on the drawing.

Note also in figure 31 that the building shown has two double doors
each side and a double door at each end. The elevation eso shows OU CO t

the end of the building with the loading platform, the double door is at the
level of the stage door and all of the other doors are at grade level.

Floor P1 ans

The floor plan is a cross-sectional view of a building. The horizontal
cut crosses all openings, regardless of their height from the floor. Figure
32 shows the development of a floor plan. A typical floor plan is shown in
figure 33. Note that a floor plan shows the outside shape of the building and
the arrangement, size, and shape of the rooms. Floor plans also show the type
of materi al , as wel 1 as the 1 ength and thi ckness of the buil di ng wal 1 s. In

addition, it includes the type, width, and location of the doors and windows
and locations of 'ility installations.
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By exami ni ng the fl oor plan,
you can see that the i nteri or of
the buil di ng consists of an audi t-
ori um, a lobby with a BX counter,
a men's toil et, a 1 adi es' toil et,
a projecti on room on a second
fl oor level above the lobby, two
dressi ng rooms, and a stage. The
pl an gi ves the di mensi ons of the
area speci fi ed.

Note also that the buil ding
entrance and/or exi t doors are the
same type (ID) and that all wi n-
dows are doubl e-hung type. Al l

i nteri or doors (2D) are the same
and the two doubl e doors (3D) open
i nto the 1 obby from the audi tori um.
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VIEW OF A EitlROING
CUllING PLANE WXY

PREVIOUS VIEW AT CUTTING Pl A4,: WX`,Z.
TOP RENIOVkl)

Figure 32. Devel opment of a
Fl oor Plan
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Figure 33. Typical Floor P1 an
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SUMMARY

This study guide has covered a small portion of the items that can be
learned from drawings. As you progress through the Air Force or at a civilian
job, this knowledge will give you the basis for more information you wi 1 I need
to know. The day will come when you will be in charge of a job and have the
responsibility of seeing that it is done properly. Having the knowledge of
Ailf rnvored could make the difference.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of a site plan?

2. How can you determine from a drawing whether a door opens inward or
outward?

3. What is the purpose of an elevation view?

4. On vhich drawing will you be able to find the sizes of interior rooms?

5. What type of line is used to show part of an object that cannot be seen?

REFERENCES

Textbook : Modern Carpentry, The Goodheart-Willcox, Co., Inc.
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HAND TOOLS

OBJECTIVES

a. Given illustrations and statements pertaining to hand tools,
identify the hand tools, their use, and the maintenance required. Twenty of

thirty responses must be correct.

b. Given procedures, materials, hand tools, and machines, clean ant.
lubricate the hand tools/machines as necessary with no more than two
instructor assists.

c. Given handtools, procedures, equipment and working as a member of a
team shape and sharpen the hand tools IAW procedures with no more than three
instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

A craftsman is judged by the tools he keeps. Likewise, he is judged by
the condition of his tools. You already know how important it is to have good
quality tools and equipment to do a good job. It is equally important to keep
carpentry tools and equipment in good operating condition by using proper
cleaning, storing, repairing, lubricating and sharpening techniques.

Woodworking tools are built sturdily and will last a long time with
proper care and maintenance. First, you will study the proper procedures for
cleaning, treating, and storing tools. Then you will study how to make minor
repairs to tools and equipment and how to lubricate them. Lastly, you will

learn how to sharpen various types of tools.
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INFORMATION

SAWS

Handsaws can be divided into two general classes - one for cutting
parallel to wood grain or "ripping" and one for cutting at right angles to
wood grain or "crosscutting". The size of the saw is determined by the length
of the cutting edge in inches. Usually the crosscut or ripsaw is from 18 to
26 inches in length. The number of teeth points determines coarseness of the
saw. The number of points per inch of blade is printed on the blade of new
saws. The blade of a handsaw should have a light coating of oil on it at all
times to prevent rust and to lubricate it while cutting. On all handsaws,
every other tooth is bent slightly in opposite directions. This is called

set. The purpose of having set in a saw is to produce a cut, "kerf", that is
slightly wider than the thickness of the saw blade.

The kerf helps to guide the saw and keep it straight after starting the
cut. The type of material that you saw will determine the amount of set that
is necessary to keep your saw from binding. More set is required to saw a
wood with high-moisture content than is required for a dry wood.

Boards that are to be cut should be placed on a saw horse(s) and "marked
off" for the piece that is to be removed. The saw cut should be started on
the waste side of the line by making a few upward or pulling strokes. You

should then make several short, forward strokes un4;il the kerf is deep enough
to prevent the saw from slipping out. You must be careful during this process
to prevent cutting your thumb should the saw accidentally come out of the
starting kerf. Long, even strokes are used after the saw cut has been
started. The full length of your saw should never be used as the cutting
progresses. The cutting will usually be fast enough if you use a slight
amount of pressure on the saw. A beginner finds it much easier to stay on the
line and produce a square cut when little pressure is applied. Excess
pressure is referred to as riding the saw and should always be avoided.

You can hold the saw in two different ways; one way is to hold the saw
with the four fingers looped through the handle. The best way is to loop
three fingers through the handle and extend yur index finger along the side of
the saw to serve as a guide as shown in figure 34.

Ripsaw

The general appearance of a ripsaw and crosscut saw are the same. The

arrangement of the teeth, however, is the major difference. The number of
teeth points on the ripsaw is usually 4 1/2 or 5 1/2 per inch on a ripsaw
blade. The teeth are chisel shaped because they easily cut along the wood
grain as shown in figure 35. The teeth are filed at right angles to the blade
from both sides of the saw. YOU should not use a ripsaw for cutting across
wood grain because the wood fibers are torn leaving a rough cut.
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Crosscut

The number of points on a crosscut saw is usually 8 to 11 teeth points
per inch of blade. The crosscut teeth are filed with both sides of the teeth
on an angle as shown in figure 36. Crosscut saws, as the name implies, are
designed to cut across wood grain.

Backsaw

A backsaw has a thin blade that is reinforced with a steel strip along
the top edge as shown in figure 37. It is often referred to as a miter saw
because longer saws of this type are used in a miter box as shown in figure
38. The saw itself has fine teeth (14 to 16 points per inch) and produces a
very smooth-finished cut. Primarily, the backsaw is used with the miter box
for interior finish work.
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Figure 34 Crosscutting With a Handsaw

Figure 35. Set-in Saw Teeth (Ripsaw)
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Figure 36. Set-in Saw Teeth (crosscut saw)

Figure 37. Back or Miter Saw

Figure 38. Miter Box
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KEYHOLE BLADE

......
.. .

COMPASS BLADE

NAIL CUTTING 8LAGE

Figure 39. Nested Saws

The miter box is a device that accurately guides the saw blade and can be
adjusted to cut various angles. You can cut miters for moldings, picture
frames and other forms of interior or exterior trims.

Nest of Saws

A nest of saws is a set of different saw blades that can be used in the
same handle. Figure 39 shows the three blades most commonly used by a
carpenter. A "nested saw" can be purchased with a complete set of blades but,
in most cases, the keyhole saw or compas saw is purchased by your base as a
single saw. The keyhole saw and compass are almost identical. The only
difference is that the compass saw blade is wider. The primary use of both
the keyhole and compas saw is for cutting an opening in gypsum board for
electrical outlets.

Coping Saw

The coping saw, shown in figure 40, is made up of a C-shaped metal frame
that holds different types of narrow (usually 1/8"-wide) blades. The blade is
fitted to the frame by loosening the handle and attaching the blade to the pin
on the front of the saw frame and the pin on the saw handle. By tightening
the handle, tension is applied and holds the blade in place. The blade should
be placed on the frame with the teeth pointing upward toward the handle. The
coping saw is designed for cutting very sharp inside or outside curves,
usually on thin wood stock. Inside curves must have a hole through the stock
for inserting the blade to start the cut.

The coping saw is often used for making corner joints for molding in a
building that doesn't have square wall corners. The finished joint looks like
a mitered corner, but one piece of the molding is "coped" to fit over the
other piece as shown in figure 41.

PLANES

Hand planes are among the most often used maintenance tools. Most lumber
used by a carpenter is dressed on all four skies at the factory or mill. When
you perform jobs such as fitting doors, repair sliding window "sash" units, or
install interior trim, you will often use hand planes.
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Parts of a Hand Plane. The principal parts of a "hench" plane and the
manner in which they are assembled together is show in figure 42. The handle
located at the rear of the plane is contoured for easy grasping when you push
the plane. The knob at the front of the plane Is shaped so thdt it easily

Figure 40. Coping saw

allows you to control the direction of cut when using a plane. The main body
of the plane, consisting of the bottom, sides, and sloping part that holds the
plane iron, is called the frame. The bottom of the frame is the sole and the
opening in the sole through which the blade is placed is called the mouth.
(NOTE: The sole may be either smooth or have a series of grooves cut into it
extending the length of the plane.) The front end of the sole is referred to
as the toe and the rear end is called the heel.

The plane iron cap is screwed to the upper face of the plane iron. The
cap forces the wood shavings upward and through the mouth of the plane. This
keeps the mouth from becoming choked or jammed with wood shavings. The bottom
end of the plane iron cap should be set back 1/32 to 1/16 inch from the bottom
edge of the plane iron. The irons in "bench" planes are placed in the frame
with the bevel of the plane iron down (as shown in fig. 42). The edye of the
plane iron is moved into the desired cutting position by moving the adjusting
nut or the lateral adjustment lever. By turning the adjusting nut, you move
the plane iron up or down in the frmne.

The lateral adjustment lever cants or leans the plane iron to the right
or left in the frame as shown in figure 43.

To adjust a plane, hold the plane upside-down and sight along the sole
from the toe end and work the adjusting nut until the edge of the blade
appears through the mouth. You can then move the lateral adjustment until the
edge of the blade is aligned with the sole as shown in figure 44, B and C.
Continue using the adjusting nut to give you the amount of blade protrusion
that you need. The amount of blade depth, depends upon the depth of cut that
you want to make.
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Figure 41. Coped Joint

Types of bEnch planes. There are three types of "bench" planes that you
will use as a carpenter. They are: (1) smooth plane, (2) jack plane and, (3)
jointer (fore) plane. All three bench planes are used primarily for shaving
and smoothing wood grain. They differ only in the length of the sole. The
sole of a smooth plane is (8-9 inches long) the jack plane (14 inches long)
and jointer or fore plane (18 to 24 inches long). You will find that the
longer the sole of a plane, the more uniform, flat and true is the surface cut
that the plane produces. Which bench plane you select for a job depends upon
the requirements for the finish of the wood surface.
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Smoothing Plane

Generally, a smoothing plane, shown in figure 45, is recamnended when you
have to make surface cuts on wide pieces of wood. When surface-planing wood,
you should examine the wood to determine the direction of the wood grain. You
must plane with or along the grain and across it to produce a smooth surface.
If the wood tears, it shows that you are planing against the grain, that the
board has a twisted grain pattern or your plane has a dull cutting edge. Wood
grain direction is shown in figure 46. You should always try your plane on a
scrap piece of wood to see if it is sharp and properly adjusted beforc using
it.

Jack Plane

The jack plane, shown in figure 47, is perhaps the most commonly used
type of bench plane. It can take a deeper cut and plane a truer surface than
a smooth plane. The jack plane is used for all-purpose projects and
considered a favorite of most craftsmen.

Jointer/Fore Plane

The jointer plane, is the longest of bench planes It is used when the
true straightedge is required. An example is a door, when the sides of a door
must be trued, the jointer plan would be the best plane to use. It is also
used to plane straightedges of long pieces of woodstock that are to be glued
together.

Edge Planing

When planing lumber, you should select the best of the two outside edges
of the lumber and determine the direction of the wood grain. Next, you should
clamp the board in a bench vise close to the edge of the board, as shown in
figure 48 and plane along the edge holding your plane level at a slight angle
to the edge. Begin planing the board until you obtain a continuous shaving
along the length of the board. You should then check the length of the
board's edge for accuracy with a straightedge as shown in figure 49. Once you
have obained a square straightedge on one side of the board, you can lay out a
desired width from the straightedge side and draw a line along the length of
the board. Then, you plane the second edge side of the board to this line.

Block Plane

The block plane, shown in figure 50, measures between 6 to 7 inches in
length and is made to be used with one hand, while the other hand can be used
to hold your work. The blade of the block plane is mounted in the frame at a
low angle and the beveled edge of the blade is turned upward. Figure 51 shows
the parts of a block plane.

NOTE: There is no plane iron cap as used with bench planes. The main
use of the block plane is cross-grained squaring of end-stock. The block
plane can also be used to plane smooth surfaces on small pieces of work.
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Figure 42. Parts of a Bench Plane

Figure 43. Movement of Lateral
Adjustment Lever
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Figure 45. A Smoothing Plane

s

Figure 46. Wood Grain Direction

Figure 47. The Jack Plane

Figure 48. Edge Planing a Board

Figure 49. Checking For Squareness



Figure 50. Using Block Plane
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Figure 52. Planning a Bevel or Chamfer
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Figure 51. Parts of a Block Plane
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Figure 53. A Standard Claw Hammer
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Planing End-Grain

End-grained planing of a board requires the use of a sharp plane to
remove thin shavings.

The block plane, because of its design and size, is most often used for
this purpose. You should begin the end-grained planing by marking a square
line across the end of your wood stock. Clamp the wood stock into a vise as
near the layout as possible. Adjust the block plane to make a fine cut and,
holding the plane level, use light, uniform hand pressure and push the plane
toward the middle of the board. The cut should then be finished from the
opposite side of the board. You must be careful not to plane across the ends
of the board from one direction; if you do, this will result in splintering of
the corners of the board. You can prevent corners f.ssom splintering by placing
a scrap piece of lumber against one side of the board as shown in figure 52.

Planing Bevels and Chamfers

A chamfer is made with a hand plane by cutting an angle part way across
the edge of a piece of wood stock as shown in figure 52. The bevel is an
angle cut made across the entire edge of a piece of wood stock. Bevels or
chamfers are laid out with a marking gauge around the outside edges of a
board.

Two sets of lines are required for a chamfer; one set, extends along the
edges of the board, and the other is laid out on the board's surface. Once
you have laid out the lines, plane the ends of the board first. In the event
that the board splinters along the edges, the splintered area can be removed
when you plane the edges of the board.

HAMMERS

These groups of tools are used to drive nails, staples, wooden stakes and
other driving tools such as the mallet, which is used to strike other tools.
The parts of a standard claw hammer are shown in figure 53. In this section,
we are going to discuss the different types of hammers that you will encounter
as a carpenter and the use of each type.

Straight Claw Hammer

This type of hammer is also called a ripping hammer (see fig 54), the
most often used type of hammer. For general or all-around rough work, it
should weigh 20 ounces. NOTE: The size of a hammer is based upon the weight
of the head. The steel used in the hammer head must be of a quality that its
face will withstand contact with hard surfaces without chipping or marring.
The claw must be sharp enough for pulling nails and the handle capable of
absorbing shock instead of transmitting it to your arm. This will prevent
your arm from tiring after long periods of use. Shock absorption is prevented
by using a hammer with wooden handles, or a steel or fiberglass handle that
has rubber or neoprene handgrips. Figure 55 shows the correct method of
holding a straight-claw ham r. Straight-claw hammers are excellent tools for
removing siding or other building materials because of the head design.
Figure 56 shows a straight-claw hammer being used to remove wall sheathing
from an old building.
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Figure 57. Pulling Nails With a Curved-Claw Hammer

The face of a straight-claw hammer may be either smooth or serrated. A
serrated face on a hammer can cause damage to the wood when nailing and you
should not use this type of hammer for finish work. The advantage of a
serrated head hammer is that when doing rough work (building-framing), the
head is less likely to slip and bend nails. The weight of the straight-claw
hamner results in fewer blows being required to drive nails.

Curved Claw Hammer

This hammer is frequently used by carpenters for finish work and is
available in weights ranging from 7 to 20 ounces. The 13-ounce curved-claw
hammer is the most popular for general purpose carpentry work. As mentioned
earlier, the straight-claw hammer is the type used the most, but curved-claw
hammers are the most common and best suited for pulling nails. Figure 57
demonstrates the ease of pulling nails with a curved-claw hammer. NOTE: In

figure 57 there is a piece of scrap wood placed under the head of the hammer.
This is done with either a straight-or curved-claw hammer and reduces the
chances of breaking the hanmer handle.

Drywall Hammer

The drywall hammer shown in figure 54 is a specifically designed hammer
used for the application of gypsum board. (NOTE: It is sometimes referred to
as a drywall hatchet). The face of the drywall hammer is designed so that
when you strike the finish blow to a nail, it dimples the surface without
breaking the paper. The top of the drywall hammer can be used as a gauging
device to obtain distance between sheets of drywall or to pull nails because
of the V-shaped notch cut into the rear of the blade of the hammer head.

Flooring Hammer

The flooring hammer shown in fir' -e 54 is shaped much like a curved-claw
hammer with two exceptions: (1) th,d face of the hammer head is larger, and
(2) the claws are wider. As the name implies for this hammer, it is used for
installation of flooring, both wood subfloors and finish floors. The wide
claws allow you to remove pieces of flooring a lot easier than with standard
claw hammers. Generally, the appearance If this hammer is rare on an Air
Force base, but it is possible that you may encounter this tool.
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Tack Hammers

The tack hammer (fig 58) is designed specifically for nailing tacks. A

magnetic-head tack hammer allows you to place the tack head on the head of the
hammer and then start to drive the tack into the wood without hitting your
fingers.

Sledge Hammer

The double-faced sledge hammer as shown in figure 59, will weigh between
2 to 20 pounds and have handles from 15 to 36 inches in length. They are used
by a carpenter when driving wooden stakes for construction of wood concrete
forms for the foundation of a building or wall. Small sledge hammers are used
for driving spikes (extra large nails), or with cold chisels far cutting
pieces of metal. When driving wooden stakes for a building, you should use a
6-pound sledge hammer. (NOTE: Sledge hammers are designed for striking wood
or metal and should not be used for breaking rock or concrete. A store sledge
often referred to as a napping hammer shown in figure 60, is used for these
purposes).

Mallets

There are many different types of mallets used by a carpenter as shown in
figure 61. Many different weights and handle lengths can be obtained for
different types of jobs. A wooden or rawhide mallet should be used for
driving wood chisels. The rubber mallet is used for striking nailing
machines. A neoprene- or plastic-head mallet has heads that are screwed on
and can easily be replaced. This mallet is very useful for general shop work
if used properly, because you can strike a wood surface without damaging it.

Hatchet

There are three different types of hatchets shown in figure 62. Of
these, two types, the half hatchet, and shingle hatchet are the safest types
to use when driving nails. A shingle hatchet is used for applying roof
shingles. It has a double-bevel blade and a series of holes drilled into the
front side of the cutting blade. The holes are used with a gage pin to
measure the amount of shingle exposure when you lay roof shingles as shown in
figure 63.

Half Hatchet

The half hatchet is a combination chopping and driving tool. It has a
wooden handle and a steel head consisting of a hammer face and blade. The
blade has a notch located on its rear side which can be used in pulling nails
smaller than 8d (2 1/2 inches), in length. The hatchet is used most
effectively when chopping with the grain of the wood.

Wood-Boring Tools

Several carpenters can be given the same materials and tools to build an
identical project, but some of the projects will usually have a better
finished appear4nce than others. This is due partially to understanding the
different characteristics of materials and individual skills. By using a
wood-boring tool and bit, you can bore holes before driving nails that will
prevent the wood from splitting and control direction of the nails. Special
bits are available that can be used to countersink (drive below the surface)
wood screws. Other types of bits can be used as screwdrivers for fastening
wood screws. During this section we will discuss these wood-boring tools and
bits.
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Figure 58. Tack Hammer

Figure 60. A Store Sledge or
Rippling Hammer
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Figure 63. Using a Shingle Hatchet
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Figure 65. Types of Bits Used in a Ratchet-Brace

A ratchet-brace could be used when boring holes in wood. It can be used
to turn auger bits, expansive bits, countersink bits, and screwdriver bits.

The parts of a common ratchet-brace are shown in figure 64. For average
carpentry work, a ratchet-brace with a 10-inch sweep is most commonly used.
Sweep refers to the diameter of the circle made when you make a complete turn
of the brace handle. You do not have to make a complete circle with the
ratchet-brace because of the ratchet system built into the front of the brace.
You can easily work in corners or near joining walls after learning to use the

brace.

BITS

Figure 65 shows some of the different types of bits that can be used in a

ratchet-brace. You should notice that each type of bit used in the
ratchet-brace has a tapered, straight sided end piece which is called a tang.

The tang stops the bit from slipping in the ratchet-brace should you encounter
knots, hard pieces of wood, or have a dull cutting bit.
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Auger Bits

The auger bit shown in figure 66 is used with the ratchet-brace to bore
holes in wood. The common sizes of auger bits range from 1/4 to 1 inch in
diameter, with larger sizes available for special purposes. The number found
on the tang of an auger bit shows the size of the bit. Sizes of an auger bit
are indicated in 1/16 inch, an example being that a 1/4-inch auger bit would
have the number 4 stamped on the tang, a 1-inch bit would have the number 16.

There are three feed-screw cutting threads available for auger bits;
fine, medium, and coarse. How fine or how coarse the feed screw is determines
the speed of the auger bit. A fine screw thread is recommended for slow
finish work, such as during door lock-set installation, and a coarse thread
for fast rough work, such as bolt holes.

Expansive Bits

The expansive bits were also shown in figure 65. Wheit issued an
expansive bit, you should receive the bit and two cutters. Expansive bits are
used to bore large-diameter holes. One of the two cutters is used for hole
sizes from 7/8 to 1 1/2 inches in diameter and the other cutter is used for
holes up to 3 inches in diameter.

DRILLS

Hand Drills

A hand drill as shown in figure 67 is used to drill holes 1/4 inch or
less in diameter in wood, or metal. The hand drill serves the same purpose as
a ratchet brace, but the chuck is gear driven with a hand crank. Bits used in
the iand drill are of the twist drill type and have a smooth (no tang) round
shank. Some types of hand drills will have a detachable side handle. Other
brands of hand drills will have hollow handles that can be used to store drill
bits and may be of a type that you can change the speed gear for slow or fast
turning speeds.

Push Drills

A push drill can be used to make holes in wood, fiber, plastic or soft
metals. The push drill is most often used for the installation of finish
hardware. YOU can use the push drill with one hand and hold the work with the
other hand. When you push down on the handle of the push drill, it rotates
the drill bit. When you release the pressure of the downward stroke, a spring
inside the push drill causes it to return to its original position. The
drill bits used in a push drill have a specially shaped shank that fits into
the chuck of the push drill. Several size drill bits from 1/16 inch to 11/64
of an inch are usually stored inside the handle. Because of the turning
motion (backward and forward rotation), the bits have straight flutes or
grooves along two sides of the bit.

LAYOUT TOOLS

When you layout any project, it's important that it be accurate to help
in reducing waste. During project layout, if you arrange the materials as
they will be needed and measure the pieces correctly, you'll save both time
and materials later on during construction.
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Folding Rules

A folding rule as shown in figure 68 is made of wood and has either a
rivet or concealed-hinge joint that hold% it open. Folding rules usually are
6 feet in length and are marked .off:in feet and inches broken down into
sixteenths of an inch. When a rigiOneasuring tool is needed tO extend across
wide openings, the folding rule 1441,excellent 'tool to use. The slideout
extensiOn on a folding.rule'illtiCtoa en Additional 6.inchei when AeasOring.
The slide-out extension can also be-uitd for other purposes, such as measuring
the depth of holes you drill, and inside measurements.

Pocket Tape

A pocket tape as shown in figurQ is. aVailable in 6.!, 6. 10- and
12-foot-or-longer lengths. ItAl4holMOst CoMMOnly -led Mtatuting tool by a
carpenter. The widths of a potkertAWwill vary fi..:m.1/2 to 3/4 inch, or 1
full inch. The flexibility.of the1blade allOwt'yOU.to mfitur ibund as
well as straight objects. Both edget.of a tape blade (upper and lower), are
marked into inch readings.. Eachfootof the tape will also be marked and for
every 16 inches of tape blade', yoU'Oltl find additional'mArkings. These are
placed on the tape to anstst yoU tOjOing out-walls 1'4". d'hHildinkla

,
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The case of a pocket tape is exactly 2 inches wide. When making inside
measurements, the 2-inch length of the case is added to the reading shown on
the blade for your total measurement. If the blade of your pocket tape
becomes dirty or wet, it should be wiped clean with a light coat of machine
oil. After you clean the blade, it should then be wiped dry with a clean
cloth.

Steel Tape

A steel tape shown in figure 70 is used mainly for bulding layout. It is
available in 25-, 50-, and 100-foot lengths. It is narrower in width than the
pocket tape and a hand crank is used to wind the blade up into the case. The
blade has either a metal loop or 1.)ok on the end to hold the blade in position
when unwinding. The blade of the steel tape is marked in 1/8 inch and foot
markings. It is also marked every 16 inches for wall and roof layout. You
should clean the steel tape in the same manner as a pocket tape.

NOTE: To avoid ruining the steel-tape blade, you must avoid excessive
bending or twisting, "kinking" of the blade.

Framing Square

In construction work such as erecting the framework for a building, a
framing square is an invaluable tool. Figure 71 shows the framing square and
its main parts. The blade of the square is the widest and longest membeil the
tongue is shorter and narrower. The face is the side that is visible on both
the blade and tongue when you hold the square with the tongue in your left
hand and the blade pointing to the right. The square most often used by
carpenters will have a 16-inch-long tongue and a 24-inch-long blade. The
different markings in the center of the square are tables and scales which
will be covered later in this volume.

The square is one of the most commonly used tools during building layout
and erection. It is used to check materials for squareness, or for layout of
roof rafters, which form the skeleton of a building's roof. As you progress
in this course, you will become more familiar with the framing square and have
the opportunity to study its many uses in more detail.

Try Square

The try square can be used to check the ends of lumber so that you can
insure that the ends of a board are 90°. It can also be used to check
interior finish work, such as inside and outside corners of cabinet drawers,
making sure that the sides and ends of the drawers are square. A try square
shown in figure 72 consists of two parts; the head and blade. Blade length
ranges between 6 to 12 inches and the size of the head (handle), 4 1/2 to 8
inches in length. The head of a try square usually is made of wood, and the
edge of the head toward the blade is faced with a brass plate to protect the
wood from dama9e. Usually, the blade of a try square is broken down into 1/8
inch.
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Combination Square

A combination square shown in figure 73 is an all-steel tool consisting
of two major parts; the blade and the handle. The 12-inch long blade is
grooved or slotted on one side, and allows you to move the handle to different
positions. With the handle removed,,the blade can be used as a rule or a
straight edge. A spirit level is installed in the head, and permits it to be
used as a level. A scriber is also inserted into the head. It has a small

cap nut and is similar in design to a finish nail. The scribe is really handy
when laying out work, if you don't have a pencil. The blade and handle of
the combination square are designed so that you can easily layout 45° and 900
angles, or it can be used to draw parallel lines as shown in figure 74. A
combination square performs many functions and can be used as a rule, square,
depth gauge and level.

Carpenter's Level

The carpenter's level shown in figure 75 can be made of wood, aluminum or
magnesium. A carpenter's level 24 or 28 inches in length is most commonly
used and usually will have three vials. The vial tubes are filled with a
nonfreezing liquid and have a small amount of air trapped purposely inside the
sealed tube. When the slightly curved tubes (vials) are placed lengthwise,
they are used to "level" or check horizontal surfaces. When installed
crosswise in the level, they are used to "plumb" or check vertical surfaces.
Figure 76 shows how a bubble is located between the lines on a vial when
leveling a surface. It is important that, when leveling or plumbing a
surface, the bubble always be centered between these two lines and not tilted
as shown in figure 76. Also, note in this drawing that the vial is placed
toward the top of the level. Levels of this type can easily be read through
the top and are recommended for floor work. When working at or above eye
level, you should always use a level that can be read through the sides as
shown in figure 75.

Chalkline

A chalkline and reel as shown in figure 77 is used to strike straight
lines on a surface. You can use the chalkline to lay out exterior walls,
interior partition walls, or on the surface of a roof, when installing roof
shingles. To use the chalkline, first you must check and be sure that there
is enough powder in the case to give,the string a good coating of chalk when
the string is pulled from the reel. The line is then pulled from the reel and
placed upon the s,4rfac,2 area you wish to mark.

NOTE: The HI':Le shoulc; be pulled very tight, the line is then pulled
straight up from the ccnter and released, allowing it to spring back into
place which results in a Itra1ght,e0!,marked area. If you have to lay out
lines for lona disLv:c, three oeople:usually will be required. The third
person should go to the vpproxiMate 'center of the area to be laid out and
place a finger oF tt.e right or leftlien4 on the line. With the free hand,
they should thel tqap the lihetWOOPOOte sides of where their finger is
located. Remember that the line mUst be pulled straight up and released.
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Failure to do so will result in a slight contour in the layout line. The
chalkline should only be "snapped" once during layout. Snapping the line
several timci.s will result in a series of lines, making the line difficult to
follow when you begin your project. Figure 78 shows you the correct and
incorrect methods of snapping a chalkline.

CHISELS

In carpentry, a chisel is a very valuable tool but is often the most
abused of tools. They are designed for cutting wood surfaces and you should
never pry open a container with a chisel or try to use it as a screwdriver. A
chisel is a flat piece of steel (of varying thickness and widths) with one end
ground to a bevel to form a cutting edge. There are two basic kinds of wood
chisels and they are the socket and tang as shown in figure 79. A socket
chisel is designed for heavy work with its handle tapered to fit into a
cone-shaped recess on the end of the chisel blade. The socket chisel, usually
is driven with mallets. A tang-type chisel blade tapers to a point called a
tang on the top end of the blade and is driven into the handle. A tang chisel
is used for light carpentry work.

You can use wood chisels to shape or trim wood and make different types
of wood joints. Wood chisels are available in widths from 1/8 to 2 inches but
usually a carpenter will most often use a 3/8th, 1/2, 3/4, or 1 1/4 inch wood
chisel. If you are required to make deep cuts, you should use a soft-faced
hammer or mallet when driving chisels. When finishing wood joints, trimming,
or shaping wood, you should turn the beveled side of a chisel up as shown in
figure 80. When making concave cuts as shown in figure 81, or for cutting to
depths, you should turn the beveled side of the chisel down for better control
of the tool.

Butt Chisel

A butt chisel is shown in figure 82A. It has a short blade and the
entire length of the blade and chisel handle will range between 7 to 9 inches.
The butt chisel is designed for use in hard-to-get-at places and is the most
commonly used chisel for installing hinges on a door.

Mortising Chisel

The mortising chisel shown in figure 82B has a narrow blade that is
designed for chiseling out narrow, deep openings in thick pieces of wood.
This type of work requires a good bit of effort, the chisel is used as a lever
to remove the wood and cuttings. Because of this, the mortising chisel is
made extra thick to prevent breaking.

Paring Chisel

The term paring means to make a fine cut or trim to a finish line. The
paring chisel in figure 82C is a long chisel often used by pattern makers. It

is used for slicing or paring cuts directly across wood grain and if used
properly will result in smooth cuts. The paring chisel is driven only by hand
and should be used to shave cuts in fitting projects together.

Firmer Chisel

A firmer chisel shown in figure 82D has a strong rectangular blade. It

is designed for both heavy or light work and can be driven by hand or with a
mallet.
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Figure 72. The Try Square

Framing Chisel

The framing chisel shown in figure 82E is shaped like a firmer chisel,
but has a very heavy, strong blade designed for rough carpentry work.
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Figure 73. The Combination Square

Slick Chisel

A slick chisel is shown in figure 83. These wide-blade chisels are used
in heavy timber construction. Slick chisels are available in widths of 2 1/4
to 4 inches and with blade lengths from 8 to 12 inches. The slick chisel can
be driven by hand, mallet, or light sledge hammer depending upon the size of
the chisel. The slick chisels intended for use with mallets or small sledges
will have a metal ring fitted on the end of its handle as shown on the top
chisel in figure 83.

Flooring Chisel

A flooring chisel shown in figure 84 is an all-metal chisel designed far
hard usage or where there is a possibility of encountering nails. It is
similar to a brick set (chisel) used by masonry personnel with the only
difference being the head on the end of the handle and the bevel ground on the
end of the blade. A flooring chisel is designed to withstand rough usage and
a great deal of hard pounding.

RASPS.ANO FILES

Both rasps and files are used for shaping or smoothing or wood surfaces.
Rasps are coarse and used for rough woric. Wood files are used to smooth or
finish a project. Files are identified by the file's shape, length, and
coarseness of the teeth, referred to as "cut". Some of the typical file
shapes that you will encounter are shoWhin figure 85.

Files are made with -twO.differehttshapes of teeth; Ingle cut and double
cut. A single-cut file's teeth wrill-AiVe a series of les, evenly spaced,
running diagonally across the-face of the file. A double-cut file has
diagonal lines crossing each other froft opposite sides of the file's face.
The lines on a single-cut file form a series of miniature chisel-like edges,
where the double-cut file.s will,..11avAJOints that are formed because of the
lines-from oppositetidescifiiii1011(*face interSecting. The common cuts of
file teeth thoWil in'figure 86 are"i
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Figure 74. Using,The Combinntion Square
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Figure 80. Finishing a Joint With a Chisel

Figure 81. Making Concave Cuts

Figure 82. Types of Chisels Used For Specific Purposes
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NOTE: A file handle shown in figure 88 is placed on the "tang" sharp end of
the file or rasp before using, unless the tool is manufactured with rounded
ends. The filing or rasping begins by applying pressure to the file or rasp
with your hands as you push forward. If you are filing hard metal, do not
pull back on the file. You should apply pressure only on the forward stroke
of the file. Draw filing is done similar to straight filing, except that the
file or rasp is held at an angle to a surface being filed. The file or rasp
is moved back and forth over the length of your work and produces a finer
finish that would be obtained by straight filing. If a file should become
clogged, due to soft metal filing the teeth with wood or resin on a rasp, it
should be cleaned with a file card or brush as shown in figure 89. The file
card will remove hard-packed chips and pieces of metal that clog the teeth of
the file or rasp.

VISES AND CLAMPS

Select tools used to support and hold woodworking materials. Tools used
by a carpenter in a Oop area to hold or support materials consists basically
of vises and clamps. Vises may be bolted on or can be clamped to work
benches. Clamp:, usually are smaller and lighter in weight than a vise.
Clamps may consist of 1 inch wide, large-diameter rubber bands, used to hold
furniture together when gluing, or wooden handscrew clamps, pipe clamps, and
bar clamps. Clamps usually are used for assembling a project, and vises are
used for holding rough work such as cutting or shaping materials needed for a
project.

Bench Vise

Most bench vises used in Air Force Carpenter shops are bolted to the top
of tables or work benches. The base of a bench vise may be either of the
swivel or rigid type. Both of these types of vises perform the same holding
function, but the swivel-bench vise may be rotated to almost any desired
position. This feature comes in real handy when sharpening long, metal
cutting blades for machinery or cutting and shaping materials. A swivel-lock
lever which allows you to turn a bench vise is located toward the bottom of
the rear, stationary jaw of the bench vise (as shown in fig 90). Always make
sure that this lever is tight before using a swivel type bench vise.

Woodworking Vise

A woodworking vise shown in figure 91 is bolted at the edge of a work
bench or table with the top edges of the vise flush with the top of the bench.
A woodworker's vise can be mounted on either end of a work bench. By placing
the vise on the ends of a bench and since it is mounted under the bench, the
vise is out of the way, in case you need the top of your work bench for large
projects. The inside jaws of a woodworking vise can be lined with wood to
protect work being held in the vise. Some woodworking vises also have a
half-thread on the threaded Screw wh40:alloms you to slide the jaw against
the work without a lot of turning. The vise can then be tightened by making a
half-turn of the handle on the viSe.

A woodworking vise should always be mot.ted to a workbench with heavy lag
screws or bolts which are tightened with a wrench. This type of vise is used
mostly for holding'pleoet otmat.rt1together when gluing. Materials should
remain in the woodworking vise eintir tie glue has set.
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Figure 87. Straight Filing
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Figure 88. A File Handle
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Figure 90. Swive-Base Vise

0....Areal clamp

Square-threat clamp

Heavy-duty clamp

Figure 92. C-Clamps

Figure 91. Woodworker's Vise

C-Clamps

The C-Clamps shown in figure 92 are used to hold material that is being
sawed, glued, or planed. The size of a C-Clamp is determined by its maximmm
opening and ranges from 1 to 12 inches in size. Depth of a C-clamp will
usually range from 1 to 4 inches, depending upon the size of the clamp, but
some types of special deep-throated clamps are now available, offering a wide
variety of depths.

When using C-clamps, you must protect the surface of a project c,n which
you are working against marring by the jaws. This can easily be done by
inserting a piece of scrap material on each side of your project before final
tightening of the clamp. Use of scrap pieces of material serves another
purpose when used with C-clamp and this is when the clamp is tightened,
pressure is spread evenly over a wide area.
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Hand-screw Clamps

Hand-screw clamps shown in figure 93 are woodworking clamps usually made
of maple. The size of a hand-screw clamp is detemmined by the length of the
jaw which ranges from 4 to 24 inches. Hand-screw clamps can be opened to hold
materials from 3 to 10 inches thick, depending upon the size of the clamp. To

use a hand-screw clamp, hold the spindles with your hands and rotate the clamp
in the required direction to open to close the jaws evenly to the approximate
size opening that you need. The clamp is then placed into position and you
can make the final adjustments to tighten the clamp. Hand-screw clamps do not
need pieces of scrap to protect material. If you refer to figure 93, you will
notice that the hand-screw clamp can be used to glue material together cut on
any type angles.

Bar/Pipe-bar Clamp

Bar clamps and pipe-bar clamps shown in figure 94 are often referred to
as cabinet or furniture clamps. These clamps are constructed in two different
ways. A bar clamp consists of a set of jaws mounted on a flat, steel bar that
is from 12 to 48 inches in length. The pipe-bar clamp has jaws mounted on
1/2- and 3/4-inch diameter black steel pipes. One end of a pipe-bar clamp
must be threaded to hold the "fixed" jaw assembly of a pipe-bar clamp, and the
remainder of the pipe-bar clamp can be cut to the length that is desired. To

use either of these clamps, you should set your project material against the
fixed jaw of the clamp and then slide the movable jaws against the other side
of your project.

NOTE: Before setting up the clamps, you should return the swivel-head
assembly on the fixed jaw to the rear of the fixed-head assembly. This will
allow you to put more pressure on your project when you begin tightening the
clamps.

Select tools required to fasten materials or perform minor maintenance on
carpentry equipment. Screwdrivers, pliers, and wrenches will often be used by
a carpenter for a wide variety of jobs ranging from installing hinges on a
door to the complete overhaul of a table saw. Normally, you will perform only
minor maintenance to tools and equipment. As you progress in knowlege
and are able to perform more complex skills, you will need a broader knowledge
of tools than you will need form maintenance purposes.

SCREWDRIVERS

The parts which make up a screwdriver are shown in figure 95. Common
screwdrivers are available with shanks ranging from 1 1/4 to 12 inches in
length. The most commonly used screwdriver will have a shank size of 6 to 10
inches. The blades of a common screwdriver must match the size and type of
screw being driven. The blade tip must fit snugly into the slot of a screw
head and must not be wider than the screw head. It is also important that the
blade tip be wide enough to reach across the slot opening in the screw as
shown in figure 96. Oversize screwdrivers that are too wide, damage the heads
of screws being driven.
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Figure 93. Hand-Screw Clamp

As a carpenter, you are going to be issued a different assortment of
screwdrivers such as the types shown in figure 97. You probably will not be
issued all of these screwdrivers but you will encounter them during your
service career. You should always carry three sizes of common screwarivers to
take care of any type of work requiring different screws to be driven. A
large- medium-, and small shank common screwdriver will help you take care of
nearly any work that you encounter. Some of the screwdrivers that you will-be
issued will have magnetic-blade tips or a screw-holding tip. Magnetic tip
screwdrivers can be used when driving steel screws and are especially useful
if the screws are small in size. Screwdrivers with a screw-holding tip can be
used to drive any type screw such as screws made of brass, copper or steel.
Though these two different types of screwdriver tips many seem unimportant
now, the first time you encounter difficulty driving screws, or suffer an
injury to your fingers trying to hold and drive a small screw, then these
tools will become very important to you.

Phillips Screwdrivers

The Phillips screwdriver shown in figure 95 is used for fastening screws
that have a Phillips head. They are similar to a common screwdriver in
design, except that the blade tip is shaped like a cross. A Phillips
screwdriver is often referred to as a cross-point screwdriver.
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Figure 94. Bar/Pipe-Bar Clamps

Off-set Screwdrivers

Off-set screwdrivers also shown in figure 97 are designed to turn screws
in awkward positions. There are two types of off-set screwdrivers; a solid
and a ratchet type. Both are used to turn common or phillips wood screws.

Spiral-Ratchel Screwdrivers

A spiral-ratchet screwdriver is the most useful of screwdrivers when you
have a large number of woodscrews to fasten. This type of screwdriver is
available with interchangeable bits for common or phillips-type wood screws.
You can effectively use a spiral-ratchet screwdriver by holding the chuck
sleeve, which contains the bit, with your free hand and pushing on the head of
the handle with your other hand. You can change the turning direction or
secure the blade in one position by pressing and maving the lock key located
on tie shank of the screwdriver. If the lock key :; placed in the center of
the opening, the turning mectwlsm is locked into ola;:e ano the screwdriver
can be used to tighten or remove wood screws.
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Figure 95. Parts of a Screwdriver Figure 96. Using the Correct Size
of Screwdrivers

NOTE: When using a spiral-ratchel screwdriver you must use it carefully
because of the powerful spring inside the handle. When you shut and lock the
screwdriver, it applies a large amount of extension to the spring. If you
accidentally press the lock key located in the shank, the shank will shoot out
with great speed and pressure. If the blade isn't secured in the chuck
sleeve, it can shoot even farther causing injury to yourself or coworkers.

WRENCHES

As a carpenter, most likely you will not be issued many of the wrenches
shown in figure 98, however, there are many types of wrenches which come with
the portable power tools that we are guing to cover in the next chapter. Most
shops will have wrenches used to perform minor maintenance on the equipment in
your duty section. Each wrench is unique in design and must be used for the
purpse it was designed.

Adjustable Wrenches

Adjustable wrenches as shown in figure 98, are available from 4 to 18
inches in length. This type of wrench can be used to tighten nuts and bolts
from 1/2 to 2 1/16 inches in size. The correct way to use an adjustable is
shown in figure 99.
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SPIRAL RATCHET SCREWDRIVER

Figure 97. Assortment of Screwdrivers

Open-End Wrench

When using an open-end wrench, you must select the wrench so that it fits
a nut or bolt head correctly. Always be sure that a nut or bolt head is fully
seated in the jaw openings of the wrench before you attempt to tighten or
loosen a nut or turn a bolt.

Box-End Wrench

A box-end wrench is made to completely enclose a nut or bolt head and if
used correctly will not slip. These types of wrenches, as shown in figure
100, are designed to tighten nuts that are difficult to fasten with open-end
wrenches or when working in close spaces.



tYrOUSLE-END OPEN
END WREpocH

DOUSLE-010 SOX WRENCH

--)commerumo0 OPEN-END
SOX WRENCH

OFF-SEr CiOUSLE-END SOK MOOCH
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RATCHET HANDLE AND
SOCKET WRENCHES

DL:J

Figure 98. Assortment of Wrenches

Figure 99. Proper Way to Use The
Adjustable Jaw Wrench

Oammon0

Figure 100. Using the Box-End Wrench
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Allen Wrenches

Allen wrenches shown in figure 98 are made of case-hardened steel and
have six sides. It is designed for fastening Allen-type screws and set screws
on equipment. Allen wrenches are sometimes referred to as hex-key wrenches.

Nut Drivers

Nut drivers shown in figure 98 are designed to fit hex (six-sided) nuts
ranging in sizes from 3/16 to 1/2 inch. Some types of nut drivers have a
straight shank on which you can fasten different sizes of socket wrenches.
Nut drivers are used in the same manner as screwdrivers.

Ratchet Handle/Socket Wrenches

Ratchets come in a variety of sizes which is determined by the size of
the square shank located on the bottom of the tool. The direction you wish a
ratchet handle to turn is controlled by adjusting the stem located in the head
part of the ratchet handle shown in figure 98. Socket wrenches come in sizes
to fit the shank on the ratchet handle. The sizes of socket wrenches
available to fit on a standard ratchet may range from 6 to more than 200
different types of fittings.

PLIERS, PINCHERS AND TIN SNIPS

These types of hand tools are designed for holding, cutting, or shaping
materials by a carpenter when performing your assigned duties. There will be
times when it will be impossible to carry a large number of tools out to a job
site. These tools can perform the same function as a large number of
wrenches, hack saws or even a metal-cutting machine.

Slip-Joint Pliers

Slip joint pliers shown in figure 101 are also referred to as combination
or adjustable pliers. They are available in common lengths ranging from 6 to
10 inches. Slip-joint pliers have a two-position jaw pivot that allows a
normal or wide jaw opening. Primarily, slip-joint pliers are used as a
gripping or holding tool and used for bending wire. They car also be used to
remove nails too small to remove with a claw-hammer.

Side Cutting Pliers

Also referred to as linemans pliers, these tools have side cutters with
which you can cut small diameter nails or wire. Side cutting pliers are
another type of holding tool which are made with a flat nose which allows a
firm grip when removing small nails.

Carpenter's Pinchers

Also referred to as end-cutting nippers, a carpenter uses the pinchers
for cutting wire or nails. They are most effective for cifl.tino nails flush
with a surface or if carefully used can be used to pull n- th stripped
heads out of pieces of wood.

Tin-Snips

Tin snips are used by a carpenter for cutting sheet metals such as roof
flashings or gutters. Tin-snips with a cut of 3 to 3 1/2 inches are most
often used by carpenters.
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Figure 101. Pliers, Pinchers And Tin Snips
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CLEANING, TREATING, LUBRICATING, AND STORAGE OF TOOLS

The life of a tool, or an item of equipment used under ordinary
conditions, can be indefinite. Craftsmen are proud of tools and equipment
that they have had for a long time because the tools are still as accurate and
serviceable as they were the day they were purchased. Let's see how proper
cleaning, treating, lubricating, and storage of tools can make your work more
enjoyable and help extend the useful life of your tools.

Cleaning

The old adage "Cleanliness is next to Godliness" is especially important
for the carpenter's tools. When you use any tools or item of equipment, clean
it immediately and lubricate it, or wipe it with an oily rag to prevent it
from rusting.

Woodworking tools and equipment can be cleaned in a variety of ways. Use

a brush (either a painter's duster or a bench brush) or a vacuum cleaner to
clean machines and benches in the shop. An ordinary whiskbroom can be used to
clean a drill press. DO NOT use compressed air to ciean equipment because of
the hazards created by the chips and dust which are thrown into the air.
Another dangerous practice to avoid is to use your hands to clean a machine or
bench; you can pick up splinters or metal filings which could injure your
hands.

When a commercial aircraft engine has logged 2,000 hours, it is
disassembled, cleaned, inspected, and reassembled. This maintenance provides
an extended service life to the englne. The life of shop and portable power
equipment would be extended greatly if this practice were followed in the
shop. You should perform routine maintenance on equipment to clean it and to
inspect the parts for defects. This procedure will give you longer and better
service from your equipment.

Treating

After a machine or hand tool has been cleaned, wipe it off with a soft
rag impregnated with SAE 10 motor oil or a lightweight machine oil. If the
tool has wooden handles, wipe the handles with linseed oil to keep the wood
from drying. This oil treatment will provide better service from the wooden
handles than it will to paint them unless they are exposed to the weather.
Now, let's look at the advantages of proper tool lubrication.

Lubricating

The purpose of lubricating tools and machines is to reduce the amount of
friction resistance between two surfaces when one slides against the other.
To accomplish this, a film of lubricant is forced into the space between the
moving parts.
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Many items of equipment manufactured today have sealed bearings and
require no lubrication. If a machine has the type of bearings that require
lubrication, refer to the service manual or technical publication for the
proper type of lubricant and the proper lubrication procedures.

In addition to proper cleaning, treating, and lubricating procedures, it
is important that you take care of your equipment when you are not using it to
obtain satisfactory service. Let's see how to store equipment properly.

Storage

The way you store your tools is an indication of your ability to use
tools and your appreciG4-ion for good, sharp tools. I each tool has a
particular place or a special rack in which to store it, iL i_ an indication
of good care and an appreciation for good, sharp tools. There is a close
correlation of proper tool care and good workmanship. You should abide by the
old motto, "A place for everything and everything in its place."

If your shop and tool storage area doesn't have racks and tool holders,
you can easily make them from wood or metal. Cheap hooks and holders can also
be obtained at a reasonable price. A good method to encourage the replacement
of a tool to its proper place is to silhouette the tool on the tool board.
This can be done very easily with spray paint, stencils, and masking paper and
tape.

If tools and equipment are kept clean and well lubricated, they will
nonmally provide good service and will last a lifetime. However,
occassionally, a tool or item of equipment does need minor repairs. Let's see
how to make these minor repairs.

MINOR REPAIR OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

A sharp tool is a pleasore to use. Likewise, it is a satisfying
experience to use a tool or machine in good repair. New tools and equipment
are nonnally in good repair, but after considerable use, t.y =requently
require simple repairs and adjustments.

Simple repairs and adjustments include such jobs as replacing handles,
replacing small parts such as bolts and screws, installing or adjusting belts,
and replacing bearings.

Replacing Handles

Some organizations require that a
tool with a broken handle be turned
in and exchanged for a serviceable one.
However, often a craftsman likes
the feel of a particular tool, or
he may want to install a handle to
provide his own particular "feel."
In any case, you need to know how
to repair or replace broken handles.

CRACK PEPAIRED
WITH GLUE
AND SCREW

CRACK REPAIRED
*ITN GLUE

..r."". AND A DOWEL

CRACK REPAIRED
WITH GLUE
AND ORA DS

Keep several replacement hamner, Figure 102. Handsaw
hand ax, plane, file, and saw Handle Repairs
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handles on hand so that the replacement can be accomplished without too much

lost time. First, let's examine how easy it is to repair or replace handles.

Repair a handsaw handle with glue and dowels, brads, or screws, as shown

in figure 102. You can repair the handles and knob of a hand plane in a

similar manner if a replacement cannot be obtained.

You can make a file or rasp handle, such as the one in figure 103, if you

do not have a commercial one available. Turn the handle on the lathe and

press the ferrule on the handle. Drill the hole in one end and make it
rectangular by forcing the tang of the file or rasp into it. This assures a

tight fitting handle.

40LE SIZE TO SE DETERMINED SY
THE SIZE OF THE TANG

5

METAL FERRULE

Figure 103. File Handle

Replace a hammer handle by
tapering the handle slightly
smaller than the eye of the hammer
head, as shown in figure 104. This
is done with a drawknife or a wood
rasp. Saw a kerf in the end of
the handle about 1 1/2 inches deep,
as shown in Moire 105. This kerf
should extend mout three-fourths
the distance tnrough the eye of the
hammer. Drive the handle through
the eye with a ball peen hammer or
wooden mallet, as shown in figure 106,
until the handle extends abut 3/8 inch.

Figure 104. P- paration of
the Hamme, Handle

After the handle is in the eye, cut the extended part with a hacksaw and
drive a hardwood wedge into the saw kerf to spread the handle. Next, use two

metal wedges to safIty the hardwood wedge, as shown in figure 107. Sand all

rough edges and wipe the handle with a rag soaked with linseed oil.

The handles of wood chisels are similar to file handles. There are,
however, two types of wood chisels, and each requires a different type of

handle. Figure 108 shows the two types of handles and how to make them. If a

wood handle becomes mushroomed, cut it off and install a ferrule or leather

washers, as shown in figure 109.
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Figure 105. Saw Kerf

WOOD WEDGE WIDTH OF HANDLE

METAL WEDGES

RV

Figure 107. Installing the Wedges

Figure 106. Installing the Handle
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Figure 109. Repairing a Mushroomed Chisel Handle

Replacing Small Parts

Your carpentry handtools, portable power tools, and shop equipment will
ordinarily give you long and trouble-free service, but occasionally they
require replacement of broken parts or parts that have become loose. Loose

parts may, consequently, become lost. When a part becomes defective,, refer to
the technical order or a commercial publication and order a replacement part.
It is usually a simple matter to replace parts. It is normally a poor
practice to use substitute parts. Instead, use parts manufactured for your
equipment.

TOOL SHARPENING

A sharp tool makes woodworking a pleasure. A dull tool slows down the
work and often gives inaccurate results. In addition, dull tools require more
effort to use than sharp tools. While it seems to take much time to sharpen a
tool, especially when you are anxious to work with it, much time is really
saved through efficiency when you work with a sharp tool.

Normally, edged tools can be kept sharp by an occasional whetting.
Sometimes, touchup with a file is necessary before whetting to obtain a sharp
edge. Grinding is necessary when edges or bevels get nicked or badly worn
through neglect or prolonged use.

Let's explore how to sharpen and maintain a keen edge ous hand
tools and power tools.

Hand Tools

Although you will use power equipment to perform most of your work, hand
tools are still a "muse for the carpenter. Often, jobs must be accomplished
where there is no power; also, some jobs can be done better by using hand
tools than by using power equipment. Let's review the proper techniques of
sharpening auger bits, wood chisels, plane irons, handsaws, drills,
screwdrivers, and half-hatchets.
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Auger Bits. To sharpen an
auger bit, select an auger bit
file, as shown in figure 110, or a
small slim taper, triangular
file. When you file an auger
bit, place the bit against the
bench top or a piece of wood
held in a vise.

To sharpen the cutting lip of
the bit, file only the top sur-
face of the cutting lip, as shown
in figure 111. Follow the orig-
inal bevel established by the
manufacturer.

sharpen the spurs, file
thr inside, as shown in

If you rile on the
uLstne, it will reduce the diam-

eter and you will not be able to
turn the bit.

Examine the feed screw, and
if any of the threads are bent or
damaged, straighten them with the
auger bit file.

SAFE EDGE BODY ROUND SAFE FACE

Figure 110. Auger Bit File

Figure 111. Sharpening
the Cutting Lip

Figure 112. Sharpening the Spur



Wood Chisels

To sharpen a wood chisel,
inspect it carefully for nicks.
If it is nicked, use the grinder
to obtain the proper shape and
bevel of the chisel, as shown
in figure 113.

Remember when you sharpen a
wood chisel on a grinder, remove
it from the wheel frequently and
dip it in water to prevent it
from overheating. If it overheats,
it will lose its temper and the
chisel will not hold an edge.

To sharpen or whet a wood
chisel on an oilstone, select an
oilstone that has coarse grit on one side and fine grit on the other. Cover
the stone with a light machine oil so that the fine particles of steel ground
off will float and thus prevent the stone from clogging.

Figure 113. Sharpening the
Wood Chisel on a Grinder

Hold the chisel in one hand,
with the bevel flat against the
coarse side of the stone. Use the
fingers of your other hand to
steady the chisel and hold it down
against the stone. Using smooth
even strokes, rub the chisel back
and forth parallel to the surface
of the stone, as shown in figure
114. The entire surface of the
stone should be used to avoid
wearing a hollow in the center of
the stone. Do not rock the blade.
The angle of the blade with the
stone must remain constant during
the whetting process.

Af' .r few s4.-okes, a
ur icaner edge is vo-

duc To remove the burr, first
tak, .-ew strokes with the flat
side of the chisel held flat on
the fine grit side of the stone.
Be careful not to raise the chisel
even slightly, since it will put
a bevel on the flat side. If this
happens, the chisel must be ground
until the bevel is removed.
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After whetting the flat side on the fine grit side of the stone, turn the
chisel over and place the bevel side down and hold it at the same angle ds
used when whetting on the coarse side of the stone. Take two or three light
strokes to remove the burr.

To test the sharpness of the cutting edge, hold the chisel where od

light will shine on the cutting edge. A keen edge does not reflect 1
any position. If there are no shiny or white spots, it is a good, shalv edge.

Plan Irons

Sharpen the plane iron by following the same procedures as for sharpening
the wood chisel. The bevel on the plane iron should be about 25°.

Handsaws

There are two types of handsaws: the crosscut and the rip. The crosscut
saw is used to cut wood across the grain and the ripsaw is used to cut wood

with the grain.

You do not have to be an expert to resat and sharpen a handsaw. The main
thing to remember is DO NOT wait until your saw is in poor condition to reset
and sharpen it.

The first thing to do before sharpening any handsaw is to joint it. This
means to level the tips of the teeth, and then reshape them so that they are
the same depth. This step can be lliminated if you do not let your saw 'get in

poor condition.

However, if your saw has teeth of various lengths, run a mill file
lightly along the points of the saw teeth. Do this until all teeth points
have been touched with the file.

The next step is to set the
teeth by using a sawset, as shown
in figure 115. Adjust the sawset
for the tooth size by turning the
adjusting nut on the front of the
sawset Star.' settl,,g t c-lw

frc c li and) o, tb
-lf ',:nuloy the top half of
ery ither tooth to a distance

of about half the thickness of
the saw blade. Reverse the ends
of the saw to set the teeth on
the opposite side.

The next step is the actual
sharpening process. The crosscut
saw is sharpened in a different
manJer from the ripsaw. Let's
first go through the procedures
of sharpening a crosscut saw.

First, select a slim taper,
triangular file that is the cor-
rect size for the saw teeth of
the saw you are sharpening.
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Next, fasten the crosscut saw
in a saw clamp or vise. Start
filing the right side of the first
tooth nearest the toe of the saw.
Hold the file as shown in figure
116. Be sure you hold it at the
three angles shown in figure 117.
File every other tooth to the
right of the teeth that lean
toward you.

Next, reverse the saw in the
clamp and file the opposite teeth
by holding the file at the same
angles shown in figure 117, except
for the 100 to 15° angle to the
horizontal, which must be reversed.
Continue filing until the flat
teeth come to a point. This
assures you that each tooth will
be exactly the same length.

Figure 116. Filing the Crosscut Saw
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To sharpen a ripsaw, joint and
set the teeth as you did for the
crosscut saw; then fasten it in
the vise. Start at the toe and
file every other tooth almost
straight across and almost verti-
cal, as shown in figure 118.

Push the file almost straight
across, applying a little more
pressure on the long slant than
on the face jf the tooth next to
it. Be careful that you do not
apply too much pressure on the
face of the tooth, because it will
result in excessive negative rake
and the saw will not cut satis-
factorily. Continue filing every
other tooth until you reach the
handle; then reverse the saw in
the clamp or vise and repeat the
procedure. Another item of equip-
ment that is important for the
woodworker to keep sharp is the
twist drill bit. Let's see how
to sharpen the twist drill bit.

Twist Drill Bit

eNEGATIVE RAKE-+ APPLY PRESSURE
ON THIS SURFACE

Figure 118. Filing Angles for Ripsaw

To sharpen the twist drill bit, examine the tip surface to identify the
cutting edge and the curved edge, as shown in item 1 of figure 119. The
cutting lip of the cutting edge should be sharpened at a 59° angle and the
curved edge at approximately a 500 angle to the drill bit axis, as shown in
item 3 of figure 119. This taper will prevent binding.

To sharpen the twist drill bit, place the bit on the grinder tool rest at
a 59° angle while the wheel is turning. Lines drawing on the tool rest will
help align the bit. Rotate the bit clockwise in your fingers so that the
contour of the lip rolls on the turning wheel from the cutting edge toward the
curved edge, as shown in items 4, 5, and 6 of figure 119.

While rotating the bit, gradually lower the shank end of the bit so that
at the finish of the cut, the shank end of the bit is lower than at the start.
This action will grind the curved edge of the bit to approximately a SO°

angle. Let's now look into the matter of sharpening a tool that is often
overlooked during sharpening processes--the screwdriver.
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Figure 119. Sharpening the Twist Drill Bit
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STkAIGHT TIP

PHILLIPS HEAD

TYPES OF SCREVIDRIVER TIPS

Screwdrivers

TIP FACES
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MID

CORRECT NEEDS DRESSING

TiCRUptegipsVaREBE wiltDILYPWRIAIBETKOT

Figure 120. Shapes of Screwdriver Blades and Tips

There are two main types of screwdriver blades: the Phillips and the
straight or flared tip. The Phillips screwdriver normally requires special
holding fixtures to sharpen it, so it is not recommended that this tool be
sharpened by grinding. Sometimes, it can be touched up with a fine file.

The straight or flared tip screwdriver should first be reground on an
emery wheel to its original shape, as shown in figure 120. The tip faces
should be almost parallel to keep the tool from lifting out of the screw slot
when in use. The end of the tip should be square, at a right angle to the
face, and the sides should be alike in shape and angle.
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To sharpen the screwdriver,
you first thin the tip slightly by
holding each face to the wheel, as
shown in 1 of figure 121. This
will give it a slight hollow
ground effect. Now, hold the
working edge (tip) squarely on the
wheel, as shown in 2 of figure 122,
until the nicks are removed and
the end squared up. Now, shape
the sides of the screwdriver on
the side of the emery wheel.

Be sure to dip the screwdriver
tip in water frequently, between
short periods of grinding, to keep
from overheating it. Do not
remove any more material than
absolutely necessary. Another
tool that you will use frequently
and know how to sharpen is the
half-hatchet.

Half-Hatchet. The half-
hatchet is commonly called simply
a hatchet. It must be kept sharp,
or it becomes a very dangerous
tool to use. The blade can be
sharpened on an emery wheel or on
a grindstone.

The cutting edge can be
beveled on both sides or beveled
on one side, as shown in figure
122. The single bevel is better
for cutting along a line. The
double bevel works well on rough
work, such as sharpening of grade
stakes or form stakes.

Power Tools

I. SHAPING THE FACE

E. SHAPING THE TN

Figure 121. Sharpening
the Screwdriver

PROfER BEVELS FOR HATChETS

BEVEL
DOUBLE

SINGLE
mem

HATCHET mAn
!tfkAIONT EDOF

Figure 122. Half-Hatchet
Cutting Edge Shapes

Special equipment is required for sharpening and maintaining power tools
satisfactorily. There are numerous types of equipment available--so many, in
fact, that it would be impossible to cover all of them in this publication.
Therefore, it is recommended that you read and follow the instructions in the
technical publications available for the equipment you arc sharpening and the
particular sharpening equipment you are using.

This section includes minor maintenance and some hand sharpening or
honing which can be done to keep your equipment sharp and "keen" in between
regular sharpenings. If includes maintenance on circular saws, bandsaws,
jointers and planers, shapers, and routers.
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Circular Saws. The most
finportant factors in the care and
maintenance of a circle saw are
the proper lubrication of all mov-
ing parts and the proper condition-
ing of the saw blade. A saw blade
which is dull, or one in which the
teeth are incorrectly shaped or
improperly set, will "labor" when
cutting wood. This, in turn, puts
an excessive strain on the driving
mechanism. Fiyure 123 shows the
correct shapes of ripsaw and cross-
cut saw teeth. In a canbination
saw, the rip or raker teeth and the
crosscut teeth are shaped like the
teeth of a crosscut handsaw, as
shown in figure 124. The front and
back slopes of a circular ripsaw
tooth are filed almost square
across and almost vertical, while
the front and back slopes of a cir-
cular cutoff saw are beveled, as
shown in figure 123.

Complete reconditioning of a
circular saw consists of (1) joint-
ing, (2) gumming, (3) setting, and
(4) sharpening, just as with a
handsaw. To joint (make the teeth
the same length) a circular saw,
(1) secure a piece of an old grind-
ing wheel, (2) adjust the saw so
that the teeth extend about one-
half inch above the table, (3) put
on goggles, (4) start the saw,
(5) place the grinding wheel flat
on the table, and move it toward
the revolving teeth until the
higher points begin to strike the
stone, and (6) move the stone
gradually forward until all of
the teeth points are striking the
stone. Stop the saw at intervals
and examine the points. When
every point shows a bright spot,
the jointing operation is com-
pleted

w

tn

a

R I PSAW TEETH

1041L416PZ
CROSSCUT /

SAW
TF E TH

Figure 123. Correct Shapes
of Ripsaw and Crosscut Saw Teeth

RIP OR RAKER
TOOTH

CROSSCUT
TEETH

Figure 124. Combination
Saw Teeth

Gumming, filing the gullets deeper, is done when wear and repeated
sharpenings have caused the teeth to become too short. This job should be
done with special jigs of equipment and by an experienced operator. If your

saw needs gumming, send it in for machine sharpening.
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Circular saws must be set in order to cut a kerf wide enough to give

clearance to the saw blade. It is important that the saw be properly set,
because it may otherwise bind in the wood and throw the wood back toward the

operator with tremendous force (kickback).

Some of the thinner gage
blades can be set with a handsaw
sawset by following the same pro-
cedures as when sharpening a hand-
saw. Special sets can be obtained
for heavier gage saws. A saw can
be set by striking it with a ham-
mer while the saw is held over an
anvil, as shown in figure 125.

The spindle must be located
where one-third of the length of
each tooth will project over the
beveled edge of the anvil. Hold
a flat-ended punch on the tooth
to be set and strike it a sharp
blow with a hammer. Skip one
tooth, and set the next one, until
half of the teeth have been set on
one side of the saw. Reverse the
saw blade, and set the teeth on
the other side of the saw blade.

MACMMST
OR

HALL PEEN HAMMER

SPINDLE I AL END PUNCH

ANVIL WITH
CURVED EDGE

SIELL Oh VLRY
HARD WOOD

Figure 125. Setting a Saw Tooth

Some commercial saw-setting machines are available where the punch is

fixed directly over the anvil, while others have a trip hammer arrangement to

set the teeth. With the exception of special purpose saws, such as the dado

head, and those that are hollow ground, all circular saws should be set.

Circular saws should be filed by machine when machines are available.
Following the instructions in the technical publication for that particular

machine.

To sharpen a circular ripsaw, you first fasten it in a vise and file the

front edges of the teeth straight across. Use a flat mill file with a rounded

edge for this work to prevent the file from filing sharp corners in the

gullets. Then file the teeth set away from you on their top edges. Some

woodworkers file them straight across, while others perfer to bevel them

slightly. File the top edges of the teeth until the flattened points produced

by jointing have disappeared. Reverse the saw in the vise and file the rest

of the teeth.

To sharpen a circular crosscut saw, clamp it in a vise and file the teeth

that have their beveled edges toward you. Use a slim taper, triangular file

for this work. Follow the original angle of the bevels. If the saw was

jointed, file away half the flat point, reverse the saw in the vise and file

the rest of the flat point from the other side. In addition to the circular

saw, the bandsaw is a very convenient tool for you to use as a carpenter, if

it is kept in good operating condition. Let's see how to maintain it.
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Bandsaws

Most carpenter shops have access to power equipment to joint, set, and
file bandsw blades. It can be done by hand, but it is a slow and laborious
process. If you are required to sharpen a bandsaw blade, you can do it in a
manner similar to sharpening a rip handsaw; the teeth are shaped similarly.

Most of the shapening machines for bandsaws have a brazing device
incorporated in them to join and weld the ends together. Follow the
manufacturer's instructions or the instructions in the technical manual on
your machine to perform this job.

Jointers and Planers

Straight knives are used on jointers, planers, and sometimes shapers.
Like chisels and plane irons, these knives are sharpened only on one side.
The larger and modern jointers and planers are equipped with a knife grinding
attachment, which enables you to sharpen the knives without removing them from
the cutterhead. This procedure keeps the blades balanced. Different models
are operated in different manners; therefore, you must consult the technical
manual for the particular type of machine you are using.

Most jointers and planers, :lowever, are sharpened in the following
manner:

1. Lock the cutterhead in position with the steel pin provided for this
purpose. This steel pin will lock it in as many positions as there are knives
in the cutterhead.

2. Bolt the motor of the grinder to the saddle which slides on a steel
bar. Move it back and forth across the knife by operating the crank which
turns a screw.

3. Grind all of the knives; then remove the grinder and replace it with
a whetting device. Set the whetstone so that it barely touches the knives
when the cutterhead is rotated by hand.

4. Turn the jointer or planer on and slide the whetstone back and forth
on the sliding mechanism and it will whet the blades.

On older and smaller jointers
and planers, you must remove the
blades from the cutterhead. Some
grinders are equipped with a
sliding carriage attachment to
sharpen knives such as this; but
if the grinder is not so equipped,
you can sharpen the knives with a
jig, such as the one shown in fig-
ure 126. The protrusion on the
jig slides back and forth in the
slot in the tool rest so that the
knife will be sharpened evenly the
full width of the blade.
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After you sharpen all of the
blades evenly, you can whet them
with an oilstone by using a jig,
such as the one shown in figure
127.

Shapers

Shaper knives are of several
kinds: plain, straightedge knives;
three-lip cutters; shaped, flat
knives; and knives milled un the back.
Shaper knives, with striaght, plain
edges, are sharpened like jointer
knives. Three-lip cutters mrist be
sharpened on a special grinding
machine where they can be mounted on a
shaft. Attachments for portable
routers are available to perform
this type of work. Shaped flat knives used between shaper collars are ground
on emery wheels of various shapes. Use a template of the shape desired so
that each knife will be the same shape. Shaper knives, milled on the back,
are sharpened in a manner similar to jointer knives.

OIL STONE

WOOD BLOCK

Figure 127. Whetting
Jointer Knives

Routers

Router bits are sharpened on the inside with small grinding wheel of
different shapes, which are held in the chuck of the router. The bit held is
in a special sharpening attachment.

SUMMARY

This study guide has covered the importance of keeping your tools in good
shape and how to perform any maintenance that these tools may need. Remember,
a craftsman is judged not only by the work that he does, but by the condition
of his tools. You are the only one who can do the work and the only one who
can keep your tools in the fine condition required to do the job.

QUESTIONS

1. What type of saw is used to make cuts parallel to the grain?

2. Which type of saw is used for interior and exterior cuts on molding?

3. Which type of plane is used for end grain planing?

4. Planing should be accomplished with/against the grain.

5. What determines the size of a hammer?

6. What type of mallets should be used to strike wood chisels?

7. How is the size of an auger bit indicated?
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8. What type of drill is most often used to install finish hardware?

9. Which carpenters square is most commonly used during building layout and
erection?

10. If a vial is installed crosswise in a level, it is used to check which
type of surface?

11. What are the two basic kinds of wood chisels?

12. What is used to clean files or rasps that become clogged?

13. What type of screwdriver is used to secure screws located in an awkward
position?

14. Which type of pliers has a two-position jaw pivot?

15. After cleaning your tools and equipment, what treatment is recommended
for the wooden handles?

16. Why should a craftsman know how to replace handles on tools?

17. How would a broken saw handle be repaired if a new one was not available?

18. How should mushroom chisels be repaired?

19. What other tool is sharpened the same as a wood chisel?

20. What does jointing a saw mean?

REFERENCES

TO 32-1-101, Maintenance and Care of Hand Tools
TO 32-1-151, Hand, Measuring, and Power Tools
Textbook: Modern Carpentry, The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.
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3/00 lochnical Irainin9 Group WiAlilthh.!.10 000- -;{

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SECURITY

OBJECTIVE

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the OPSEC vulnerabilities, of
AFSC 552X0 by completing the statements. Three of five responses must be
correct.

INTRODUCTION

Operational security (OPSEC) is a new plan which views and puts to use
rules to give our communication security information, security of property,
and to keep useful information from the enemy.

Story of OPSEC: It was first used in the Southeast Asian war. It was

made from a group of ideas thought up to find and to keep useful information
From the enemy. Without information, the enemy does not have time to plan an
attack.

INFORMATION

(OPSEC)

OPSEC is not like other Security Programs. You have learned that
communication is a must for doing any job and security of communication has to
be done by everyone:--COMSEC and OPSEC are not the same, but they are similar
and they cannot be kept apart. A trained agent can take bits and pieces of
information and put it into a useful pack of information for an enemy to make
plans for attack. Information is kept from the public only in the interest of
the security of the nation. The security system we use is made by an order of
the President. The total security is the sum of the way each person carries
out good security practices. Physical security is about threats of damage to
any type of Air Force property at each of its bases. It will be the duty of
Air Force porperty at each of its bases. It will be the duty of Security
Police or the ones who use the property to take care of the physical security
of Air Force property.

You need to know about priorities if you are to keep information from the
enemy. There are three priorities.

Priority A is the highest of the priorities. It is about weapon systems
that are in alert status and which stand ready to be launched against the
enemy, and to parts of tactical command/control warning property and
communications units which are needed for alert force use, and to all of the

nuclear weapons.

Priority B is the second highest of the priorities. This one is about
main parts of weapon system which are not on alert status, but are on bases or
sites from which they could be launched for direct strikes against an enemy.
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Priority C i s the thi rd of the pri oriti es. Thi s one appl*es to combat
ai rcraft and mi ssi 1 es whi ch are not ready to be 1 aunched against an enemy
because of the condi ti on of thei r location. Priori ty C i s al so for speci al
operati ons and also for ai rcraft made for di rect support of combat personnel
or ai rcraft needed to keep combat personnel i n a general or li mi ted war. .

The fol lowing words are important for al 1 personnel :

"Hel pi ng Hand"- a report ot high er headquarters that an enemy event is
possibl e, invol ving A or B resources. It i s you,- duty to gi ve hel p for a
Hel pi ng Hand al arm.

Covered Wagon Report - a report to higher headquarters of a most seri ous
threat i nvol vi ng pri ori ty A or B resources.

Mien you find out about a possible or an actual enemy event, you shonl d
sound the al arm by shouti ng, "Hel ping Hand" three times. Thi s tel Is other
personnel in the area that they are to help al so.

As soon as you send the al arm, two thi ngs must be done. Fi rst tel 1 the
Central Securi ty Control . They wi 1 1 try to get the suspect, i f there i s one.
Second, tell them the nature and exact 1 ocati on of the event by the best
communications means possibl e, such as: securi ty tel ephone, radi o, or base
tel eph one.

Personnel who are not out to control the suspect should search thei r
areas for damages or suspi ci ous objects near thei r area and tel 1 thi s to the
Securi ty Al ert Team (SAT ) when they come.

Common OPSEC Vul nerabi 1 iti es

Operati onal Indi cators:

1. Sterotyped sequences of events made up of vari ous phases of the
operation.

2. Coordi nati on wi th agenci es that do not have safeguards for sensi ti ve
i nformati on.

3. Submissi on of uncl assi fi ed reports at speci fi c i ntervals to speci fi c
uni ts or level s of command.

4. Sterotyped patterns of fli ght acti vi ty at a particul ar location.

Procedural Indi cators:

1. Publi c information rel eases.

2. Posti ng of operational pl an i nformati on in unsecure areas.
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3. Posting of rosters, transportation schedules, and dining hall
schedules in unsecure areas.

4. Distinctive emblems or paint on vehicles, buildings, or aircraft.

5. Markings on supplies which could reveal the location or starting
date of the operations, such as nicknames, delivery deadlines, etc.

6. Build-up or positioning of support material and facilities.

7. Special meeting or religious services.

8. Use of nicknames is hazardous since they provide an easily
recognizable flag for identifying an operation.

9. Exercising or testing portions of a plan.

Communications /idicators:

1. Plain language comunications associated with a planned operation and
conducted during the planning, prcparatory and execution phases.

2. Use of unchanging or infrequently changing call signs and/or radio
frequencies.

3. Sterotyped message characteristics which are indicative of
particular types of military activity.

4. A significant increase or decrease in message traffic volume.

5. Activities of new canmunications facilities in support of an
operations plan.

OPSEC significance of unclassified data and procedures:

1. Unclassified information must be protected to provide security for
operations.

2. Security safeguards must be continued through the execution phase of
an operation.

3. All personnel must be made aware of the dangers of giving valuable
information to the enemy by any type of media and by What they say or do
during on-duty and off-duty hours.

4. Each person has the individual responsibility to develop an
awareness of activities that the enemy can identify and use to his advantage.

5. OPSEC surveys should be conducted to determine OPSEC weaknesses, and
corrective action should be taken to correct these findings.
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SPECIFIC OPSEC VUUSERABILITIES OF' THIS SPECIALTY

There are OPSEC vul Lrabi I i ti es rel ated to the daily work of Ai r Force
carpenters. You wi 11 do many things whi ch will possibly gain you i nformati on
which would be vulnerable to OPSEC. The most common exampl e woul d be i f you
were assigned a job i n an area such as al ert faci 1 i ti es, ai rcraft hangars ,
base operations bui 1 di ngs, or command post faci 1 i ti es. In any one of these
areas, you may I earn such i nformati on as al ert status of ai rcraft, duty
rosters of al ert crews, and other rel ated i nformati on. You may observe
aircraft bei ng camoufl aged, materi al s being 1 oaded on ai rcraft or stockpi 1 ed
to support upcomi ng operations. You may al so have access to constructi on
pl ans and speci fi cations that contain vulnerabl e information. Exampl es of
such information i nclude: 1 ocations of fuel and ammuni ti on , power pl ants,
radar units, etc.

SUMMARY

An effective OPSEC program carri ed out by each indi vi dual assi gned to a
uni t can prevent intelligence i nformati on from reaching the enemy.

QUESTIONS

1. What i s the purpose of OPSEC?

2. Who establishes the security system?

3. Who is responsible for physical security of Ai r Force resources?

4. What resource priority woul d an ai rcraft have i f it is not operational
because of its 1 ocati on?

5. What resource pri ori ty is invol ved with a Helping Hand and Covered Wagon
report?

6. What two thi ngs must be done after sendi ng a Helping Hand report?

7. Gi ve an exampl e of each of the fol 1 owi ng:

a. Operational i ndi cator

b. Procedural indi cator

c. Communication i ndicator

8. Li st three vul nerabil i ties of this career fi d.



3700 Technical Training Group SG J3A8R55230 000-1-9
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

CONSTRUCTION USING HAND TOOLS

OBJECTIVE

a. Given a task and construction materials and working as a member of
a team select and use hand tools to complete the task with no more than four
instructor assists. Hand tools must be used correctly and finished project
must be within 1/8" of square and within 1/8" of dimensions shown on student's
rough plan. All joints must fit tightly.

b. Given construction tools and equipment, a task and working as a
member of a team select the required materills to complete the assigned task.
All safety precautions pertaining to use of ladders and lifting and handling
of materials will be observed.

INTRODUCTION

How can you tell a good craftsman from a poor one? One way of telling
is to watch how he handles his tools. If they are sharp and well maintained
and he handles them with confidence, chances are you'll be observing a
competent carpenter.

ASSIGNMENT

Read the following material in the textbook, Modern Woodworking.

1. Unit 2, Selecting and Roughing Out Materials, pages 21 thru Laying
Out and Cutting Plywood, page 31, and answer quections 1-12 on page
34.

2. Unit 5, Wood Joints, pages 59 thru page 72, and answer questions
1-15, page 73.

3. Unit 9, Sanding and Preparing for Finish, pages 111-117.

SUMMARY

The selection of material for you project is as important as the work
being accomplished. They both affect the f.nished product.

REFERENCE

Textbook: Modern Woodworking, The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-2a

PROJECT OR TASK: Locating Standard Publications in AFR 0-2

OBJECTIVE:

Given AFR 0-2, locate standard publication numbers and titles in
numerical index. Seven of ten responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-2a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check using AFR 0-2.

4. You must provide correct responses to 7 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. You instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progres3 check to you for you to
review.

8. After you have reviewed the progress chedk, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

2-1
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MISSION I (PERFORMANCE)

Using AFR 0-2, locate standard publication numbers and titles in numerical
index.

1. AFP 50-6

2. AFR 127-12

3. AFR 92-1

AFR 39-29

5. AFM 85-16

6. AFP 143-8

7. Support for Civil Air Patrol

8. Air Force Academy
Preparatory School

9. Combat Search and
Rescue Procedures

10. Flight Weather
Briefing

2-1.1
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Course: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-2b

PROJECT OR TASK: Locate Infonnation in Commer:ial Publication

OBJECTIVE:

Given commercial publications and a list of carpentry tools and
equipment, locate desired information in the commercial publication. Eleven
of fifteen responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-2b

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. Use the GSA Stock Catalog and Sears Specialog Power and Hand Tools to
complete this progress check.

4. You must provide correct responses to 11 of 15 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After you have reviewed the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I

(PERFORMANCE)

1. Using a SEt,RS POWER AND HAND TOA CATALOG, General Index, locate the
following tools and the cost of each item. Enter this information in the
blank spaces provided below.

ITEM

a. Dual-Motion Sander 1/2 HP
with dust pick-up

b. Belt Sander, Heavy-duty
1-1/2 HP, with dust pick-up

2-2
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c. Sanding Belts, 4 X 24
inches Medium Grit, cloth backed
Wt. 2 oz.

d. Angle or Stair Gauge
Brass, Pkg of 2, 4 oz

e. Lathe Accessories
1/2" spear point 8 oz.

2. Use GSA Stock Catalog to answer the following statements.

a. To locate a carpenter's framing square, you first look in the index

under the subject

b. The unit of issue for the carpenter's framing square is

c. The index heading and subheading used to locate a 1 pound curved claw

hammer with a bell face is

d. The stock number for the hammer described in item 3 is

e. The price for TWO router planes is



COURSE: J3A8R55230 000

PC: I-2c

PROJECT OR TASK: Locate Information in AF Publications

OBJECTIVE:

Given AFR 85-1, AFM 85-4, and AFP-85-1, locate desired information in the

publications. Five of the seven responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-2c.

2. You will work individually while completing this progress check.

3. Use AFP 85-1, AFR 85-1, and AFM 85-4 to complete this progress check.

4. You must provide correct responses to 5 of the 7 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist using uSu for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After you have reviewed the progress check, return it to your instructor.

Progress ch6cks are CONTROLL-D ITEMS.

MISSION I

(PERFORMANCE)

Using AFR 85-1 , AFM-85-4 and AFP 85-1, locate desired information in the
publications.

1. Using AFR 85-1 locate the purpose of the Resources and Work Force
Mangement Publication.

2-3
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2. Using AFP 85-1 determine when a tourniquet will be used and at which
pressure point the tourniquet would be applied to control lower ann
bleedi ny.

3.
Using AFM 85-4 locate and identify five types of pitched trusses.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.



SAFETY

COURSE: J3A8R55230 000

PC: I-3a

PROJECT OR TASK: Analyze Hazards

OBJECTIVE:

Given situations involving electrical hazards, analyze the hazard and
explain the required safety precautions.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-3a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress checks using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Using the following situations, identify the electrical hazard in each
situation, analyze the hazard, and explain the required safety precautions.

SITUATION 1

You are framing a roof using a circular saw to trim the sheathing.
Suddenly, a stonn comes up and it begins to sprinkle. You are almost finished
with your job, so you continue using the circular saw. You want to finish the
roof before it starts raining harder.

A. The identified hazard is
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B. It is considered a hazard because

C. Required safety precautions include

SITUATION 2

Your supervisor has sent you to Base Housing to repair a loose cabinet
door. You discover you must drill new holes in the cabinet to install a
different type hinge on the door. You start to plug your drill into the
outlet when you discover your drill has 3 prongs on its cord and the outlet
will only accept a 2 prong plug. You remove one prong from your drill cord
and start working.

A. The identified hazard is

B. It is considered a hazard because

C. Required safety precautions include

SITUATION 3

Your supervisor sends you to a hangar to repair a tool bin. You smell
fuel and observe that the area where you are working is used to store jet
fuel. You take out your electric drill and begin working on the tool bin.
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A. The identified hazard is

B. It is considered a hazard because

C. Required safety precautions include

SITUATION 4

Your supervisor sends you to the Commissary to repair a broken shelf.
You get out your electric saber saw to cut the plywood needed to replace the
shelf. You notice that the cord to the saber saw is almost broken and the
wires are exposed. You are hungry (it's almost lunch time), so in order to
save time, you use the saber saw.

A. The identified hazard is

B. It is considered a hazard because

C. Required safety precautions include
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC I-3b

PROJECT OR TASK: Handling Asbestos Materials

OBJECTIVE:

Given incanplete statements, specify saftey procedures for working with
products containing asbestos fibers.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-3b.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check fran memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide rnrrect responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the comple progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress checks using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress checks to you for revieW.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the follaving statenents pertaining to the safety procedures for
working with products containing asbestos fibers.

1. Use the for directions when working with
materials containing asbestos fibers.

2. t.itien working with neterials containing loose asbestos fibers you must

wear , and protective clothing.



3. Asbestos fibers may be found in

and

4. Asbestos exposure (does/does not) normally occur when asbestos is
modified by a bonding agent. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

5. Asbestos exposure (does/does not) normally occur when the asbestos fibers
become airborne. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-3c

PROJECT OR TASK: Report and Correct Safety Hazards

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, specify procedures used in identification,
reporting, and correcting safety hazards.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-3c.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check Go you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

1. Report a hazard FIRST to your

2. The form used at the base level to report a hazard is AF Form

3. The person responsible for correcting a hazard is the

4. An electrical cord strung across a hallway is a(an)

5. An open can of contact cement left on a shop table is a/an
hazard.
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COURSE: J3A13R55230 000

PC: I-3d

PROJECT OR TASK: Completing AF Form 457

OBJECTIVE:

Given a situation involving a safety hazard and AF Form 457, report the
hazard by completing AF Form 457 with no more than two instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-3d.

2. You are to work individually to complete this progress check.

3. Use the situation given in the progress check as your guideline for
completing AF Form 457.

4. Complete only the portions of the AF 457 applicable to the person
REPORTING the hazard.

5. Your report must clearly identify the hazard. From the information you
give in your report, the receiver must be able to determine what action
he/she must take to ensure the hazard is investigated properly and in a
timely manner.

6. Return the completed Progress Check to your instructor.

7. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfac-
tory.

8. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

9. After the review, return the progress check to your instructor. Progress
checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Performance)

Using the situation given, report a hazard by completing Al Form 457,
USAF Hazard Report. Your completed report must: (I) Clearly identify the
problem, (2) Indicate any actions that may have been taken to eliminate the
hazard or protect people from the hazard, (3) Include any information you
think might help the receiver, correct the hazard.
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SITUATION

The masons had been pouring a concrete floor for a bath house at the NCO
swimming pool. Sgt Smith reached to turn off the light and received an
electrical shock. This event took place at 1500 hours 3 June 1985. The
masons then noticed that just by touching the wall, they would receive a
slight electrical shock. The supervisor told Sgt Smith to send a Hazard
Report to SPSC/203.



USAF HAZARD REPORT
HAZARD REPORT NO. (Aesismod bil,
Sfety Office)

1. NAVIN (To A. eooplettori by individual reporting hater.)

To: cutfr or sArtry(Ordan taring, end location) ROM: (Optional - Name. Greek andOrganisation)

TviiE.NIODIL, SEa.1AL NomaER, A.G.E./uATERIAL/rACILITIES/PAOCEJURE OA NEALTA HAZARD INVOLVED

1

DESCAIPTION Or mazaRo(Date. Wine. SUMMARY-Who. Whoa, When, Where, How)

.

.

nE CommENDAT I ONS (0 r i gor r - Not Mandatory)

PATE RECEIVED pitimmuss Pumas (nrOed 0 If print led
newt. grade. andpeitioner titbit)

s g swami

_____2,3,3

ESISNATED op,

DATE FORWARDED SUSPENSE DATE

kF "P"



INVESTIGATION OF HAZARD
SUMNARY or INvEsTICATION

nrCOMMENDATIONS(Inverstigolor) .11...

ACTION TAKEN

ITE TYPED OR FDINTED NAME AND GRADE OF ACTIONOFFICER SIGNATURE
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: 1-3e

PROJECT OR TASK: Hazardous Waste Storage

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify requirements for hazardous waste
storage by completing the statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-3e.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the following statements pertaining to the types, markings, and
inspection requirements for hazardous waste storage.

1. The purpose of management is to protect human health
and the environment.



2. Any portable device in which hazardous waste is stored, transported,
treated, disposed of, or otherwise handled is referred to as a/an

3. is the maximum time hazardous waste can be accumulated.

4. The definition of a (an) is that area in or
near the workplace where hazardous waste is accumuiated prior to turn-in
to DPDO for disposal.

5. Hazardous waste containers must be inspected at least
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BASE CIVIL ENGINEER ORGANIZATION AND CAREER FIELD ORIENTATION

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-4a

PROJECT OR TASK: CE Organization and Functions

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete and matching statenents, identify the mission,
organization, functions, and responsibilities of CE units. Eight of ten
responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-4a.

2. You arr to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You nust provide correct responses to 8 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Kncwledge)

Complete the statenents pertaining to CE organizational structure,
functions, aission, and responsibilities.

1.. The comnender of the Base Civil Engineering Organization is refered to as

the

2. The primary duty of the commander of the Base Civil Engineering Organiza-

tion is the and of the real property on
the base.
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Match the sections in A with the task performed by that section listed in
Column B.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

3. Operations a. Tests fire alarm systems

4. Fire Protection b. Develops Budget Estimates

5. Squadron/Adminstrative c. Maintains CE Library

6. Family Housing Management d. Review contracts

7. Financial Management e.

f.

g.

Controls Housing Referrals

Directs work done by each
work center

Evaluates quality of
service provided to CE
customers

8. The work area in which the Carpentry Shop is located is

9. The section in which Power Production and Sanitation are located is

10. The work area in which the SMART team is located is



COURSE: J3/113R55230 000

PC: I-4b

PROJECT OR TASK: Property Accountability and Responsibility

Given incomplete statements, identify property accountability and
responsibility by completing the statenents. Eight of ten responses must be
correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-4b.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference nuteri al s.

4. You must provide correct responses to 8 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the gradnd progress check to you for review.

8. After revi aging the progress check, return it to your i nstructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the ft-Owing statenents pertaining to property accountability
and responsibi lity.

1. The obligation of each individual for the proper care of property
belonging to the Air Force is known as

2. When governnent property is issued to you, you assune responsibility for
the care and protection of that property. The property is then owned by

3. Any individual who has acquired possession of government property has

for i t.
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4. Your responsibility to replace or pay for any government property lost,

destroyed, or damaged while in your care is know as

if the loss, destruction, or damage was a result of
your carelessness, maladministration, or negligence.

5. When you are issued government property, records of
accountability will be established by the person issuing the property.

6. Once you have been issued government property, you must maintain

records to enable you to identify and keep track of
the property issued to you.

7. The word pecuniary means

8. If you find government property that has apparently been lost, stolen, or

abandoned, you must

9. If you get mad and throw your entire tool box into a cement mixer, (you
pay/the Air Force pays) for the tools. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

10. If a tornado strikes your house trailer and carries your tool box to who-
knows-where, (you pay/the Air Force pays) for the tools. CIRCLE THE
CORRECT ANSWER.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-4c

PROJECT OR TASK: Structural/Pavemen 1 Career Field

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the organization of the structural/
pavements career field by completing the statements. Eight of ten responses
must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-4c.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to 8 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the prouress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the following statements pertaining to the organization and
duties of the Structural/Pavements career field.

1. The regulation which identifies the duties and responsibilities of a

carpentry specialist is

2. The work area of the structures section whose duties include the laying

of concrete blodk is the shop.
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3. The shop responsible for painting doors is

4. The work area whose duties consist primarily of performing maintenance on

a rotating schedule is the

5. The shop responsible for repairing leaking faucets is the
shop.

6. The shop responsible for operating heavy equipment is the
shop.

7. The shop responsible for framing partition walls is the shop.

8. The shop responsible for constructing ductwork is the shop.

9. As a Carpentry Specialist, you (will/will not) have the responsibility of
maintaining carpentry and woodworking tools. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

10. As a Carpentry Special ist, you (wi l/wi l not) need to know how to
interpret blue prints. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-4d

PROJECT OR TASK: Duties, Kesponsibilities and Career Ladder Progression
of AFSC 552X0

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the duties, responsibilities, and
career ladder progression requirements of AFSs 55230/50. Six of eight
responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-4d.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to 8 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the statements given below pertaining to the duties, responsi-
bilities, and career ladder progression requirements of Air Force specialties
552X0/50.

Give the meaning of the 55250 AF Specialty

1. 55

2. 2
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3. 5

4. 0

5. The duty title of AFSC 552X0 is

6. The duty title of AFSC 55250 is

7. To become a 55250, you must complete on-the-job training and a

course.

8. You must acquire a skill level of before you can be
promoted to the grade of E-4.
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COURSE: J3A1R55230

PC: I-4e

PROJECT OR TASK: Engineered Performance Standards

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify Engineered Performance Standards
(EPS) by completing the statements. Eight of ten responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-4e.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to 8 of 10 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using HS" for satisfactory and HU" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the following statements pertaining to specific terms, purposes,
and definitions of Engineered Performance Standards (EPS).

1. A/An time is for the amount of time it should take to perform a
given job.

2. Engineered Performances Standard is a tool used by planners and
estimators to allow for consistent for maintenance
work.
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3. Most production work is and the work place and methods are
normally fixed.

4. the Utoeuluvmunt, ut tVb (was/was not) accomplished by consulting
supervisor's records of work orders completed by one individual in each
work area. Circle the correct answer.

5. A presents data pertinent to work which is common in one
particular craft.

6. Non-productive delays (are/are not) included in craft delay allowances.
Circle the correct answer.

7. Craft delay allowances were determined by work

8. Travel time (does/does not) cover the time required for one worker to go
from the shop to the job site. Circle the correct answer.

9. Additional material handling time (does/does not) apply to the time it
takes workers to remove the debris or old equipment which has been
replaced. Circle the correct answer.

10. is designed specifically for maintenance type work.
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

COURSE: J3AUR55230

PC: I-5a

PROJECT OR TASK: Characteristics of Construction Materials

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the characteristics of construction
materials by completing the statements. Twenty of twenty-five responses must
be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-5a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct reoonses to 20 of 25 items.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Use the word list below to identify the construction materials described
in the statements. Write the word you select in blank provided at the end of
each statenent.

1-1/2" x 3-1/2"
1-3/4" x 3-3/4"
2" x 4"
3-1/2' x 7-1/2'
4' x 8'
6' x 10'
Birch
Box Nail
Casing Nail
Common Nail
Continuous Hinge
Cylinder Lock
Dead Bolt Lock

WORD LIST

Douglas Fir
Dressed
Duplex Head/Scaffold
Finish Nail
Fire Exit Bolt (Panic Lock)
Hydraulic Door Closer
Mahogany
Maple
No. 1 Common
No. 5 Common
Nominal
Oak
Passage Lock
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Pine
Plywood
Pneumatic Door Closure
Privacy Lock
Redwood
Rim Lock
Stove Bolt
Tubular Lock
Utility Hinge
Walnut
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1. The most common lumber used in stuctural framing and in door and window

frames.

2. The type wood used to make dowel rods.

3- The type wood used in products that may be exposed to water.

4. The type wood used in cheaper framing and in cheaper plywood.

5. The type wood used in gunstocks and fine cabinet work.

6. The type wood used in bins or shelves and anywhere more strength or

greater dimensions are needed.

7. The rough, unfinished measurement of lumber.

8. The best grade of lumber.

9. The most common size of a sheet of plywood.

10. The nail with the smallest head, thinnest cross section, and is

designed to be set in wood.

11. The nail used for window and door casings.

12. The nail used for temporary construction.

13. The nail used in light work and toenailing.
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14. This iten is to be used when you need more holding power than you can get

with a nail.

15. This hinge runs the entire length of the objects being joined.

16. Heavy duty exterior door lock.

17. Light duty exterior door lock.

18. Lock used on bedrooms and bathrooms; no key.

19. Lock with no lockiny mechanism; used in corridors, between rooms, or on

closets.

20. Used on all public building exit doors. Opened with key from outside and

with a bar from inside.

21. The door closer whose checking device is air and is used on lightweight

doors.

22. Door closer used on heavy doors.

23. The nail used for most phases of building construction.

24. The actual size of a 2" x 4".

25. The type wood used for bowling lanes.
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CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

COURSE: J3A8R55230 000

PC: I-6a

PROJECT OR TASK: Construction Drawings

OBJECTIVE:

Given building plans, determine the type, location, and configuration of
carpentry work for the construcLion of the building.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-6a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to use the building plans in Unit 5 of the Modern Carpentry text
to complete this progress check.

4. No instructor assists will be available for this progress check.

5. After completing the progress check, return it to your instructor.

6. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

7. Your instructor will grade this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

8. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

9. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSY A I

(KNOWLEDGE)

Using Modern Carpentry, Unit 5, complete these statements.

1. The square footage of the first floor of the structure pictured on page

95 is

2. Figure 5-13, page 101, shows insulation is to be used in
the ceiling.
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3. The stair treads are inches high.

4. The kitchen range is operated by gas/electricity. CIRCLE THE CORRECT
ANSWER.

5. The ceiling joists for the ranch home are spaced inches OC.
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HAND TOOLS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-7a

PROJECT OR TASK: Hand tools - Use, Identification and Maintenance

OBJECTIVE:

Given illustrations and statements pertaining to hand tools, identify the
hand tools, their use, and the maintenance required. Twenty of thirty
responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-7a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "UH for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return them to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I (Knowledge)

Complete the following statements pertaining to the use, sharpening, and
care of handtools.

1. The tool used to sharpen a plane iron is the

2. The tool used to restore a bevel or to repair the nicked edge of a chisel

is the
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3. When storing a plane iron, the blade must be withdrawn and the iron
placed

a. in a storage cabinet

b. on its side

4. A broken handle on a hammer should be

a. repaired

b. replaced

5. To remove rust from a saw, you must use

a. oil

b. oil and fine emory cloth

c. oil and sand paper

d. WD-40 and a soft rag

6. The process of restoring vertical alignment to the teeth of a hand saw is

know as

7. The process of bending the teeth on a handsaw so the kerf in the wood

will enable the saw blade to run freely is called

8. When using a rip saw, (you must not/you must) exert ,1 lot of pressure on
the saw.

9. The primary use of the saw is for cutting openings ip
gypsum board to install electrical outlets.

10. The saw is often used for making corner joints for molding
and for inside and outside curves.

11. The only hand saw carpenters should use when cutting nails or metal is

the stAw.
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12. When using a tang or paring chisel, (you should/you should not) use a
wooden mallet when you need extra pressure.

13. The type bits ,ed in a rachet brace are known as bits.

14. drills are used to drill holes 1/4 inch or less in
di ameter.

15. If the blade on a pocket tape becomes dirty or wet, it should be wiped

clean with

a. Emory cloth

b. Machi ne ni

c. WU-4U

d. None of the above

lb. The is an invaluable tool for carpenters. Some of its uses
are: (1) checking squareness of materials; (2) laying out rafters, and
(3) laying out stairs,

17.

The is a very useful tool. It's primary use is layout
lines for roof shingles.

18. The chisel can be useG both with hand pressure or with a
mallet.

19. c1amps can be opened to hold materials from 3 to 10
Wales thick. When using this clamp, you do not need to use pieces of
scrap to protect the material being clamped.

20. have a two-position jaw pivot and are used as a
gripping or holding tool, for bending wire, and for removing nails too
small to remove with a claw-hammer.
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Identify each of the Following illustrated tools by writing the name and
use of each in the blank spaces provided.

21. a.

I

1.1" 111441.

VI% I

square b. Use

13''''';''' itil '"'" '1(7' '' li"I'

11.0.11,1 2161.1.1.

22, a. plane b. Use

23, a. chisel b. Use
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24. a.

25. a.

saw b. Use

hammer b. Use



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-7b

PROJECT OR TASK: Clean and Lubricate Hand tools/Machines

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, materials, hand tools, and machines, clean and
lubricate the hand tools/machines as necessary with no more than two
instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-7b.

2. Two instructor assists will be available for this progress check.

3. Your instructor will provide you with all tools, machines, and cleaning
and lubricating materials required for completing this progress check.

4. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
I for this performance evaluation.

5. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

6. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

,
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MISSION I (Performance)

Using the procedures given below, clean and lubricate a set of hand tools
and machines.

1. Check to ensure that your team has the following items:

a. 1 handsaw

b. 1 framing square

c. 1 handscrew clamp

d. 1 chisel

e. 1 clean rag per group member

f. 1 can of machine oil

g. 1 can of linseed oil

h. 1 sheet of fine eniory cloth

i. cleaning brush

2. Check your equipment for the following:

a. Dirt and debris on the tools/machines

b. Moving parts operate freely or without binding

c. Rust on the tools/machines

3. Clean the tools as necessary following these procedures:

a. If rust is present:

(1) Put several drops of oil on the rusted area

(2) Rub the area with the fine emory cloth until the rust is gone

(3) When removing rust fran a saw or chisel, take care not to cut
yourself on the sharp areas of the tool

(4) Follow cleaning procedures given under item 3b.

b. Cleaning procedures for metal parts of tools/machines:

(1) Apply a few drops of oil to a small area of the tool/machines.

(2) Rub oiled area with a rag until the area is clean and the oil is
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(3) If the area is not clean, repeat steps (1) and (2) until the
area is clean.

(4) Go to another area and repeat steps (1), (2), and (3) until the
tool is clean.

c. Cleaning and/or preserving procedures for wooden parts of tools and
wooden tool handles:

(1) Apply small amount (a few drops) or linseed oil to a clean rag

(2) Rub oil into the wooden portion of the tool.

(3) Using a clean rag, wipe excess oil from the tool.

4. Lubricate moving parts of handtools, machines as needed, using the
following procedures:

(1) Check the tool/machine to see if moving parts operate freely and
without binding.

(2) Check tool/machine for rust. If rust is present, oil the rusted
area and brush the area with the brush issued to your group.

(3) Wipe tte area with a clean rag.

(4) If rust is still presert, repeat steps (2) and (3) until the rust is
gone.

(5) Wipe excess oil from the tool.

(6) Repeat step (1). If tool/machine is not operating properly, repeat
steps 2 through 5 until the tool operates Freely and without
binding.

5. Recheck all tools/machines to ensure they are clean and properly
lubricated.

6. Ask your instructor to inspect your tools/machines.

7. After your tools have passed inspection, store the tools and materials
and clean the area.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-7c

PROJECT OR TASK: Shape and Sharpen Hand tools

OBJECTIVE:

Given hand tools, procedures, equipment and working as a member of a team
shape and sharpen the hand tools, IAW procedures with no more than three
i nstructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Thi s is Progress Check I-7c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, -ou will
be observed while serving at least one active position and will
evaluated in at least TWO meaningful tasks associated with the active.
Observing or reading a maintenance document does not fulfill t'
ohl igati on.

4. Three instructor assists will be available for this progress check.
Your instructor will provide you with all tools and cleaning and

5. lubricating materials required for completing this progress check.

You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
6. I for this performance evaluation.

Your instructor will grade your perfomance and the completed task using
7. ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and

"U" for unsatisfactory.

Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member that could result in personal irdury or
8. equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

Return the completed progress check to your instructor progress checks
9. are CUNTROLLED ITEMS.

7-3
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MISSION I (Performance)

Using the procedures given below and tools, materials, and equipment
provided, sharpen the tools.

1. Check to ensure your team has the following items:

a. 1 chisel or plane iron per student.

b. 2 oil stones per grAp.

c. 1 felt-tip marking pen per group.

d. 1 trysquare per group.

e. 1 can of oil per group.

f. 1 clean rag per student.

g. 1 pair goggles per student.

h. 1 handscrew clamp per student.

i. 1 piece scrap wood per team.

2. Shape chisels and plane iron blades as required using the following
procedures:

a. check squareness of bevel with trysquare.

b. check for nicks on blade.

c. with bevel down, use felt-tip pen and trysquare to mark the line you
want to grind to.

d. put on goggles.

e. ask instructor to demonstrate using the grinding wheel.

f. following procedures demonstrated by the instructor, use the grinding
wheel to shape your plane iron blades and chisels.

g. ask your instructor to check your plane iron blades and chisels for
nicks and alignment of bevels.

3. Sharpen chisels and plane irons using the following procedures:

a. clamp the oil stone to table using bench clamp or handscrew clamp.

b. clean the oil stone by pouring oil over the stone and wiping the oil
off with a rag until the stone is free of impurities.

7-3.1
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c. Pour oil over the stone

d. Place plane iron blade or chisel on the stone in the following
manner:

(1) bevel down toward the stone.

(2) iron or chisel parallel to the stone.

(3) bevel flush with the stone.

(4) hold the chisel with one hand on the handle and the other hand
applying pressure to the back (top side) of the blade.

(5) hold the plane iron with one hand at the end opposite the
cutting edge and the other hand on the back (top side) of the
blade.

e. Sharpen the blade by:

(1) using the entire surface of the stone. Some people prefer to
use a figure 8 pattern.

(2) keep your arms and wrists stiff and move the blade across the
stone by rocking your body back and forth on your feet.

(3) continue step (2) until a burr appears on top of the cutting
edge.

(4) turn the chisel or plane iron over with the backside flat on the
stone and drag the cutting edge across the stone and toward you
until the burr disappears.

(5) test the sharpness of the chisel or plane iron blade on the
scrap wood. KEEP BOTH HANDS ON THE CHISEL OR PLANE IRON BLADE.
Clamp the wood, if necessary. DO NOT TEST THE sharpness of
either tool with your fingers, skin, or on someone else's body.

(6) if the tools are sharp, ask your instructor to inspect them. If

they are not sharp, repeat steps (1) through (5) until the tools
are sharp.

4. After your instructor has inspected your tools and ascertained that they
are sharp, store the tools and sharpening equipment properly and clean
your work area.

7-3.2
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COURSL: J3AB1th5230 000

PC: 1-8a

PROJECT OR TASK: OPSEC Vulnerabilities - AFSC 552X0

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the OPSEC vulnerabilities of AFSC
552X0, by completing the statements. Three of five responses must be correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-8a.

2. You must work individually and without instructor assistance while
completing this progress check.

3. YOu must complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference material.

4. You must provide correct responses to 3 of 5 items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. Return the progress check to your instructor after the review. Progress
checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION 1

(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements pertaining to OPSEC vulnerabilities of
AFSC 552X0.

1. OPSEC was first used in the War.

2. Priority is the highest OPSEC priority.

3. You are assigned a task in an aircraft hangar in an alert facility. You
observe a duty roster of the alert crew. You return to your shop and
discuss the construction work you are doing at the hangar with you
supervisor. This (does/does not) violate OPSEC procedure.

8-1
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4. The security system we use is made by an order of

5. When you find out about a possible or an actual enemy event, you should

sound thfa alarm by shouting three times.



CONSTRUCTION USING HAND TOOLS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I-9a

PROJECT OR TASK: Use Hand tools

OBJECTIVE:

Given a task and construction materials and working as a member of a teem
select and use the hand tools to complete the task with no more than four
instructor assists. Hand tools must be used correctly and finished project
must be within 1/8" of square and within 1/8" of dimensions shown on student's
rough plan. All joints must fit tightly.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-9a. It will be completed concurrently with PC
I-9b.

2. You must use the criteria outlined below to complete this progress check.

3. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

4. As a member of the tean, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you will
be observed while serving at least TWO active positions, and you will be
evaluated in at least TWO meaningful tasks associated with the objective.
Observing or reading a maintenance document does not fulfill this
obligation.

5. The instructor will grade you using ATC Form 98, Student Progress
Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

6. Four instructor assists will be available for this progress check.

7. Your instructor will provide you with all materials needed for completing
this progress check.

8. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in MISSION I for this
performance evaluation.

9. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

10. Return the completed progress check to your instnictor progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

9-1
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MISSION I (Performance)

Using the task outlined below, materials, hand tools, and working as a
member of a team, use the hand tools to accomplish the task.

TASK: Select and use hand tools to construct a small project. You may choose
what you want to build, provided it satisfies the criteria listed bilow and is
approved by your instructor.

CRITERIA:

1. The project must contain two of the following three joints: (1) Dado
(2) Rabbet (3) Groove

2. You must draw a rough plan of the project giving dimensions,
materials to be used, and other information which will allcw your
instructor to evaluate the finished project.

3. You must use both nails and glue in constructing your project.

4. Your project must be finish sanded and have the nails set and the
nail holes concealed with wood putty.

5. The completed project must be within 1/8" of square and measure to
within 1/8" of the dimensions shown on your rough plan.

6. All joints in the project must fit tightly and be smooth and within
1/8" of square.

266
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COURSE: J3A13R55230 000

PC: I-9b

PROJECT OR TASK: Hand tool Safety

OBJECTIVE:

Given construction tools and equipment, a task and working as a member of
a team select the required materials to complete the assigned task. All
safety precautions pertaining to use of ladders, lifting and handling of
materials will be observed.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check I-9b. I

2. Your instructor will assign you
progress check.

t will be completed concurrently with PC

3. As a member of a team, you must
be observed while serving at le
evaluated in at least TWO meani
Observing or reading a maintena
obligation.

to a team for the completion of this

work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you will
ast TWO active positions, and you will be
ngful tasks associated with the objective.
nce document does not fulfill this

4. No instructor assists will be available for this progress check.

5. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in this performance evaluation.
You must observe all safety precautions.

6. Your instructor will grade this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. After completing this progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are controlled items.

MISSION I (Perfo'mance)

You are to exercise safety precautions while using construction tools and
while handling and storing lumber. Your instructor will be observing your
performance as you:

1. Follow safety precautions while selecting and handling handtools.

9-2
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2. Follow safety precautions while using/maintaining hand tools.

3. Follow safety precautions while handling and storing lumber.

4. Follow safety precautions while lifting heavy and/or cumbersome loads.

5. Follow safety precautions while using ladders.
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Purpose of Study Guide

This study guide (SG) is designed to guide you through your study
assignment in the most logical sequence for easy understanding and to provide
you with practical exercises or work in conjunction with each study
assignment. Complete each exercise or work assignment in the sequence given
and it will aid you in understanding and retaining the key points in each
assignment.

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the
close of each training day and the assignment wili be checked the following
day prior to the days lesson. Questions will be addressed at that time.
Directed Study measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion
Objective's Progress Check.

Study Guide J3ABR55230 000-II

Contents

Unit Title Page

1 Selecting and Cutting Materials For 1-1
Cabinet Construction

2 Cabinet Assembly

3 Surface Sanding

4 Laminated Plastic

2-1
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4-1

Supersedes SG J3A3R55230 000, December 1985.
(Copies of supersedai pulications may not be used.)
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR552,30 000-11-1
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SELECTING AND CUTTING MATERIALS FOR CABINET CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVES:

a. Given power tools, materials, equipment and working as a member of a
team exercise safety precautions while operating electrically powered tools
and equipment.

b. Given procedures, a cabinet plan, power tools, equipment, materials
and working as a member of a team cut materials to within + 1/16" of
specifications with no more than five instructor assists. tutting must be
accomplished in sequence using the correct power tool for each cutting task.

INTRODUCTION

Stationary power tools are usually fastened to the floor of a shop or
mounted on the top of a work bench. When using power equipment, you must
concentrate only upon operating that machine and follow the manufacturer's
operating instructions. You should make all adjustments to any equipment
prior to turning on or activating the equipment's power source. Be sure to
use all guards and wear the safety equipment required for the tool you are
using. Always know what you are going to do and what a specific tool will do
before you attempt to use it. (CAUTION: You should never attempt to use any
power equipment unitl your trainer or supervisor has certified you are
qualified to use it.)

1-1
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INFORMATION

STATIONARY POWER TOOLS

Radial Arm Saw

A radial arm saw is shown in figure 1. The motor and arbor of a radial
arm saw pivot in a yoke assembly and can be turned in any direction. A swivel

lock holds the saw motor in the desired position. The yoke slides back and
forth along the carriage on the arm of the radial arm saw. The carriage can

also be swung in any direction. These features make the radial arm saw
adaptable to almost any type of cutting.

To crosscut, (see figure 2), or make cuts across the grain of the stock,
the material is held rigidly on the table against the fence and the rotating

saw blade is pulled through it. For ripping, the motor of the radial arm saw
is rotated in the yoke so that the blade, or the line of cut, is parallel to

the front edge of the fence. The material being cut is moved along the table
and is fed into the blade for ripping. Here, the motor position is stationary
and the material is moved, much the same as a table saw.

Figure 1. Radial Arm Saw

1-2
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Figure 1. Radial Arm Saw

Co

Figure 2. Cutting Material With a Radial Arm Saw

Surface Planer

Surface planers are either single or double surfacers. A single-surface

planer, surfaces only the upper face of the material on one pass through the

machine. Double surfacers can surface both faces of material at the same

time, or on one pass of the material through the machine. But most planers in

Air Force carpentry shops are single-surface type planers.

A single-surface planer is illustrated in figure 3. The cutterhead of

the surfacer is similar to the one used on the jointer. The main parts of a

surfacer are the table, the rollers, and the cutter assembly (see figure 4.)

The table has three parts: an infeed table, a center table, and an

outfeed table. There are two sets of rollers: an upper and lower infeed

roller set and an upper and lower outfeed set. The upper outfeed roller is

smooth-surfaced and pulls the material out of the machine. Both of these

rollers are gclred to the same speed to produce a smooth and continuous

movement of the material through the machine. The lower infeed roller is

positioned between the infeed and center tables. The lower outfeed roller is

similarly located between the center table of the outfeed table. The position

of the top rolling surface of each of the lower rollers is slightly above the

table surfaces to allow the material to move across the tables without binding

or creating excess drag friction. The cutterhead is located in the machine

assembly directly above the center table.
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The surface planer alone, cannot remove warp from a piece of material.
The pressure exerted by the rollers will temporarily straighten out a warped
piece as it passes through the machine; but a warped piece that goes into the
machine comes out still warped. This is not a defect in the machine.
Surfacers are designed for surfacing only and not for trueing warped stock.
If a true plane surface is desired, one face of the warped stock must be trued
on the jointer before the piece is fed through the surfacer. If the face that
goes down, when fed through the surfacer is true, the machine will then plane
the upper face of the material true.

Jointer

The jointer, shown in figure 5, is a machine for power-plane stock on
faces, edges, and ends. The planing is done by a revolving cutterhead,
equipped with two or more knives, as shown in figure 6. Setscrews in the
cutterhead are used to force the throat piece against the blades in the
jointer and to hold the blades in position. Loosening the setscrews releases
the blades for removal. The size of a jointer is designated by the length in
inches of the knives. Sizes of jointers range from 4 inches to 36 inches.

You must periodically check the level of the jointer outfeed table, as
shown in figure 7, to ensure that the surface of the outfeed table is exactly
even with the highest point reached by the blades. If the outfeed table is
too high, the cut will become progressively more shallow as the piece is fed
across the jointer. If the outfeed table is too low, the piece will drop
downward as its end leaves the infeed table, and the cut for the last inch or
so will be too deep.
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Figure 3. Parts of a Surface Planer

INFEED TABLE

SPEED CONTROL
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Figure 4. Surface Planer Operation
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Figure 5. Parts of a Jointer

CUTTERHEAD

Figure 6. Jointer Operation

1-6

Figure 7. Check Blade Height of
a 3-Blade Jointer With
a Wooden Straight Edge
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Table Saws

A tilt-arbor table saw is shown in figure a. It is called a tilt arbor
because when you tilt the hlade for cutting bevels, you tilt the arbol only.
The table, or bench as it is often called, remains level. On earlier types 0
table saws, the blade and arbor remained in a fixed position and the table was
tilted. A tilted table is dangerous in many ways, especially when heavy stock
must be pushed across it, so most modern bench saws are of the tilt-arbor
type.

For ordinary ripping or crosscutting, the distance the saw blade should
extend above the table top is 1/8 to 1/4 inch plus the thickness of the piece
that is to be sawed. The vertical position of the saw blade is controlled by
the. depth-of-cut handwheel shown in figure 9. The angle of the saw blade is
controlled by the tilt handwheel, usually located on the side of saw base.
You must keep the guard covering the blades in place, except when its removal
is absolutely necessary.

Band Saw

While the band saw is designed primarily for making curved cuts, it can
also be used for straight cutting. Unlike the circular saws, the band saw is
frequently used for freehand cutting. The band saw has two large wheels on
which a conh'inuous narrow saw blade or band turns, just as a belt is turned on
pulleys. The lower wheel located just below the saw table is connected
directly to the motor and serves as the drive wheel. The upper wheel, called
the idler wheel, is located above the saw table.

The saw blade is guided and kept in lila by two sets of blade guides as
shown in ftgure 10. One fixed set is located below the table and one set,
with a vertical sliding adjustment, is located above the table. The alignment
of the blade is adjusted by a mechanism on the back side of the upper (ialer)
wheel. Tensioning of the blade (tightening and loosening) is provided by
another adjustment located just behind the upper (idler) wheel as shown in
figure 11.

The major components of a band saw are the wheels (drive and idler),
table, guides, guide post, guards, and the blade or band.

The size of a band saw is determined by the diameter of its wheels.
Common sizes of a band saw range in even numbers from 14 inches through 48
inches. The 14-inch size is the smallest practical band saw. With the
exception of the capacity, all band saws are much alike in maintenance,
operation, and ajustment. A typical band saw is illustrated in figure 12.

Jig Saw

A jig saw (also called a scroll saw), (see figure 13), performs many of
the same functions as a band saw, but is usually capable of cutting more
intricate curves. Instead of a flexible band type blade, the jig saw has a
short, straight, rigid blade, such as the type shown in figure 14, which is
moved up and down by a power mechanism.

1-7
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The major components of a jig saw are the table, guide, blade, and motor.
Other components include the base and the driving and tension mechanisms.

One advantage of the jig saw over the band saw, is that it can be used to
cut internal curves, as well as external curves on thin flat stock. To cut
internal curves, you can insert the blade through a small hole bored in the
material as shown in figure 15. Push the material into the saw blade and make
the cut. You can remove the blade from the machine and remove the material
from around the table.

Maintenance

The most important factors in the care and maintenance of power saws are
the proper lubrication of all moving parts and the proper conditioning of the
saw blade. A saw blade that is dull or has teeth incorrectly shaped or
improperly set will "labor" in the wood. This places an excessive strain on
the saw's driving mechanism.

TABLE

CUTOFF OR
MITER GAGE

BLADE GUARD

RIPPING FENCE

Figure 8. Table Saw
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411

Figure 11. Blade Tension-
Adjustment Handle
on a Band Saw
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Figure 12. Parts of Band Saw
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Saber Saw

A saber saw, as shown in figure 16, is used primarily for light work and
may be used to make straight cuts or bevel cuts. Different types of blades
are available with teeth ranging from 6 to 12 teeth per inch for cutting wood.
The saber saw blade cuts on the upward stroke and splintering of the material
does occur on the side being cut, so you must consider this factor before
cutting. There are many different types of saber saws and each varies on
blade installation and saw design, so you should refer to the manufacturers'
manual for information on changing saw blades.

To use a saber saw, you must make certain that the saw is grounded and
you should wear eye protection when cutting. The toe or front of the saw base
is placed firmly on the material before starting the cut. Turn on the saw
before the blade comes into contact with the material and start the cut by
moving the saw forward slowly, holding the base of the saw flat and firmly
upon the material that you are cutting. You can cut openings in material by
first drilling a starting (pilot) hole in the piece of material that is to be
discarded, or make a "PLUNGE CUT"; this is performed by placing the front end
of the saber saw base down on the work, turning on the motor and then slowly
lowering the moving blade down into the cut. When plunge cutting, as shown in
figure 16-a, do not attempt to cut curves that are so sharp your blade becomes
twisted and breaks.

The major components of a saber saw are the handle, base, blade, and
guide knob. Other components include the housing, blade screw, and cord
strain reliever.

ON/OFF SWITCH

HANDLE*

CORD STRAIN
RELIEVER

Cuide Knob*

-**-----TILTING BASE*

Figure 16. Parts of a Saber Saw
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Figure 16-a. Starting A Pocket (Plunge) Cut

Drill Press

The drill press shown in figure 17 was originally developed for metal
work. However, many woodworking and carpentry shops do have a drill press.
The main parts of the machine are a polished steel tubular column that is
fastened to a machined cast-iron base, a table for holding the work, and a
head assembly located near the top of the column. The head assembly contains
the drill spindle and the motor. The motor drives the spindle through a
step-pullPy and a belt arrangement, which allows the operator to select any
one of four different speeds. The head assembly also includes belt guard!i, a
feed lever, an adjustable-depth scale, and the chuck on the end of the
spindle. You can position the entire head assembly and lock it in place
anywheee along the upper end of the column. The table can also be positioned
at any desired height on the column, or it can be removed, or be turned to one
side to allow the machine base to be used as a working surface.

The major components of a drill press are the column, table, base or
lower table, and the head assembly.

1-13
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Attachments are available drill presses. Besides drilling holes, the
drill press can be equipped with standard routing bits and can be used for
inlay or routing work. A shaper hec.d can also be adapted to some drill
presses for light shaping operz.'ions. When the drill press is used for either
routing or shaping, the belt shcule 1: positioned on the step-pulleys to
obtain the maximum spindle speed.

Another drill press attachment is the hollow-chisri mortising attachment,
shown in figure 18. The attachment consists primarily of a yoke that is
attached to the head assembly of the drill press. The hollow chisel is
inserted into the yoke. The bit is placed into the hollow chisel and into the
chuck of the drill press. When using a drill press as a mortiser, position
the belt on the step-pulleys to obtain the minimum spindle speed.

When the drill press is used for straight boring or drilling holes in
wood, a power-driven drill always uses a twist drill bit. You should never
attempt to use an auger bit in a drill press. The most important care and
maintenance factors for a drill press are proper lubrication of moving parts
and the use of properly conditioned and sharpened twist drill bits.

Mortiser

The cutting mechanism on a hollow-chisel mortising machine is a boring
bit, which is encased in a square, hollow steel chisel as shown in figure 19.
The bit is similar to a standard wood auger bit from which the starting screw
has been removed from the tip of the blade. A slot machined into one side of
the square chisel allows the cutting waste to discharge as the bit rotates
inside the chisel. As the mechanism presses into the wood, the bit takes out
most of the waste while the chisel cuts the sides of the mortise square.

The major components of a mortiser are the chisel, bit, table, foot
control, fence, head assembly, and adjusting wheels.

1-14
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Figure 18. A Mortising Attachment Fastened to a Drill Press

H OLLOW
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0440°°.

-BIT

Figi ^e 19. Mortiser Hollow Steel Chisel and Bit
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Figure 20. Mortising Machine

Mortising Machines

Mortising machines are constructed on a heavy cast frame that rests on
the floor. The power unit and the hollow-chisel mechanism are located at eye
level near the top of the machine. A table ane fence to support the material
being worked, are at a convenient working height on the machine frame (see
Figure 20). Once the height of the table has been set, you can move the table
back and forth laterally with a handwheel located on the front of the machine.
A foot-operated pedal lowers and raises the hollow-chisel mechanism during the
cutting operation. Adjusting the height of the table controls the depth of
the cut on a mortiser.

Insert the shank of the bit up and through the hollow chisel and into the
spindle. Turn the flat side on the shank of the bit so that the spindle
setscrew mates properly to hold the bit securely. Before tightening the set
screw, adjust the bit either upward or downward through the hollow chisel to a
point where the cutting lips on the bit project at least 1/16 inch,
preferrably 1/8 inch, below the cutting edges of the chisel. You need this
clearance to prevent excessive heat buildup during the cutting operation.
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Shaper

The shaper (shown in figure 21) is designed primarily for cutting
ornamental edges. The main parts of the shaper are a table which has a
removable throat at its center through which a spindle projects, a supporting
floor base, adjustable guards and fences, and an assortment of collars and
cutting knives. The spindle projects vertically througn the throat and is
usually belt-driven. The speed on floor model shapers is quite high. The
speed of the spindle on medium size shaper varies from 5,000 to 10,000 rpm.

Two basic types of cutters are used on shapers. One is a three-wing,
solid-collar type, and the other is a flat-knife, grooved-collar assembly. A
three-wing cutter fits over the shaper spindle. Flat-knife cutters are
assembled in matched pairs between grooved collars that fit over the spindle.

A hexagonal spindle nut holds the cutters in place on the spindle. A
second nut is tightened against the spindle nut and serves as a safety lock.
Be very careful when you are placing knives in the grooved collars to avoid
unequal pressures or projection of the cutting edges. If the collars exert
more pressure on one knife than the other, the knives can work loose -hen the
machine is started or running. If one knife extends even slightly farther
beyond the other, the assembly will be unbalanced and vibrate. Keep all
cutters and knives sharp to insure quality work.

Maintenance

The two most important factors in the care and maintenance of a jointer,
surfacer, or shaper is the proper lubrication of all moving parts and the
proper sharpening and adjustment of the knives and cutters. Dull knives and
cutters deteriorate the machinery by causing the machinery to "labor" and to
"chatter" or vibrate.

Portable Power Saw

Portable electric power saws reduce the amount of manual 13bor required
to complete a project. When using power saws, concentrate on what you're
doing when operating the tool and follow the manufacturer's recommended
)piating instructions. Make all adjustments to the tool prior to piugginy in
the cord. Use all guards when possible, and wear approved eye protection.

The tool, shown in figure 22, is probably the most often used of portable
power tools. A portable circular saw is used primarily for rough work, such
as in the erection of building framework ar wooden concrete form erection. A
portable circular saw size, is determined by the diameter of the blade, with
blade sizes ranging from 4 1/4 to 12 inches. The portable saw can be used for
cabinet construction when normal shop equipm2nt is not available. Normally,
you will find a 7 1/4 or 7 1/2 inch saw in most carpentry sectiens Either of
these saws is capable of cutting 2-inch depths by raising or 1( the
motor on the saw's base. Make sure that you tighten the depth ,astment knob
before using the tool. The base of a circular saw can be tilted using the
tilt adjustment, alwing you to cut bevels as shown in fioure 23.

1-18
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Figure 21. Parts of a Shaper
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When ripping, as shown in figure 24, you should use the rip guide or rip
fence to obtain straight cuts. Always be sure that when ripping or
crosscutting, to adjust the saws depth of cut to the thickness of the material
being cut plus 1/8 inch. This will allow the saw blade to cut all the way
through the material and could help prevent a serious injury.

Material that is to be cut with a circular saw, must be supported or
fastened, so that it will not slip or move during the cutting operation. You
should start the saw by placing the front portion of the saw (bas) on the
material that is to be cut and by gripping firmly the handle and knob located
on the front of the saw, then press the trigger switch. (NOTE: Be sure to
keep the saw blade a short distance back from the edge of the material when
starting the saw to prevent the saw from "kicking-back" on the edge of the
material.)

IKTRACTING
KNOB FOR
LOWER BLADE
GUAR

UPPER
BLADE
GUARD

TRIGGER SWITCH

MOTOR

WNW HANDLE
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BLADE
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( REAR) LOC It
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WCKING
WASHER AND
14OLT

UpWER
BLADE
GUARD

BLADE RIP
1'11NC(

Yb -011111

Fig, 22. Parts ot a Portable Circular Saw
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ANGLE OR IAITER CUTS

Figure 23. Using a Portable
Circular Saw to
Cut Angles or
Miters

Figure 24. Using a Portable
Circular Saw to
"Rip" Material

Figure 25. Crosscutting With a Portable Circular Saw

When pressing the trigger switch, most circular saws tend to jerk, but
then operate smoothly as the blade speed increases. This statement is not
intended to frighten you, but since this does happen, it will help prepare you
for your first encounter with a circular saw. Upon pressing the trigger
switch (figure 25), allow the saw motor to reach full speed, then force the
saw slowly into the stock. If you are cutting off a long piece of material,
the piece that is being cut off must be supported by a helper. The helper
must support the piece and prevent it from moving or dropping, which closes
the cut and will bind the saw blade.
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SCAMARY

Power equipment is a valuable asset to the craftsman in the construction
of cabinets and in other carpentry work when operated by trained personnel

following all outlined safety procedures.
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3//0 rechnicai Training Group SG d3A141-thb230 000-11-2
Sheppard Air lorce Base, lexas

CABINET ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE

a. Given procedures, tools, previously cut lumber, cabinet plan,
materials and working as a member of a team, assemble a cabinet with no more
than three instructor assists. Cabinet joints must he tight, square and with-
in + 1/16" of true.

INTRODUCTION

You have learned to use power tools to cut your materials for your
cabinet. You have learned the basic types of cabinet construction. Now you
will assembly the cabinet you have cut.

INSTRUCTION

Read the following information in the text, Modern Woodworking:

Furniture and Cabinet Work, Unit 18, pages 281-304.

INFORMATION

Cabinet Assembly

A good cabinet builder is the artist of the carpentry career field. The
cabinet builder must have patience and must work to exact measurements.
Although the Air Force does not ordinarily build furniture, there will be
times when you must build cabinets, bins, or bookcases. This exercise will
introduce you to the basics you will need to do the job.

Before assemblying your cabinet, assemble the cabinet dry (without glue
or nails). Check to see that all joints are clean and fit properly. Ensure
that your cabinet is square. If your cutting was precisely accomplished in
compliance with your cabinet plan, you should have no problem. If you do see
that you have problems, now is the time to ask for assistance in making
adjustments.

The cabinet you are building will be assembled with nails and glue. You

will need clamps to hold your cabinet together while the glue sets. If you

are using bar or pipe clamps, put scrap stock between the ciamps and the

cabinet.
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When assembling a cabinet, the glue holds tne cabinet toyer, LO NOr
OVERNAIL. Good construction practice in building a bookcase or cabinet would
be to nail into the frame under the shelves. DO NOT NAIL INTO THE TOP OF YOUR
SHELVES OR CABINET. This shows a lack of craftsmanship or a lack of pride in
your work. You will be using brads and finish nails as prescribed by your
cabinet plan. The nails must be set. When nailing, do not drive your nails
home (all the way in) as you would in framing a house. Nail almost to the
surface of your cabinet and then use a nail set to finish nailing and setting
the nail. This will prevent hammer damage (DIMPLING) to your cabinet. When
filling your nail hole, use care not to get putty on any more of the cabinet
surface than necessary. Should you decide to stain the cabinet, the stain
will not work properly anywhere it comes in contact with the putty.

At times your cabinet plan might call for assembling your cabinet with
dowel joints or mortise and tenon joints. To enable you to construct these
joints, we are now going to teach you how to make dowel joints with the drill
press and how to use the mortise machine for constructing mortise and tenon
joints.

Types of Cabinet Construction

Before you start constructing a cabinet, become familiar with all of the
building details and prepare a bill of materials. As you study your drawing,
you will find that the article to be constructed can be classified as
belonging to one of three forms of cabinet construction - frame, stool or box.

Regardless of the cabinets you make, use one of these three general forms
or a combination of them. Why? Because these three forms serve as the basis
for all cabinet construction and can be adapted to fit any design. However,
you must use special methods where you desire intricate shapes.

Frame Construction

Frame construction consists of a grooved frame and a panel that fits into
t-le groove. The framework crios strength, because the grain of the wood runs
lengthwise in both length and width. Frame constrt!rin is highly desirable,
because it overcorn c3!:. shrirg c. anrl expansion and 3 ven' .t-.- rinure 2-1
illustrate, a siolplo t;72 :7Le construction. Various

sten the frdr-,'. together.

Stool Construction

As shown in figure 2-2, stool construction may be regarded as tour frames
assembled together to form a rectangle or square. It is used for tables,
chairs, stands, ana many types of cabinets. Mortise and tenon joints and
dowel joints work well in stool construction. When fitting this type of
construction with a top (for example, a table top), do not secure the top with
glue, because wood shrinks across its width and the top must be able to give
with the shrinking and expanding process. Figure 2-3 illustrates how a table
too is Fecured in stool construction. If the rails and top shrink or expand,
then the top can move without splitting.

2-2
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Box Construction

Box construction is used for articles made from solid wood, such as
chests of drawers, cupboards, and bookcases. Any item built without a
framework comes under the heading box construction. Figure 2-4 illustrates
one type of box construction. When using the box construction method, use
rabbet, butt, miter, or dovetail joints.

PANEL FREE
TO SHRINK

STRENGTH IN BOTH LENGTH
.AND WIDTH OF FRAME

RAILS

Figure 2-1. Frame Construction Figure 2-2. Stool-Type Con-
struction

Figure 2-3. Securing Tops
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Ca:)inet Doors

Doors used on cabinets are classified as rabbeted, flush and paneled.

Rabbet doors are commonly found on kitchen cabinets. A rabbeted door is
constructed by cutting the door material 3/4" larger than the opening, across
the length and width, so that the joint will not show. The edges that bear
surface at the top and sides of the cabinet receive a 3/8" rabbet. Figure 2-5
displays a door with only 3 sides rabbeted; other styles require ra5beting on
all four sides. Door material commonly consists of 3/4" plywood but may be
constructed of common lumber.

Flush doors for most cabinet are solid and are cut to allow a 1/6"
clearance on all sides. They are installed with their face flush with the
cabinet facing and care should be taken during installation to ensure all
hinges are properly aligned.

Paneled doors are commonly a surface-mounted door, but may be rabbeted.
Construction instruction includes rails, stiles, and a panel. The rails and
stiles are assembled with mortise and tenon joints, and the panel is installed
in a groove. Figure 2-6.

Household Cabinets

Construction of residential cabinets may include any of the above types
of doors. The cabinets are commonly constructed with 3/4" plywood sides,
facing consisting of stiles, rails and mullions, a hanging strip to secure the
cabinet to the wall, and a 5/8" or 3/4" laminate covered top. Base (floor)
cabinets should include a toe space at the bottom of the cabinet. Figure 2-7
outlines the basic design used in floor cabinat construction.

1

it
RABBET DOOR

SEEMEE4i3B
Figure 2-5. Cabinet with One

Rabbeted Door in
..ace

2-4

Figure 2-6. Molding on
Panel Door
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Gusset

Stiles

Too Srace

Side Panel

Figure 2-7. Base Cabinet
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SUMMARY

Cabinet assembly is a very delicate operation. You must ensure that all of
the cabinet components are cut to the correct dimensions before permanently
assembling the cabinet. Dry assembly must take place before any gluing or
nailing is accomplished. Ensure that all the joints fit tightly and the cabinet
is within specifications for square. Taking the extra time and effort to ensure
that everything fits before final assembly will help in building a product that
you will be proud of and may save time that you would have co spend cutting new
cabinet components.
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-11-3
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SURFACE SANDING

OBJECTIVE

a. Given procedures, an assembled cabinet, power tools, materials and
working as a member of a team sand a cabinet with no more than two instructor
assists. Surfaces must be smooth and free of scratches and splinters.

INTRODUCTION

Now that you have assembled your cabinet, you are ready to sand it. In

Block I, you learned to sand by hand. Now you will learn to use machines to
sand. We will learn to operate the stationary-disc/belt sander, the portable
belt sander, and the vibrating sander. You will learn whicn sander to use for
specific sanding operations. You will use the sanding machines to sand your
cabinet.

INFORMATION

A disc sander is a revolving, circular metal plate to which a sheet of
abrasive paper has been glued or clamped. Stationary disc sanders are
equipped with an adjustable table to support the work. The table can be
tilted upward or downward for sanding beveled edges, angles, or tapers.
Figure 3-1 shows a combination disc and belt sander.

Finishing Sanders (Portable)

There are two different types of portable finishing sanders: they are
either orbital or oscillating (vibrating). The purpose of either of these two
types of sanders is to remove small amounts of wood or the final sanding of a
project. Figure 3-2 shows the parts of an orbital sander concerned with you
operating the tool. When using an orbital sander, the pad revolves in a
circular pattern. On an oscillating sander, the pad moves forward and
backward in a straight line. Orbital sanders cut faster than the oscillating
sanders and are used as general purpose sanders. Oscillating sanders are used
when a fine finish is desired upon a project.

The major components of a vibrating sander are the housing, handle, paper
clamp, and pad.
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The finishing sander should be started when it is,off the work and moved
back and forth in a pattern following the grain of the material being sanded.
You must avoid the use of excessive pressure to prevent slowing down and
overheating of the sander motor. Excessive pressure also forces the sandpaper
to wear faster than normal and the sand grit cuts the wood's surface, leaving
scratches that will show after finishing. A finishing sander may be used with
either one or both hands.

Abrasive paper or sandpaper is fastened over the pad on the sander to
paper clamps located at the front and rear ends of a sander. Sander pads
usually are designed so that a 9" by 11" sheet of sandpaper can equally be
divided into thirds of a sheet. There are four basic types of abrasive
papers: flint, garnet, silicon carbide, and aluminum oxide. Pages could be
written describing these sandpaper's grading systems, but for easy
identification and selection, if you see a set of low numbers such as 4, 16,
20, 40, or 50 on the back of sandpaper, the sanding surface usually will be
coarse. High numbers such as 90, 400 or 600 indicate a very fine grit on the
abrasive side of the paper. Course grades of abrasive paper are used to
remove marks ar rough edges left during the cutting and finishing of wood
materials. Finishing grades of abrasive papers are used for final sanding,
when removing small amounts of material or by protective coating for cutting
down and rubbing between finish coats.

330
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Figure 3-1. Combination Disc and Belt Sanding Machine
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Figure 3-2. Parts of a Finishing Sander

Belt Sanders (Portable)

The portable belt sander shown in figure 3-3 is designed for the sanding
of flat surfaces such as rough-cut wood, stairs, or furniture. The portable
belt sander consists of two pulleys turning the desired grit of sanding belt
over a padded metal plate on the bottom of the power tools. The portable belt
sander will range from 3 to 4 inches in width and belts that vary in length,
depending upon the different type of machines. (NOTE: Only one length of
belt may be used upon a specific type of belt sander, such as 24-, 26-, or
28-inch lengths.) The sander has two handles that allow tha t;1(,. of both hand-
and aids you in controlling the machine.

The major components of a belt sander are the handles (D-hauale and front
handle), dust bag, tracking knob, and belt.

Material that is to be sanded with a portable belt sander must be clamped
or secured to prevent it from sliding out from under your sander. Once the
material is secured, start the sander, and allow the sander's motor to reach
its maximum speed. The sander should be lowered onto the material, tilted
slightly to the rear. If the sander is lowered from end first, the front
pulley will "dig" the sanding belt into the material. The rear pulley is the
power source for turning the belt and the front pulley is spring loaded. You
mast use the main (rear) handle to control the sander and the front handle to
control the direction of the sander as you move it slowly over the work as

3-4
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shown in figure 3-4. The operator of the sander following a pattern that
matches the grain of the wood. Your sander was designed to serve as the
proper weight placed upon the sanding belt. Extra pressure results in uneven
surfaces, clogged belts, and extra wear on the sander's motor.

To replace a sanding belt, unplug the sander and clean off the excess
dust, then lay the machine on its left side. The front pulley is retracted by
releasing the lever located between the belt and two pulleys. There are many

The new belt is placed upon the pulleys by first examining the inside of the
belt to determine its turning direction. There will be an arrow printed on
the inside of the belt to indicate the belt's turning direction. After
placing the belts on the pulleys, the front pulley lever clamp is released so
that tension is again applied to the belt. Your next step is to support the
sander on the heel of its base as shown in figure 3-5 and begin tracking the
sanding belt. When tracking the sanding belt, you must wear eye protection!
Turn on the sander and adjust the tracking knob located on the left side of
the sander so that when the belt turns, it is so centered on the pulleys of
the sander. When tracking a sanding belt, you should turn the tracking knob
slowly to prevent the moving belt from coming into contact with the body of
the sander. Once the belt is tracked, you can begin sanding.

REAR
*DHANDLE

OUST BAG*

FRONT HANDLE*

TRACTION
WHEEL

glilill111111111111111111111111111111.11

11011110114MUNNilum

BELT TENSION LEVER

ABRASIVE *
BELT

To -oes IDLER
WHEEL

MAJOR COMPONENTS*

Figure 3-3. Parts of a Belt Sander
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Figure 3-4. Following the Wood Grain When Using a Belt Sander

TRACKING
KNOB

i-igure 3-5. Tracking the Sanding Belt
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SUMMARY

Using a power sander to accomplish rough and finish sanding can save the
craftsman many hours of work and also produce a finished surface, provided
they are operated properly. Improper usage of a sander could result in injury
to the operator and produce unsatisfactory surfaces.



3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-11-4
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

LAMINATED PLASTIC

OBJECTIVE

a. Given procedures, a cabinet or bookcase, equipment, materials and
working as a member of a team apply and trim laminated plastics with no more
than four instructor assists. Laminate must be bonded, smooth, flush with the
edges, and beveled.

INTRODUCTION

The use of plastic laminate (Formica) is a common practice in today's
construction. It is used on counter tops and many types of furniture. The
ability to correctly use plastic laminate will greatly increase your abilities
as a skilled craftsman.

INFORMATION

Plastic Laminate

In your job you will probably be required to install laminated plastics
on surfaces, espcially cabinet tops. These plastics are manufactured in
sheets or rolls, ready for use; therefore, the only thing you have to do is
cut and install them. Laminated plastics also come in different lengths,
widths, and thicknesses. To install this material, select the nearest size
sheet or roll to the size you need for your particular job. After you have
selected the correct size materials, be sure that both surfaces to be bonded
are smooth, clean, and dry. Plastics are fastened with contact cement.

Before you open the contact cement container, read the instructions on
the label and follow them scrupulously, because the contents in the container
are extremely flammable. An electrical arc created by a wall switch or
electric motor, for example, could cause a fire or explosion in the presence
oT a flammable vapor. Contact cement is also harmful or fatal if swallowed;
for this reason, you should at all times keep the container closed, and placed
out of reach of children.
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Shake the contact cement in the container vigorously before you use it.
Open the container and spread the contact cement on the back of the laminated
plastic and on the surface to which you are going to apply the plastic. One
full coat is usually enough on nonporous surfaces (back of laminated materials
or metal). Porous surfaces, such as wood or plywood, usually require two
coats. When you use more than one coat of contact cement, allow the cement to
dry thoroughly between coats.

Be sure that you allow the contact cement to dry before you install
(bond) the laminated plastic top. Position the laminate carefully, because no
adjustment is possible after the contact cement films make contact. Use scrap
plastic, thin wood, wrapping paper, or some other material to separate the
contact cement films when you are positioning large pieces of laminated
plastics. Apply pressure immediately and firmly with a 3-inch wide roller or
a rubber faced hammer, working from the center to the edges over the entire
surface. Only momentary pressure is needed, but the more pressure you apply
within the limits of the bonded material, the stronger the bond will be.

Trim the edges of the finished surfaces with a router, as soon as you
have completed the bonding process. You can eliminate any sharp edges
produced by the router with a file.

SUMMARY

The correct application of plastic laminate requires knowledge of the
materials you are working with, and the physical skill of application.
Without these, the hours spent installing the laminate will be wasted ani' more
time will be required to correct the mistakes.

QUESTIONS

1. When installing plastic laminate, a backing sheet is required for any

unsupported area greater than

After the contaze ce.it has dried, what do dull spots in the fir,'
coat indicate?

3. Laminate should be cut about inch larger than the surface
being covered.

4 Answer questions 1-9 at the end of Unit 16, textbook, Modern Woodworking.
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SELECTING AND CUTTING MATERIALS FOR CABINET CONSTRUCTION

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: II-la
PROJECT OR TASK: Operating Power Tools and Equipment

OBJECTIVE:

Given power tools, materials, equipnent, and working as a member of a
tean, exercise safety precautions while operating electrically powered tools
and equipamt.

INSTRUCTIONS:_

1. This is Progress Check

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. You will complete Progress Checks II-la and II-lb concurrently while
working as a team member.

4. /Ns a team member, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER and you will be
observed while serving at least two active positions and evaluated in at
least two nvaningful tasks associated with each objective. Observing or
reading a maintenance document does not fulfill this obligation.

5. Instructor assistance will not be provided for completion of the
PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

6. Use the tools, materials, and equiprrent provided by your instructor to
complete the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

7. Any UNSAFE ACT by a member of a tean, could result in personal iRjury or
equipirerit damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

8. You must fulfill all obligations outlined for this evaluation.

9. Your instructor will grade this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

10. Upon completion of Progress Checks II-la and II-lb, return the progress
checks to your instructor. Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

This Performance Evaluation will be accomplished concurrently with
Progress Check

Observe all safety precautions while completing the task described in
Progress Check II-lb.
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COURSE: J3A8R55230 000

PC: II-lb

PROJECT OR TASK: Selecting and Cutting Materials

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, a cabinet plan, power tools, equipment, materials, and
working as a member of a team, cut materials to within + 1/16" of specifica-
ions with no more than five instructor assists. Cutting must be accomplished
in sequence using the correct power tool for each cutting task.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check II-lb.

2. You must work individually, without instructor assistance, and without
notes or reterence materials to complete the KNOWLEDGE portion of this
progress jaeck.

3. You must provide correct responses to all items on the KNOWLEDGE portion
of this progress check.

4. When you have completed the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check,
return the progress check to your instructor.

5. Your instructor will grade both the KNOWLEDGE and PERFORMANCE portions of
this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using
"S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

6. After grading the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check, your
instructor will assign you to a team for completion of the PERFORMANCE
portion of this progress check.

7. You will complete the PERFORMANCE portions of Progress Checks II-la and
II-lb concurrently while working as a team member.

8. As a team member, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER and wiL
observed while serving at least two active positions and .,2va1uated in at
least two meaningful tasks associated with each objective. Observing or
reading a maintenance document does not fulfill this obligation.

9. Five instructor assists will be available during the PERFORMANCE portion
of this progress check.

10. Use the tools, materials, and equipment provided by your instructor to
complete the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

11. You must fulfill all obligations outlined for performance evaluation.
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12. Upon canpletion of the PERFORMANCE portions of Progress Checks II-la
and II-lb return the progress checks to your instructor. Progress Checks
are controlled itans.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements involving the use of power tools when
cutting cabinet materials.

1. The dado cut is easily accomplished on the jointer- TRUE FALSE (CIRCLE
THE CORRECT ANSWER.

2. The primary purpose of the radial arm saw is

3. The primary purpose of the table saw is

4. When cutting dados, the blade depth should be set to 1/4" above the
stock. TRUE/FALSE (CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER).

5. Warp in a board (cannot/can) be removed by using the surface planer.
CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

(PERFORMANCE)

This perfonnance evaluation wil 1 be accanpli shed concurrently wi th the
performance portion of Progress Check II-la.

Using procedly..es provided and working as a team member, dermnstrate
prof ici ency by cowl etion of the followi ng pe rfo mance exerci se.

1. Obtain cabinet plan from instructor.

2. Read cabi net pl an to determi ne types and dimensions of materials
requi red.

3. Gather material for cabinet.

4. Cut material for cabinet IAW instructions in cabinet plan using power
tools (ensure that you use the correct tool for each task).

5. OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRECPUTIONS.

6. Recheck cut materials to ensure they meet specifications in cabinet plan.

7. Have your i nstructor check your work.

8. Clean work area.

II-1.2
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CABINET ASSEMBLY

COURSE: J3ABR5g130 00G

PC: I1-2a

PROJECT OR TASK: Cabinet Assent) ly

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, tools, previously cut lumber, cabinet plan, materials,
and working as a member of a tean assemble a cabinet with no more than three
instructor assists. Cabinet joints must be tight, square, and within + 1/16"
of true.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check II-2a.

2. You must work indi vi dual ly, wi thout instructor assistance, and wi thou t
notes or reference neterial to complete the KNOWLEDGE portion of this
progress check.

3. You must provide correct responses to all itens on the knooledge portion
this progress check.

4. 1,:len you have completed the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check,
return the progress check to your instructor.

5. Your instructor will grade both the KNOWLEDGE and PERFORMANCE portions of
this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using
"S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

6. After grading the KNNLEDGE portion of this progress check, your
instructor will assign you to a team for completion of the PERFORMANCE
portion of this progress check.

7. As a tear, member, you must work as an AC1WE TEAM MEMBER en' 1

observed while serving at least two active position and evaluated in at
least trio neaningful tasks associated with each objective. Observing or
reading a maintenance docunent does not fulfill this obligation.

8. Three instructor assists will be available during the PERFORMANCE portion
of this progress check.

9. Use the tools, previously cut lumber, materials, and cabinet plan
provided by your instructor to complete the PERFORMANCE portion of this
progress check.

10. You must fulfill all oaligations outlined for performance evaluation.

11. Upon completion of the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check, return
the progress check to your instructor. Progress checks are controlled
tL.
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MISSION I

(KNOWLEDGE)

Fill in the blanks with the correct number from the corresponding
figures.

1. Hanging Strip

2. Gussets

3. Toe Space

4. Mullions

5. Stiles - Cabinet facing



(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures providad and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completion of the following performance exercise.

I. Assemble the cabinet as indicated in the drawing and specification,

2. Before applying glue, ensure all joints are square and properly fitted.

3. Apply glue and clamps.

4. Check squareness of joints.

5. Adjust clamps if needed to obtain squareness.

6. Nail your cabinet ustng nails specified in cabinet plans.

7. Inform your instructor when your project is completed.

8. Clean your work area and store your tools.

1I-2.2
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SURFACE SANDING

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: I I-3a

PROJECT OR TASK : Sandi ng

OBJECTIVE :

Given procedures, an assenbled cabinet, power tools, materials, and
working as a member of a team sand a cabinet with no more than two instructor
assists. Surfaces must be smooth and free of scratches and splinters.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Thi s is Progress Check II-3a.

2. You must work individually and without instructor assistance to complete
the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check.

3. You will complete the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check from
memo ry , using no notes or other reference material.

4. You must provide correct responses to all itens on the KNOWLEDGE portion
of this progress check.

5. Mien you have completed the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check,
return the progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade both the KNOWLEDGE and PERFORMANCE portions of
this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using
"S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return your graded progress check to you for review.

3. After yrading the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check, your
instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of the
PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

9. As a tem member, you must work as an ACTIVE TENI MEMBER and you will be
observed while serving at least two active positions and evaluated in at
least two maningful tasks associated with each objective. Observing or
reading a maintenance document does not fulfill this obligation.

10. Two instructor assists for the PERFORMANCE portion will be available.

11. Use the tools, materials, and equipment provided by your instructor to
complete the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

12. You must ful fil l al 1 obligations outli ned for performance evaluation.

13. Any UNSAFE ACT by a teem lumber could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

14. Upon completion of the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check, return
the progress check to your instructor. Progress checks are CONTROLLED
ITEMS.
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MISSION I

(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements and questions pe-taining to surface
sanding.

I. The portable belt sander is designed to sand surfaces.

2. Belts for the stationary and portable belt sanders have (printed on the

inside) a/an pointing in the direction of travel.

3. When using the portable finish sander extra beyond the
weight of the sander should not be applied.

4. To change the belt on a portable belt sander you must the
electrical cord.

5. When using the portable belt sander the
operator's shoulder.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

should be over the

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completion of the following performance exercise.

I. If necessary, use a rough sander (i.e., portable belt, stationary disk/
belt) to sand areas where large amounts of wood must be removed. Check
your cabinet for squareness and against the dimensions given in cabinet
plan to determine the need for rough sanding. OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRE-
CAUTIONS.

2. Finish sand cabinet using vibrating sander dnd sanding with the grain
whenever possible.

Remove dust from cabinet.

4. Have your instrdctor check your sanded project.

5. Clean work area and store tools.

11-3.1 31.7



LAMINAIW 1'LASI1U

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PC: II-4a

PROJECT OR TASK : Applyi ng Lami nates

OBJECTIVE:

Given
working as
than four i
edges, and

procedures, a cabinet or bookcase, equipment, materials, and
a member of a team apply and trim laminated plastics with no more
nstructor assists. Laminate must be bonded, smooth, flush with the
beveled.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check II-4a.

2. You must work individually and without instructor assistance to conplete
the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check.

3. You must complete the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check from
memory, using no notes or other reference material.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on the KNOWLEDGE portion
of this progress check.

5. You must return the progress check to your instructor upon completion of
the KNOWLEDGE portion of the progress check.

6. Your instructor will grade both the KNOWLEDGE and PERFORMANCE portions of
this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using

for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. After grading the KNOWLEDGE portion of this progress check, your in-
structor will assign you to a team for the completion of the PERFORMANCE
portion of th4s progress check.

8. As a team member, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will be
observed while serving at least two active positions and will be evaluat-
ed in at least two meaningful tasks associated with each objective. Ob-
serving or reading a maintenance document does not fulfill this obliga-
tion.

9. Four instructor assists for the PERFORMANCE portion will be available.

10. You must use the tools, materials, and equipment provided by your in-
structor to complete the PERFORMANCE portion of this progress check.

11. You nust fulfill all obligations outlined for performance evaluation.

12. Upon completion of the PERFORMANCE portion of progress check, return the
progress check to your instructor. Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

II-4
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MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the follcwing statenents.

I. The substance normally used to bond plastic laminate to another surface

i s

2. The safety equipment that must be worn while cutting laminate is

3. Rough cuts for plastic laminates are made 1/8" to 1/4" (larger/smaller)
than the surface to be covered. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

4. Edges of the laminate are trimmed (before/after) mounting. CIRCLE THE
CORRECT ANSWER.

5. Adhesive must be applied according to speci fications.

(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a tem member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following performance exercise.

1. Cut plastic laminate 1/8" to 1/4" larger than the surface you are
covering.

2. Read and apply adhesive according to manufacturer's specifications.

3. Check surfaces for dryness.

4. Apply l ani nate.

5. Trim laminata w ti iouter.

6. Use a file and bevel the sharp edge of the laminate.
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Purpose of the Study Guide

This study guide (SG) is designed to guide you through your study
assignment in the most logical sequence for easy understanding and to provide
you with practical exercises or work in conjunction with each study
assignment. Complete each exercise or work assignment in the sequence given
and it will aid you in understanding and retaining the key points in each
assignment.

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, belore the
close of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following
training day prior to the days lesson. Questions will be addressed at that
time. SG J3ABR55230 000 Directed Study measurement will be included in the
applicable Criterion Objective's Progress Check.

CONTENTS

UNIT TITLE PAGE

1 Foundation and Form Construction 1-1

2 Light Frame Construction 2-1

3 Scaffold Construction 3-1

4 Roof Construction 4-1

5 Sheathing 5-1

6 Roofing, Vents, and Louvers 6-1

7 Trim and Siding 7-1

Supersedes SG J3ABR55230 000-III-1, January 1986
(Superseded copies may not be used)
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4.

3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR5b230 000-III-1

111
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

FOUNDATION AND FORM CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the location, construction,
and erection procedures for forms for slabs, walls, footings, ramps, and steps
by completing the statements.

b. Given procedures, tools, materials, equipment and working as a
member of a team construct a form for a concrete slab with no more than three
instructor assists. The completed form must be within + 1/B" of square and
level.

INTRODUCTION

As an apprentice carpenter, you will learn the importance of a properly
constructed foundation. If the foundation is not constructed correctly the
finished structure could be out of square or unlevel. The construction of a
sound foundation must therefore begin with the proper layout of the building
lines.

INFORMATION

Building Line Layout

General Layout Procedures

Hub stakes are usually set by the surveyor and serve to mark the exact
corner location of a building or structure. They also serve as a reference
for setting up the batter boards. The batter boards are set 4' or more from
each corner of the project. They hold the string lines that determine the
building lines and preserve the corner locations. The string lines or
building lines are attached to the batter boards and form the exact dimensions
of the project. The plumb bob or carpenters level is used to locate the exact
corner for the string lines from the hub stakes. A plumb bob is dropped or
suspended at each hub stake so it barely rests on the nail dri.,en to mark the
exact dimensions. Then the string lines are brought together tc, iurm the
corners. Figure 1 shows the completed layout work. A carpenter level can be
used by placing the end corner on the nail and bringing the strings together
to form the corner.

1-1
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Hub Stake (2x2)

Center
Stringline

Plumb
Bab

-
String Line

Foundatica Wall Line(Cutside)

Batter Board (Ix6)

2x4 Stake (77r)

Figure 1. Completed Layout

ESTABLISHING LAYOUT LINES

After a site is cleared the layout lines need to be established before
any construction can begin. This starts with setting the hub stakes. All the
corners formed by the intersection of the outside surfaces of the foundation
walls should have a hub stake driven. It is best to establish the hub stakes
and layout lines with a transit, but can be done without. This will be
discussed in the following sections.

Squaring

The front stakes of a project are established from measuring out equal
distances from a baseline and then getting the right distance between the two
end stakes. A baseline is the center of a street, a curb, sidewalk, another
building, etc. The back two stakes are then set by using the right triangle
method (6, 8, 10 Method) of squaring (Figure 2). Nails are driven in the
stake tops once the exact dimension is achieved and the corners are square.
These nails mark the exact location of the corner on the hub stake. The right
triangle method consists of first measuring 3' from one side of a corner;
second, measuring 4' from the other side of the same corner; and third,
adjusting the lines until there is 5' between the two points. You can also
use multiples of 3:4:5 such as 6:8:10, 9:12:15, etc. Diagonal measuring is

1-2
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the best way to check for squareness (Figure 3). When using the diagonal
method of checkiny, use a tape measure which will reach from corner to
diagonal corner. Repeat the process using another tape measure across the
other corners. The diagonals of a rectangle or a square will be equal in
length if it is square. If not adjust the tapes until both measurements are
the same and adjust the hub stakes. The overall dimensions of the building
will also need to be rechecked. Remember an out of square project can result
in continuous problems all thru the construction of the structure.

Figure 2. Right-Triangle Method

THE PROJECT IS SQUARE WHEN THESE
TWO MEASUREMENTS ARE THE SAME

Figure 3. Diagonal Checking

1-3
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LEVELING

Once the hub stakes are set and the project dimensions are determined,
the batter boards must be set up to hold the string lines. The batter boards
must all be set at the same level. One of the methods used to level the
batter boards is to have them set by a surveyor, which can be costly. Another
very reliable method that can be used is a water level. Figure 4 ShOWS how to
use the water level.

The stakes should be driven four feet or more away from the hub stakes.
Then the first ledger board placed at the height of the project. It should be
leveled with a carpenters level and then used as a reference to set the
remaining ledger boards. Fasten the end of the tube to the ledger and raise
the other end up a stake. When the liquid has leveled off at the same height
as the ledger, mark it on the stake. Repeat this process until all the stakes
are marked and all the ledger boards are nailed at their proper height. Once
the batter boards are up then the string lines can be positioned to determine
the building lines. The string lines are held in position by making a saw
kerf in the top of the ledger. When all of the preceeding steps are
accomplished, the site preparation can take place.

1

WATER LEVEL

HOSE

GLASS TUBE

Figure 4. Water Level

Foundations and Form Construction

Types of Foundations

The building blueprints will give details on the type of foundation you
must construct. If there is no blueprint, your supervisor will determine the
extent and type of foundation to use.

1-4
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The wall-type foundation is used to support heavy building loads, when
permanent-type construction is used, or when a portion of the building is
below ground level. It forms a continuous ribbon around the exterior of the
building.

A pier and column foundation is used in temporary construction. Piers
are spaced under the external walls and girders of a structure. Dependiny
upon the weight they are scheduled to support, piers will be spaced 6-10 feet
apart.

Wooden foundations are available for use in any type of temperature and
weather. The materials are pressure and chemically treated, which make them
useless as a food for insect and fungal growth. he walls may also be fully
insulated which increases the usefulness of the living quarters.

Slab construction consists of concrete, for the main floor, placed
directly on the ground. The floor may be insulated and a vapor barrier
installed to assist in moisture control. A gravel fill is normally placed
over the subgrade, this adds insulation and reduces the possibility of the
concrete absorbing moisture from the soil. The vapor barrier is installed
next followed by the placement of the reinforcing mesh.

FOOTINGS

A structural component of a foundation is the footing. The purpose of
footing is to support and distribute the weight of the structure. The footing
is located on a firm base, below the frost line and may be poured at the same
time as the foundation, or it may be constructed separately. If the footing
is constru:ted in a separate pour, a keyway or metal pirs are installed. This
serves to lock the foundation to the footing, which prevents the foundation
from slipping or shifting on the footing. (Figure 5)

The size and shape of a footing depends on the soil conditions, and
building load. In residential building construction, a safe footing design is
usually accomplished by making the footing twice as wide as the foundation
wall and approximately 8 inches thick. (Figure 6).

WOOD
WEDGE METAL PINS

RECESSED
KEYWAY

FOOTINGS REINFORCEMENT
ROD

Figure 5. Methods of Locking Foundation
to FootinQ

FOOTING-e.-

12"

Figure 6. A Typical Footing
Design For a Small
Building
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TYPES OF FORMS

Concrete Foundations

Forms for concrete foundations must be tight, rigid, and strong. If the
forms are.not tight, there will be a loss of mortar which may result in
honeycOmb (air.pockets), or a loss of water that causes sand streaking. The
forme must be braced enough to hold the weight of the concrete. Special care
should be taken in bracing and typing down forms for wall-type foundations.
In this type of construction and in other types, such as the first pour for
walls and. columns, the concrete tends to lift the form above its proper
elevation. Forms are generally constructed from three different materials.
These 'are earth, metal, and lumber.

Earth

Earth forms may be used in subsurface construction where the soil is
stable.ppough to retain the desired shape of the concrete. The advantages of
this type of form.is that they generally require less excavation and have
greater settling resistance. The obvious disadvantage is a rough surface
finisN.so the use of earth forms is generally restricted to footings and
foundations.

Metal

Metal fOrms are used where added strength is required or when the
construC;00.9..will.be duplicated in several locations. Metal forms are more
expenSiVe":but they May be more economical than wooden forms if they can be
used often enough. Examples of their use would be in forming slab forms for
square or rectangular shaped buildings.

LUmbet.

.:litiedeil-fOrmsre by far the most common type used in building
.construction. they have the advantage of economy, ease in handling, ease of
production, andadaptability to many desired shapes. Added economy may result
as you can reuse the lumber later for roofing, bracing or similar purposes.

LUm6er :used for forms should be straight, structurally sound, and strong.
.-SOft Weeds sech63tpihe, fir, and spruce make the best and most economical
jorm:44Mber SAtKethey are light, easy to work with, and available in almost
every i7egitim -Lumber that will be in contact with the concrete should be
surfaCed On that 'side and on both edges. The surfaced side must be turned
toward,the concrete. The edges of the lumber may be square, shiplap or tongue

yrpove. makes a more watertight joint and tends to prevent
'warp1410.:'.

,

esed economically for concrete forms. You should be sure
that tc* plywood uSed is made with waterproof glue. Plywood is more warp-
resistant and can generally be used more often than lumber.

1-6
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Plywood in thicknesses of five-eights or three-quarters of an inch are
more economical as thinner sections will require solid backing to prevent
deflection. Plywood of one-quarter inch thickness is useful in forming short
curved ;urfaces.

WALL FORM CONSTRUCTION

Following the site clearing and the rough grading of the terrain, the
building lines and batter boards were laid out and installed. It is at this
time that the excavation work for the footing and foundation must be
accomplished. Before the forms are constructed and instai'ed, and before the
footing is poured, tne excavation site must be checked to insure that ail
loose dirt and debris has been removed. Failure to do this may cause
excessive settling of the structure and a weakening of the foundation. Any
increased depth incurred due to the removal of excess debris should not be
backfilled. The additional depth may be compensated by increasing the amount
of concrete poured. Remember the bottom thickness may vary as long as the
minimum thickness is maintained.

All walls above the ground and many underground walls require
double-sided forms. These Forms must be strong enough to prevent bulging from
the pressure of the wet concrete. There are several different types of wall
forms that you may use. The type you select will depend upon the dimensions
of the wall to be constructed, availability of form materials, time limits,
and cost factors. The most comon type of form used is the full unit form.

Full Unit Form

This form is used for casting long walls in sections. This type of form
permits a long wall to be built in sections, using the same form for each of
the different sections. After the first section is poured and set, the form
is removed and repositioned for the next section. One end of the form is open
to fit over the end which is overlapped when the form is shifted to the next
section. You can lock the sections by extending the concrete reinforcing
steel through the ends of the forms or by forming a tongue and groove. The
tongue board should be beveled slightly to allow easy removal of the end of
the form.

Layer Unit Form

This form is used to build a wall in successive layers. i. a

modification of the full unit form with the sections built up vertically
instead horizontally. This type of form is used where high concrete walls,
which could not be poured in one continuous operation, are being constrr-.ted.
Form layers may be tied or locked in a manner simllar to the forms of a ful,
unit formed wall.

Continuous Form

The continuous wall form is used when a long wall is to be constructed
and cost is no problem. This type of form is not as economical as the full
unit form because of t, amount of lumber required. However, when time is
more important than cost, th.z, type of form is always used.

1-7
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The construction of most wall forms follow the same basic construction
and consist of the fellowiny components; sheathing studs or supporters and
bracing, Figure 7.

Sheathing is the portion of the form which comes in direct contact with
. the concrete. It may be lumber or 3/4" plywood. Plywood is more advantageous

because of its warp resistance and its ability to be reused. Plywood requires
less backiny and less manhours are required to construct the forms. The studs

ANCHOR BOLT JIIG WALE

Figure 7. Wall Foundation Form
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provide useful vertical support and are commonly constructed of 2" dimensional
lumber. The bracing of a wall form .011 determine whether or not a form will
support the pour, since the bracing is used to provide the strength and
rigidity necessary to control the outward pressure of concrete in its plastic
state. Adequate bracing is also required to prevent movement of the form
during the pour. This movement may range from the form lifting off the
footing to nonalignment with the building lines. Either action is nearly
impossible to correct after the pour has been made.

Braciny consists of boards nailed to the form supporters or studs and to
stakes driven firmly into the ground. Common methods of bracing are
illustrated in Figure 8. The size of material and number of braces used must
be determined by considering the dimensions and weight of the wall and the
stake-holding characteristics of the soil.

When forms require extra strength, they may be braced, or supported, with
wales. Wales are beams made from 2-inch or greater dimension lumber of width
sufficient to give the required strength. The wales are installed with their
edge to the back of the form supporters and horizontally along the length of
the form. In addition to toe-nailiny the wales to the form supporters with
16d nails, you should install tie wires, or metal wall form ties through the
walls.

Tie Wires

Tie wires are usually of soft, black No. 9 wire and should extend through
the forms and around the wales and be twisted as shown in Figure 9. Spacers,
made of 1 X 2-inch materials, are installed near the tie wires to maintain a
uniform distance between the forms when the tie wires are twisted to firmly
tighten them. You should nail the spacers, through the form sheathing, with a
6d nail on one end only. This allows easy removal as the concrete is poured.

Snap Ties

Tie wires, for the most part, are rapidly being replaced with
manufactured metal devices, known as snap ties. (See Figure 10). These ties
are purchased according to the desired wall thickness. Small holes are
drilled throcgh the sheathing, studs, and wales to insert the metal rod. Once
the forms are in place and the wall ties installed, a small wedge-like clamp
is slipped over the ends of the rods and tapped downward with a hammer until
the assembly is tight. After the concrete has set and the f::ns have been
removed, these metal rods can be easily broken below the surface, thus
allowing the mason to cover them by patching the concrete with grout or
mortar.

Another type of wall form tie is the tie rod shown in Figure 11. This
rod consists of three sections: an inner section which is threaded on both
ends and two threaded outer sections. The inner section, with the cones set
to the thickness of the wall, is placed between the forms, and the outer
sections are passed through the wales and sheating and screwed into the cone
nuts. The clamps are then screwed on to the outer sections to bring the forms
to bear against the cone nuts. After the concrete hardens, the clamps are

1-9
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loosened and the outer sections of rod are removed by screwiny them out of the
cone nuts. After the forms are stripped, the cone nuts are removed from the
concrete by screwing them off the inner sections of rod with a special wrench.
The cone shaped surface hole that remain may be plugged with grout. The
inner rections of rod remain in the concrete. The outer sections and the cone
nuts m be reused indefinitely.

COLUMN FORM

BRACES

STAKES

BRACE

BOTTOM TIE BRACE

TANDEM HRACE
TOR ot)FT GROUND

Figure 8. Methods of Bracing

STUD
2 WEDGES

WALE

/NAIL

x 2 WOOD SPREADER WIRE TWISTED
C-80- 038A

or
SHEA HING'

" WOOD SPREADER

Figure 9. Tie Wire for Wall Forms
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WALE
h-- DESIRED ---aP-1

WALL THICKNESS CLAMP

---SHEATHI

CLAmP

BREAKING
POINTS

CLAMP SUPPORTER SPREADERS SUPP RTER WAL E

Figure 10. A Typical Wall Form Tie (Snap-Tie)

OUTER
ROD

STUDS

SHEATHING

CONE NUT

INNER
ROD

Figure 11. Tie Rod

FOOTING FORM CONSTRUCTION

4v-

Footings should be designed to spread the building load over a sufficient
area so there is no possibility of uneven settlement. In small building
construction (such as that of family housing or smaller structures) a safe
footing design is usually accomplished by making the footing twice as wide as
the foundation wall. The average thickness of the footing is approximately 8
inches.
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In many instances, it will become necessary to remova the earth (top
soil) so that the foundation may be located correctly and supported firmly.
The resulting excavations may be located correctly and supported firmly. The
resulting excavations may be simple footing-shaped holes for columns, trenches
for wall type foundations, or extensive earthwork for ba<ements.

Before you start any excavation work, recheck the location of the batter
boards and the excavation lines. If excavations for footings are squared
carefully and dug to the correct dimensions, forms for holding the concrete
will not be required. This is sometimes termed an "earth" form.

Trenches will usually be as wide as the required footing and iocated so
that the foundation wall will be centered in the excavation. If the wall
forms require additional room for placing and bracing, the size of the
excavation must be enlarged accordingly. Excavations should never extend
below the required depth. If this should happen, the error should not be
corrected by refilling with earth. Unless the error is excessive, money and
labor can be saved by leaving the void and filling it with additional concrete
when the footings are poured.

If the excavation is greater than the width of the footing or if soil is
such that the side of the trench will not stand until concrete can be poured,
wooden footing forms can be used. These will usually be simple, continuous
wall forms anchored with stakes. Grade stakes are driven between the forms to
assure proper thickness and easier leveling. You must remove the stakes
before the concrete sets and fill the holes with concrete.

Footings are broad flat bases for foundations normally formed of
concrete. They may be poured before or with the rest of the foundation. They
may be poured before or with the rest of the foundation. Column footings
should extend above ground or floor level to protect the column from
deterioration due to dampness.

Footing forms are used to increase the area of the base of foundation. A
footing is like your own foot; it holds up the whole body and the footing of a
building holds up the whole building. This is the easiest form to build (see
figure 12).
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Figure 12. Footing Form

GRADE STAKE

Boards, depending on the thickness of your footing, are held in place by
stakes driven into the ground about two feet along the boards as shown in
figure 12.

To level the footing forms, use the grade stake which is driven between
the footing forms to the elevation you need. By using the carpenter's hand
level, transfer the level from the grade stake to your forms; but remember to
take the grade stakes out before pouring the concrete.

SLAB FORM CONSTRUCTION

Many commercial and residential structures have been and are now beiny
built on concrete-slab floors. The Federal Housing Authority (FHA) approves
only slap-on-ground construction for residential housing projects in certain
localities of the country. Prefabricated metal buildings often used by the
Air Force can be erected on a concrete slab with a minimum of labor and time.
Individual frame or brick-veneer housing units that do not have basements alsocan be built on slab floors. This kind of construction gives the most value
for the money spent. With the cost of labor and materials skyrocketing and
the defense budget being cut substantially, the Air Force is now resorting to
more and more slab-on-ground construction.
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When the building site is relatively level and the soil is stable, a
minimum amount of excavation is required for a concrete slab floor. When
possible, site preparation should be limited to leveling the area to the grade
of the lowest spots. Fills should be avoided to eliminate the time and
expense required to compact the soil used in the fills. As a general rule,
the less you disturb the natural terrain, the better. Of course, all ground
vegetation and organic matter must be removed, but you should try to avoid
excessive cuts that require filling. Usually, the load-bearing capability of
the soill in its natural state is as great as, or greater than, that which can
be obtained artificially unless elaborate soil compaction equipment is
utilized.

Either wooa or metal forms are used for slab floors. You lay out, stake
out, and erect the batterboards, to locate the forms.

Wood forms are generally constructed of 2-inch lumber and 3/4 inch
plywood, and they may be from 4 to 12 inches high. The lumber is placed on
edge, staked, and nailed into proper alignment. For forms longer than the
length of the 2-inch material, place the lumber on edge and end to end. Be
sure the lumber is reasonable straight. When you have to remove bows and
warping in the lumber to keep it in proper alignment, add additional framing.

When a concrete slab is to be poured, a definite grade is required to
obtain the correct thickness throughout the slab. To level the concrete, a
system of guides is used. These guides placed at intervals throuyhout the
slab form are called screeds as shown in figure 13.

When this system of screeds is completed, the concrete is poured. A
straight edge, resting on the screeds, is worked in a saw like motion to bring
the level of the concrete to the top of the screeds.

SCREEDS

Figure 13. Slab Form



Metal Forms

The standard concrete pavement metal form is very suitable for forming
either square or rectangular floor slabs. Steel forms are made in 10-foot
lengths and are held in position by three wedged pins and end locks. The
standard pavement form is illustrated in figure 14. The weight of the form
varies from 204 pounds for 8-inch forms to 292 pounds for 12-inch forms. All
standard forms have three pinholes in which pins are wedged to hold the forms
firmly in position.

You can use metal forms for square or retangular slabs of any dimension
by allowing the run of the form to continue through the corner, as illustrated
in figure 15. This arrangement permits use of the form material even though
dimensions of the slab are other than even multiples of the 10-foot length of
the standard steel form. The end of the form that butts against the side of
another form to make the corner may not fit closely enough to prevent leakage
when the concrete is poured. In this case, you can seal the corner by placing
a piece of thin-gage sheet metal folded to a 900 angle on the inside surface
of the corner.

Figure 14. Concrete Pavement
Metal Form

STE:L STAKES

TRACTION EDGE

WEDGES

FORM BASE

LOCKINt; 3&TE

Figure 15. Layout of Met,1
Forms for a Slab

Setting Anchor Bolts. In slab construction, it is necessary to have some
kind of device to hold the wall framing to the concrete floor. Two of the
most commonly used methods of fastening the wall framing are with a power-
actuated nail driver or anchor bolts.
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If anchor bolts are used they must be placed in the wet concrete at the
time the slab is poured. Although it is not normally your responsibility to
pour or finish the concrete, it will be in your best interest to insure that
all the anchor bolts are spaced proper y, aligned 90° to the slab, and
extended above the concrete far enough to fasten the bottom wall plates
securely. An error in placing of the anchor bolts can generate a lot of
unnecessary work when you are laying out the wall framiny.

STEP FORM CONSTRUCTION

Step forms are built usually from plywood. Step forms of solid pour
should not be poured over three (3) feet high.

To construct a step form you will need two plywood sides cut with the
right size risers for the steps. Two-by-fours reinforce the plywood sides of
this step form by having the 2" X 4" driven into the ground by the sides of
the forms, with kicking braces to back up the stakes as shown in figure 16.

PLYWOOD

KICKER

Figure 16. Step Forms
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RAMP FORM CONSTRUCTION

As a carpenter you may be called upon to build forms for a concrete ramp.
The ramp may be a heavy duty loading ramp such as those used for vehicles at
Base Supply or it may be one of the small ramps needed at building entrances
for handicapped personnel. The height and width of the ramp will depend on
the intended use of the ramp. The slope of the ramp may vary somewhat;
however, one foot of rise for 6 feet of length is the slope normally used.
See figure 17.

The construction of the forms and the concrete placing and finishing is
accomplished in the same manner as described in slab forr -instruction.

Figure 17. Ramp Form

SUrMARY

A foundation is not a haphazard affair, it requires a skilled craftsman
with a thorough knowledge of form construction. The improper erection of
forms will not only affect the appearance of the foundation wall, but could
also affect its structural qualities.

QUESTIONS

A. Complete the following:

1. are used to mark the exact corners of
the building.

2. The building layout may be checked for square by measuring the

of the structure.

3. is used to check a corner for square.

4. Batter boards are established feet or more from
the building lines.
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5. Which type of foundation is used in temporary construction?

6. A typical footing is
the foundation.

inches deep and as wide as

7. What type of form is generally restricted to footings?

8. A form is used where speed is more important than cost.

9. are installed horizontally on wall forms and
provide extra strength.

10. To prevent movement of the form during the pour, adequate
must be installed.

B. Answer questions 1-24, at the end of Chapter 6, textbook Modern
Carpentry.

339
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-111-2
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

LIGHT FRAME CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVES

a. Given a foundation wall, tools, materials, equipment and working as
a member of a team fabricate and install sills, joists, and subfloors with no
more than eight instructor assists. Installed units must be square, plumb,
and level.

b. Given a subfloor, tools, materials, equipment and working as a
member of a team fabricate and install walls and partitions and frame openings
for windows, doors, louvers, and utilities with no more than eight instructor
assists. Installed units and openings must be square and plumb.

INTRODUCTION

The framework of a building is the structural skeleton that provides the
support for the doors, windows, and roof. Unless the framework is the correct
length, strong, straight and square, the building will be weak, unattractive
and very difficult to finish.

INFORMATION

FLOOR FRAMING

Following the construction of the toundation walls, the floor frame is
erected. There are numerous methods available for the construction of a floor
frame, depending upon the type of wall framing used. The two most common
types of floor frames are Box-Sill which is used in platform framing and
T-Sill which is used with balloon framing.

A Box-Sill is constructed by first securing the sill to the foundation
wall. The common sizes of sill material used with a foundation wall is 2 X 6
or 2 X 8. When pier or column type foundations are used, the sill is either
builtup (laminated) or solid lumber. The length of the sill is determined by
the outside finish of the building. Measurements for the outside of a build-
ing are generally made from the outside face of the sheathin..; or subsiding.
If the outside surface of the wall is to be covered with stucco, tke outside
edge of the sill should be placed even with the outside edge of the foundation
wall. When this is done, the sheathing can be carried down and over the
foundation wall an inch or so below the bottom of the sill. When siding is
used instead of stucco, the siding provides this overlap below the sill for
weather protection.

For most types of building construction, the sill is placed with its
outside edge 1/2 or 3/4 inches in from the outside edge of the foundation,
depending upon the thickness of the sheathing "wall covering". This space
will make the outer face of the sheathing flush with the outside edges of the
foundation wall.
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When a sill of 2-inch material is used, it is a good practice to have one
full piece extend the entire .Jength of the wall. If this full length piece is
not practical, a butt joint along the exterior wall of the building is
sufficient and entirely satisfactory when the sill in anchored properly. A
butt joint is also recommended for corner joints with a 2-inch sill. All
joints must be made as square and tight as possible.

Anchoring of the sill is important. For the sill to be anchored flat
against the foundation, it is necessary to bore holes through it for the
anchor bolts. Because the location of the sill on the foundation determines
the size of and squareness of the building, these bolts and bolt holes must be
laid out very accurately. The hole locations on the sill are usually marked
by placing the sill on top of the foundation beside the anchor bolts. Bolt
spacing can be marked along the sill, but the distance of the bolt from the
edge must be determined by measuring. The distance from the outside edge of
the foundation wall to the center of each bolt must be determined. If the
outer face of the sheathing is to be flush with the outside edge of the
foundation, the thickness of the sheathing must be subtracted before marking
the position of the sill anchor bolt on the sill. Figure 22 illustrates the
laying out of sill bolt hole locations.

Figure 22. Laying Out Hole Locations for Sills

Along with the installation of the sill, or just prior to sill
installation, the girders are installed. A girder is a large beam that
supports one end of the floor joists. It may be made up of several beams
nailed together with 16d common nails, or it may be constructed of solid wood,
steel, reinforced concrete, or a combination of these materials. A girder is
used when the distance between foundation walls is so great that an additional
support is needed to support the ends of floor joists.

The girder is installed on the end walls of the foundation, flush with
the top of the sill and requires a minimum of 4" bearing surface, (Figure 23).
Girders are supported by piers or columns, spaced 6' to 10' along the span of
the girder and all joints in the girder must fall over a support. Girders are
normally spaced 8' to 14', depending on the load and construction design.
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BEARING
SURFACE

Figure 23. Girder Position

Once the sills and girders are in place, you may install the floor joist.
Floor joists are wooden members which make up the body of the floor frame,
they support the live and dead loads of the rooms they span.

Joists should be long enough to give the proper bearing at each end. In
frame buildings a minimum of 3 inches is usually satisfactory for ceiling
joists, but at least 4 inches is preferred for floor joists. These sizes make
the total length of the joists either 5 or 8 inches longer than the distance
between the inside faces of the framework on which they rest. The bearing for
joists in masonry work should never be less than 4 inches. With stone,
rubble, and similar material, a minimum of 6 inches is recommended because of
possible irregularities of the supporting material.

Joists may be spaced 12, 16, or 24 inches from the center of one joist to
the center of the next one. A distance of 24 inches, however, is sometimes
too great for proper stiffness and the 12-inch spacing is considered too
expensive in terms of labor and material, except where extreme loads are
borne. Although spacing of 16 inches has become the accepted standard for
joists, spacing of 24 inches is becoming more popular. Regardless of the
spacing that you select, it sometimes becomes necessary to locate one or two
joists at certain fixed positions that will not fall at any of the on-center
points. This is the case when there is a partition or wall on the next floor
(Figure 24) or when there is an opening for a stairway. In any event, it is
desirable to start at one end of a building and space joists at 16- or 24-,1ch
intervals, regardless of special joists. This arrangement allows floor
materials with dimensions in multiples of 4 feet to be used without cutting.
The width or size of a joist is determined by the load placed on it, and the
span between support members. The different types of joists used in framing
are: common, header, built-up, double or partition, trimmer and tail joists
(Figure 25).
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BEARING
SUSFLOOR PARTITION

REGULAR
JOIST

teat

Figure 24. Special Joist to Support Load-Bearing Walls

Common joists run the width of the building. They are commonly spaced
12, 16, or 24 inches on center and are supported by the sills and girders.
Common joists are secured by toe nailing lUd nails to the sills and girders,
face nailing with three or more 10d to 16d nails where they overlap (at a
girder), and butt nailing with three 16d nails to the header joist.

Built-up joists are located at the ends of the structure and under load
bearing partition walls where plumbing must be installed. The purpose of a
built-up joist is to support the excess load placed upon it. A built-up joist
(for endwall application) is constructed by nailing two joists together with a
filler material. The filler material is the same width as the joist, spaced
about four feet apart and nailed between the joist. The unit is nailed using
16 or 20d nails, spacing the nails 16" O.C. and staggering the nailing patter.
When a built-up joist is used to support a load bearing wall requiring
plumbing, the filler material will be 2 X 4 blocking.

Double joists are similar to built-up joists. They may be used at the
ends of the structure and under load bearing walls. The difference is in
their construction, double joists don't require filler materials, and are
constructed by nailing two joists together. The nailer procedure is the same
as the one used in built-up joists.

Header joists may be either supports used to frame floor openings and
support tailjoists or they may be framing members which cap the ends of common
joists. When a header is part of the framework for an opening it is normally
doubled, secured to the trimmer joists and tailjoists and installed at right
angles to the common joists. Headers may be the same size as the common
joists but may require a greater width, depending on the load they must carry.
Their length is determined by the distance between trimmer joists. Headers
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are fastened to the trimmer and tailjoists with metal hangers or by driving
16d or 20d nails through the trimmers into the header and by driving 16d nails
through the header into the tail joist. When metal hangers are not utilized,
it is best to install each member of the header separately and then secure the
headers to each other using 16d nails and a staggered nailing pattern (Figure
26).

Trimmer Joists (Trimmers).

The floor framing members which form the sides of an opening that are
parallel to the joists are called trimmers. The trimmers support the ends of
the headers and carry the weight (load) of the headers and tail joists.
Single trimmers are nailed to the sills like joists. The trimmers doubling
with a regular joist are spiked to the regular joist and the sill.

When the side of an opening is formed by a regular joist, as item A on
Figure 16, the joist is known as a trimmer. In this case, the auxiliary joist
B becomes the common joist.

Tail joists are shortened common joists that occur when common joists are
cut to form a floor opening. They are secured to the sill like common joists
and are butt nailed or hung with metal hangers to the header.

Knowing the types of joists is only beneficial if you can layout and
install them. In platform construction, joists are laid out on the heaoer.
In balloon construction, joists are laid out on the sill. All standard spaced
joists are laid out first, then joists required for floor openings and
partitions are added (Figure 27). Notice the edge of the first joist is laid
out 15 1/4 inches from the outside edge of the header. This is required to
place the joist 16 inches on center from the outside edge of the sill. All
other common joists are laid out and marked every 16 inches from the layout
mark of the first joist. Unce the header is laid out, it should be toenailed
to the sill using 10d or 12d nails. The joists are then placed in position
and toenailed to the sill with 10d nails and face nailed to the header with
16d nails.
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Figure 25. Joist and Header Trimmers
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When joists are being selected and installed, the crowned or curved edge
should always be placed up. If the amount of crown is excessive, the piece
should not be used for a joist, but it may be placed in some other part of the
building where the straightness of the line formed by its edge is not so
important. The largest edge knots should also be placed on top, since the top
portion of the joist is, in a sense, in the compression state and the knots
will have a lesser effect on the overall strength of the joist. Like that of
a crown, a joist extremely weakened by knots should be set aside for other
less important use.
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Figure 26. A Nailing Pattern for Access Opening in Floor
and Ceiling Joist
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Figure 27. Standard Joist Spacing 16" OC and Additional Joist Layout
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The number of joists required for a standard spacing of 16 inches 0.C. is
determined by taking three joists for every four feet and multiplying this by
the length of the side wall, then adding three. Or more simply:

3/4 X Length of Side Wall + 3 = # of joists

Example: Bldg size lb X 40

3/4 X 4U + 3 = # of joist

12U/4 + 3

30 + 3

33 = # of joist

40 is the equivalent of 40 , therefore 3 X 40 = 120
1 4 1 4

30 is obtained by dividing 120 by 4

This doesn't take into account the extra joist required for partition
support, framing openings or header joists. This formula also assumes that
all joists run the full width of the building.

Additional support is added to the floor frame by installing briding.
Bridging is used to stiffen the floor frame and help distribute the load
placed on the floor over a greater area. Bridging may be cross (Herringbone),
solid, or steel.

Solid bridging is placed between the joists near the girders and ties the
joists together, preventing them from tipping or leaning. This bridging is
usually made of joist material to fit between regular joists. For easier
installation and better nailing, the solid bridging should be installed at the
same time the joists are tiailed in place. Solid bridging is secured by
toenailing to the girder and the joist already installed with 10d or 12d nails
and face nailing the joist being installed to the bridging, with 16d nails.
(Figure 28).

This type of bridging also serves as a fire stop. By obstructing
circulation of air through the walls and in the area between the ceilings and
floors of structures of more than one story, such bridging can delay the
movement of hot gases and flames.

Cross bridging is instal.led diagonally between joists and is installed in
rows at riOt angles to the common joist (Figure 29). The rows are normally
spaced 5' to 8' apart which provides maximum rigidity and weight displacement.
Bridging is laid out with a framing square and may be cut with a handsaw or
power equipment. Cross bridging is normally constructed out of 1 X.4 material
and secured with 2 - 8d nails at each end, but it may be constructed out of 2
X 4 material. When securing cross bridging it is best to nail the tops,
install the subfloor, then nail the bottoms.
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Steel bridging serves the same purpose as cross bridging, but is a pre-
manufactured item and should be installed according to manufacturers
specifications.

GMDER

A

SOLID BRIDGING

TOE NAILED
Tq JOIST

JOISTS

Figure 28. Solid Bridging

SUBFOORS

TOE NAILED
TO GIRDER

The subfloor is the material which is laid directly on top of the floor
joists. It helps to stiffen the floor and align the top edges of the joisL3.
It serves as a working surface while the building is being constructed, and
forms a base to which the finished flooring can be nailed. In light frame
construction where joist framing is spaced 24 inches or less on center, either
1" common lumber 1/2" to 3/4" plywood or 3/4" tongue and groove flooring may
be used. When the spacing is greater than 24 inch centers, special tongue and
groove plywood or 2" thick tongue and groove subflooring my be used.
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CROSS-BlitOGitvG

Figure 29. Cross Bridging

When common lumber is used as a subflooring material, it may be installed
at right angles to the joists or diagonally to the joists at a 45° angle. The
preferred method is to install common lumber diagonally to the joists. This
strengthens the floor, prevents squeaks and allows the finish floor to be
installed in any direction.

Common lumber sizes for subflooring range from 1 X 4 to 1 X 12, with 1 X
6 and 1 X 8 being the preferred sizes. It should be installed with a 1/8 inch
gap along the sides, a 1/16 inch gap at the ends and all ends should rest on a
joist. Common lumber is secured with 6d coated or 8d common nails. Lumber
which is 6 inches or less receives 2 nails, 8 inch lumber receives 3 nails and
10 or 12 inch lumber ceives 4 nails at each joist. (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Diagonally Laid Common
Lumber Subflooring

/
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mak\

TOENAILING

FACENAILING

Figure 31A. Diagonally Laid Subflooring Figure 31B. Nailing Tongue-and-
Grnove Boards

Tongue and groove flooring is installed diagonally to the floor joist and
doesn't require the ends to fall on a joist, when end matched "T and G"
flooring is used (Figure 31A). "T and G" flooring is secured by toenailing
through the tongue to drive the flooring tight to the adjacent piece and 1.n
face nailing (Figure 31B).

Plywood is used extensively in modern construction. It provides a more
rigid frame and is faster to install than other subfloorings. Plywood
subflooring is commonly installed in 4' X 8' sheets with thicknesses ranging
from 1/2" to 3/4" Plywood is installed with its long dimension at right
angles to the joist. It requires a 1/8" gap along the sides, a 1/16" gap at
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the ends and all end joints must fall on a joist. A standard nailing
procedure for plywood is to secure it with 8d nails, nailiny every 6 inches
along the edge and every 10 inches thru the center joists.

WALL FRAMING (Platform Construction)

Wall framing is composed of plates, studs, cripple studs, trimmers,
headers, diagonal bracing, and fire blocks. The studs are supported by the
sole plate and are capped with the top plate. Since the wall frame begins
with the layout of the sole and top plates, we will discuss them first.

A top plate is a horizontal member of a partition or frame wall. It
serves as a cap for the studs and a support for the joists, rafters, and
studs. Figure 32 shows double top plates that are lapped for greater
strength. Top plates tie the studding together at the top, and insure stud
alignment, provide support for structural members above the plates, and also
provide a base for the roof rafters which tie the roof and walls together.

Where the wall studs do not rest on a sill, girder, or beam, a sole plate
should be used (with dimensions not less than the studs). A typical layout of
studs on the sole plate is illustrated on Figure 33. Notice the regularity of
the spacing interval except wrsare partitions or walls are intersected (the
actual plate layout will be discussed later in this section). Corner posts,
or studs, must be installed at these points. Before we go into the wall
layout, let's get acquainted with the members that make up a wall section.

Wall studs are the closely spaced vertical members of partitions and
outside walls. Their purpose is to support the weight of the upper floors and
provide a framework for exterior and interior finishes (Figure 34).

Common studs are placed on 16" or 24" centers and run from the sole plate
to the top plate. They are secured to the sole plate and top plate with two
12d or 16d nails in each end. Trimmer studs frame the inside of door and
window openings and are backed by a common stud (This assembly may be known as
a King Post). The trimmer stud is secured to the common study with lUds nails
spaced 16" O.C. and to the sole plate with two 12d or 16d nails. Cripple
studs are short common studs and are located above door and windoWs and below
windows. They are secured to the sole plate and roughsill or top plate and
header (toe nailed to header with 8d nails). Partition posts are used at
intersecting walls. They are installed into the main wall and provide a mean
of security the intersecting wall to the main wall. It also provides a
nailing surface for interior finish materials. The most common design for
partition post is obtained by turning a common study flat (spacerstud) and
securing it to common studs, one on each side, with 16d nails spaced 12" 0.C.

Corner posts are located at all corners of a structure. They support the
interior and exterior corners of the structure and provide a nailing surface
for the interior wall finish. The most common type of corner post is the
built-up corner post. It consists of 3 studs and 3 filler blocks. The 3
filler blocks are evenly spaced between the two studs of the side wall, the
third corner post stud is part of the end wall. The corner post may be
constructed as a separate unit or as part of each wall and assembled when the
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STUDS

Figure 32. Double Top Plate

FIRST STEP

SECOND StEP - LAYOUT COMMON STUDS

THIRD STEP - LAYOUT DOORS/WINDOWS, CRIPPLES AND PARTITIONS
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Figure 33. Illustrated Stud Layout
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Figure 34. Side Wall Components

walls are raised (Figure 35). Diagonal wall braces are permanent parts of a
building which serve to stiffen the walls, keep the corners square and plumb,
and prevent the frame from being distorted. Bracing is used at each corner of
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Figure 35. Built-up Corner Post Construction

a building and should extend from the sole plate to the top of the corner
post. The angle formed by the bracing and the plate should be from 400 to
600. The common types of bracing which you will use are let-in, set-in and
fire blocking.

Let-in Bracing

This bracing is usually done with 1- 1/4- inch material. In the process
of construction, the I X 4 is seated into cutouts in the sides of the studs
and the corner post. The brace extends in a continuous piece from the sole
plate to the top of the corner post, as shown in Figure 36.

Set-in Bracing .

Set-in bracing is nothing more than short lengths of 2 X 4s cut at the
proper angle and nailed between the studs, as shown in F;gure 37. This type
of bracing does not have the strength of let-in bracing and also has the
disadvantage of hindering the installation of wiring and plumbing. On the
other hand, the use of set-in bracing is economical because short pieces of
stud material, which might otherwise be considered waste, can be used.

Exterior walls should be braced by diagonal and horizontal supports.

Fire Blocking

Fire blocking is installed hroizontally between the studs, 48" O.C. above
the subfloor. Fireblocking stiffens the studs, provides a horizontal nailing
surface, and checks the drafts between the studs. Care should be taken owing
their installation to prevent forcing the studs out of alignment.

Headers are installed to carry the load over door and window openings.
They are supported by trimmers and are classified as loadbearing and
non-loadbearing. Loadbearing headers are positioned in walls which carry the
erds of floor joist and support the weight of the floor above.
Non-loadbearing headers run parallel to the joist and don't carry any weight
(Figure 38).
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Figure 36. Let-in Braciny

Figure 37. Set-in Bracing
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Figure 38. Types of Headers

In non-loadbearing walls with openings of 3' or less a flat header may be
used. A flat header is a single 2 X 4, laid flat on the trimmers. Load-
bearing walls require either a solid or laminated header with the size of
header determined by the span of the opening and the load it must carry.

When building studs are constructed out of 2 X 4s a solid header may be a
4 X 4, 4 X 6, 4 X 8, etc., depending on the requirements of the opening.
Laminated headers are constructed by securing two pieces of 2 inch material
together with a 1/2" thick strip of filler material between them. Use 16d
nails.
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Headers are secured to the king post by toenailing through the top of the
header into the stud, this drives the header tight against the trimmer and
buttnailing through the common stud into the header with 16d nails.

0
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O.
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/01 I

4- 7A
4 / AIM AO,

Endwall

Endwall

oug.

Sidewall

k

154" lb" lb"
Figure 39. Plate Layout - Combined View

WALL LAYOUT

Figure 39 illustrates a complete( plate layout. This layout includes
common studs, a puilt-up corner, cripple studs, trimmers and a partition post.
When laying out a wall it is importart that all studs are properly laid out,
this insures the studs will be in vertical alignment and on the proper
centers.
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Layout of the studs for opposite walls must be accomplished from the same
direction, this maintains the correct stud support for rafter alignment.
Layout is performed on the face side of the plate material and should be
accomplished on the sole plate and top plate at the same time.

To begin layout procedures, cut all plate material to lenyth, remember
that all joints in the plates should be centered on a stud. Position the sole
plate and top plate edge to edye and layout for the common studs.

1. Layout the built-up corner post on both ends of the side walls.
This is the equivalent of three stud thicknesses.

2. Layout the first stud for 16 inch 0.C., the layout mark on side
walls is at lb 1/4 inches, for end walls it is 11 3/4" from the end
of the end end wall plate material. This places all studs 16" O.C.
from the outside edge of the walls.

3. The rest of the studs will be laid out every 16 inches from the
first study. Figure 39 illustrates a combined view of stud layout.

After the common studs are laid out the doors, windows and partitions are
laid out. Door and window positions are measured from the center of the
opening and partitions are positioned according to the center of the
intersecting wall.

Doors and windows require a framed openiny larger than the unit beiny
installed. The framed opening is called the rough opening (R.0.). The amount
of the opening which is greater than the door or window size is called the
framing allowance. For door installation a standard framing allowance oi
1/2" is used, the framing allowance for windows depends upon the type and
desiyn of the window and should be installed according to manufacturer's
specifications. Once the framing allowance and rough opening is known, the
doors, windows and partitions are laid out (Figure 40).

1. To layout for doors, windows and partitions, determine the center
point of each and mark this position on the sole plate and top
plate.

2. To determine the positions of the trimmers, divide the R.O. by 2.
Measure this distance from the center mark of the openiny and layout
the trimmers.

3. All common studs which fall within this area should be remarked as
cripples.

4. Layout partition post.

WALL ASSEMBLY AND ERECTION

We have beeJ discussing the components and layout of a wall, now it is
time to begin assembly. There could be equally as many ways to assemble or
erect wall frames as there are personality differences among people; for this
reason, we will discuss two commonly used methods.
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One way to assemble and erect a wall is to fasten the sole plates to the
platform, then toe-nail the studs to the plates in an upriyht position. In
this instance, the to plate is attached to the upper part of the studs by
driving nails through the plate into the studs. The top plate serves as a cap
to help stiffen, align, and equally space the studs. For the most part, this
method for frame assembly and erection is least desirable because of the
effort it takes to erect a wall and because twice as many nails are used for
toe-nailing to assure proper wall strength. This method, for example, is used
when obstructions (such as walls and pipes) won't allow room enough to
preassemble the wall before standing it in an upright position.

In platform and slab-on-ground construction, the subfloor can be used as
a work platform. This will allow you to assemble walls by sections and then
raise them into a vertical position as a unit.

To assemble a wall section in this manner, turn both plates (previously
laid out) on edge with the layout marks inward. Separate the plates
approximately the distance of the stud length and lay studs at the marks
indicating common stud locations. Nail the top plate and sole plate to each
stud using two 16d common nails at each end.

Once you have nailed the common study to the sole plate and top plate,
you can go back and nail any trimmers, headers, roughsills, and cripple studs
to fill the spaces between the common studs, or the trimmer/stud combination
may be secured to the header and placed in position as a complete unit.

The side walls are normally raised first aligned to the edge of the
subfloor and floor joist and secured to the subfloor and joist with 20d nails.
The walls are then vertically aligned and squared and held in place by
temporary bracing (Figure 41).

The side walls are normally raised first aligned to the edge of the
subfloor and floor joist and secured to the subfloor and joist with 20d nails.
The walls are then vertically aligned and squared and held in place by
temporary bracing (Figure 41).

You can vertically align a wall section by several different tools and
methods. A framing square, with the tongue lying on the sole plate and the
blade against the side of the corner post, will align the corner to 90° with
the horizontal plate. Remember, you must check in both directions from the
corner. By centering the end bubble of a common level held ,gainst the side
of a corner post, you can bring it to a vertical position. I u?e wind is not
blowing, a plumb bob can be used. Hang the plumb bob from the top plate so
that the point is just above the sole plate. When the corner is vertically
aligned, the point where the string is attached and the plumb bob are an equal
distance from the corner post. A more accurate method is to use the 3-4-b
rule you learned in squaring building corners in Chapter 1. Measure and mark
two points - on the corner post, 3 feet from the bottom and on the sole plate,
4 feet from the corner post. If the corner post is in a true vertical
position the distance between these points will be 5 feet. For more accuracy,
these distances can be doubled, i.e., 6-8-10.

After the side walls are plumbed, squared and braced the end walls may be
set in place. If the side walls were properly erected the end walls should
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fit snug, be plumb and squared. The endwalls are secured with 20 nails at the
sole plate and with 10d nails 12" O.C. at the corner post. The double top
plate is installed next with all joints a minimum of four feet away from top
plate joints. The DTP is secured with 10d nails 16" 0.C.

Fire blocks are installed next with special attention paid to the point
where set-in wind bracing will intersect. This piece of fire blockiny should
be left out and later fitted around the set-in bracing. Windbraciny is
installed after the fire blocking is completed.

Ceiling joists are installed after the bracing is completed. Ceiling
joists carry the ceiling material and help prevent the walls from spreading.
When installed as a floor frame for the second story, the procedures for
installation described earlier should be followed. If installed on the same
level as the rafters, the header is left out, lighter material is normally
used and the ends are sloped according to the roof slope (Figure 42).

Ceiling joists will normally run across the width of the structure, but
may alternate directions, if this will decrease their span. Ceiling joists
bear surface on the double top plate and to one side of the stud, this allows
the rafters to be placed over the studs. They may be secured by metal hangers
or toenailed thru the end with one 16d nail and toenailed on the sides with
two 8d nails on each side.

TEMPO^ARY
SPACE

Figure 41. A Wall Frame Assembled on the Figure 42. Ceiling Joist Cut to
Roof's SlopeFloor, Then Raised into Place
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SUMMARY

Framing a structure may appear to a novice as an extremely difficult
task. But once the basics are known and understood the framing of a structure
may be accomplished with skill and ease.

QUESTIONS

A. Complete the following and answer the questions.

1. What is the framing member that is secured directly to the
foundation wall?

2. Girders are supported by piers, columns, and foundation walls and

require a minimum bearing surface of inches.

3. How far apart (on center) are floor joists installed, when extreme
loads are expected?

4. Joists which run the width of the structure are known as
joists.

5. Which joists frame the inside of floor openings and are parallel to
common joist?

6. In platform construction, joists are normally laid out on the

7. How many joists are required for a 12 X 16 building?

8. is used-to sOffen the floor frame and help
distribute the load placed on thé-floor.

9. What type of bridging is located between the joist and over girders?

10. When installing plywood subflooring the long dimension of the ply-

wood is installed at to the common joists.
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11. The ends of end matched tonyue and groove flooring (do/do not) have
to fall over a joist,

12. What is the bottom plate of a wall called?

13. Vertical members of exterior walls and partitions are called

14. Shortened common studs are known as studs.

15. Diagonal wall bracing may be installed in the wall at angles ranging

from ° to

16. Wind bracing made from the same material as the studs and cut to fit

between the studs is called wind
bracing.

17. How far above the subfloor is fire blocking installed?

18. The horizontal framing member that carries the load over doors and

windows is called a/an

19. The opening which is framed for doors and windows and includes a

framing allowance is called a/an

20. carry the ceiling material
and help prevent the walls from spreading.

B. Answer questions 1-20 at the end of Unit 7.

C. Answer questions 1-14 at the end of Unit 8. Omit questions 11 and 13.
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-111-3
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SCAFFOLD CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVE

Given procedures, equipment, materials and working as a member of a team
construct, erect, and remove scaffolding with no more than four instructor
assists.

INTRODUCTION

A large part of your work will be done from a scaffold. Serious
accidents have been caused by carpenters who use a scaffold that was not
properly erected or used. A scaffold that was not erected properly not only
endangers the workers who use it, but could be a serious danger to people who
walk or work near it.

INFORMATION

SCAFFOLDS

There are many types of scaffolds that the carpenter uses. Some of tnem
are made of wood z:Id some are made of metal. The ones you will use and erect
include the scaffold horse, the sectional steel scaffold, and the aluminum
stairway scaffold.

Scaffold Horse

A pair of scaffold horses with
boards placed on them make a very
useful scaffold. It is erected
quickly and can be easily moved as
the work progresses. The use of
this type of scaffold is limited
to the height of the scaffold horse.

Figure 43 shows a pair of scaf-
fold horses with two scaffold boards.
Always use at least two boards to
form a platform on any scaffold.
These boards should be a minimum of
1 1/2 inches thick and 9 1/2 inches
wide. You can use an extension
plank, as shown in figure 44, in
place of the scaffold board.

NOT MCAE THAN
6 OVERLAP

2-2X1 OS

SCAFFOLD HORSE

Figure 43. A Horse Scaffold



Sectional Steel Scaffold

The most popular and safest
scaffold for the carpenter is the
sectional steel scaffold. It is
strong and easily assembled. It
will hold heavy loads, such as you
will use when laying concrete blocks
or bricks.

Aluminum Stairway Scaffold

Figure 44. An Extension Plank

Another popular type of scaffold is the aluminum stairway scaffold, as
shown in figure 45. The sections of this type of scaffold unfold. You can
erect the aluminum stairway scaffold quickly and easily, but it is limited to
lighter loads than those possible with the sectional steel scaffold. It is
used for light jobs, such as cleaning brickwork.

ERECTION OF SCAFFOLDS

To do your job you need to erect
the scaffold horse, sectional steel
scaffolds, and the aluminum stairway
scaffold.

Scaffold Horse

A scaffold using scaffold horses
is the easiest scaffold to erect.
Place the horses on even footing and
lay two scaffold boards (2 X lOs or
larger) or an extension plank on top
of them. The scaffold is ready to
use.

Sectional Steel Scaffold

The sectional sT.eel scaffold is
erected by takiny ',he following steps:
(I) set the foo4;iny plates, as shown
in figure 46 on rrY1 even orcund or on
a board to s.ippor: the .:;ei,.4ht of the
scaffold, (2) in57-rt a ev7.linc,i jack,
as shown in figurt 4', each Foot-
ing plate, (3) 1nst1I1 twu panels into
the leveling jack:, whictI were installed
into the footimj p7atcs, as shown in
48, (4) have helpers steady the
panels while you attach "X" type pivoted
braces, as shown in figure 49.

Figure 45. Aluminum Stairway
Scaffold



After the brP,-..es are attached,
you have one basic unit, (5) addi-
tional units can be installed until
you have a scaffold as long and as
tall as you need. Figure 50 shows
an erected scaffold. The upright
legs of the scaffold are held
securely by couplings. One type is
shown in figure 51. Spring-loaded
pins in the coupling atuomatically
lock the sections together, (6)
sectional steel scaffolding can be
constructed as high as required,
but scaffolding over three sections
high must be secured to the struc-
ture. One method of fastening it
to the structure is shown in figure 52.
The top section must always be
equipped with a guardrail and toe-
board. The guardrail prevents
workmen from falling and the toe-
board keeps tools and materials from
falling on other workmen below, (7)
side brackets, as shown in figure
53 can be attached to the inside of
the scaffold to support workmen.
The scaffold can then be used to hold
materials, (8) if the scaffold is to
be used on a solid floor and frequent
moving is necessary, a rolling tower
can be constructed of the same
scaffold sections by replacing the
footing plates with locking casters.
The height of the tower must not
exceed four times the smallest base
dimensions, and it must be equipped
with a toeboard and a guardrail above
the working platform.

Figure 46. Scaffold Footing
Plate

Figure 47. Leveling Jack

Aluminum Stairway Scaffold

This type of scaffold is erected by taking the following stepss: (1)

place the adjustable section on the ground with the stairway treads facing up.
Swing the top end frame over through 2700 until you can snap the hooks at the
bottom of the stairway over the lower crossbar, as shown in figures 54 and 55,
(2) lift the opposite end until the end frame is vertical and the folding
V-braces are locked. Figure 57 shows how the spring-actuated latches look
when they are unlocked and when they are locked. Do not use the scaffold if
any of these latches are not operating properly, (4) level the scaffold by
operating the leg adjustment, as shown in figure 58. Never use a scaffold
unless the leg adjustment is in perfect working order, (5) before climbing the
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PANEL

LEVELING
JACK

FOOTING
PLATE

Figure 48. Install Leveling Jacks and Panels into Footing Plates

ladder, lock all caster brakes as shown in figure 59. Never roll the scaf-
fold with anyone on it. Pushing the locking level down sets the caster brake
and moves the wheel to dead center position for maximum scaffold rigidity. The
greater the load on the scaffold, the greater braking action, (6) place the
next section against the top of the stairway of the bottom section, as shown
in figure 6U. The stairway treads on this second section should face out, (7)
climb the scaffold and pull the second section up. Swing the top end frame
through 270°, as shown in figures 61 an 62. Slip the lower crossbar under the
stairway and strackie the floor braces of the lower section, (8) raise the
other end by pulling on the floor braces until the other end frame becomes
vertical. Slip the legs of the frames into the sockets and lock the stairway
hooks into position, as shown in figures 63 and 64. Place the plywood plat-
form over the locating pins on the supporting tubes, (9) as each section is
installed, move the interlock clips up to the locking holes. Figure 65 shows
the interlock clip. It also shows the clip in the locked position and the
stored position, (10 place the folded half section of safr'y railing on top.
Unfold the end frame through 270°, as shown in fiyure 66 .d slip the end
frame into the sockets, (11) snap the diagonal brace into position, as shown
in figure 67. Place an additional plywood platform over the stairway opening
if the additional working area is needed.
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Figure 49. Installing Braces
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Figure 50. an Erected Scaffold
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HOLE IN PANEL LEG

SPRING LOADED PINS

COUPLING LOCKED
IN PANEL

Fiyare 51. Coupling

LAG BOLT ANO
EXPANSION stilt:Lo

CLAMP

SCAFFOLD LEG

Figure 52. Building Tie-in
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CROSS
MEMBER

/an.111

ISO

SCAFFOLD LEG

Figure 53. Side Bracket

Fiyure 54. Swing the End
Frame 270



Figure 55. Snap the Lower Crossbar
into the Stairway Hooks

Figure 56. Lift the Opposite
End

..:.

A. UNLOCKED

Figure 57. Make Sure Latches are Locked
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TWIST ANO RAISE
COLLAR PAST
SAFETY LOCKS

THREADED NUT OPENS

A

THREADED LEG
SLIDES TO
POSITION

Figure 58. Level the Scaffold

A. UNLOCKED B. LOCKED

LOWER THE
COLLAR PAST
SAFETY LOCKS

THREADED NUT CLOSES

THREADED LEG
LOCKS IN POSITION

WEIGHT OF
SCAFFOLD

ENERGIZES
BRAKE

WHEEL I HERE
FREE

TO ROLL

mowrillIr
WHEEL IS

OFF CENTER
FREE TO SWIVEL

WHEEL ON CENTER.
NO SWIVEL NO ROLLING

Figure 59. Lock the Caster Brakes
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Figure 60. Raising the
Second Section

Figure 62. Swing the Top End
Frame Through 2700
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Figure 61. Raise the Top
End Frame

Figure 64. Lock the
Stairway Hooks



Figure 63. Raise the Other End and
Slip the Legs into the
Sockets
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Figure 65. Move the Inter-
locked Clip into
Locking Position



Figure 66. Unfold Longer End
Frame of Stairway
Railing Through 2700

SCAFFOLD SAFETY

Figure 67. Place Ends into
Sockets and Lock
Diagonal Brace

A large part of your work will be done from a scaffold. Serious
accidents have been caused by carpenters using scaffolds which were erected or
used imporperly. A scaffold which has been erected improperly not only
endangers the workers using it, but could become a serious danger to people
who work near it. The following safety precautions for the scaffold horse,
sectional steel scaffold, and the aluminum stairway scaffold are not all-
inclusive and are not designed to replace other safety precautionary measures.
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Scaffold Horse.

Although scaffolds constructed by using scaffold horses are not very high
rrom the ground, there are several precautions to take to prevent serious
injury to yourself or others. Some of the precautions to take are as follows:

1. Inspect the scaffold horses for split members, loose knots, and bad
nailing.

2. Set the scaffold horses on firm even footing for each leg.

3. Test scaffold boards before using by jumping on them, as shown in
figure 68.

4. Never use a scaffold board for masonry work that is not a minimum
size of 1 1/2 X 9 1/2 inches (2 X 10.

5. Place the boards close togethe., on the horses.

6. Do not overload the scaffold.

Sectional Steel Scaffold

The sectional steel scaffold is the safest scaffold for a carpenter to
use. It will hold heavy loads when it is necessary. Some safety precautions
to take while working from the sectional steel scaffold are as follows:

1. Inspect all scaffolds before using--never use any equipment that is
damaged or deteriorated in any way.

2. Keep all equipment in good repair. Avoid using rusted equipment--
the strength of rusted equipment is not known.

Figure 68. Testing a Scaffold Board
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3. Inspect erected scaffolds regularly to be sure that they are
maintained in safe condition.

4. Provide adequate support for scaffold posts and use base plates.

5. Use leveling jacks instead of blocking to adjust to uneven grade
conditions.

6. Plumb and level all scaffolds as the erection proceeds. Do not
force braces to fit--level the scaffold until a proper fit can
be made easily.

7. Fasten all braces securely.

8. Do not climb cross braces.

9. On wall scaffolds place and maintain tie-ins securely between
structure and scaffold at least every 30 feet of length and each
26 feet in height.

10. Equip all planked or staged areas with proper guardrails and toe-
boards.

11. Do not erect steel scaffolds near power lines.

12. Do not use ladders or makeshift devices on top of scaffolds to
increase the height.

13. Uo not overload scaffolds.

14. Use only lumber that is properly inspected and graded as
scaffold plank.

15. Planking must have at least 12 inches of overlap and extend 6
inches beyond center of support, or be cleated at both ends to
prevent slidi-g off supports.

16. Do not allow unsupported ends of plank to extend an unsafe dis-
tance beyond supports.

17. Secure plank to scaffold when necessary.

18. For rolling scaffold the following additional rules apply:

0 Do not ride rolling scaffolds.

0 Remove all material and equipment from platform before moving
scaffold.

0 Caster brakes must be applied at all times when scaffolds are
not being moved.
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Casters with plain stems must be attached to the panel or
adjustment screw by pins or other suitable means.

Do not attempt to move a rolling scaffold without sufficient
help--watch out for holes in floor and overhead obstructions.

Do not extend adjusting screws on rolling scaffolds more than
12 inches.

Do not use brackets on rolling scaffolds without consideration
of overturning effect.

The working platform height of a rolling scaffold must not
exceed four times the smallest base dimension unless the
scaffold is guyed or other wise stabilized.

Aluminum Stairway Scaffold

Here are some safety rules that apply to aluminum stairway scaffolds.

1. Apply all caster brakes before climbing the scaffold.

2. Never move a scaffold when anyone (or any material) is on it.

3. Be sure the scaffold is level at all time. When a leg is ad35ted,
be sure to push the locking collar completely over the expanding nut
and below the safety locks. Never make leg adju:tments when anyone
is on the scaffold.

4. Don't try to "stretch" the platform height with the adjustable legs.
When additional height is required, add more scaffold sections.
Save the leg adjustment for leveling the scaffold.

5. Do not lean a ladder against a stairway scaffold or place a ladder
on the platform of a scaffold. Never push or pull or lean against
the wall or ceiling when standing or sitting on a scaffold, unless
it is securely tied in to the building.

6. Make sure all locking hooks are firmly in position. These hooks
appear at each end of separate horizontal and diqgonal braces and at
the lower end of s.t*airways.

7. Before using a scaffold with folding braces, be sure that the
latches of all locking hinges are locked.

8. Always install a safety railing and toeboard when a platform is to
be used at heights of 4 feet or over.

9. When the height of an aluminum stairway scaffold platform is going
to exceed three times the minimum base dimension, the scaffold must
be tied in to the building.
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10. Jo not climb or stanci on diagonal braces. Work only while stand-
ing on one of the pl-tforms.

11. Never use a scaffolA of any type in the vicinity of live elec-
trical apparatus or iear macninery that is in operation.

12. The columns of each scaffold section are furnished with inter-
lock clips parked in the lower of a pair of holes at the upper ends.
As an upper section is inserted, the interlock clips of the
section below are moved to the upper section bushings, inter-
locking the two sections. Never erect a scaffold without inter-
locking the sections in this manner. If interlock clips are
damaged or lost, replace them immediately.

13. Never use stairways to work from; they are for personnel to
walk up and down between platforms. Stairways are designed to take
the weight of a 200-pound man. They are not designed to take
excessive loads or abuse.

14. Never climb up the outside of a stairway scaffold. Always use
the stairway for access.

15. The platform of the stairway scaffold must always be located on
the floor braces by means of four locating pins. When being
used outdoors or whenever the scaffold is exposed to wind or
updrafts, the platform must be tied down and the scaffold secured
to the building.

16. The platform of the stairway scaffold is designed to carry a
maximum distributed load of 75U pounds. Do not exceed this
750-pound load.

17. When bridging between scaffolds with planks or ladder stages
place the ends of such planks or stages on the scaffold platform
across both floor braces to distribute the load. The other braces
of the scaffold are not designed to take heavy loads. The floor
braces are the thicker tubes (approximately 1/8" wall) and have
vertical pins for locating plywood platforms,

18. When erecting or taking down an upper section of the scaffold,
stand in the center of the platform below and keep a firm hold
on the section.

SUMMARY

Scaffolds are valuable tools to the carpenter. However, extreme caution
must be used when erecting and working on them. They are only as safe as you
make them.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions 1 thru 7 on page 548 and 549. Use a separate sheet of
paper. DO NOT write in the textbook. Return completed questions to
instructor on the next class day.
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-111-4
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ROOF CONSTRUCTION

OBJP.CTIVE

Given four installed wall frames, materials, tools, equipment and workiny
as a member of a team fabricate and install rafters and trusses on the wall
frames with no more than eight instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

The framing of a roof can be one of the most difficult jobs you find in
building construction. Although roof framing does not involve many
complicated details, the fitting together of the various members will be
difficult if each piece is not laid out and cut to the exact size. It is
important that you be able to identify and know how to frame these parts
properly to provide a roof that will serve the purpose for which it is
intended.

INFORMATION

RAFTER (Roof) TERMS

Roof construction requires the use of terminology all its own. You must
learn and understand these names, or terms, before you can proceed with the
framing of a roof. You will have a better understandiny of these terms later,
but the initial discussion of their meanings at this time will help you learn
the procedures for roof framiny.

Ridge

The ridye is the highest horizontal roof member that helps to align the
rafters and tie them together at the upper end. The board used to forri the
ridge may be of 1- or 2-inch finished lumber. In most cases, it is equal to
or wider than the cut on the end of the rafter. A 1- x 6-inch board, for
example, would be sufficient for a gable roof constructed of 2- x 4-inch
rafters. At any rate, the rafter should be seated fully against the ridge
plate as illustrated in figure 69.



Figure 69. Selecting the Right Ridge Board

SQUARE
END TAILCUT

SEAT CUT
(SEAT)

PLUNHICUT
(HEEL)

BIRD'S MOUTH
PLUMB END TAILCUT

COMBINATION LEVEL
AND PLUMB TAILCUT

Figure 7U. Cuts on Bottom End of Rafters

Rafter

Rafters are the sloping structural timbers of a roof designed to support
the roof loads. Common rafters extend from the ridge to the plate, and form
the major portion of most frame roofs. They are to a roof what the joists are
to a floor and what the stud are to a wall. In the construction of roofs,
different kinds of rafters are used.

Overhang (Projection)

Overhang is the horizontal distance the tail Or the rafter extends beyond
the edge of the structure. When laying out a rafter this amount Is figured
separately and added to the line length of the rafter.
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Birdsmouth

The birdsmouth is the cutout near the tail of the rafter which fits over
the top plate. (Figure 70). Notice the birdsmouth is composed of two cuts
that allow it to intersect the double top plate. The seat cut is the
horizontal cut that rests on the top cf the double top plate and the plumb cut
is the vertical cut which butts to the side of the double top plate.

Plumb Cut

Plumb cuts are the vertical cuts placed on the rafter. They occur at the
ridye, birdsmouth, and may occur at the tail cut.

Tail Cut

The tail cut is located at the lower end of the rafter, it may be plumb
angled in or out, curved or cut to meet the needs of your imagination.

Line Length

The length of the rafter from the edge of the structure to the center of
the structure when following a given slope, before it is shortened to accept
the ridge board, is called the line length.

Tail

The tail is the portion of the rafter which extends beyond the building.

Unit of Rise

The amount of inches the rafter rises for every unit of run.

Unit of run. 12"

Unit of span. 24"

Run. The run is 1/2 the width of the stru-ture.

Span. The span is the width of the structure.

Total rise. Total rise is the vertical distance covered by the line
length of the rafter.

Pitch

Pitch is sometimes known as the slope of a roof. It is a relationship of
total rise to building span. For instance, a 1/4 pitch means the structure's
span is 4 times greater than the total rise, or if the building has a 20' span
the total rise is 5'.

Figure 71 and 72 list the basic terms and shows their relationship to
rafter construction.
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There are basically two methods to determine a rafter's length, the step
off method and the rafter table method. We will cover the rafter table method
fur common rafters.

Looking at figure 72, we conclude that a rafter is constructed of smaller
units and that each of these smaller units is part of a triangle. If we know
that the unit of run is 12" and we know the unit of rise, we can determine the
length of the third side. The Pythagorean Theorem states that
A2 + B2 = c2 and that c 0. If the unit of run is A and the

unit of rise is B, then we can determine the length of the C seyment of the
rafter. This measurement is known as the unit of bridge measure.

1 Run

Span

Figure 71. Rafter Nomenclature
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Uoil of Run 12"

Span

Figure 72. Rafter Basic Terms

How do we know what the unit of rise is? The unit of rise is a variable,
its size will change depending on the pitch of a roof. To determine the unit
of rise, multiply the pitch times the unit of span (always 24 inches). Now we
stated above that we will use the unit of rise2 unit of run 2 and get the
square of the unit of bridge measure. And to get the unit of bridge measure,
we must take the square root. Without a sound background in geometry, this
could be a difficult equation to determine. The rafter table was established
to eliminate this complicated conversion. (Figure 74).

Once the unit of rise is determined (Pitch X unit of span), look at the
first line of the rafter table, it will state "Length Common Rafters per Foot
Run", the numbers in this line represent the unit of bridge measure and the
inch markings directly above represent the unit of rise.

For example a 20 x 32 bldg with a pitch of 1/8 has a unit of rise of 3
1/8 x 24 = 3 and a unit of bridge measure of 12.37 Look at the 3 inch

mark above the
rafter table, on
the first line
directly beneath
it is 12.37, this
is the unit of
bridge measure.
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Now that the unit of bridge measure is know, multiply the run by the unit
of bridge measure (Unit of bridge measure x run) and the resulting answer is
the line length, in inches.

12.37 X 10 = 123.7" = 10' 3-3/4"
One hundred twenty three is converted to feet by dividing 123 by 12.

10'

12" 123"

12
3 remainder

.7 is converted to 3/4" by rounding to the nearest 1/8" of an inch, using
the chart below as a guide (Figure 73).

1

.125 = 1/8

.250 = 1/4

.376 = 3/8

.500 = 1.2

.626 = 6/8

.760 = 3/4

.876 = 7/8

Figure 73. 1/8" Conversion Table

Laying out the length of a rafter, using the rafter table method,
requires the knowledge and use of a framing square (rafter square). The unit
of rise is located on the tongue, using the appropriate inch mark for the unit
of rise. Then unit of run is positioned on the body of the square, at the 12
inch mark. The rafter material should be positioned in front of the person
making the layout, with the crown towards the person making the layout. The
tongue is held in the left hand and the body is held in the right hand.
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23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 4 3 2 1

Leritfi commn.xatlers per foot 1114 2163 2081 1342 13 1265 1 1216Length Hip or Valley rafters
per foot run

Diff in Length
of Jacks 16 inches centers

Diff in Length
of Jacks 2 feet centers

Side Cut of Hi or Valle Use

Figure 14. Rafter Table
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Begin layout at the left side of the rafter material by placiny the
square on the face of the stock with the unit of rise and unit of run aligned
to the edge of the stock. Begin layout far enough from the ends to avoid any
checks or splits located at this point. Mark the plumb cut at the tongue and
measure from this point a distance equal to the line lenyth. Reposition the
square with the tongue of the square at this mark and mark for the plumb cut
of the birdsmouth. (Figure 75)

Unit
of
Rise

Fiyure 75. Ratter Layout
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Layout for the seat cut of the birdsmouth is acomplished by measuring 1
1/2 inches from the bottom edge of the rafter along the plumb cut. The square
is then moved along the face of the stock until the body of the square comes
in contact with this mark, figure 66. Remember to keep the unit of rise and
the unit of run aligned to the edge of the stock.

Mark Seat Cut livre

Figure 76. Layiny Out Seat Cut

The tail of the rafter is laid out following the layout of the
birdsmouth. Before the length of the tail is laid out, the projection needs
to be known. The amount of projection will vary depending on the design of
tde structure and should be obtained from the blueprints.

The tail is laid out by placing the outside edye of the tongue along the
plumb cut used to lay out the birdsmouth. The unit of rise and the unit of
run should still be flush with the edge of the stock. Using the outside
measurements of the square, measure along the body a distance equal to the
projection. Make a mark at this point and slide the square until the outside
edge of the tongue is flush with this mark. Check the positions lf the unit
of rise and the unit of run and mark the entire tail cut al, , 'h: tongue of
the square.

NOTE: The actual length of the tail is greater than the amount of
projection.

SUMMARY

The framing of a roof is probably one of the most difficult jobs you will
find in building construction. If various parts are not cut to correct length
and angle, the roof will be weak, unattractive and hard to construct.
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QUESTIONS

Answer questions 1 thru 16 on paye 228. Use a separate sheet of paper.
DO NOT write in the textbook. Return completed questions to instructor on the
next class day.
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-III-5
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

SHEATHING

OBJECTIVES

a. Given IP-tie/false statements, identify the procedures for installing
wall sheathing, roof sheathing, and exterior building wall paper.

b. Given a roof frame, a wall frame, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team irstall wall sheathing, roof sheathing, and
exterior wall building paper with no more than five instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

Wall and roof sheathing is installed after the rough framing and prior to
the exterior wall coverings. It strengthens the walls and provides a nailing
surface for the exterior siding. As a carpenter it is your responsibility to
know the different types of sheathing and the installation procedures of each
type.

SHEATHING

Sheathinc Material

Whether ordinary rafters or trusses are used for framing a roof, and
regardless of the type of covering installed, some type of sheathing or
decking must be placed over the frame first. In general, you can use the same
type of 1-inch boards or plywood for roof decking as is used for subflooring
and wall sheathing. The sheathing is usually installed across the rafters or
other similar framing members. The decking should have good nail-holding
characteristics and must be well nailed, since the roof covering is nailed to
the decking rather.than to the frame member. With certain types of
roof-covering materials, a particular type of decking may be specified. When
asphalt shingles or other composition materials are intended for the finished
roof, the deck should be covered with plywood sheetc or other types of
material, forming a solid backing. For wno, shin -c '.7e. al sneets or tile
board shr nir m7=v spaced ar L, arrangement.

Insta .)on Procedures

When the rafters or trusses have been installed, go back and check your
work carefully to see that all the framework has been nailed properly and that
all roof members are secure. The frame is then ready for the sheathing
application.
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LEAVE 1/16" SPACE AT ALL PANEL END JOINTS
AND 1/8" SPACE AT ALL PANEI. EDGE

J01 TS

DETAIL OF A
TYPICAL PATTERN
FOR ROOF DECKING

APPROX. 6" 0.c.

PLYWOOD SHEATHING

EXTERIOR PLYWOOD STARTER STRIP USED YO PROTECT EXPOSED EDGES FROM wEATHER

C- BF -193A

Figure 77. Typical Roof Deck Pattern Using
Plywood Sheets
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Before you install any roof sheathiny, construct and erect the necessary
scaffolding to provide a safe work platform. This scaffold construction,
although time consuminy, will pay dividends in the lony run by increasing your
work speed, once the actual roof sheathing beyins; by the same token, a
carefully designed scaffold can and, in most cases, will reduce personal
injury to you and your fellow workers.

Sheathiny is normally installed by your beginning at the eave of the roof
and workiny your way to the ridge. Plywood sheets (decking yrade) make an
ideal material for roof sheathing. It can be installed quickly, resists
shrinkaye and swelliny, and holds nails well. Plywood is generally laid with
the lony dimensions perpendicular to the rafters with the end joints formed
and nailed at the center of the rafters. Like that of subflooriny, the end
joints are spaced and staggered accordiny to the manufacturer's specification.
You can see a typical plywood decking pattern in Figure 77. Pay special
attention to the 1/16-inch space at all panel end joints and the 148-inch
space at all panel edge joints. In 9eographic areas where moisture or humid
conditions exist, these spaces should be doubled. Also notice that an
exterior plywood starter strip is installed to protect the edges of the
decking against exposure to the weather.

Once the roof sheathing has been installed, you should yo back and check
your nail pattern to insure that each sheet is secured properly, Fiyure 67,
also illustrates a typical nail pattern for plywood sheathing. Clips are
placed at the plywood joints between rafters for additional support. These
clips are especially necessary when usiny a 3/8-inch to 1/2-inch plywood over
rafters set 24 inches on center.

SUMMARY

Sheathiny adds stability to a wall or roof, provides a surface to attach
roofiny or siding, and helps insulate a wall. Even if the sheathiny cannot be
seen, it should be installed correctly.

QUESTIONS

Answer question 11 on page 194 and questions 17, 18, and 19 on page 228
in Modern Carpentry. DO NOT write in textbook.



3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-III-6
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ROOFING, VENTS AND LOUVERS

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing,
repairing, and replacing ventilators, and wall louvers by completing the
statements. Four of five responses must be correct.

b. Given procedures, a sheathed roof, materials, tools, equipment,
manufacturers' specifications and working as a member of a team install vents
and ventilators with no more than five instructor assists.

c. Given procedures, a sheathed roof, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team install roof flashing, eave strips, and roofing
with no more than eight instructor assists.

INTRODUCTION

Roofing materials serve to protect the structure from the weather. There
are various types and designs of roofing materials and varying methods of
installation. Asphalt composition shingles are the most common type of
shingles used in residental construction and are available in a variety of
colors.

Vents and louvers are a necessary part of construction. They allow air
circulation which assists in temperature and moistu!T control. The
installation of a vent or louver will depend on the type and location of the
vent or louver being installed.

ROOFS

Roof coverings are intended to shed water from a roof surface and prevent
moisture from entering the building. There are many types of materials used.
Although some of the materials may last less than 10 years, others may last
longer than the exterior wall coverings and trim. Of the available types, the
Air Force uses rolled roofing, asphalt shingles, built-up roofing, asbestos,
slate, and tile for covering the roofs of their buildings and structures. In
some cases, you may find wood shingles in use, but these are usually replaced
when major repair is required with a more fireproof type.

Let's examine the procedures for installing each of the types of roof
coverings in some detail. After you have a good understanding of the
installation procedures, you will then study some of the better methods for
maintaining roofs. We will begin our discussion with the types of
underlayment and how it is applied.
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Roof Underlayment

Asphalt-saturated roofing felts are used for roof underlayment; the
underlayment should be material which has a low vapor resistance. You should
never use such materials as plastic sheets, waterproof paper, or tar-coated
felts which will permit moisture to accumulate between the roof sheathiny and
underlayment.

A roof underlayment performs many functions. Some are as follows:

a. It temporarily protects the roof sheathiny and buildiny from
moisture until the finish roof can be installed.

b. It prevents direct contact between the resinous areas of the
sheathing and the finished roof, which might otherwise cause a
chemical reaction that would damage the roof material.

You should always store rolled roofing standing on end to prevent
shifting (rolling) and puncturing the material. Ordinarily, rolled roofiny
would not be used on a roof where the slope is less then 2 1/2 inches per
foot. It should be installed when the weather is clear, the temperature is at
least 50°F, and the surfaces are completely dry. The roof deck must have
solid sheathiny or sound lumber. Knotholes or loose knots must be covered
with sheet metal. Nails that extend above the roof must be driven flush with
the surface or removed comple':ely to prevent puncturing the roofiny when it is
put in place.

Install rolled roofiny in courses, or rows, starting at the eaves and
working up the roof. The roofing material must extend approximately 2 inches
beyond the sheathing at the gable edges and at the eaves. This allows the
roofing to be turned down neatly for water drainage. Space roofing nails
approximately 6 inches apart and drive them through the roofing into the edge
of the sheathing boards. The application of wooden strips is specified for
extremely windy areas. The top edge of each strip must be nailed with roofing
nails driven through tin or fiber discs.

Overlap the strip 4 inches on the preceding strip. The lap must be
cemented with hot asphalt or cold applied sealing compound and secured with
roofing nails. Space the nails 6 inches apart and 2 inches from the edge, as
shown in figure 78.

In order for you to safeguard a roof against wind damage, the ends of the
strips of roofing should be lapped a minimum of 6 inches in the direction of
the prevailing wind, as shown in figure 79. The end lap should be sealed with
lap cement and fastened with roofiny nails space a minimum of 6 inches apart
and approximately 2 inches from the exposed edge.
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DIRECTION OF
PREVAILING WIND

Figure 78. Spacing of Nails

Figure 79. Overlapping Ends of Rolled Roofing

Cover the ridye and hips with a double layer of roofing material, and
cement each layer and nail every 6 inches on both slopes. Although the pieces
used for covering the ridge or hip must extend down each slope 4 inches, they
are usually cut 12 inches wide.

You should always follow the manufacturer's instructions packed in each
roll regarding the installation of rolled roofing when other specifications
are not available.

Asphalt Shingles

Two types of asphalt strip shingles have been accepted as standard for
roofing materials on buildings with sloping roofs. One of these types of
shingles, shown at the top of figure is a standard weight, four-tab, 10- X
36-inch shingle intended for a 5-inch maximum exposure. Asphalt shingles are
purchased by weight from 210-240 pounds per square. A square is the amount of
roofing material needed to cover an area of 100 square feet.
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36"

1.°
36"

12"

Figure 80. Types of Shingles

When you are installing asphalt shingles, a starting strip must be
applied at the eaves. This starting strip must have granules of the same type
and color as the shingles. When you use shingles having a different color on
the bottom part as a starter, you must apply them with the cutouts toward the
roof top and the first course doubled. The cutouts on the exposed course are
centered on the tabs of the under course, with the cutouts in each alternate
course directly in line. The joints between courses are staggered by starting
the first course with a full shingle. The next three courses are started with
sMngles one-half tab shorter than each preceding course. You can see this
shingle pattern in figure 81. The edge of the first shingle in the first
course overhangs 3/8 to 3/4 inch past the side of the roof, and the tabs
project approximdtely 3/4 inch below the edge of the sheathing, as shown in
figure 81. The sides of the shingles at the edge are to extend 3/8 to 3/4
inch beyond the sheathing. To complete each course, full-width shingles are
applied so that the ends barely touch each other. The portion of the shingle
cut off to start a course can often be used at the opposite edge of the roof
to complete the course.

Two galvanized roofing nails are placed approximately 3/4 inch above each
cutout and in the same relative position at each end of the shingle, as shown
in figure 82. You should start nailing at one end of the shingle and proceed
regularly to the other. Be careful to keep the butts aligned with the top end
of the cutouts in the course below. When you are laying thick-butt shingles,
always nail through the thick portion. Practically all difficulties
experienced with this type of shingle have resulted from nailing too high on
the shingle. In windy areas the tabs are often cemented down.
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Figure 81, Placement of Shingles
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Figure 82. Nail Positions For Asphalt Shingles

FIRST RIDGE
ish7n...10.0111610_

SHINGLE 0.01/ftriarP01111406,000 -oft immootiowlPrIo."fi ry0 0 Iti 0 0 ribilio
40aw04;011"Allgt",- '411,.Y..

ROOFING NAILS APPROXIMATELY 3/4" FROM THE EDGE

PREVAILING WIND

Figure 83. Nail Positions For Ridge Cap Shingles
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Ridges and hips are finished with individual shingle tabs provided by the
manufacturer, with single shingles cut from strip shingles, or with strips of
mineral-surfaced rolled roofing. Individual shingle tabs on the hip or ridge
have the same exposures as the other shingles on the roof. They should extend
equIlly on each side of the hip or ridge with one nail on each side about 3/4
incn from the edge as shown in figure 83. When you are placing shingles on
the ridge, always work in the direction opposite the prevailing winds. That
is place the ridge shingles in a manner where the prevailing wind will have a
tendency to push the shingles down and not up.

Louvers

Louvers are vents designed to prevent the entrance of rain or snow. They
are usually installed in the gable of buildings near the roof, as shown in
figure 84. Venting of the area where louvers are installed prevents
condensation of moisture and allows escape of hot air to aid in cooling
buildings.

You may construct louvers according to many designs, or you may purchase
them as prefabricated units. They may be made of either wood or metal, or a
combination of both. Like windows, they are built within a frame. The frame
holds horizontally mounted fins, vanes, or slats of metal or wood in a
downward slanting position, from the inside to the outside. The slanting of
the fins allows free circulation of air but prevents rain or snow from
entering. The fins are usually nailed in position but may be adjustable for
closing when desired. A screen is placed behind the fins to prevent entry of
birds and insects.

Whether constructed in the shop or purchased, you will ordinarily install
the louver as a unit. Installation procedures are very similar to that of
window unit installation. That is, they are generally installed after the
subsiding has been installed and before the finish siding is applied. Level
and plumbing procedures are just as critical as in window installation.
Nailing and weather proofing is also similar. If maintenance is necessary, it
will usually be better to remove the complete unit so that repair of the
frame, fins, or screen can be done more handily.

There is a wide variety of ventilating systems for roofs, cornices, and
wa7ls. One popular roof ventilating system is located in the cornice work as
shown in detail in figure 85. ç.

e :P71.

.<
I

Figure 84. Lower Installation
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METAL VENTS SCREEN STRIP

Figure 86. Cornice Vents

SUMMARY

The roof of a building protects the structure and its contents.
Different types of materials, such as wooden shingles, composition roofiny,
built-up roofing, metal, and mineral fiber are used for covering. A knowledge
of the properties of these materials and the correct procedures for
installation are necessary for an efficient and watertight application.
Factors to be considered in selecting roofing material are: The use of the
building, appearance, durability, and cost. Most roofs can be repaired by
careful application of new materials after damaged sections are removed.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions 1 thru 19, page 213. Record your answers on a separate
sheet of paper. DO NOT write in the textbook.
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377U Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-III-7
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

TRIM AND SIDING

OBJECTIVES

a. Given true/false statements, identify the procedures for installing,
repairing, and replacing conrice and Siding.

b. Given procedures, a framed structure, materials, tools, equipment
and working as a member of a team install cornice and siding with no more than
seven instructor assists.

c. Given a structure, materials, tools, equipment and working as a
member of a team install exterior wall trim with no more than five instructor
asL sts.

INTRODUCTION

The installation of trim and siding is part of the exterior finish of a
structure. There are many different types of siding used in residental
construction and just as many ways to install siding. Many times the types of
trim used and the trim's installation, will depend upon the type of siding
used.

INFORMATION

Cornice and Exterior Finish Trim

In many cases, the cornice and other external trim are completed
immediately after the roofing is finished. At other times, the windows and
doors are installed before the cornice work goes up. The advantages here are
that you can weatherproof the interior and provide some security for the
building; that is, materials and other hardware can be secured inside the
building at night and on weekends.

When we speak of finish trim, the widely held belief concerning "last
minute touches" comes to mind. This is a myth that installing the trim
usually cannot be done at the last minute when exterior wall finish is being
completed. You will find much time is required to properly install the trim
and that it is usually found in place before the finish siding is applied.
There are times, however, when exterior trim is nailed over the finish siding.

Exterior Trim

Exterior trim is usually of 1 inch finish lumber. The width may vary
with the architectural design, but usually it will be of 4 inch finish boards.
Select good, straight boards which are free of knots for use as exterior trim.
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Door and Window Casings

Usually these casing boards are installed as part of the door and window
unit, as we have discussed previously. This trim can be of a special molded
pattr:rn or ordinary 1 X 4's nailed to the door or window frames on one edge
and through the subsiding into the trimmers and headers on the other edge, as
shown in figure 86. It helps to hold the door or window frames in place and
cover the space between the frames and the trimmers and headers.

A drip cap is usually installed as a part of the casing above doors and
windows to prevent the entry of moisture behind the casing. In other cases, a
flashiny is formed of copper or galvanized sheet metal and extended under the
siding and over the upper casing. A typical drip cap for window and doors can
be seen in figure 86.

Water Table

The lowest part of the outside finish of a wooden structure that meets
the eye is the water table. It consists of two parts: (I) a base board,
which is installed where the foundation wall stops and the framework begins;
and (2) a drip cap, which is installed above the base board.

The purpose of the water table is to protect the foundation by deflecting
rainwater away from the sills. Without a water table, water running down the
walls would seep in, between the foundation and the sills, thus damaying the
sills. Therefore, the water table is important and must be constructed with
great care. Two different methods of constructing the water table are shown
in figure 87. Since the outside wall covering begins the water table, the
water table must be constructed first.

Corner Boards

At the corners of the building, the wall covering, either shingles or
siding, can be treated in one of several ways. The siding or shingles can be
beveled and fitted together. The shingles can be lapped alternately, the
siding can be butted and covered with metal caps or corner boards, like those
shown in figure 88, can be installed.

You should tack a strip of building paper over the corner before placiny
the corner board in position for nailing, as illustrated in fiyure 89. To
avoid rounding at the corner, you should fold the paper lengthwise and crease
it to fit the corner of the building prior to tacking it in place.
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Figure 86. Nailing Pattern For Exterior Window Casings
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SHEATHING

- BUILDING PAPER

SIDING

SHEATHING

BUILDING PAPE
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IP CAP DRIP CAP

ER TABLE
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WATER TABLE

Figure 87. Water Table Construction

CORNER BOARDS OF EQUAL WIDTHS
WITH OUARTER-ROUNI;

WIDE
CORNER BOARD

BEVELED TYPE

NARROW
CORNER BOARD

CORNER BOARDS OF UNEQUAL WIDTHS

Figure 88. Corner Boards
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ROOF SHEATHING

CROWN MOLDING

FRIEZE
RAFTER

WALL SHEATHING

STUD

Figure 89. Corner Board Installation

WATER TABLE

Figure 90. Simple Cornice
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Cornice Design

The cornice iF sometimes known as the eave and its distinctive feature is
that it is the fini_Al connection between the roof and the wall. The cornice,
like any other finish detail, is an important element in the overall
attractiveness of a building. The type of cornice required for a specific
building is indicated on the wall sections of the architect's drawing. When
necessary, the drawing will also include a detailed view of the cornice
design.

Simple Cornice

A roof with no rafter overhang usually has the simple cornice shown in
figure 90. This cornice consists of a single strip, called a frieze, which is
beveled on the upper edge to fit close under the overhang of the eaves and
rabbeted on the lower edge to overlap the upper edge of the top course of
sidiny. If trim is used, it uaually consists of molding placed as shown in
the same figure. Molding trim in this position is called crown moldir]. A
roof with a rafter overhang may have an open or closed cornice.

Open Cornice

The simplest type of open cornice is illustrated in figure 91. As is
true of the simple cornice, it consists only of a frieze, which in this case
must be notched to fit around the rafters. If trim is used, it usually
consists of molding cut to fit between the rafters as indicated. Molding trim
in this position is called bed moulding.

Closed Cornice.

A closed cornice for a gable roof is generally constructed with a
horizontal or sloping soffit.

A box cornice with a horizontal soffit is shown in figure 92. In this
type, the rafter overhang is entirely boxed in by the roof covering, the
fasica (a band between moldings), and a bottom strip, called a soffit or
plancier. The soffit is nailed to the lower edges of a series of horizontal
members called lookouts, which are cut to fit between the rafter ends and the
face of the sheathing. The frieze, when used, is set just below the iookouts.
The trim, if any, is placed and named is shown in the same figure.

A sloping soffit can be seen in figure 93. The soffit or plancier is
nailed directly to the bottom side of the rafters of the overhang; for this
reason the lookout, as described in the horizontal soffit, is not needed.
Sometimes the back side of the facia is rabbeted to receive the soffit
material as shown in the detail figure 92.
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Gable End Cornice and Rake Section

The gable cornice trim on a gable-roof structure with a simple or open
corniLe is made by carrying the frieze and the crown molding up the rakes, as
shown in figure 94. Molding trim along the rakes, however, is called rake
molding. Figure 96 shows a complete gable-end-wall cornice and a rake section
of a horizontal type soffit. Figure 96 shows another method for finishiny the
gable-end-cornice. As you can readily see, the crDwn molding and the facia
are carried up the rakes, to then form the gable cornice trim. This form of
cornice return is very attractive, and it works very well where the eave and
yable-end overhang is not too great.

BED mOL DING

FRIEZE

SIDING

SHEATHING

Figure 91. Simple Type of Open Cornice
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SHEATHING

RAFTER

LOOKOUT
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STUD

SHEATHING

FINISH FASCIA

LOOKOUT

I
\ VENTILATION i

SCREEN
FRIEZE- QUAR TER ROUND

PLANLIER OR SOFFIT

Figure 92. Box Cornice With a Horizontal Soffit

Figure 93. Sloping Soffit
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Figure 94. Gable Cornice Trim on
Gable Roof Structure
With Simple Cornice

Figure 95. Gable End With a
Finished Cornice
and Rake

CROwN mOL DING

FASCIA

. FASCIA

CORNICE RETURN

BED mOLDING
FRIEZE

Figure 96. Gable-End-Wall Cornice Return
on a Gable-Roof Structure With
a Closed Cornice
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SIDING

Once the outside wall openinys have been filled by installing doors,
windows, and louvers, and the cornice, water table, and whatever other
necessary trim have been applied, the exterior wall can be finished by
covering it with siding. The siding is actually the "skin" of the buildiny,
which apparently is so important to its appearance and the satisfaction of
those who see and use it. Although it is the thinnest part of the external
wall, it certainly has important functions to perform besides those that can
be seen. As our own skin holds and protects our bone framework and other
vital functioning parts, so the exterior wall finish protects the rest of the
wall from deterioration.

Preparation of Siding

Although we have already discussed the procedures for installing sheatiny
paper to the building, you will find that it sometimes is necessary for you to
go back to check the wall surface for any damages that may have occurred while
you were installing the doors, windows, and cornice. Some of the areas you
should check at this time, before applying the siding are:

a. Smoothness of the subsiding, watching for loose or warped boards or
plywood that would prevent siding from lying flat.

b. The surface to insure that it provides an adequate nailing base for
the finish siding, especially around wall openings.

c. Loose knots or large knotholes where lumber sheathing has been used.

d. Torn or missing sheathing paper.

e. Loose or sagging sheathing paper that may prevent siding from lyiny
flat.

f. Moisture or the paper surface or between the sheathing and buildiny
paper.

You definitely should not apply finish siding on days when rain or snow
might become trapped between the siding and the sheathing paper.

SIDING MTERIALS

Although there are many different types of materials used for exterior
finishes, wood is ordinarily used, at least for the trim. In choosing wood
foc the exterior finish, you should consider several factors, such as decay
resistance, paint holding quality, and lumber available for the exterior
walls. Lumber that is warped or which has an excessive amount of knots should
not be used. Materials used on the exterior walls of a building are building
paper, plywood, wall covering, wooden siding, asbestos shingles, wood
shingles, metal siding, vinyl siding, and masonry finishes of stone, brick, or
stucco.

7-10
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Plywood Wall Covering

Large panels of plywood are now available on the market for exterior use.
The various layers in this plywood material are bonded together with
waterproof resin glues. The standard sizes for residential construction are
48 inches wide, they are available in lengths of 8, 9, and 1U feet. Thickness
commonly used are 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2 and 6/8 inch. Panels 3/8 inch and
thicker, for example, are generally used for direct stud application, while
5/16-inch panels may be applied over a subsiding.

The thickness requirement for plywood wall panels will vary from building
to building because of the stud spacing, type of subsiding used (if any),
method of panel application, and other circumstances related to the wall
load-bearing qualities. Plywood panels are normally applied in a vertical
position to eliminate horizontal joints. You can, however, apply the panels
horizontally and increase the walls load-carrying capabilities. Plywood
panels do expand and contract; for this reason you should leave 1/16-inch
spaces between all end and edge joints.

Wood Siding

Wood siding is the standard covering for wood frame buildings. It is
milled in various patterns, as shown in figure 97. Since siding is exposed to
the weather, the durability of the wood is an important factor to consider
when selecting material for siding. Among the more durable woods for this
purpose are cypress, cedar, and redwood. In addition to durability, these
woods have good paint holding qualities, which is another important
consideration. A type of wall siding adapted to formal architecture is the
novelty siding. Decorative effects may be obtained by scoring the siding
vertically with a grooving tool. Galvanized and aluminum nails are used to
prevent dark rust streaks from forming on the wood.

Asbestos Shingles (cement-asbestos). One type of shingle frequently used
in the modification of Air Force buildings is the asbestos shingle. It is a
hard, brittle shingle made of cement and asbestos. These siding shingles are
fireproof and have replaced or covered the wood siding on many Air Force
buildings. They e e 5/32 inch thick, 12 inches wide, and 24 inches long, and
are available in many colors.

Install cement-asbestos shingles with rustproof accessories. The nails
to use are aluminum and have a flat head. Install outside and inside corners
and edge strips, shown in figure 98 over building paper before placing the
shingles. Use felt strips under each vertical joint, as shown in figure 99.
Caulk all edges-as around doors, windows, etc, to prevent water from getting
behind the shingle. The color of the caulking should blend with the color of
the shingles. When the nails are driven too tightly, they will cause the
shingle to break. Whenever half shingles are required, cut them with a
shingle cutter shown in figure 100, which is designed for that purpose. You
may punch additional nail holes with the pin located on the handle. Use the
nipper to chip out small portions to fit the shingle around obstructions.
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Asbestos shingles are usually installed over 3/4 inch sheathiny, because
the random nailiny does not occur on the studs. Some buildinys have 3/4-inch
sheathing, paper, wood siding, more paper, and the asbestos shinyle installed
on the surface. When you are remodeling a buildiny, it is more economical for
you to leave the old siding (if it is not completely rotten or warped) and
place the shingles over it.

BEVEL SIDING DROP SIDING NOVELTY SONG

CLAP BOARD RABBE.TED SH IP LAP TONGUE a MOLDED
GROOVE RUST IC

Figure 97. Types of Siding

OUTSIDE CORNER INSIDE CORNER EDGE STRIP

Figure 98. Shingle Accessories
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A common method for installing asbestos shingles over fiberboard or other
nonlumber sheathing is illustrated in figure 91. When the sheathing will not
hold nails, use channel molding to hold the shingles. Nail the molding to the
studs.

When it becomes necessary for you to replace a broken shingle of this
type, carry out the repair in much the same manner as when you are repairing
slate or asbestos roofing shingles. Be careful when removing broken shingles
to prevent damage to the adjacent good shingles. When installing the new
shingles, use the same procedures to nail them in place as were used for the
original application. Make certain that all of the felt backer strips are in
place to prevent water from collecting behind the shingles.

Wood Shingles

Install wood shingles with a doubled first course. The second layer is
required to cover the joints in the first layer. Shingles used on exterior
walls may be installed with more exposure to the weather (less overlap) than
shingles on a roof, because the sun's heat does not reach them as directly and
water runs off them quickly. They do not have the same tendency to cup (curl
up on the edges) while drying, because they dry more slowly than do shingles
on a roof. A quick change in moisture content will cause the shingles to rise
at the edges or split.

Install dry shingles with a 1/4-inch space between them to allow for
expansion when they absorb water. The amount of exposure to the weather is
different for each shingle length: 7 1/2 inches exposed on 16-inch shingles,
8 1/2 inches exposed on 18-inch shingles, and 11 inches exposed on 24-inch
shingles. In any case two layers of shingles must always be used to assure
that water cannot enter through the joints.
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For the best finish job, the nails used to fasten cabin-type siding or by
the V-rustic type. Drop siding is available in a variety of shapes. The most
common is shiplap or tongue-and-groove joints. Since it fits flush with the
sheathing, it is fairly weathertight. It also acts as insulation against heat
and cold. Bevel or lap siding is usually thinner than drop siding and adds
greatly to the softness and refinement of shadow lines. It may be rabbeted or
simply lapped as clapboard.

When installing wood siding, nail it at the studs. You can use either
box or casement nails. If, however, you use casement nails, you should set
them and fill the holes with putty. This is the best method to use where the
paint to be employed will not hold on metal surfaces without special priming.
Install drop siding and most types of novelty siding with 8d nails; whereas
bevel siding may be put on with the 6d size. You should use nails which are
either rust-resistant, such as galvanized nails should be hot-dipped,
zinc-coated nails, or copper or aluminum. If a round nail is used, the type
having a blunted 3-cornered tip is preferable, since when it is used, the
shingle is less likely to split. Nail each shingle near each edge. Shingles
over 10 inches in width should have at least three nails in them. Drive all
nails flush and cover them by the next course of shingles.

stuos 16" C

RACK! 11
STRIP

ASINSTOS St6P4Ot t

NOOK M(AOW MAK

crweatt Mout clo4G-,.

NON41.1616R11 stieTHING

Figure 101. Use of Channel Molding
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Metal and Vinyl (Plastic or Synthetic) Siding

Several types of metal and synthetic plastic siding materials are
presently in use. Also, combination types exist, using metal as the base with
vinyl or other plastic coatings. Research will undoubtedly lead to the
development of more of these materials in the future.

The metal siding materials are usually flat, corrugated, or V-crimped
sheets. These sheets may be of galvanized iron, steel, or aluminum. Always
install metal sidiny with nails made of the same or a compatible metal to
prevent corrosive action from occurring. Galvanized lead-hc,aded nails may be
used with galvanized iron or steel siding, and aluminum nails with plastic or
neoprene seals are commonly used with aluminum siding. These materials are
used for covering sheds and other storage buildings, where durability is more
important than the architectural appearance.

Flat metal sheets may be purchased in almost any size; whereas corrugated
and V-crimped sheets are usually 26 inches wide and in lengths of 6 to 12
feet. You may install these sheets horizontally, but they are more often
placed vertically. Nail them on the top of the corrugations or crimps rather
than in the valleys. The amount of nailing required will vary with the
particular installation. Ordinarily a row of nails across the sheet at 2-foot
intervals, with a nail on every fourth corrugation, will be adequate. The
side lapping of V-crimped sheets is predetermined by its shape; whereas
corrugations are nailed every six inches along the edge. The end laps, where
necessary, should be approximately 4 to 6 inches.

Vinyl or other plastic materials are usually used for decorative
purposes. Because of the ease of molding these materials during manufacture,
they may be made in a variety of shapes. A wide selection of colors is also
available. Special nails are available, and you should select them to match
the material. The amount of nailing required will vary with the shape of the
material and the characteristics of the installation. However, the general
methods used for fastening metal sidiny may often be used.

Precoated or combination metal and plastic siding is usually formed to
resemble some type of wooden siding. Usually some type of channel molding is
used to install this kind of siding, so that nailing through the precoating
material is avoided. In cases where new or special types of siding materials
are being installed, consult the manufacturer for recommendations concerning
methods and fastening devices.

SUMMARY

The outside appearance of a structure is affected by the type and design
of exterior trim and siding. But no matter how costly or intricate the
materials are, tWr final worth may only be estimated by how well they were
installed. This .nvolves a knowledge of the materials and the installation
proccedures involved, as well as a high degree of physical skill.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions 1-16 on pages 323, Chapter 12 of Modern Carpentry. DO
NUT write in the textbook.
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FOUNDATION AND FORM CONSTRUCTION

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-la

PROJECT OR TASK: Form Construction

OBJECTIVE: Given incomplete statements, identify the location, construction,
and erection procedures for forms for slabs, walls, footings,
ramps, and steps by completing the statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-la.

2. You are to work individually and without instructor assistance while
completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress checks to you for
review.

8 . After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION I

(Knowledge)

Complete the following statements involving form construction.

1. When forming a footing the form should be constructed at least
as wide as the foundation wall.

2. In slab form construction the entire form is checked for square by using

the method.

3. Slab form corners may be checked for square by using the method.

4. The ideal riser height in stair form construction is inches.

5. The ideal tread width in stair form construction is i n ch es.

6. The total ideal riser height and ideal tread width is i nches.

7. When constructing forms for ramps a sl ope of degrees must be
provided.

8. A wall fonn member which is installed horizontally and provides

horizontal alignment of the wal 1 form is the member.

9. A
another.

allows the wall frame and the footing to be secured to one

10. When constructing a slab form, a general rule while excavating is the
(more/less) subgrade you disturb the better.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-lb

PROJECT OR TASK: Slab Form Construction

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, tools, materials, equipment and working as a

member of a team construct a form for a concrete slab with no
more than three instructor assists. The completed form must be
within + 1/8" of square and level.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does
not fulfill this obligation.

4. Three instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory ard
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I

(Performance)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by constructing forms for a concrete slab

1. Find the highest elevation point in the area designated for the
corstruction of the form.

2. Drive a stake at the highest elevation point.

3. Use the right triangle method to establish a corner for the form.

4. Construct the form.

5. Square and level the form.

6, Check the form for square using the diagonal method.

7. Adjust form for squareness if the diagonal measuremnts do not coincide.

8. Finished forms must be within + 1/8" of square and level.
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LIGHT FRAME CONSTRUCT ION

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-2a

PROJECT OR TASK: Frabicate and Install Sills, Joists, and Sub-floors

OBJECTiVE: Given a foundation wall, tools, materials, equipment and working
as a member of a team fabricate and install sills, joists, and
subfloors with no more than eight instructor assists. Installed
units must be square, plumb, and level.

IiiSTPUCTIONS:

1. Thi s i s Progress Check I I I-2a.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You
wi 1 1 be observed while servi ng at least two meaningful tasks associ ated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES
NOT fulfill this obligation.

4. Eight instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instnictor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

III-2
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MISSION I

(Performance)

Working as a team member, demonstrate proficiency by constructing and
installing sills, joists and subfloors.

I. Fabricate materials for sills.

2. Install sills.

3. Fabricate materials for joists.

4. Install joists.

5. Fabricate material for bridging.

6. Install bridging.

7. Fabricate material for subfloor

8. Install subflooring materials (plywood or solid lumber).

9. Ensure installed units are square, plumb and level.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-2b

PROJECT OR TASK: Fabricating and Installing Walls and Partitions

OBJECTIVE: Given a subfloor, tools, materials, equipment and working as a
member of a team fabricate and install walls and partitions and
frame openings for windows, doors, louvers, and utilities with no
more than eight instructor assists. Installed units and openings
must be square and plumb.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-2b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES
NOT fulfill this obligation.

4. Eight instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

J. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION II
for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsati3factory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION II

(Performance)

Working as a member of a team, demonstrate proficiency by installing
walls and portitions.

1. Layout area for walls, doors, windows, louvers and utitiles.

2. Cut materials to specifications.

3. Fabricate walls with door, window, louvers and utitiles openings.

4. Frame partition wall.

5. Install wall and partition units.

6. Ensure that installed walls, partitions and openings for windows, doors,
louvers and utiliies are square and plumb.

7. Clean work area.
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SCAFFOLD CONSTRUCTION

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-3a

PROJECT OR TASK: Scaffold

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, equipment, materials and working as a member of
a team construct, erect and remove scaffoldiny with no more than
four instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-3a.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does not
fulfill this obligation.

4. Four instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I

(Performance)

Using procedures provided and working as a tem member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Horse scaffol di ng

a. Procure 2 saw horses (check them for safety).

b. Procure two 2" x 10"s (test board for proper support).

c. Place 2" x 10"s on saw horses to erect simple scaffold.

d. Reverse procedures for di sassenbly.

2. Erection of sectional steel scaffolds.

a. Set footing plates.

b. Insert leveling jacks.

c. Install end panels.

d. Install diagonal braces.

e. Check quick locks.

f. Plumb and level scaffolding.

g. Install decking.

h. Erect scaffold to desired height.

i. Install toeboards and guardrails.

3. Scaffold Removal

a. Remove toeboards and guardrails.

b. Remove decking.

c. Reverse of erection.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-4a

PROJECT OR TASK: Fabricate and Install Rafters and Trusses

OBJECTIVE: Given four instal led wall frames, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team fabricate and install rafters and
trusses on the wall frames with no more than eight instructor
assi sts.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-4a.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
vrith this objective. Observing or reading a mairtenance docunent DOES
NOT fulfill this obligation.

4. Eight instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to -:I3SION
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION I

(Performance)

Working as a member of a team demonstrate proficiency by canpleting the
fol 1 owi ng exerci se:

1. Rafters:

a. Cut ceiling joist to length.

b. Install ceiling joist on 16" O.C.

c. Lay out and cut rafters,

d. Lay out and cut ridgeboard.

e. Install ridgeboard with rafters (24" 0.C.).

f. Lay out and cut collarties.

g. Install collarties on alternating pairs of rafters.
h. Lay out and cut gable end studs.

i. Install gable end studs over common studs.

2. Trusses:

a. Using pattern pieces cut materials needed to build trusses.

b. Assenble trusses.

c. Ensure all joints are tight.

d. Apply connectors (plywood gussets) to both sides of truss.

e. Install the trusses on 24" centers.
f. Apply safety practices while constructing and instal li ng trusses.
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SHEATHING

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-5a

PROJECT OR TASK: Sheathing and Building Wallpaper

OBJECTIVE: Given true/false statements, identify the procedures for in-
installing wall sheathing, roof sheathing, and exterior building
wall paper.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-5a.

2. You must work individually with no notes, reference materials, or
instructor assistance to complete this progress check. You must provide
correct responses to all items on this progress check.

3. Upon completion of this progress check, return the progress check to your
instructor.

4. Your instructor will grade this progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

5. After grading your progress check, your instructor will return the
progress check to you for review. After reviewing the progress check,
return it to your instructor. Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I

(Kncmledge)

Identify the following statenents as TRUE or FALSE by putting T in the
blank for true statenents or F in the blank for false stategents.

1. Corner bracing is usually not required when plywood sheathing is
installed vertically in the corners of the walls.

2. Plywood clips should be used with 1/2 inch plywood roof sheathing.

3. Sheathing helps insu'iate a wall.

4. When open sheathing is used on a wall, the building paper can be
applied either between shingles and sheathing or between studs and
sheathing.

5. Shingles or shakes can be applied over old siding or other wall
coverings that are sound and will hold nailing strips. When doing
this, you first apply building paper over the old wall.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-5b

PROJECT OR TASK: Instal 1 i ng Bul di ng Wal lpaper, Wal 1 and Roof Sheathi ng

OBJECTIVE: Given a roof frame, a wall frame, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team install wall sheathing, roof
sheathing, and exterior wall building paper with no more than five
instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check

2. Your instructor will assign you to a tean for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does
not fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION II

(Performange)

Working as a member of a tean demonstrate proficiency by completing the
fol 1 owi ng performance exercise.

1. Install closed sheathing on one side of the roof and open sheathing to
the other side of the roof.

2. Install plywood sheathing on one wall with the plywood installed
vertically on the corners of the wall.

3. Instal 1 common lumber to one wal 1 wi th the boards instal led di agonal ly.

4. Install buil di ng paper to one of the sheathed wal 1 s.
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ROOFING VENTS AND LOUVERS

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-6a

PROJECT OR TASK: Roof Vents, Ventilators and Louvers

OBJECTIVE: Given incomplete statementsjidentify the procedures for installing,
repairing,and replacing ventilators)and wall louvers by
completing the statements. Four of five responses must be
correct.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-6a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to 4 of 5 items on this progress
check.

5. After completing this progress check, return it to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

4X?
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MISSION I

Complete the following statenents.

1. Gable roofs usually have louvers in the ends.

2. Ventilators located on the roof may leak if not i nstal 1 ed.

3. Insufficient insulation or di rectly under lot/ pitched roofs
may cause a special problem.

4. Venting of the area where louvers are installed prevents of
moisture and allows hot air to escape.

5. A screen is placed behind the fins of the louver to prevent birds and
insects from
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: I1I-6b

PROJECT OR TASK: Roof Vents and Louvers

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a sheathed roof, materials, tools, equipment,
manufacturer' s specifications and worki ng as a member of a team
install vents and ventilators with no more than five instructor
assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-6b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you will
be observed while servi ng at least two meaningful tasks associated wi th
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does not
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instnictor assits per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION II
for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION II
(Performance)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
prof ici ency by compl eting the fol 1 otei ng perfomance exerci se:

1. Determine type, size and number of vents and ventilators.

2. Determine area to be ventilated.

3. Minimum opening should be 1/4 sq inch for every square foot of ceiling
area.

4. Install required vents and ventilators according to manufacturers
specifications.

111-6.3
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-6c

PROJECT OR TASK: Jnstalling Roof Flashing., Eve Strips, and Roofin2

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a sheathed roof, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team install roof flashing, eve strips,
and roofing with no more than eight instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-6c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you yill
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does not
fulfill this obligation.

4. Eight instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

b. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION
for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION in
Working as a member of a team demonstrate proficiency by completing the

fol 1 owi ng exercise.

Drip Ed e (Flashing)

1. Measure the area for drip edge (along eve and rake).

2. Install drip edge at eave and rake.

Cave Strip

1. Measure area for eave strip.

2. Install eave strip. Eave strip must be wide enough to extend from roof's
edge to about 12 inches inside wall line.

Building Paper

1. Chalk line for fist course

2. Start at lower edge of roof or wall

3. Unrolladn fasten first course

Asphalt shin3les

1. Chalk line for first course

2. Allow 1/4" to 3/8" overhang at eaves and gables

3. Install starter strip (cut-outs facing up) or rolled roofing

4. Double fi rst course

5. Fastening (roofing nails)

a. Use 4 nails minimum

b. Use 6 nails in high wind areas for ore holding power

6. Chalk lines every 3 courses (insures horizontal and vertical alignment)
(due to irregularity in shingle size)

7. Use half lap pattern

a. Start fi rst course with ful 1 shi ngl e

b. Second course - Full shingle minus 1/2 tab

c. Third course - Full shingle minus full tab

d. Fourth course - 1/2 shingle

e. Repeat procedure 442



TRIM AND SIDING

COURSE: J3A8R55230-000

PC: III-7a

PROJECT OR TASK: Cornice and Siding

OBJECTIVE: Given true/false statementsoidentify the procedures for
installing, repairing, and replacing cornice and siding.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-7a.

2. You must work individually to complete this progress check. You must
provide correct responses to all items to satisfactorily pass this
progress check.

3. You will use no notes or reference materials and will not receive
instructor assistance while completing this progress check.

4. You will be graded on an ATC Form 98 (Student Progress Checklist) using
"S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress Checks
are a CONTROLLED ITEM.



MISSION I

(Knowledge)

Identify the following statements as TRUE or FALSE by putting T in the
blank for true statements or F in the blank for false statements.

1. The strips placed over the joints of vertical wood siding are called
battens.

2. The finished visible section of a cornice which closes the undersic:e
of the rafters is called the fascia.

3. The horizontal cornice member nailed to the building to which the
lookouts are secured is called the frieze.

4. Fascia should be installed before roof sheathing.

5. Nail holes must be placed in cement asbestos shingles/siding with a
cement asbestos shingle cutter.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: III-7b

PROJECT OR TASK: Installing Cornice and Siding.

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a framed structure, materials, tools, equipment
and working as a member of a team install cornice and siding
with no more than seven instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-7b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does
not fulfill this obligation.

4. Seven instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION II
' for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your pertormance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION II

(Performance)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following performance exercise.

1. Cornice construction

a. Obtain a point at each end of the wall level to the lower most
portion of the tail cut of the rafter.

b. Chalk lines between these points.

c. Install ledger with the lower edge flush to the chalk line.

d. Cut to length.

e. Install lookouts at each rafter by toenailing to ledger and face
nailing to rafter.

f. Install fascia (if not already installed).

g. Install soffit and frieze molding.

2. Siding installation (horizontal)

a. Snap chalk line for first course. This will be accomplished by
measuring from ground level up the wall the height of the siding.

b. Use the half-step method. First course start with full piece of
siding; second course use 1/2 piece; third course start with full
piece, etc.

c. Snap chalk line every 3 courses to ensure proper alignment.

d. Nail siaing with non-corrosive nails. Full pieces have nail holes.
The nails go at the bottom of each piece of siding.

e. Use cement-asbestos shingle cutter to cut siding and place nail
holes in siding.
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COURSE: J3A8R55230-000

PC: III-7c

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Exterior Wall Trim

OBJECTIVE: Given a structure, materials, tools, equipment a,d working ac a
member of a team install exterior wall trim with no more than five
instructor assists.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check III-7c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
progress check.

3. As a member of the team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER, you
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document does
not fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials required
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to MISSION III
for this progress check.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8 . Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. Return the completed progress check to your instructor. Progress checks
are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION III

(Performance)

Working as a member of a- team demonstrate proficiency by completing the
fol 1 owi ng exercise.

1. Install corner boards using 1" x 4" material.

2. Install spacer strips using scrap 1" x 2" material. If scrap material is
not available, use new material.

3. Instal 1 wi ndow and/or door casings.
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Purpose of Study Guide

This study guide (SG) is designed to guide you through your study
assignment in the most logical sequence for easy understanding and to provide
you with practical exercises or work in conjunction with each study
assignment. Complete each exercise or work assignment in the sequence given
and it will aid you in understanding and retaining the key points in each
assignment.

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the
close of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following
training day prior to the days lesson. Questions will be addressed at that
time. Directed Study measure-,ent will be included in the applicable Criterion
Objective's Progress Check.

Study Guide J3ABR55230 000-IV

Unit Title

1 Stairs 1-1

2 Windows, Screens, and Glass 2-1

3 Doors and Door Hardware 3-1

4 Insulation, Gypsum Board and Ceilings 4-1

Supersedes SG J3ABR55230 000-IV, December 1985
(Superseded copies may not be used.)
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-IV-1
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

STAIRS

OBJECTIVE

Given tools, equipment, materials, and working as a member of a team
construct and install steps with no more than five instructor assists. The
steps must be plumb and level.

INTRODUCTION:

Stairs are a vital part of every structure. You must know all aspects of
stair construction from porches to full length stairways and landings to be
proficient in your career field.

INFORMATION

Stairs are a series of steps leading from one level of a building to
another. Stairs are also referred to as "stairway" or "staircase". In
addition to interior staircases for multi-story buildings, exterior stairways
are also common throughout the Air Force. Porch steps and fire escapes, for
example, are among the many uses of exterior stairways.

There are many designs that you can use for stair construction, depending
on the layout of the building, the architectual effects desired and the needs
of the area. But the basic construction requirements are the same for all of
the designs, it is these that you must be familiar with.

In any major construction you will be able to get the stairway
construction information from blueprints. If you are just to add a set of
rear service steps your supervisor may just tell you to "get it done", it is
now that you need an understanding of stair design.

Stairs are installed at an angle of 300 to 50° with 30° to 35° preferred.
This is done by use of the proper ratio of tread width - the part stepped on,
to riser height - the vertical distance between treads. There are several
methods used to determine this, but we will limit ourselves to one.

Treadwidth + Riser Height = 18"

1-1
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Allowances may be made for the use of standard material when determining
actual treadwidth. If regular 11-1/4 inch stair tread material (a standard 2
X 12) is used, the tread width should be 10 inches, with 1-1/4 inches allowed
for the nosing which extends over the riser, as shown in Figure 1. A cover or
quarter-round molding is used to cover the joint made by the nosing and riser.
When the riser height is 7-1/2 inches, a 2 X 10 piece which measures 9-1/4
inches may be used for the tread boards. When this is done, the nosing is
flush with the riser, as shown in Figure 1 and the risers are left open.

I,

t -4,----COVE MOLDING OPEN 'STAIRS

NOSING
/NO RISER BOARDS

ARE USED, CLOSED 2" X 10"
STAIRS TREAD BO' i

NO NOSING

St

71 RISER
2

HEIGHT
Rough Stairs

Figure 1. Tread Width Allowance

Headroom is another consideration. Headroom is the vertical clearance
from the edge of the tread to the nearest enclosed surface, Figure 2. If the
stairs are to be installed in a two story structure an opening in the second
level joists must be framed during construction, this requires additional
support as well as allowing the proper amount of headroom. If the proper
amount of headroom is not available because of an improper upper level floor
framing, the angle of the stairs may be increased to form a steeper stairway
by increasing the riser height and decreasing the tread width. But the riser
should never be increased to more than 8", with the ideal height being 7".
The headroom used in Air Force construction is 7' - 6. The FHA requires a
minimum of 6' - 8" for main stairs and 6' - 4" for service stairs.

1-2
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Figure 2. Headroom and Total Rise
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The treads and risers are supported by stringers (carriage) on each side
of the stairway. On wide stairs, a third stringer is centered between the two
outside stringers. Stringers should be constructed out of 2 X 12s but may be
constructed out of 2 X 10s.

The layout for treads and risers is accomplished on the stringer, using a
framing square and is based on the total rise - total vertical distance from
one floor level to another, Figure 2. The following steps may be used to
determine the amount of treads and risers, to layout, and their size, based on
the total rise. A total rise of 30" will be used in the example below.

1. Divide 7 (the ideal riser height) into the total rise

42/7
7 30

28

2

2. Round your answer to the nearest whole number

4 2/7 = 4

This is the total number of risers

3. Divide the whole number of risers back into the total rise

7 2/4 or 7 1/2"
4 1 30

28
2

4. Subtract the exact riser height from 18

18"

- 7 1/2"

40 1/2"

This is the tread width

We have determined that a total rise of 30" has 4 risers with a 7 1/2"
riser height and a 10 1/2" treadwidth. But we will only layout 3 risers and
treads on the stringer, with the fourth riser being the header of the floor
frame, Figure 3.

1-4
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7 1/2

7 1/2

30"

Figure 3. Total Riser and Stringer Risers

The layout of the stringer may be accomplished with the framing square
after the riser height and treadwidth are determined. To do this a fence may
be set up on the framing square at the inch marking pOnts determined to be
the riser height and treadwidth, Figure 4. The frame is set on the square,
but left loose while the square is positioned on the stringer at the
appropriate markings, the fence is then flushed up tight to the stock and
secured to the square. The fence is an aid in repeating identical
measurements and is recommended for use in stringer and rafter layout work.
You can make the measurements freehand if you don't have the fence.

The stock is positioned with the crown towards you and the square is
positioned, as in Figure 5a. We will lay the stringer out from left to right,
and from top to bottom. (NOTE: Stairs may be laid out from the bottom up).
If you remember, the earlier example had a total of 4 risers but only 3 risers
(and treads) were laid out on the stringer. We will use this example in our
layout explanation.

With the square in position draw a line along the outside edge of the
tongue and body and mark a 1 between the layout marks. The mark at the tongue
must be contined across the stock. This is accomplished by repositioning the
square on the opposite edge of the stock and marking the continued line or
simply by using the original layout mark as a guide and the framing square as
a straight edge, (Figure 5b). Move the square back to the original position
and slide the square until the tongue meets the previous layout mark from the
body, (Figure 5c). Continue this procedure for each additional cutout to be
made. After the last cutout is laid out (in our case we have laid out 3)
slide the square one more time and place a layout mark only at the tongue,
(Figure 5d). It is at this point that a new problem occurs. All risers need
to be equal, if there is a variance in any of the riser heights an injury
could occur. If there is a difference between the thickness of the treads and
the finish floor the last riser at the top and bottom will be different from
the rest of the finished risers, (Figure 6). To correct this the stringer
must be dropped a distance equal to the difference between the tread material
and the finished floor. Example: If the tread is 1 1/8" thick and the
finished floor is 3/4", the stringer must be dropped 3/8".

1-5
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The last mark on the stringer was the final riser, once the drop has
been determined, measure back from the bottom of the riser a distance equal to
the drop, and place a mark. The square is then inverted, the unit of rise and
the unit of run lined up on the edge of the stock and slid until the body
meets the mark on the riser. A line is drawn at this point, see Figure 7.
The treads and risers are cut out using a handsaw and the stringer is ready
for installation.

HEIGHT OF WIDTH OF
RISER , TREAD

Figure 4. Fence for Framing Square Guide
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a. b.

C.

d.

Figure 5. Stair Layout
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/4" VtNESH 11.04.4(

6 1/4"

7"

GIVEN: 1 1/2" TREAD MATERIAL
7" RISER

7 3/4" 3/4" FINISH FLOOR

Figure 6. Installed Stringer That Was Not Dropped

Figure 7. Dropping the Stringer
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STRINGER
SUPPORTED By

A METAL STRAP

Figure 8. Anchoring Stringers

NAIL
THROUGH

RISER INTO
--e BACK EDGE OF

T READ

TREAD WIDTH

TONGUE AND GROOVE
CONSTRUCTION GIVE S
ADDITIONAL SUPPOR T

Figure 9. Installing Tread:. and Risers

Figure 8A shows the stringer notched to fit over a ledger board. The
ledger board is secured to the stringer and is then fastened to the porch
header or joint to form a solid support for the steps. The bottom of the
stringer is notched out for a 2 X 4 kick plate (sometimes known as the mud
sill). The plate serves as a tie, holding the bottom edge of the stringers in
position, and as a means of fastening the steps to the concrete footings (if
required). The bottom of the stringer should not be placed on the ground, and
long stringers, such as fire escapes, should be secured by using anchor bolts
through the kick plate into the footings. Figure 8B and C shows two other
methods of stringer attachment for steps and stairs.

1-9
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Check all of your measurements after you finished marking for the ledger
board and kick plate. This first stringer can be cut and used as a pattern to
mark the other stringer. After the second stringer is cut, you can cut and
place the riser and tread boards and molding.

The riser boards are na-iled in place first; then the tread boards are
nailed in front of :.hem. Nailing through the back of the riser into the tread
will help support the back edge of the tread, as shown in Figure 9. Also
shown in Figure 9 is the use of tongue-and-groove risers and treads. This
type of construction gives additional support to the stairs. When riser
boards are not used, the tread is buttered against the riser cutout. This is
the usual method for porch steps such as those in our sample project.

SUMMARY

Stair construction is an intricate part of construction. A properly
constructed stairway is not only pleasing to the eye, but must also be safe to
walk on.

QUESTIONS

Unit 16, page 418 answer questions 1-11. Do not write in the textbook.
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3750 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-IV-2
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

WINDOWS, SCREENS, AND GLASS

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing
or replacing window units, screens, and glass by completing the statements.

b. Given procedures, window frame, sash, tools, materials and working as
a member of a team install the window frame and sash in an exterior wall with
no more than five instructor assists. The window must operate without binding
and be within + 1/8" of plumb.

c. Given procedures, screen, materials, tools, equipment and working as
a member of a team install screen materials in a frame with no more than five
instructor assists. The installed screen must be tight and free of wrinkles.

d. Given window glass, tools, materials, equipment and working as a
member of a team replace the glass in a window frame with no more than five
instructor assists. The installed window glass must fit tightly and be water
tight.

e. Given procedures, safety equipment, glass, tools and working as a
member of a team ,.xercise safety precautions while handling glass.

f. Given procedures, a window, tools, equipment and working as a member
of a team realign the window frame with no more than three instructor assists.
The window must operate freely without binding.

INTRODUCTION

Windows, screens and glass are componets of your AFSC, you must have a
working knowledge of these componets. As a Carpentry Specialist you must be
able to recognize quality in materials, fittings and finish. Also, you must
appreciate the importance of correct installation.

INFORMATION

Glazing.

The glazing of wood or metal sashes and doors consists of two main
functions: (1) sash conditioning, and (2) replacement of glass. Both of
these functions are explained in this booklet. The maintenance of windows is
usually very simple and often involved only the replacement of the putty.
When maintaining and reglazing windows, use the same type and quality of
materials that were used originally.

2-1
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Wood sash may be glazed at the factory or on the job. In some instances,
it reduces breakage and labor cost to do the glazing at the job site.
however, when a number of wood sashes are to be used, it is generally cheaper
and faster to have the glazing done at the factory.

Steel sash is generally furnished open and the glzing is performed on
the job.

Types of Glass

Single-strength glass is approximately 1/16-inch thick and is used for
small areas never to exceed 12 square feet. Double-strength glass is approxi-
mately 1/8-inch thick and is used where high wind resistance is necessary.
Window glass comes in three grades (AA) or superior grade, (A) or very good
and (8) for general or utility grade.

Heavy sheet glass comes in various thicknesses from 3/16 inch to 1/4 inch
and in sheet sizes up to 76 inches wide and 120 inches long. Sheet glass is
sometimes used for windows but is usually reserved for greenhouses. It is
wavy and may cause a slight distortion of images viewed through it.

Plate glass is manufactured in a continuous ribbon and cut into large
sheets. Plate glass is ground and polished for high quality. It comes in
thicknesses from 1/8 inch to 1-1/4 inches.and is usually used for large
windows such as store fronts.

Tempered glass is glass that has been heated to just below its melting
point and then suddenly cooled. Tempered glass cannot be cut or drilled and
must be ordered to exact size. It will withstand heavy impacts and great
pressure, but if tapped near the edge, will disintegrate into small pieces.

Heat strengthened glass is made by reheating polished plate or patterned
glass and then rapidly cooling it.

Patterned glass is a rolled flat glass with an impressioned design on one
or both sides.

Wire glass is a regular rolled flat glass with either a hexagonal twisted
or a diamond...shaped welded continuous wire mesh as near as possible in the
center of the sheet.

Heat absorbin5 glass is usualiy a heavy sheet glass, 1/8-inch or 1/4-inch
thick. It is eithcr e bluish or greenish color, and it has the ability to
absorb the infrared w.ays from the sun. More than 34 percent of the heat is
excluded.

Insulating glas: :!re comprised of two or more sheets of glass
separated by eithez 3M-ina, 114-inch, or 1/2-inch airspace. These units
are factory sealed and the czptive air is dried to eliminate condensation
between the glass parws. filey are made of either window glass or polished
plate glass. Special units may be obtained of varying combinations or heat
absorbing, laminated patterned or tempered glass.

2-2
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Glare reducing glass is availabl
inches X 80 .:Aches, and either 3/16-i
glass is available in panes up to 72
gray in color and it gives clear visi
slightly heat absorbent. One-fourth
of the sun's heat rays.

e in double strength, in panes up to 60
nch or 7/32-inch thick. One-fourth inch
inches X 120 inches in size. It is light
on. Glare reducing glass is also
inch glass will exclude about 21 percent

Laminated glass is comprised of two or more sheets of glass with one or
more layers of transparent vinyl plastic sandwiched between them. An adhesive
applied with heat and pressure forms the layers into one unit. The elasticity
of the plastic cushions any blow against the glass, preventing sharp pieces
from flying. There is also laminated glare reducing glass where the pigment
in the vinyl plastic provides the glare control quality.

Sash Preparation

Attach the sash to the structure so that is will withstand the design
load. Adjust, plumb, and square the sash to within 1/8-inch of the nominal
dimensions on the shop drawings. Seal all sash corners and fabrication
intersections to make the sash watertight. Primer paint all sealing surfaces
of wood or steel sash. Use appropriate solvents to remove grease, lacquers,
and other organic protecting finished from the surfaces of aluminum sash.

Glass Cutting

When possible, glass should be stocked in sizes that can be used without
cutting. Glass of special sizes may be cut in the shop. For glass sizes,
measure all four sides of the sash and deduct 1/16 to 1/8 inch in the light
size for irregularities in the sash. Minimum equipment required for glass
cutting consists of a table, a common wood or metal T-square, and a glass
cutter. The table should be about 4-feet square with front and left-hand
edges square. Mark off the surface of the table vertically and horizontally
in inches. A thin coating of turpentine or kerosene applied where the glass
is to be cut is helpful in lubricating the action of the cutter wheel. A
sharp cutter must be carefully drawn only ONCE along the line of the desired
cut. Additional strokes of the cutter may result in breakage.

Check the dimensions of the sash openings to be sure that there are
adequate clearances on all four sides of the glass. No attempt should be made
to change the size of heat-strengthened, tempered, or double-glazed units
since any such effort will result in permanent damage. All heat absorbing
glass must be clean tut. Nipping to remove flares or to reduce oversized
dimensions of heat-absorbing glass is not permitted.

PREPARATION BEFORE GLAZING

Old Wood Sash

Clean all putty runs of broken glass fragments and glazier's points.
Remove loose paint and putty by scraping. Wipe the surface clean with cloth
saturated in mineral spirits or turpentine. Sand putty run and coat with
linseed oil or thinned exterior paint, and allow to dry. This is done to
prevent the oils from being absorbed from the fresh putty of glazing
compound.
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New Wood Sash

Remove dust, prime the putty runs, and allow them to dry. All new wood
sash shall be pressure-treated for decay protection in accordance with Federal
Specifications TT-W-571.

Old Metal Sash

Remove loose paint or putty by scraping. Use steel wool or sandpaper to
remove rust. Clean the surfaces thoroughly with a cloth saturated in mineral
spirits or turpentine. Prime bare metal and allow it to dry thoroughly.

New Metal Sash

Wipe the sash thoroughly with a cloth saturated in mineral spirits or
turpentine to remove dust, dirt, oil, or grease. Remove rust with steel wool
or sandpaper. If the sash is not directly factory-primed, prime it with
rust-inhibitive paint and allow it to dry thoroughly.

SETTING GLASS

Do not glaze or reglaze exterior sash when the temperature is 40°F or
lower unless absolutely necessary. Sash and door members must be well cleaned
of dust with a brush or cloth dampened with turpentine or mineral spirits.
Lay a continuous 1/16-inch thick bed of putty or compound in the putty run.
The glazed face can be recognized as the side on which the glass was cut. If
the glass has a bowed surface, it should be set with the concave side in.
Wire glass is set with the twist vertical. Press the glass firmly in place so
that the bed putty will fill all irregularities.

When glazing wood sash, use two glazier's points per side for small
lights and about 8 inches apart on all sides for large lights, (Figure 10).
Replacing glass in a metal sash is a little different from working with a wood
sash. When you remove the old putty from the sash, you must locate and save
the metal glazing clips. Look at the glazing clip shown in Figure 11. This
clip fits between the edge of the glass and the frame. One end of the clip
fits into a hole in the frame and the other end hooks over the edge of the
glass. Allow for the thickness of these clips when you cut the new glass.
Place a bed of putty on the frame and press the new glass gently against it.
Use a screwdriver to irstall the glazing clips. The clips will hold the glass
in place while you are applying the beveled layer of putty around the edge of
the glass.

After the glass has been bedded, lay a continuous bead of putty against
the perimeter of the glass-face putty run. Press the putty with a putty knife
or glazing tool with sufficient pressure to insure its complete adhesion to
the glass and sash, (See Figure 12). Finish with full, smooth- accurately
formed bevels with clean-cut miters. Trim up the bed putty or che reverse
side of the glass. When glazing or removing interior sash an transoms,
whether fixed or movable, and interior doors, use wood or metal glazing beads.
Exterior doors and hinged transoms should have glass secured in place with
inside wood or metal glazing beads bedded in putty. When setting wire glass
for security purposes, set wood ar metal glazing beads, secured with screds,
on the side facing the area to be protected.
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Figure 10. Glass Installed in Wood Sash

PUTTY
BED

PUT

GLAZING CLIP

Figure 11. Glazing Metal Sash

Figure 12. Setting Glass with Glazier's
Points and Putty
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Clean the glass on both sides after glazing. A cloth moistened with
mineral spirits will remove putty stains. Ammonia, acid solutions, or water
containing caustic soaps must not be used. When scrapers are used, care
should be exercised to avoid breaking the seal at the putty edge.

Handling and cutting glass creates a serious safety hazard. Leather
gloves and goggles must be provided and used. Adequate procedures for the
disposal of cutting and broken glass must be established and followed.

Window and Door Screens

In most climates and geographical areas, buildings which are used
primarily for the housing of personnel - for either residence or work - are
normally provided with screens to cover the windows and doors. These screens
prevent the entry into these buildings of insects, and they also protect the
window or door glass from breakage. The screens are built ol a frame so they
may be installed and removed separately as desired. The frames are made to
fit into the outside casings of the window or door, as shown in Figure 13.
Similar materials are used in door and window screens, except that the screen
doorframes are usually heavier and stronger. An additional use of screens is
for enclosing porches. In these cases, a special framework is constructed to
hold the screens. Window and doorframes may be purchased or made in the shop
to fit. You need to know the procedures for installing and repairing screens,
since they easily deteriorate when exposed to the weather and frequently are
damaged when removed, installed or stored.

Screen Materials

Much of the screening found on Air Force buildings is made of
comparatively short-lived steel or iron wire, either painted or galvanized.
Continued use of such screen fabric is not recommended for other than planned
short-time use of structures. Especially do not use steel or iron wire
screening in tropical zones. Instead, experts recommended the use of
corrosion and weather resistant material, such as copper, bronze, aluminum or
plastic for most future screening needs. Large diameter (0.015-inch) metallic
wire will give longer service in tropical areas, where excessive condensation
and salt air are encountered. Such experts recommend the use of bronze wire,
Type C, in barracks, dining facilities and similar building a where rough
usage may be expected. The experts do not recommend using commercial bronze,
better known as Type B in tropical areas, however.

Woven screen fabric with strands of any of the following preferred
materials is acceptable:

O
Copper, Type A; Bronze, Type C; Aluminum, Type G

O
Iron or steel, Type D or H, galvanized, japanned, or painted
(for employment on buildings planned for limited use, except
in tropical zones).

O
Nylon

O
Plastic, Vinylidence Chloride
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Screen fabric is recommended for tropical areas. This is the 16 X 16
mesh per inch type, made of 0.015-inch diameter strands, with opening size not
greater than 0.0475-inch. Other screen material of 18 X 18 mesh with 0.011-
inch strands is suitable for most locations.

Repairing Screens

Tighten loose screens by removing a piece of molding and stretching th,.!
screen into place. You may repair small holes in the screen by patching. Use
like materials when patching - bronze on bronze, and aluminum on aluminum,
ect.

Screen wire is applied to the frame in many different ways. One
satisfactory met'od is to place the frame on a flat surface and unroll the
screen wire on the frame. Fasten it in place with small staples placed
approximately three inches apart. For best results, stretch the wire by hand
while nailing it to the frame. Wire which is stretched too tightly may bend
the stiles and rails or tear the wire. Complete the installation of the
screen wire by placing a small decorative molding over the edges of the wire,
using 2d casing nails. Miter the corners of the molding for a neater
appearance. You can use a linoleum knife to trim the screen wire flush with
the outside of the molding as shown in Figure 14.

Especially where traffic is heavy, you may prevent sagging of screens on
screen doors by installing pushbars and wire guards on them. Place the
pushbars of wood or metal about 45 inches above the floor, where the screen is
most likely to be pushed when you are opening the doors. Wire guards cover
the screen area between the lock and bottom rails. The guards may be prepared
of 1/2-inch square mesh, 19-gage steel wire, or 1-inch diamond mesh woven from
16-gage steel wire. Prefabricated ornamental guards may be purchased. Set
these guards against the screen and firmly secure them at all edges.

Maintenance and Repair of Wood Windows

General. Window failures may result from various causes, the most common
of which are binding of parting or stop beads; windows forced out of shape by
settling, shrinking or twisting of the building; swollen or improperly fitted
sash; broken or unequal length sash cords; and sash stuck by paint in pulley
stile.

(1) Binding. When it is determined that the sash in a double-hung
window binds because of pressure against the parting bead, thorough waxing of
parts in contact prevents much unnecessary labor, binding of horizontal
sliding sash is also relieved by this procedure. When the inside stop beads
of a double-hung window press too tightly against the sash, reduce thickness
of beads by planning, sanding, or scraping along the edge adjacent to the sash
or move beads farther from the sash. Carefully plane top or bottom rail to
relieve binding in horizontal sliding sash. After planing, coat sash with
linseed oil and wash when oil has dried.

(2) Settlement. Careful nailing frequently restores shape of frames
which are forced out of shape by sattling, shrinking, or twisting of the
building. Cutting sash is not recommended as a remedy.
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(3) Swelling. Do not cut any window which will resume its original size
when properly dry. Cut or plane a sash or frame which is swollen due to
moisture only when it is determined that the member is too large, even when
dry. Remove and plane a sash whose vertical edge binds against pulley stile
or running face of window frame. To locate high spots on the sash, rub sash
stile with chalk and then slide sash from closed to open positions two or
three times. High spots on sash are indicated at points where the chalk is
rubbed off.

(4) Bowing. Occasionally a parting bead becomes too long, causing a bow
in the middle. In this case, remove bead from frame and cut 1/8 to 1/4-inch
from one end.

(5) Broken Cords. Broken or missing cords call for careful removal of
stop bead. Remove lower sash from the frame. Knot cords to prevent them from
running through pulley after window is detached. Remove parting bead to
remove upper sash. Install new cord, then replace upper sash, parting bead,
lower sash and stop bead in that order. An economical and efficient
substitute for a broken cord or pulley is the sash control spring shown in
Figure 15. This spring can also be used in lieu of barrel bolts and other
devices for the control of non-balanced sash. Proper sash operation requires
that the sum of the two edge clearances be from 1/8 to 3/16-inch. When
installing the control springs on new sash or old sash removed from the frame,
nail a spriny to each edge below top rail of upper sash, or 6 inches below
check rail or lower sash. Use to 16 gage, 3/4-inch long brads for each
spring. When installing the spring on in-place sash raise lower sash at high
point, hold spring with prongs toward frame. Push spring up between sash and
frame, using enough pressure to flatten out top spring curve to permit it to
slide upwards. Install spring on opposite side of sash in same manner. Lower
upper sash to low point and follow same installation instructions as above,
except spring is pushed downward. No nails or screws are required.

(6) Balancing Adjustment. When a sash with spiral or pullman type
balances is out of balance, follow manufacturer's directions for balance
adjustment. Attempts to repair such sash without compliance to prescribed
directions may result in further damage.



/

Figure 15. Installed Sash Control Sv:ngs.

Maintenance and Repair of Metal Windows

Maintenance and repair of metal win-
dows is usually considerable less than that
for wood. General repair is similar to that
for metal doors. Rusting, warping and stick-
ing of operating devices are the most common
failures. It is important to lubricate
mechanisms regularly and to keep fastening
devices secure. Problems of alignment caused
by building settlement must be adjusted in
conjunction with overall corrective measures
which may involve stabilizing the foundation
and framing. Culking must be maintained in
good order to prevent leakage of moisture and
air. Typical metal window installations are
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Typical Individual
Metal Window Installation.
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WINDOW INSTALLATION

Before installing a window, check the rough opening. It must be the
correct size, plumb and level. If you were given manufacturer's directions
with the window unit, follow them. If board sheathing was used at the rough
opening, tack building paper around the rough opening. This will reduce air
infiltration. Place the window in the opening and secure it temporarily. Use
extra props if you are in a windy area. Place wedge blocks under the sill and
raise the window to the proper height. Ensure the frame is level by adjusting
wedges. Nail through lower end of side casing to secure bottom of frame.
Plumb side jambs by using a level and use a framing square to check the
corners. Drive nails temporarily into top of side casing. Ensure the entire
window is square and level. Open the window to ensure it operates correctly.
Make adjustments if necessary. If window operates smoothly, nail the window
permanently in place with casing nails. Nail spacing should be approximately
16" O.C. Nails must be long enough to penetrate well into the building frame.
Use a nail set for the last driving strokes to sink the nail head below
surface.

SUMMARY

Window and screen repair and installation is an important task. The
proper use of your skills will create a more comfortable atmosphere to work
and live in.

ASSIGNMENT

Unit 11, page 297 answer questions 1-14. Do not write in the textbook.



3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-IV-3
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

DOORS AND DOOR HARDWARE

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing,
replacing or repairing doors, door trim, and door hardware.

b. Given procedures, materials, equipment, a rough opening for an
exterior door and working as a member of a team fabricate and install an
exterior door frame and exterior door with no more than five instructor
assists. The door frame must be within + 1/16" of plumb and level and the
door must operate without binding.

c. Given procedures, materials, equipment, a rough opening for an
interior door and working as a member of a team install the interior door
frame and door with no more than five instructor assists. The door must be
within + 1/16" of plumb and level and the door must operate without binding.

d. Given procedures, an exterior door, a framed opening, tools,
materials, equipment and wnrking as a member of a team install door trim with
no more than five instruccor assists. Door trim must fit smoothly.

e. Given specifications, an installed exterior door, materials, tools,
equipment and working as a member of a team install weather stripping with no
more than five instructor assists Weather stripping must allow door to close
and seal out air around door edges.

f. Given a damaged exterior door, materials, tools, equipment and
working as a member of a team repair the door with no more than five
instructor assists. The door must present a smooth and neat appearance, fit
into the door frame and operate without binding.

g. Given specifications, an exterior loor hanging in an opening,
materials, tools, equipment and working as a member of a team install door
locks and closers with no more than two inst-uctor assists. Locks must allow
door to close and latch tightly. Closures must enable door to close smoothly
without slamming.
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INTRODUCTION

Doors provide a building with an access and also provides security. A
correctly installed door can add to the beauty of the structure.

INFORMATION

Once the subsi di ng and sheathi ng paper (i f requi re) has been i nstal led,
you should again go back and check the engineer's drawing. Especially check
the window and door schedule to see what types of doors, windows and
ventilators are to be used and how they are to be installed. That is,
determine whether they are to be installed after or before the finish sidirrl
has been applied. For example, most aluminum and wood window units are
installed before the finished siding has been applied, while some units
(especially some local shop built units) are installed after the finish siding
has been applied. This is the reason why you should always follow your
drawings closely: To prevent errors in construction. Since the majority of
doors, windows and ventilators are installed before the finish siding, we will
discuss them here first.

Exterior Doors. It is probable that you will spend more time installing
and performing maTntenance on outside doors than on any other portion of
buildings. Their outside location, exposing them to the effects of the sun,
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rain, wind and ice, causes them to deteriorate. This deterioration is one
reason for continued maintenance of such doors. Another is the deterioration
caused by the wear of day-after-day use and misuse. You must therefore be
thoroughly informed as to the proper methods for installing, adjusting and
repairing these important building units.

If doors are properly installed, a considerable amount of maintenance can
be prevented. Also, in addition to the satisfaction given the users of a
building, good door installation will reduce the costs of heating and cooling.

TYPES OF DOORS

Many kinds of exterior doors are in use. They may be classified,
according to the way they open and close, as swinging or sliding doors. Doors
are also classified by their construction featuers, such as batten, solid,
panel or flush types. There are many variations of each of these type due to
the size, strength and ornamental requirements where they are used.

Batton Doors

These doors are built of sheathing-type boards which are held together
with battens fastened across them as shown in Figure 17. You will probably
make this type of door on the job. The sheathing boards may be placed either
vertically or horizontally. The battens are placed at right angles to the
sheathing boards and, in addition, diagonal braces are used to prevent the
door from sagging. These doors are used where openings are odd-sized on sheds
or other buildings if appearance is not of major importance.

Solid Doors

Solid doors are made similar to batten doors except that they are
fastened and braced internally. They are usually made from materials of the
approximate thickness of 2-inch finished boards. The boards are held together
with glue and by fastening with dowel pins, splines, or tongue and grooving as
illustrated in Figure 18. You may cut these doors in various ways to fit
odd-shaped openings. These doors are strong and durable but are quite heavy.
Also, they are subject to warping unless they are well made, because there are
no bracing members spanring the width of the door.

Panel Doors. These doors are prob?Wy the most commonly used. They are
made up of stiles (vertical members), rails (cross members), and panels. The
number and shape of the panelf: vary considerably, as shown in Figure 19. Any
of the panels Aay be of either wood or glass.

Flush Doors

Flush doors are perhaps the most desirable for present-day construction.
These doors have either a solid core of soft wood or a hollow core made up of
grids as illustrated in Figure 20. The core usually has stiles and rails
similar to those in a panel door. Plywood is laid over the core to provide a
smooth surface on each side. The edges of these doors are covered with the
same type of wood as the side surfaces. Advantages of this type of door are
that they may be economically made to resemble more expensive and massive
doors, yet are relatively light in weight and easy te) support by the hinges.
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Regar,less of the type of 'oor to be used, it will usually be necessary
for :,-ou to prepare or install a door frame within the "rough" opening.
Properly installing the door frame is another step in making door fitting
easier and in reducing future viainterarce.

Exterior Door Frames

Door frames can be purchased commercially as units, or you may build them
in the local carpentry shop. Purchased frames may come assembled and ready
for installation, or they may come in knocked down (KD) bundles that you put
together on the job. Although all door frames include certain parts, the
details of each part can vary. Exterior door frames are made up of two side
jambs, a head jamb, an outside casing, and a sill, as shown in Figure 21. The
drip cap and inside casing are sometimes included as parts of the door frame.
These parts are precision cut, dadoed and carefully put together to make a
complete door frame.

A rabbeted door jamb is a construction detail that is normally limited to
exterior door frames. Figure 22 illustrates the 1/2-inch by thickness-
of-the-door rabbet which is provided to form a stop for the door to close
against. When you are ordering or making a frame for an external door, you
must consider the factors of the thickness of the door, the height of the
door, the width of the door, and the thickness of the wall into which it is to
be installed.

Installing Exterior Door Frames

When the door frames are first delivered to the job site, they should get
a prime coat of paint to keep out moisture and prevent them from warping.
Also, before you set a door frame, square and brace it. Even though you get a
door frame with all of the braces in place, there may have been some movement
due to a great deal of handling. When you are sure that the frame is square
then you can get on with setting the frame as follows:

0

0

Check the dimensions of the frame and compare
them with the dimensions of the rough opening.
Also, take notice as to how the frame will set
in the opening. In platform-frame construction.
for example, the sill and the bottom ends of the
side jambs rest on the subflooring. In balloon-
frame construction, a sill header must be framed
between the trimmer studs, flush with the outer
faces of the studs, to support the door sill
and the lower ends of the side jambs.

Tack a strip of heavy buildino paper 10 to 12
inches wide against the she:thing around the
rough wall opening.
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0

0

Set the frame at the center of the opening and
temporarily brace it to prevent it from falling
out while you are adjusting it.

Level the sill by placing wedge-shaped blocks
(cypress wood shingles, if available) under the
side being raised. Important: The top of the
sill must be level with the finished floor when
it is installed, as seen Figure 23.

Place wedges along both sides of the jamb
keeping the frame approximately center of the
opening at key stress points, as shown in Figure 24.

That is, place wedges behind hinge and lock locations in addition to
any other wedges needed.

0

0

0

An 8d finishing nail driven through the casing
into the wall at the bottom of each side will hold
the frame in place. When you fasten the frame in
position, do not drive the nails completely into
wood until you place all nails and make a final
check to determine whether or not readjustment is
necessary.

Check both sides of the frame by placing a level
against the inside of the jambs. This will show
whether or not the frame is plumb. A nail driven
through the casing near the top on each side will
then hold the frame in position. After fastening
the frame at the top, make a second check to
ensure that the sides are plumb and the head jamb
is level. When the sides are plumb and the top
is level, all the corners of the frame should be
square.

Finally, securely fasten the frame with 8d finishing
nails placed 3/4 inch in from the outer edge of
the casing and spaced 16 inches apart. Set all
nails below the surface of the wood.

FINISH HARDWARE

Hardware that has a functional and/or ornamental purpose, such as hinges,
pulls, knobs, locks, closers, etc., are classed as finish hardware. This
class of hardware is so large it would be very difficult to cover it com-
pletely, hence, this chapter will include only the mo-t commonly used items.
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Figure 23. Adjusting a Door Sill
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We touched lightly on hardware early in the unit when we covered door
installation and other areas which require this type of equipment. This
chapter will go into more detail.

A large percentage of the carpenter's work will involve maintenance and
minor repair of hardware items which we still discuss in this chapter.

Hinges

Many different types, styles and sizes of hinges are used by the
carpentary specialist. They are, however, all used to make a moveable joint
between two pieces of material. Hinges are made of different metals and
finishes for various uses.

Butt Hinges

Butt hinges are usually mortised into the jamb and the edge of the door
or are applied fully to the surface, depending on the type of hinge that is
used. Hinges are made for surface mounting or full mortise mounting. A
mortised hinge is fully hidden, except for the barrel, when the door is
closed; while surface hinges are half or full exposure. Figure 2.:J shows the
various types of butt hinges.

The round center part of the butt hinge is the barrel, the flat parts are
the leaves. The two leaves are held together by a pin running through the
barrel.

Butt hinges may have either square or round corners, as illustrated in
Figure 27. The square corners are used when the gains (mortises) are chiseled
into the door and jamb; whereas the round corners are used when a router is
used to cut the gains.

Butt hinges also diffctr in that some are swagged and some are not.
Swagging, is shown in Figure 28. The square corners are used when the gains
(mortises) are chiseled into the door and jamb; whereas the round corners are
used when a router is used to cut the gains.

Butt hinges also differ in that some are swagged and some are not.
Swagging, as shown in Figure 28, is a slight offset of the hinge leaf at the
barrel which permits the leaves to come closer together when closed. A
swagged hinge leaves a small crack between the door and the jamb.

Loose Pin Type Hinges

The loose pin type of hinge is used when ease of door removal is desirod;
while solid pin types are used where removal of the pin is not a requirement

Loose Joint Hinges

Figure 26 shows the loose joint hinges which are used
removal is required.
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Beveling of the inner edges of the leaves, next to the barrel, makes
close fitting joints and also makes a more attractive hinge. Beveling is
illustrated in Figure 29.

Utility Hinges

This class of hinge includes the T-hinge and strap hinge, shown in Figure
30. It is used primarily on rough work, such as gates, boxes, batten
(storeroom) doors, etc. These hinges are full-surface hinges (both leaves
fully exposed) and are mounted with screws or bolts. For a more secure
mounting, flat-headed bolts ore used.

Speci al Hi nges

This class of hinge provides for many different types of installations.
Figure 31 shows these special hinges. Special hinges include:

a. the continuous hinge (piano hinge), which reinforces the door and
jamb a ong the entire length.

b. the screen door hinge, with or without a spring.

c. screw hook and strap or bolt hook and strap, which are used to fasten
heavy gates to posts.

Hinge Hasps

A hinge hasp, seen in Figure 32, is made in a manner similar to a hinge;
but the leaves are fashioned differently. That is, one leaf has screw holes
for mounting, while the other leaf is longer and slotted near the outer end to
fit over a heavy metal loop known as the staple. The loop is fastened in
place with screws, and the slotted end of the hasp fits over the loop. A

padlock fits into the loop to secure a door, gate, locker, etc. As you can
see in Figure 32 the safety hasp is the most secure, sincc all screws are
concealed when it is closed.

Cabinet Hinges

Cabinet hinges are made in many styles and finishes to provide an
adequate selection for every type of cabinet and decor. Figure 33 shows
several types of cabinet hinges.

Hinge Repairs

Most problems with hinges will occur due to wear-and-tear and the only
solution here is repair by replacement. However, you can correct some
problems which are not directly the fault of the hinge, and these are
discussed next.

For example, you will encounter some situations in which the screw holes
become enlarged, thereby causing the hinges to become loose. You can solve
this problem by filling the hole and replacing the screw. This can be done in
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several ways, in fact, one method involves drilling the holes out and gluing
dowels into the holes, then putting the screws back into place. Another
method, one to use if the door has only two hinges, is to possibly install a
third hinge midway between the existing hinges to obtain more strength.

Some light cabinet hinges may become bent. In some cases, these can be
straightened. It would be wise for you to inspect the hinge, however, if you
find obvious wear, it would be better for you to replace the hinge rather than
to repair it.
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GUIDE TOOL

TUSULA LOCK

Figure 35. Tubular Lock and Guide Tool

Hinge maintenance is mostly a matter of judgement; however, the
application involved and appearance of the hinge must be taken into
consideration when you are deciding whether to replace or repair it.

Do not forget, too, that lubrication is an important factor in prolonging
the life of a hinge and keeping it quiet. Be careful when using lubricants,
since they can stain carpeting and walls as well as the door and the jamb.

Locking Devices

Locking Devices fall into several categories, including exterior lock
sets, privacy lock sets, passage latches, cabinet latches, and exit bolts.
The principle of operation of the actual latching mechanism of all of these
locking devices is similar, except that some of them, such as passage latches
and cabinet-latches, do not have a locking mechanism. Locks are further
classified as mortise, tubular, cylinder, and rim. Each of these
classifications will not apply to all categories cf applir-tirin however. But
look at Figure 34 in the next Learning Objective. It shcm.., sovral types of
locks you should be familiar with.

Exterior Lock Set

These lock sets, examples of which appear in Figure 34, will generally be
of heavier construction to provide better security. The locks are operated by
a key and will sometimes be a combination dead bolt and entrance lock. Dead
bolts are sometimes completely separate from the lock; it is a second lock and
can only be opened with a key. The term exterior may be somewhat misleading,
since these same locks and dead bolts are often used inside buildings to
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secure offices, storerooms, equipment roams, etc. These locks may have thumb
latches or knobs or a thumb latch outside and a knob inside.

Exterior lock sets may be of any classification mentioned above; the
first class we will discuss is the mortise.

Mortise Lock

The mortise lock, shown in Figure 34A is probably the most difficult to
install since the complete mechanism is mounted inside the door, as Figure 34B
reveals. This mounting requires the edge of the door to be mortised out
sufficiently to accept the lock. Holes must be drilled in the face of the
door for the shaft on which the knobs are mounted.

Mortise locks are still widely used; however, they are be-ng replaced of
new installations by more modern types.

Cylinder Lock

The cylinder lock set, illustrated in Figure 34E is another type which is
widely used for exterior applications. This type can be used in any
application where a mortise type could be used.

The cylinder lock is a heavy-duty lock and dell suited to applications
where better security is required. The key is inserted into the center of the
outside knob, and there is usually a button in the center of the inside knob
for locking.

Installation of the cylinder lock is simpler than that of the mortise
type, since the mounting holes can be bored into the face and edge of the
door. A shallow mortise is required for the lock face and striker plate. A
dead bolt is often used with this type of lock for added security.

Tubular Lock

Another type of lock used for exterior application is the tubular lock.
However, this kind of lock is lightly built and does not provide the security
usually desired. The appearance and arrangement of this lcck is very similar
to the cylinder lock, but the holes for installing it are smaller. Figure 35
shows the method used to install a tubular or cylinder lock.

Rim

.0 buildiniA use rim locks, .z)i,J on buildings these locks are
4)( anymore. This type of lock is very simple to install, since it
only requires two small holes in the face of the door - one for the shaft and
one for the key. The entire lock assembly is mounted on the inside surface of
the door, and the striker pocket is mounted on the surface of the jamb. As
you can probably imagine, this lock is not too secure, since only the screws
holding the striker pocket would prevent forced entry.
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Some modern dead bolts are still of the rim type; however, they are
designed for much more secure mounting. Figure 34 shows this type of lock.
The striker is mounted on the inside surface of the door, and a portion of it
is mortised into the edge of the door and fastened with screws. This feature
makes the lock very difficult to force open. The lock may be key-operated on
both sides or have a knob inside.

Interior Lock Sets

The previous discussion of exterior locks will apply in principle to
interior locks. However, these locks are normally of a lighter construction
ind do not have elaborate key locks.

Privacy Locks

Locks used on bathrooms and bedrooms are quite simple and are not
designed for great security. The simple lock is engaged by pushing in and
turning the knob, or by pressing a button. They can be unlocked from the
outside in an emergency, by simply inserting a small stiff wire or similar
device into a hole in the center of the knob.

Bathroom locks usually have chrome knobs inside and brass knobs outside,
this feature enhances the decor.

Passage Locks

Thnse devices are usually referred to as passage latches, since they have
no locking mechanism. Passage latches are used in corridors, between rooms,
on closets and other inside applications where no security is required. THey
are a means of holding a door shut and making it convenient to open when
necessary. The knobs on these latches may be decorative. Closet latches
sometimes have no inside knob.

Both the privacy and passage locks are usually of the tubular type;
however, mortised or rim types may be found.

Cabi net Latches

These devices came in a variety of types, as illustrated in Figure 36.
Other types, too numerous to mention, are lvai 1 ,.;t Most of the latches
you enc.-- iter wil 1 5e some va kA 'crated however.

Fir ic Bolts (Panic Locks)

This type of hardware is installed on exit doors on public buildings for
the purpose indicated by its popular name. The doors are opened by
conventional means from the outside, while the inside is completely different.
Figure 37 illustrates several types of outside hardware and the latching
mechanism as well as the panic bar for opening from the inside.

The locking mechanism may be either mortise or surface-mounted. The
latching may be at the top and bottom, through a system of vertical rods, or
at the center of the door edge. Panic hardware can be used with either single
or double doors.
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Installation of Lock Hardware

The most important thing you must know when preparing to install Q.
lock hardware is the hands of the doors; that is, whether the door is
right-handed or left-handed. r,is is e'termined by viewing the door from the
outside. The outside of ln e- Ance dool is viewed from the street side. A
room door is vi the corridor side. A door separating two rooms is
viewed from the side where the hinges are not visible. The above information
concerns doors which open away from you. If the hinges are on the right, it
is a right-handed door. If a door opens toward you, again viewing it from the
outside, the side with the hinges determines left or right-handedness. Hinges
on the right means the door is right-handed. Doors which open toward you
require reverse bolts and must be ordered as such.

It would require many pages to cover all of the installation procedures
which would apply to all lock hardware. Therefore, you must follow the
manufacturer's instructions which are packed with the equipment. These
instructions will usually include a template showing the location of holes
when required.

Repairing Locks

Lock repairs are the primary responsibility of the locksmith; however,
some minor repairs and maintenance can be accomplished by the carpentry
specialist.

Locks are similar to hinges in respect to the type of maintenance
required.

Screws in the striker plate as well as the lock itself have a tendency to
loosen. This is especially true on new installations where the screws were
driven in with a hammer instead of a screwdriver. When screws do contr'1\
loosen, it may be necessary for you to fill the screw holes with w000, 1.

and reinstall the screws.

Anot4qr ix .ant r i. e reklired, to keep locks ir jood condition,
IS rsec- ion. This is not to say that you should tae an oil can

' oil all of the locks you find. The type of lubrication required
for , parLicular lock depends upon its ccation and application.

A lock which is located in a position where it will be exposed to extreme
weather should be lubricated with graphite, since oil or grease would tend to
congeal or melt when the weather changed. To properly lubricate a key lock
with graphite, the lock should be removed and postioned to allow the graphite
to fall into the lock. The lubricant should be worked into the lock by
inserting a key and mo\,:ng it in and out and turning it.

Graphite is always a good lock lubricant, however, silicone spray is also
good for interior locks where dust is no problem.
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Weather Stripping and Thresholds

Weather stripping and thresholds are two important items of finish
hardware. Both are used for the purpose of making buildings weather tight;
they also aid in the control of noise, from outside as well as the noise
caused by doors slamming.

Weather Stripping

Several types of weather stripping are used on doors and windows and
around window air conditioners. Figure 38 illustrates some typical weather
strippi ng.
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Figure 42. Threshold

All weather stripping functions in essentially the same way; by creating
a seal between the door jamb and the door or the window frame and the window.

Instal lation

The installation of weather stripping depends upon the type. However,
with the foam plastic or rubber types which are quite common it is necessary
to install the strip on the door stop at the lock side of the door. On the
hinge side of the door, the strip must be installed on the jamb; other wise
when the door closes, the strip will be crushed and eventually torn off. Most
of the plastic or rubber foam will have self-sticking adhesive to hold it in
place; otherwise it will be tacked on. Metal door frames will require the
self-sticking type. The foam type is shown in Figure 39.

The beaded plastic or rubber strip, seen in Figure 40, is installed in
much the same manner as is the foam type, except that on the hinge side it is
mounted on the door.
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Another common type of weather stripping is the pper or brass strip,
shown in Figure 41. This metal strip is so shaped that the edge toward the
outside of the door will hold a tension between the jamb and the door. The
edge of the strip toward the door is nailed in place on the jamb.

Maintenance

In most cases the only maintenance recommended for weather stripping is
to replace nails or tacks which are missing or to use rubber cement on the
stick-on type. It is usually recommended that badly damaged stripping be
renoved and replaced.

Thresholdt and Door Buttons

Exterior doors require a trim unit called threshold, shown in Figure 42.
This seals the space between the bottom of the door and the door sill.
Hardwood thresholds have been used for many years, and you will still see them
being used. The modern trend for thresholds is toward metal, usually
aluminum, with a.plastic or rubber insert to create a tight fitting seal.
Some thresholds do not have the seal attached to them, this type will require
a sealing strip attached to the bottom of the door. See Figure 43 for this.

Exterior doors may be beveled at the bottom to insure a close fit between
the door and threshold. This bevel will be in the direction to insure that
the bottom of the door is lower on the inside than on the outside, as Figure
44 shows.

Always follow manufacturer's instructions when installing thresholds.

Door Closers

Door closers are used on outside doors and other doors which are subject
to slamming due to drafts. Many models of door closers are available; so you
may be expected to install, maintain, adjust, or repair any one of them.
Needless to say, it would be impractical for us to try to cover each model
specifically in this test, We can, however, provide general overview of the
principles of operation and some of the adjustment, repairs, maintenance and
installation procedures yoU will meet.

Door closers are available in either surface mount or mortise mount.
They may operate hydraulically or pneumatically. However, the majority of the
closers used for heavy doors operate hydraulically.

Pneumatic

Lightweight doors, such as storm doors and screen doors, normally use
pneumatic closers. This type of closure is usually surface- mounted. The
checking medium is air, and the airflow is adjustable by a set screw to
control the speed of door closing. An internal spring closes the door.

Installation

Due to the many different types available, it is suggested that you
follow the manufacturer's instructions when installing this equipment. Figure
45 shows a typical pneumatic closer.
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Figure 43. Seal Strip (door)

ttNi) S.! ORM DOOR
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Figure 45. Pneumatic Door Closer

Figure 44. Door Beveling

ENTRANCE DOOR

CHECK AND CLOSER

Figure 46. Hydraulic
Door Cl oser

Hydraulic

Heavy doors, wood or metal, in public buildings require heavy duty
closers. The hydraulic closer is available in many models. Of course, the
model chosen will depend upon the application. Some models are suitable for
either left or right-handed doors; however, they must be set up for the
correct hand before installation. Other models come only for left or right-
handed installation and must be ordered for the specific installation. With
these types of closers the door is closed by a spring in the closer, and the
speed is controlled by the hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic speed is controlled
by the hydraulic fluid. The hydraulic flow is controlled by an adjustable
restrictor. Both the spring tension and the hydraulic flow are adjustable, so
that the closer can be adjusted to match the door.
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Installation

'Ols with the pneumatic closer, the hydraulic closer should also be
installed according to the manufacturer's instructions, which will be packed
with the unit. In areas of severe weather, especially high winds, it may be
necessary for you to reinforce the door and jamb with metal plates to
withstand the extra stress encountered. Figure 46 shows a typical hydraulic
closer.

Maintenance and Repair

The simple pneumatic closers require only an occasional adjustment and
lubrication. Remember, though, that the attaching screws should be checked
for security.

The more complex hydraulic closers will require more attention than will
the pneumatic types. Hydraulic closers have more points which require
lubrication, and adjustments are more difficult. No adjustment should be
attempted, however, without referring first to the manufacturer's
instructions. Lubricant should be used sparingly to avoid staining doors,
walls, and floors.

-EXTERIOR DOORS-REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

Materials and Maintenance Standard

Materials in general used for the construction of windows, screens, and
doors and associated trim are made of wood or metal. For convenience, safety,
and preservation of the structure, these components should be in operable
condition at all times, weather-tight, and protected against deterioration.

Maintenance and Repair of Wood Doors

a. Large Doors. Mechanical injury to posts, headers, jambs, or hardware
usually causes trouble with large wood-batten framed and braced doors (garage
and warehouse type). Decay, resulting from exposure to weather or shrinkage
of door members, also causes distortion or failure. Frequently the free edge
of the door sags and causes it to bind at the bottom and open at the top.

(I) Check List. Effective remedies may be determined by first
checking the following:

(a) Examine opening to see that hinge and lock sides are plumb
and parallel.

(b) Check header to see that it is level.

(c) Check anchorage of posts.

(d) Check anchorage of hinges.

(e) Check lock face plates for projection beyond face of door.
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(f) Check all members for swelling, shrinking or warping.

(2) Repairs. The following procedures apply when the door itself has
shrunk or is warped, swollen or sagged.

(a) When a door shrinks, remove hinge lnves and install a filler
(_ardboard or metal shim) underneath. This forces the door closer to the jamb
at the lock edge, and provided hinge pins do not bend, the door should then
operate satisfactorily.

(b) Restore a warped door to its normal shape by removing and
laying it flat. Weighting down may also be necessary. If it is still warped
after a reasonable lerlth of time, battens screwed to the door help restore it
to true plane. Screw !yes, rods, and turnbuckles help straighten a door by
gradually pulling it into place.

(c) Install a diagonal batten from top of hinge side to bottom of
lock edge to repair a sagging door permanently. Temporary repair is made by
installation of wire stay brace equipped with turnbuckles and placed
diagonally.

(d) Doors or door members may require rebuilding because of
neglect or abuse. Remove the door to a flat surface and replace damaged
member. Carpenter's clamps assists in holding door members square while
driving nails or screws.

(e) The door is trimmed when the preceding methods fail to
correct the trouble. However, do not cut doors immediately following rain or
damp weather. When dry, the door may fit too loosely.

b. Panel Doors. Failures in panel doors are similar to those in large
wood doors. In addition they are subject to binding at the hinge edge,
friction between dead bolt and strike plate, or between latch bolt and strike
plate.

(1) Locking. Trouble with locking apparatus is generally caused by
defective knobs or locks. Check the knob to determine whether it is loose on
the spindle. Where a lock does not move smoothly, replacement may be
necessary, althuugh repair of worn parts, or lubricating with graphite
frequently overcomes the difficulty.

(2) Rattling. An excess of space between door and stop head causes
the door to rattle. Removal and refitting of stop head while door is closed
remedies this difficulty. The door may also rattle because of too much play
betwcen latch bolt and strike plate. Correct this condition by moving plate
back toward the stop.

(3) Loose Hinges. Hinges become loosened if a door is too tight on -

the hinge edge and binds against the hinge jamb. If such a door has plenty of
clearance on the lock side and the entire pin seems to move slightly when the
door is closed, loosen both hinges at the frame and insert cardboard under
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jamb leaves along the outer edges. To make a uniform space between the jam
and the door, insert a strip of cardboard under the inner edge of the top
hinge in the leaf which is fastened to the jamb. This usually corrects the
trouble since it tends to pull the upper part of the door closer to the jamb.
However, considerable space above the door and along the outside (lock edge)
may result. In that case, loosen the screws in the leaf of the bottom hinge,
which is attached to the jamb, and insert cardboard under the outer edge.

(4) Warping. A warped door which has sprung inward or outward at
the hinge edge is impossible to close without considerable pressure against
the bulging part. If planing is necessary because side margins are uneven and
door strikes at top or bottom due to settlement of frame or similar causes,
locate points of friction. It is easier and less noticeable to plane the
hinge edge. Bevel lock edge of door about 3/16-inch to facilitate closing.
When door face or casing is warped, or in other rare instances, this edge may
require planing. Here it is best to make the cut before planing. Remove face
plates and lock from the door; otherwise a true cut cannot be made. If the
door still strikes along lock edge, plane hinge edge and cut in the hinge
leaves flush with surface, if necessary.

(5) Sticking. Damp weather often causes a door to stick.
Absorption of moisture results in swelling of framework and door and causes
paint to soften and become sticky. If the door has an even margin along the
top and bottom edges, and if the hinges are firm, it is necessary to plane the
hinge edge. It is best to plane the hinge edge, since hinges are more easily
removed and remortised than the lock. Take care not to plane off too much
wood. Do not plane doors during damp weather, except where circumstances
require immediate repairs. When it is necessary to trim a door for better
fitting, carefully mark the amount to be planed, allowing clearance on all
sides approximately the thickness of a dime. To determine correct amount of
wood to be removed, set door hard against hinge side, wedge it plumb, and
scribe desired thickness of material to be planed off. When planing or
cutting is completed, repaint edges prior to rehanging the door.

(6) Bevel. Proper bevel for wood doors is about 1/16" per 1" of
door thickness. Doors 1 3/8" or less do not required a bevel. (See Figure
47).

Figure 47. Bevel for Wood Doors.
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Maintenance and Repair of Metal Doors

a. General. Doors in metal buildings generally are of materials which
the type of building to which they afford entrance. In this instance,
maintenance of the door material itself is similar to corresponding siding and
roofing material. Where metal windows are used in masonry or wood frame
construction, special treatment will be used in caring for the metal products
involved. Purposes of fireproofing, insect control and storm protection may
also dictate uses of metal doors on buildings and structures otherwise
constructed of other materials. Among the types of metal doors in use in Air
Force installations are metal-clad doors, hollow metal doors, solid metal
doors and variations which include interchangeable glass and screen panels.
These doors may be hinged, sliding or roll type depending on their size and
application. Figures 48 and 49 illustrate typical types of metal doors.

b. Maintenance. Since the great majority of metal doors and fittings
are shop designed and fabricated, it can be assumed that they will maintain
their shape and mechanical operating ability provided hinges, locks, and other
fittings remain secure in their fastenings. -This is accomplished by checking
screens, nuts and bolts, and special fasteners and operating devices regularly
and keeping them tight and in good order. Building settlement, mechanical
failure and collision may require investigation and corrective measures for a
basic cause of misalignment in the structure framing itself. Frames must be
plumb and corners square so the door may fit its opening with proper
clearances. Weather proofing and caulking must be maintained in a
workman-like manner. Mechanically damaged doors and frames must be removed
and straightened, repaired or replaced. Repair material and furnishing should
match the existing material. Shop repair of metal doors will meet acceptable
standards for welding, riveting and sightliness. Replacement of surface metal
on fire proof metal-clad wood doors must be weather tight and of the same gage
material as originally provided.

Maintenance and Repair of Hangar and Warehouse Metal Doors:

(a) General. Larger doors of this type require specialized maintenance,
in that most of them are rolling and motorized, and place extreme weight loads
on the narrow bearing surface of supporting rails. Maintenance on the large
metal areas is similar to maintenance procedures for metal siding, as
discussed in this manual. Qualified engineering personnel will be consulted
if major warping or displacement occurs to the sliding panels. Settling or
failure of the roof trussing can cause displacement of overhead rails and
guides, with subsequent stresses to the door panels themselves. Complicated
devices for operating large doors will be maintained by following the
manufacturer's instructions carefully. For maintenance on electric motors
which operate hangar doors, refer to AFM 85-17.

(b) Minor Maintenance to Hangar and Warehouse Doors. It is important to
the operation and general usefulness of large metal doors to regularly conduct
minor maintenance of all working parts as well as the door itself.
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Figure 50. Overhead Metal Door.

1. Keep rails, guides, springs, and rollers secure and free from
dust, dirt, corrosion and obstruction.

2. Keep upper rails and rollers lubricated according to
manufacturer's instructions.

3. Check and maintain alinement of rollers and rails.

4. Check guides for security and alinement. Straighten bent
guides.

5. Repair damaged glazed sections promptly according to paragraph
below.

6. Inspect and lubricate motors as specified in AFM 85-17.

7. Keep hinges and springs free of dirt, debris and corrosion, and
lubricate regularly. Replace spring or broken hinges and springs, and other
door fittings.

8. Keep locks and latches lubricated and in good repair.
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Maintenance and Repair of Screen Doors and Window Screens

Included in this category are screen doors, half-length, sliding window
screens and fixed porch screens. Screens are provided and maintained in those
buldings designated by the Installations Engineer. Current Air Force criteria
in material and construction must apply.

a. Screen Cloth. Much of the screening found on Air Force buildings is
made of comparatively short lived steel or iron wire, either painted or
galvanized. Continued use of such painted or galvanized screen cloth is not
recommended for other than planned short time use buildings. Do not use steel
or iron wire screening in tropical zones. The use of corrosion and weather
resistant material such as copper, bronze, aluminum or plastic, is recommended
for most future screening needs. Large diameter (0.015 inch) metallic wire
will give longer service in tropical areas where excessive condensation and
salt air is encountered. Bronze wire (Type C, Fed. Spec. RR-C-451) is
recommended for installation in barracks, dining failities and similar
buildings where rough usage may be expected. Commercial Bronze, better kno4n
as brass, (Type B, Fed Spec. RR-C-451) is not recommended for use in areas
subject to excessive condensation and salt air. Shipments of screening
delivered on requisitions for Type C, Bronze, should be tested to see that
Type B, Brass, has not been substituted.

SUMMARY

As a carpenter, you are responsible for maintenance of Air Force Real
Property. Doors and all of their supporting hareware receive a great deal of
wear, it is your job to know how to repair or replace any item that may need
it.

QUESTIONS

1. Unit 17, page 443, Textbook, Modern Carpentry, answer questions 1-10.
Do not write in the textbook.

2. Answer each of the following questions:

a. What type of hinge is mortised into the jamb with a router?

b. What can be done to hinge a prolong its use?

c. The most difficult lock to install is a lock.

d. A heavy duty, primary lock is a lock.

e. What type of lubricant is used in exterior locks?

f. What type of door closures are found on screen doors?
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-IV-4
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

INSULATION, GYPSUM BOARD AND CEILINGS

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing,
repairing, or replacing gypsum board, and celings.

b. Given procedures, insulation, tools, materiels, equipment and working
as a member of a team install insulation in an interior wall with no more than
four instructor assists. Insulation must be securely fastened; joints must be
overlapped witn no voids.

c. Given procedures, gypsum board, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of team install gypsum board on an interior wall and
ceiling with no more than three instructor assists. The gypsum board must be
securely fastened and the joints must not exceed 1/8" in width_

d. Given procedures, acoustical tile, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of a team install tile on a ceiling with no more than four
instructor assists. Tile edges must fit tightly and be flush with all
adjoining tile.

e. Given procedures, a room, materials, equipment and working as a
member of a team install a suspended ceiling with no more than five instructor
assists. The finished ceiling must be secured and within + 1/8" of level.

INTRODUCTION

Any building that is designed to matntain a constant temperature during
the summer and/or winter should be well insulated. Such insulation will
insure maximum comfort and also an even temperature while keeping the heating
and cooling cost to a minimum. The insulating of the average frame structure
is almost always justified; the savings of fuel and electricity in just a
short period will more than pay for the insulating cost.

INFORMATION

Heat is lost from a building in two ways: (1) by air leaking around
doors and windows and (2) by conduction of heat through the materials in the
walls, floors and ceilings, which then radiate heat to the outside air. These
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two losses should not be confused, though both can occur at the same time on
the same door, window, wall or floor. The methods of insulating against them,
however, are entirely lifferent. The proper fitting of doors and windows will
decrease air leakage around them. Regardless of the fit, both doors and
windows should be fitted with proven weather stripping. Air leakage through
walls may be serious in a poorly constructed building. It can be almost
entirely eliminated in frame construction by properly applying good building
paper beneath the outside wall covering. The second way of losing heat from a
building is by transmission through solid (airtight) material. For example,
when a glass of hot water is held in the hand, the heat of the water is
transmitted through the glass and can be felt. The heat from a warm interior
escapes to the cooler air outside by transmission through the wood of doors
and walls, and through the plaster. Insulating materials must be poor
conductors of heat so when placed in the walls they will form a thermal
barrier. This barrier tends to keep the building more comfortable in both
summer and winter by slowing the transmission of heat.

Insulation materials are divided into these four basic types:

Flexible

O Rigid

O Loose fill

O Reflective

Of the types of insulation materials just listed, the flexible, rigid and
loose fill types are made up of small cells (dead air spaces). These small,
dead air spaces slow the transmission of heat; and the thicker the material
is, the more effective it becomes in resisting the passage of heat.

Flexible Insulation

Flexible insulation ls made in the form of "quilts" or "batts" which fit
between standard spaced studs as shown in Figure 51. Quilts are normally used
for insulating the walls, because the insulating material is entirely inclosed
with a protective covering and the possibility of settling is eliminated.
Most quilts have a continuous tab on each edge for fastening them to the frame
members. Tacks may be used for fastening the quilts in place; but, an
automatic stapling gun makes an easier and quicker job of it. Quilts are
installed between the studs after the outside sheathing is in place. They are
packaged in rolls and can be cut to the correct length with either a knife or
a pair of tin snips. Quilts may be filled with any one of several different
types of insulating materials, be careful to avoid splinters while handling it
with bare hands. Wear protective equipment and clothing to eliminate hazards.

Insulating batts are similar to quilts, except they are packaged in flat
batts 48 inches long and wide enough to fit between standard spaced frame
members. One side is usually covered with a waterproof paper; whereas the
other side has either plain kraft paper or no covering at all. Such batts are
often used in the attic between the joists for insulating the ceiling. They
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can also be installed between floor joists for insulating over the crawl space
in buildings without baements. In the attic, the need for fastening is
eliminated, becauge the batts lie flat. The same type cf material is used for
making both batt$. and quilts. Special care should be taken during the
installation of flexible insulation in order not to tear or puncture the outer
line (vapor barrier) of the insulation. Unnecessary holes or tears in the
insulating material will decrease its overall effectiveness.

Rigid Insulation

Rigid insulation boards are made in flat sheets from 1/2 to 1 inch thick.
They may be made of cork, wood pulp, corn stalks, and various other vegetable
fibers. Cork is not generally used for insulation in construction work,
except in special temperature-control rooms, such as walk-in refrigerators.
Most present-day rigid fiberboards not only provide insulation but also serve
as a structural sheathing in place of wood. The rigid boards most commonly
used for sheathing are treated with asphalt to make them waterproof. This
treatment may be either a complete saturation or a thin exterior co;ting.
When untreated rigid boards are used for sheathing, waterproof building paper
should be used just as for wood sheathing. Rigid boards may have square
edges, shiplapped edges, tcngue-and-groove edges, or a combination of these.
When fiberboard sheathing is to be covered with shingles, furring strips are
recommended, since the fiberboard does not provide solid anchorage for
ordinary nails. Furring strips or horizontal siding must be nailed through
the sheathing into the studs.

Loosefill Insulation

Loose fill insulation is the same material as that used in quilts or
batts. It is packaged in large bags and may be used for insulating both the
ceiling and side walls of a building. When you are using it in the attic, it
is a simple matter to fill the space between the joists. For the outside
walls, however, you must blow or have blown the loose insulation through an
opening made near the top of the wall between each stud. After a building has
been completed, it is almost impossible to install quilt or batt type
insulation without excessive labor, and damage to the walls; but loose fill
type insulation can be installed in finished walls with little difficulty.

Refective Insulation

Reflective insulation turns back radiant heat similar to the way in which
a mirror reflects light. Since very little of the heat penetrates the
reflecting surface, this type of insulation is very thin, usually aluminum
foil, cemented to one or both sides of a craft paper. It can be used
separately or in conjunction with the other three types we have just
discussed. When used separately it is looped between the studs, tacked or
stapled on th? edge of each stud, and creased, as shown in Figure 52. This
method creates an additional air space, which also adds to the insulating
effect. Ordinarily the shiny side of the foil should face toward the inside
on walls and toward the outside when placed between the rafters in the roof.
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Thin foil may also be cemented to one or both sides of rigid fiberboards or it
may be used as part of the protective covering on quilts or batts.

Vapor Barriers

A vapor barrier, as defined in Webster's Dictionary, is a layer of
material used to retard or prevent the absorption of moisture into a
constructim such as a wall or floor.

The vapor barrier is, in more cases, installed facing the occupied
(living) area of a building as illustrated in Figure 53. This is to prevent
the warm humid air from penetrating the wall surface and forming moisture
within the wall area. The detailed drawings in Figure 53 shows how a vapor
barrier controls moisture.

Most flexible insulating materials produced today have a vapor barrier
applied to the inside surface of the quilt or batts; when installed properly
t)ey will prevent condensation from forming in the wall. When the blankets
are ill fitted or the vapor barrier becomes damaged, moisture can penetrate
the wall and cause deterioration (rot or insect infestation) of the wall
section.

If the ,insulating materials do not have a satisfactory vapor barrier, a
plastic film vapor barrier can be added, as shown in Figure 54. Other
suitable vapor barriers are: aluminum foil, asphalt-coated paper or other
types of material which will prevent the penetration of moisture. You should
install Cris type of vapor barrier just prior to installing the interior
wallboard to prevent accidental tears and punctures of the barrier.

Gypsum Board

Gypsum board wall covering is made in a way similar to the way rock lath
is made, except that it has no holes and the paper covering is thicker and
stronger. The sheets are very brittle and require extremely careful handling
to prevent breaking. Approximately 1-1/4 inches of each edge is made 1/16
inch thinner th'n the body of the sheet. When two sheets are placed side by
side, the thin edges form a recess to receive perforated paper tape and gypsum
cement which conceals the joints between the sheets.

Installing Gypsum Board

On new construction, it is your job to nail, or otherwise secure, the
gypsum board to the ceiling and wall areas. When you are covering both walls
and ceilings, start with the ceiling first and determine the best arrangement
of the sheets on the ceiling joists. degin at a corner and raise the sheet of
gypsum board into position. Nail this first piece in place so that the long
dimension of the sheet runs perpendicular to the ceiling joists. If the room
is small, span the entire width of the room with one piece. If this is not
possible, stagger the end joints in the following rows.

To apply a single thic:siess of gypsum board to a wall, start in a corner
and work around the room making sure that each joint breaks at the centerline
of a stud. Use 1/2-inch thick gypsum board and span the entire height of the
wall, if possible.
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Figure 51. Flexible Insulation

Figure 52. Reflective Insulation
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Figure 56. Cutting Gypsum Board

If the buildilg plans call for twu layers of wallboard, each layer should
be 3/8 inch thick. Nail the base layer vertically to the studs. The face
layer should be applied horizontally over the base layer with an adhesive,
which makes the two adhere. The proper methods of placing single and
double-thickness gypsum board to wall surfaces are illustrated in Figure 55.

Full sheets can easily be cut on the job for fitting to the studs. You
can cut the panels by sawing or by scoring with a knife and snapping over a
straight-edge. Cutting methods are shown in Figure 56. Always cut the panel
with the finish side up in order to avoid damaging the finish surface. You
can mart the openings for pipe and electrical receptacles and cut them with a
keyhole saw.
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When installing gypsum board to walls and ceilings maintain a 1/8-inch
space between the joints of the sheet to help hold the filler cement in place.
The sheets are usually fastened in place with blued nails which have an
oversized head and are 1 1/2 inch long. However, rustproof nails specially
designed with annular rings for better holding characteristics may be used
instead. The heads of these nails are slightly smaller than blued nails, and
they are approximately 1 1/4 inches in length.

The spacing of nails will vary with the different thicknesses and
locations of the gypsum board. In general, nails are spaced 6 to 8 inches
apart on walls and 5 to 7 inches apart on ceilings. Space nails not less than
3/8 inch from the outside edges. These nails are driven slightly below the
surface of the wallboard and covered with perforated tape and cement.

Nails in the middle of the sheets are spaced about the same distance
apart as are those along the edges and should be set below the surface to
receive the filler cement. It is common practice to strike the nailheads one
extra blow for setting. This makes a slight depression (hammer mark) which
holdt the cement around the head. Be careful, however, when setting nails,
not to break the outer paper surface because such breaks in the paper will
drastically reduce the nail's holding power.

SUMMARY

Comfort, energy efficiency and appearance are all part of your job. You
must be knowledgeable of insulation, gypsum board and acoustical ceiling
installation in order to perform that job.

QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions from the textbook, Modern Carpentry.

1. Answer questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13, page 356.

2. Answer questions 1-17, page 387.
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STAIRS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-la

PROJECT OR TASK: Construct and Install a Stairway

OBJECTIVE:

Given tools, equipment, materials and working as a member of a team
construct and install steps with no more than five instructor assists. The
steps must be plumb and level.

I NSTRUCT IONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-la.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using ATC
Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Working as a member of a team demonstrate proficienqy by completing the
fol owl ng exerci se:

1. Deferral ne 1 ayout requi rements.

2. Layout by stepping off proper number of units.

1-1.1
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3. LAyout drop of stringer.

4. Assenble stai rs.

5. Instal l stai rs.

6. Ensure steps (stairs) are plumb and level .

1-1.2
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WINDOWS, SCREENS AND GLASS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2a

PROJECT OR TASK: Identify Windows, Screens and Glass

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing or
replacing window units, screens, and glass by completing the statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98,
Student Progress Checklist, using "5" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for
review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return them to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements

1. Windows that are hinged on the side are known as

2. Windows that are hinged at the top are

3. Windows that consists of two sashes that slide up and down in the window

frame are called

2-1.1
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4. A window that is hinged on the bottom and swings inward is called a/an

5. When replacing screen in a metal frame it is secured by
in a channel.

6. Lamdnated glass has transparent between two sheets of
glass.

7. Tempered glass is heated and then quickly.

8. Obscure glass does not provide clear

9. Common safety equipment for glass cutting includes gloves and

10. To secure glass aden frame glazing are used.

2-1.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2b

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Window Frame and Sash

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, window frame, sash, tools, materials and working as a
member of a team install the window frame and sash in an exterior wall with no
more than five instructor assists. The window must operate without binding
and be within + 1/8" of plumb.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the c3mpletion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two neaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using ATC
Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "5" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a tem nember could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Check rough opening for correct size.
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2. Place window unit in rough opening.

3. Temporarily secure fretne by placing a nail on each side in the casing
close to the sill.

4. Raise and level frame rising wedges.

5. Secure bottom of frame.

6. Plumb side jamb.

7. Secure top of frame by placing a nail in the casing close to top.

8. Check frame for square to ensure within + 1/8" of plumb.

9. Check window to ensure operation without binding.

10. Permanently nail frame in place.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2c

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Screen Materials

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, screen materials, tools, equipment and working as a
member of a team install screen materials in a frame with no more than
five instructor assists. The installed screen must be tight and free of
wri nkl es.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You
will be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated
with this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES
NOT fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal irdury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
profi ciency by completi ng the fol I owi ng exerci se:

1. Measure length and width of frame.

2-3.1
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2. Cut screen 2 to 3 inches oversize.

3. Secure screen at ollE end of frame.

4. Stretch screen tight and secure opposite end.

5. Secure adjacent sides.

6. If using wood frame, use staples or tack and then secure molding.

7. If using a metal frame use a vinyl bead or metal spline and screen wire
roller.

8. Ensure screen is tight and free of wrinkles.

9. Remove excess screen using a utility knife.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2d

PROJECT OR TASK: Replace Glass

OBJECTIVE:

Given window glass, tools, materials, equipment and working as a member
of a team replace the glass in a wil;dow frame with no more than five
instructor assists. The installed window glass must fit tightly and be water
tight.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2d.

2. This progress check will be completed concurrently with Progress Check
IV-2e.

3. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Checks.

4. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

5. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

6. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

7. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

8. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

9. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

le. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

2-4.1
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MISSTON I
(PERFOKMANCE)

Using ylass and tools provided and workiny as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completiny the following exercise:

1. Prepare sash

2. Cut ylass correct size

3. Apply bed putty

4. Install glass

5. Install glazing points

6. Apply face putty

7. Ensure window glass is tightly fitted.

8. Ensure window glass is water tight.

2-4.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2e

PROJECT OR TASK: Glass Safety

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, safety equipment, glass, tools and working as a member
of a team exercise safety precautions while handling glass.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2e.

2. This progress check will be completed concurrently with Progress Check
IV-2d.

3. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

4. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

5. No instructor assists will be available for this progress check.

6. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

7. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I ff.r this performance evaluation.

8. Your instrm, 'I. will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

9. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member couId result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

10. You are to return the completed progress checks to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

2-5.1
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MISSION T
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Wear eye protection and gloves while handling glass,

2. Use care when procuring glass.

a. Large pieces of glass should be marked while being moved.

b. Take prec,ations not to cut yourself or anyone else.

3. While working with glass use care not to cut yourself or anyone
else.

a. Keep hands off glass table.

b. Do not sit or lean on glass table.

4. Store unused glass in glass storage area.

5. Dispose of waste glass in specially marked container.

6. Exercise safety precautions while handling and storing glass products.

2-5.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-2f

PROJECT OR TASK: Realign Window Frame

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, a window, tools, equipment and working as a member of a
team realign the v,rindow frame with no more than three instructor assists. The
wi ndcw must operate freely wi thout bi ndi ng.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-2f.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Three instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

2-6.1
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MISSION I

(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the follcwing exercise:

1. Place window in rough opening.

2. Level from bottom using wedges.

3. Plumb sides.

4. Temporarily nail in place

5. Check for smooth operation.

6. Ensure the wi ndow operates freely wi thout bi ndi ng .

7. Nail securely in place.



DOORS AND DOOR HARDWARE

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3a

PROJECT OR TASK: Identify Doors and Door Hardware

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing,
replacing, or repairing, doors, door trim and, door hardware.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes
or other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress checks using ATC Form 98,
Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for
review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements:

1. Exterior doors in residential construction are nearly always
high.

2. Main entrances usually are equipped with a single door that is
wide.

3. FHA Minimum Property Standards specify a minimum exterior door width of

4. Panel doors consist of stiles, rails and

3-1.1
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5. In residential construction, outside doors swing

6. The lower hinge on a door should be from
the bottom.

7. The upper hinge should be from the top.

8. Two types of door locks are cylinder and

9. The door knob is to be loca,.ed from the
finished fl oor.

10. Outside wood casing for doors is attached with nails spaced
in O.C.

3-1.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3b

PROJECT OR TASK: Fabricate Exterior Door Frame

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, materials, equipment, a rough opening for an exterior
door and working as a member of a team fabricate and install an exterior door
frame and exterior door with no Imre than five instructor assists. The door
frame must be within + 1/16" of plumb and level and the door must operate
wi thou t bi ndi ng.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3b,

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a neintenance docunent DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "5" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team mertier could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

3-2.1
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Measure and cut material for door jamb.

2. Install hinges at the correct position.

3. Assemble and install the jamb in opening.

4. Level sill.

5. Level head jamb.

6. Plumb side jambs.

7. Secure frame properly.

8. Make necessary corrections.

9. Install hardware.

10. Enzure door frame is within + 1/16" plumb and level.

11. Ensure door operates without binding.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 UOU

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3c

PRUJECT OR TASK: Install Interior Door and Frame

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, materials, equipment, a rough opening for an interior
door and working as a member of a team install the interior door frame and
door with no more than five instructor assists. The door frame must be within
+ 1/16 of plumb and level and the door must operate without binding.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. you will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this proyress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

3-3.1
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
prof ici ency by completing the fol 1 orti ng exerci se:

1. Measure and cut material for door jamb.

2. install hinges at the correct position.

3. Assemble and install the jamb in opening.

4. Level head jamb.

5. Plumb side jamb.

6. Secure frame properly.

7. Make necessary corrections.

8. Install hardware.

9. Ensure door frame is within + 1/16" of plumb and level._
10. Ensure door operates with out binding.

3-3.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3d

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Door Trim

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, an exterior door, a framed opening, tools, materials,
equipment and working as a member of a team install door trim with no more
than five instructor assists. Door trim must fit smoothly.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3d.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a tem for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a inctintenance docunent DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this perfornence evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the perfornence and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. l'o li re to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

3-4.1
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iiiSSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a tearn member, demonstrate
profi ciency by completi ng the fol owl ng exerci se:

1. Measure and cut material for door trim.

2. Miter corners of trim.

3. Level head trim.

4. Plumb side trim.

5. Ensure door trim fits smoothly.

6. Secure by nailing at 16 O.C.

534
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3e

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Weather Stripping

OBJECTIVE:

Given specifications, an installed exterior door, materials, tools,
equipment and working as a member of a team install weather stripping with no
mort than five instructor assists. Weather stripping must al lci; door to close
and seal out air around door edges.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3e.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a tean, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two neaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6 . You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "5" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a tean member could result in personal irdury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILL7 of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using specifications provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the follcwing exercise:

1. Select tools and materials needed.

2. Install according to manufacturer's specifications.

3. Ensure door closes and seals out air around door edges.

3-5.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-3f

PROJECT OR TASK: Repair Door

OBJECTIVE:

Given a damaged exterior door, materials, tools, equipment and working as
a member of a team repair the door with no more than five instructor assists.
The door must present a smooth and neat appearance, fit into the door frame
and operate without binding.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-3f.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You wiU
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

3-6.1
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Determine extent of damage to door.

2. Replace or repair damaged parts.

3. Check for smooth and neat appearance.

4. Check door for operation to ensure operation without binding.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV 3g

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Door Locks and Closers

OBJECTIVE:

Given specifications, an exterior door hanging in an opening, materials,
tools, equipment and working as a member of a team install door locks and
closers with no mere than two instructor assists. Locks must allow door to
close and latch tightly. Closers must enable door to close smoothly without
slamming.

INSTRUCTIONS:

I. This is Progress Check IV-3g.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progreis Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using specifications provided and working as a tean member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Read manufacturer's specifications prior to the installation of door
locks and closers.

2. Lay out all work to be done prior to installation IAW MS.

3. Install door locks and closers IAW MS.

4. Make necessary adjustments to door locks and closers to insure proper
operation to include:

a. Locks allow door to close and latch tightly.

b. Closers enable door to close smothly without slamming.



INSULATION, GYPSUM BOARD AND CEILINGS

COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-4a

PROJECT OR TASK: Indentify Insulation, Gypsum Board and Ceilings

OBJECTIVE:

Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for installing,
repairing, or replacing insulation, gypsum board, and ceilings.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-4a.

2. You are to work individually while completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress
check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress checks using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for
review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return them to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements pertaining to insulation, gypsum board,
and ceilings.

1. Older structures may be insulated without removing interior wall surfaces

by using insulation.

2. The insulation that can be made from various materials, and is used for
roof and wall sheathing, subflooring, interior surface of walls and ceil-

ings, and under foundation walls or slabs is
insulation.

4-1.1
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3. The insulation which requires an air space and its insulation valve

is determined by its r-tmber of reflective surfaces is .

4. The membrane through ahich water vapor cannot easily pass is the

5. The nail spacing fs-dsr installing gypsum board on ceilings is
on center.

6. The dimple is put in gypsum board for purposes.

7. The wall or ceiling rraterial used to absorb sound is called

8. When installing acoustical wall tile, if the border tile is too narrcw,
move the center line the width of the tile.

9. When installing nonflanged ceiling tile, the first tile is place in the

of the ceiling.

10. Flanged ceiling tile is secured by using
staples per flange.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-4b

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Insulation

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, insulation, tools, materials, equipment and working as
a member of a team install insulation in an interior wall with no more than
four instructor assists. Insulation must be securely fastened; joints must be
overlapped with no voids.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-4b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Four instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a tean member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Cut insulation 2" to 3" oversize.

2.. Install from top plate downward to sole plate.

3. Overlap joints with no voids.

4. Staple to studs every 12".

4-2.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-4c

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Gypsum Board

OBJECT I IE :

Given procedures, gypsum board, tools, materials, equipment and working
as a member of a team install gypsum board on an interior wall and ceiling
with no more than three instructor assists. The gypsum board must be securely
fastened and the joints must not exceed 1/8" in width.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-4c

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a tean, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two neaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Three instructor' assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this perfomance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal iWury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.



MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Layout and cutting of gypsum board:

a. Measure opening to be covered.

b. Lvout on face of gypsum board.

c. Cut through face using utility knife.

d. Snap and cut bad; paper.

e. U:,e coping saw, compass saw, or electric saber saw to make cuts
for irregular shapes and curves (such as for light fixtures,
electrical outlets.)

2. Securing gypsum board

a. On ceilings, spacing is every 5" - 7" for nails or every 12" on
center for screws; and on walls every 6" - 8.

b. Ceiling must be hung at right angles to the framing nembers.

c. Sidewalls can be hung vertical or horizontal.

d. Space nails at least 3/8" from outer edges.

e. Drive nail into gypsum enough to leave a dimple in the gypsum
around tha head of the nail. Do not tear paper or crack gypsum.

f. Nails nust be long enough to penetrate at least 2/4" into fraffing
members (such as 1 1/4" annular ring nails).

3. Install ceilings before installing walls.

4. Break joints on framing members.

5. Leave 1/8" space between joints for joint compound.

4-3.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-4d

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Acoustical Tile

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, acoustical tile, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of a team install tile on a ceiling with no more than four
instructor assists. Tile edges must fit tightly and be flush with all
adjoi ni ng tile.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-4d.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACT IVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two neaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Four instructor assists par group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will proqide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You rrust fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the perfomance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "5" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipnent damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Measure ceiling.

2. Locate and chalkline centers of ceiling from endwall to endwall and
from sidewall to sidewall.

3. Determine border tile size and chalkline for border tile.

4. Establish new centerline if required because of border tile size.

5. Apply walnut-sized daubs of adhesive 1 1/2" in from all four corners
of one tile.

6. Place first tile in center of ceiling.

7. Put adhesive on each tile as you are ready to install it and inst
tiles in a row from the first tile.

8. Keep installing tiles one row at a time, working from the center of
the room.

9. Ensure tile edges fit tighty and are flush wire are adjourning tile.



COURSE: J3ABR55230 000

PROGRESS CHECK: IV-4e

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Suspended Ceiling

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, a room, materials, equipment and working as a member of
a team install a suspended cdling with no more than five instructor assists.
The finished ceiling must be secured and within + 1/8" of level.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check IV-4e.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must wnrk as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
this objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT
fulfill this obligation.

4. Five instructor assists per group will be available for this pregress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed
for completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to
Mission I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade the performance and completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and
"U" for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress
check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.
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MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Determine ceiling height.

2. Attach wall molding.

3. Plan layout in the same manner as for other ceiling tile.

4. Determine main runner and cross tee layout.

5. Install screw eyes and wire.

6. Attach main runners to wire.

7. Use a chalkline or builders string to level main runners with wall
molding.

8. Attach cross tees.

9. Install tile panels.

10. Ensure finished ceiling is secure.

11. Ensure finished ceiling is within ± 1/8" of level.
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Purpose of Study Guide

This study guide (sq) is designed to guide you through your study
assignment in the most logical sequence for easy understanding and to provide
you with practical exercises or work in conjunction with each study
assignment. Complete each exercise or work assignment in the sequence given
and it will aid you in understanding and retaining the key points in each
assignment.

Directed Study will be assigned, by the classroom instructor, before the
close of each training day and the assignment will be checked the following
training day prior to the days lesson. Questions will be addressed at that
time. Directed Study measurement will be included in the applicable Criterion
Objective's Progress Check.

Study Guide J3ABR55230 000-V-1 thru 3
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3770 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230 000-V-1
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

PANELING AND TRIM

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements identify the procedures for installing
paneling by completing the statements.

b. Given procedures, paneling, tools, materials, equipment and working
as a menber of a team panel an existing wall with no more than two instructor
assists. Paneling must be securly fastened to the wall, plumb, and all joints
must be butted.

C. Given tools, materials, equipment and working as a member of a team
cut and install trim with no more than two instructor assists. The joints
must be tight and smooth.

INTRODUCTION

Paneling and trim provide a fast and easy way to decorate a wall.
Paneling and trim will give a wall a very beautiful and finished appearance,
when installed correctly. This unit covers the types of paneling and trim and
the correct installation procedures.

INFORMATION

TYPES OF PANELING

Wood Paneling

Interior walls and ceilings which are to receive transparent finishes
must be constructed from top-quality materials. Number 1 grade, clear fir
plywood and mahogany-veneered plywood make attractive walls for offices in
warehouse and shop areas. These materials are reasonably priced and easy to
obtain. Cherry, Walnut, or birch-veneered plywood and plank paneling are used
in high-priority executive offices. These mater:als usually come with a
factory-applied finish.

Plank Paneling

Plank paneling comes in various widths and thicknesses, depending upon
its intended application. The individual planks have either tongue-and-groove
or shiplap edges. You almost always install plank paneling verticely on the
wall framework. To properly install and nail the planks in a vertical
position, you must install grids, or horizontal blocks, between the wall
studs. For an 8-foot-high wall, three rows of grids are generally used.
Space them at 2-, 4-, and 6-foot levels above the floor. You can then place
the planks in a vertical position and nail them at the sole plate, the top
plate, and at each of the grids.

1-1
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Plywood Panels and Veneers

Plywood panels are used extensively as interior wall covering. These
panels can be obtained in sizes from 1/4 to 3/4 inch thick; 36 to 48 inches
wide; and 60, 72, 84 and 96 inches long. Douglas fir is most often used for
making these large panels of plywood. Some face panels are available in
various cabinet woods such as oak, birch, mahogany, and other hardwoods.
Plywood gives a wall a wood-finish surface.

IAI fel ICI
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Figure 1. Plywood Panel Joists

PANELING INSTALLATION

Plywood panels that are 3/8 inch, or thicker, can be nailed directly to
the wood studs in the wall. You usually will apply these panels from floor to
ceiling and fasten them with 4d finishing nails. Figure 1 shows how special
strips or battens of either wood or metal are used to conceal the joints.
Figure 2 ilustrates how a typical inside and outside plywood corner is
finished.

IA) lel

OUTSIDE CORNER INSIDE CORNER
(QUARTER ROUND (COVE MOLDING)

Figure 2. Finished Corners for Plywood Panels
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Plywood and veneers of less than 3/8-inch thickness must be applied over
a solid backing. You will find that these panels usually come with a factory
finish and often have "V" grooves machined into the face surface to give them
the appearance of wood planking. First, nail either 1/4-inch or 3/8-inch
gypsum board to the wall studs as a backing. Then secure the veneer panels
with cement and Lid nails at the top plate and at the sole plate. Use only
enough nails to hold the panels in position until the cement dries.

When lower sections of gypsum board walls are continuously damaged by
rough usage, it may be necessary for you to replace the panels. Where rough
usage is the main factor, you may correct the condition by installing a
wainscot, as shown in Figure 3.

A wainscot is used to protect the lower ser-tion of the wall. You may
construct it of wood, plywood, or temp2red (hard) fiberboard. Cover the top
edge, located 3 or 4 feet above the floor, with a molding. This top molding
is commonly referred to as a chair rail.

Good workmanship is vital in the installation of any of the interior wall
surfaces that we have discussed. The wood in wall covering is usually
selected because of its desirable color, the number and kinds of knots, and
the grain. The edges are molded and the surface sanded to produce an
attractive finish.

To prepare new surfaces for transparent finishes, sand the woodwork to
remove all marks and blemishes. Be very careful when you sand a veneer
surface on plywood, do not sand through the veneer covering. Use either a
sanding block or a small vibrating sander for this operation. Never use a
belt or rotary power sander; finally, do all sanding in the direction of the
grain.

PLASTERBOARD

CHMR RAIL r

WAINSCOT

BASEBOARD
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Figure 3. Wood Panel Wainscot



(Types of Trim)

Interior Window and Door Trim

Figure 4 shows some of the molding patterns that are used for interior
window and door trim. Note in this figure that the mullion, casing and stool
patterns are peculiar to window trim, while the apron, casings and stops can
be used for both the window and the door trim. Interior wtridow and door trim
is applied after the finish wallboard has been installed.

Door Trim

Interior door casing (trim) is applied to each side and to the top of the
door frame, as shown in Figure 5, to cover the space between the jambs and the
finished wall. In addition to its decorative features, the casing gives
strength to the door frame.

Interior door trim is marked and applied to the frame in much the same
manner as exterior trim. That is, a light pencil line is scribed along the
jamb (edge) approxiamtely 1/8 - 1/4 inch back from the face. Once the casing
position has been established on the door frame, place the side pieces along
the line and mark the position of the miter joint at the top where the head
jamb line joins the line on the side jamb. Using a miter box or a combination
square and finish handsaw, cut a 45° angle on each piece. Using 6d finish
nails along the jamb edge and 8d nails along the outer edge, temporarily nail
the side casings in place. Mark, cut and apply the head casings in the same
manner. If the miters do not fit properly, trim with a block plane or fine
toothed handsaw.

7/Is" x Vs"

7/III" X I she
WINDOW 0 DOOR

STOP

9/1(1" X 2"
MULLION CASING

/#/i/A
VS" X

WINDOW a DOOR CASIN 0 -
(CAti bE USED AS APRON )

u/IS" X 2 W4"
APRON

MARX $ "
$ TOOL

Figure 4. Typical Interior Window and Door Trim
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Once the miters have been fitted, complete the nailing pattern as shown
in Figure 5.

Window Trim

Interior window casings are applied in a similar manner to that used for
door casing. When applying window trim, however, install a stool before
applying the casings, as seen in Figure 6.

When cutting and fitting a stool, be sure to allow about 1/16-inch
clearance between the front of the lower window sash and the stool, Fiyure 6.
Notice that the stool projects approximately 3/4 inch past the side casing.

Once the stool has been cut and secured, the side casings, head casing,
and apron are applied respectively. That is to say, install the stool first,
the side casings second, head casing third, and the apron last. Double-hung
windows will have the interior trim or casing fastened to the jambs with the
appropriate size finish nails, using the same nailing pattern as when applying
door casings.

Casement windows will usually have a sill stool and an apron installed
without any interior trim or casing. The wall covering material is continued
around the window jamb until it is up against the casement sash frame.

Base Trim

The base trim member which is fitted against the wall on top of the
finished floor is known as the base. It is usually made up of two members,
the baseboard and the base shoe, as shown in figure 7. Frequently, a third
member is wit:led. This is called the base cap molding and fits on top of the
baseboard. All of these members are nailed with 6d finishing nails.

Ceiling and Wall Trim

The picture mold shown in (A), figure 8, is placed against the wall near
the ceiling - usually up against the ceiling. Some builders prefer to lower
it to 12 or 16 inches below the ceiling. The cornice mold shown at (B) is
usually fitted and nailed against both the ceiling and wall of a room. The
chair rail (C) may be placed on the wall at any one of various heights, such
as the height of the back of a chair or 48 inches from the floor. The panel
mold (D) is used to divide wall spaces into panels. Shelws in closets rest
on cleats, illustrated at (E), making it easy to remove the shEIVOS as
desired.

SUMMARY

Paneling is one of the commonly used types of wall coverings where
appearance is most important. Insuring that all panels are straight and
joints are tight, and covered if needed, will insure a professional appearance
done in a professional manner.

Interior trim joints are usually one of three types: butt, miter or
coped. Interior corner joints are usually coped, while exterior joints are
mitered. A scarf joint is used for making splices. Interior trim is nailed
16 inches OC, with finish nails.
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QUESTIONS:

Answer the following questions from the textbook. Do not write in the
textbook. Use a separate sheet of paper for steps 1 and 2.

1. 6, 7, and 8, page 387.

2. 13, 14, 15, page 443.

3. Match each trim type given in column B with the application which bestfits it found in column A.

NOTE: There are more trim types in column B than can be matched with
applications in column A.

Column A

1. Used to support shelves
in closets

2. The first trim member
applied between the finish
wall and floor

3. You want to divide wall
spaces into panels

4. A trim member used to
provide a decorative
finish between the wall
and the ceiling

5. A third member frequently
added to the base trim

6. A trim member placed on a
wall at various heights, such
as when installing wainscoating.
It is sometimes installed at
chair back "leight to provide
protection for the wall surface.

7. A trim member applied between
the baseboard and finish floor

8. Sometimes installed 12 or 16
inches below the ceiling

Column B

a. Base shoe

b. Baseboards

c. Base floor

d. Base cap

e. Picture mold

f. Chair mold

g. Cornice mold

h. Chair rail

i. Panel mold

j. Picture rail

k. Shelf cleat
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Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

PREFAB BUILDINGS

OBJECTIVE

a. Given incomplete statements identify the procedures for assemblyiny
and erecting prefabricated buildings by completing the statements.

b. Given erection procedures, materials, tools, equipment, foundation
and working as a member of a team assemble and erect a prefabricated building
must be securely fastened and be within + 1" of plumb and square.

INTRODUCTION

Today, Air Force installations all over the world are using prefabricated
buildings. These buildings are used mostly in localities where materials
cannot be purchased locally. To save time and materials, as well as to
simplify erection, prefabricated buildings are standardized and available for
use in temperate, tropic and arctic regions.

INFORMATION

As a carpentry specialist, you will be erecting prefabricated buildings.
Like other structures, they must start vith a good foundation. As we follow
the procedures for the erection of one of these buildings, you will see that
its construction is similar to tha of a frame building.

Besides constructing buildings, prefabricated or otherwise, much of your
time will be spent in keeping the buildings in good repair. Maintenance and
repair work will challenge all of your building skills. You will have the
opportunity to inspect work done by others. Some of it was done a long time
ago, so it will take a lot of skill and ability to improvise repairs.

This study guide focuses on erecting and maintaining various types of
prefcbricated wooden and metal build3ngs.

PREFABRICATED WOODEN BUILDINGS

A prefabricated (prefab) wooden building is assembleC .-ith precut
members. The joists, plates, studs, rafters, etc., are reauy for assembly
when they are delivered to the building site. In some cases, the precut
pieces may be partially assembled into standard size panels. These panels may
be designed for use with a frame, or they may be shaped in such a manher that
they can be bolted together to form floors, walls and roofs. Let's look at
the construction of each type and the techniques of making repairs.
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Paneled Prefabricated Building

A wood prefab that is assembled of panels will have an outward appearance
similar to the building shown in figure 9. The vertical strips used to cover
the joints between the exterior wall panels distinguishes this building as a
panel-type prefab. Look at figure 9 and then compare it with figure 10.
Figure 10 shows a partially assembled panel-type prefab building, while figure
9 shows a completed building. Note the distinct lines made by the joints
between the panels. Also, note in figure 10 that the framework is a part of
the panel and that no separate framing is required.

Hoor

The floor of a panel prefab building consists of flooring, joists, and
girders. The flooring boards are fastened to two or three joists to form a
panel 4 feet wide and 8 feet long. The panels are placed on girders that are
supported by posts or columns. The panels are fastened in place with screws,
and the joints between the panels are covered with a T-shaped metal strip.
When plywood is used for the floor, the edges are protected by an H-shaped
metal strip that is inserted between two panels. This strip also prevents
dust and small objects from collecting in the joint. The panels are easily
removed without damaging the edges or the metal strip, if you remove the end
or side panels first.

Repairs can be made to individual floor panels in the same manner as
repairs are made to floors in other buildings. Also, the panels are
interchangeable. Repaired or weak panels may be moved from the main path of
traffic and exchanged with stronger panels located in other parts of the
building.

There is a variety of floor panels available for this type of bulldiny.
Some panels have a subfloor, insulation, or both. The type you use will
depends on the particular use of the building and the climate. For example,
flooring which will hold heavy equipment must obviously be much stronger than
that, which will bear light equipment. Panels intended for use in hot, humid
climates, such as the Tropics, are not, suitable for use in the cold, low
humidity, and dryness of the artic regions.

Walls

The panels used for the exterior walls consist of an -terior covering on
a light frame. The covering may be fiberboard, plywood or The frame
may be made of 1" x 1", 1" x 2", 1-1/2" x 1-1/2", or 2" x 2, or 2" x 3" inch
material. Where insulation is required, a fibrous filler is installed between
the exterior and interior coverings.

Doors and windows are assembled within a standard size 4"x 6", 4" x 8"
foot panel. The panels are interchangeable so that you can relocate windows,
doors and solid sections as desired.

The wall panels are fastened in place with double-head scaffold nails or
lag screws (bolts). Bolts are used to fasten two panels together along the
vertical edge as shown in figure W. The fasteners used in this prefab can be
easily removed without damaging the panels.
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Repairs to wall panels are usually limited to replacing the 1" x 2" or1" x 4" strips over the v,2rtical joints and replacing the wall coverings. Theparts of insulted panels are assembled with glue and cannot be disassembled.You can repair a damaged area on a fiberboard covered panel by installing afiberboard patch. Make the patch large enough, so that you can fasten atleast two edges of it, to the framing members. Use a waterproof cement tofasten the other two edges. Cement may also be used to fasten small plywoodor fiberboard patches, if they cannot be fastened to the frame.

Sticking doors and windows are a problem in this type of building whenthe panels weaken or begin to warp. If normal adjustments do not correct thesituation, you may have to strengthen the panel. Replacing the panel coveringwith new material will give it additional strength. Adding an interiorcovering on the panel will also help to reduce its flexibility and keep itstraight.

The panel type prefab building does not have corner braces. As thebuilding becomes older, it is weakened. Wind pressures may cause the buildingto lean or shift slightly, causing the windows and doors to bind. You can useguy wires at each corner to help prevent excessive shifting of the panels.The guy wire should be attached at the top of the corner panel or near theeave of the corner roof panel. The other end of the wire may be fastened to adeadman anchor, another prefab building, tree, or any solid structure. Theseguy wires should be provided for during the original assembly when the prefabbuliding is used in an area of strong prevailing winds.

Roofs

Roof panels are built according to the climatic conditions that existwhere the building is to be used. A panel that consists of a2 x 2 inch frame covered with fiberboard is sufficient for some areas.Heavier 2" x 4" frames are used with 1-inch decking or plywood where snowloads are expected. Insulated panels are used in both hot and cold climates.

Roof panels are fastened at the top of the exterior wall panels and atthe ridge. A ridge board is placed between the upper end of two roof panels,and bolts are used to hold them together as shown in figure 10. The sidemembers (rafters) of the panel frame are bolted to adjoining panels.

Some roof panels have offset edges so that they fit together with a lapjoint like shiplap lumber. This joint helps rn align the panels and alsohelps to prevent leaks. The joints between the panels are sealed by coveringthem with a bitumen adhesive and cloth strips. Since expansion, contraction,or any other movement of the panels will damage the joint seal, you willprobably have to renew or replace the joint seal every year or two. Whenextended usage is planned for the building, it is best to cover the entire
roof with a layer of roll roofing. The roofing can be cut at the panel jointswhen the building is disassembled.

The roof on the panel prefab building is not as strong as stanaard woodconstruction. Therefore, you must be careful when you check or repair theroof panels. Make a temporary walkway by using a 1-x 12-inch board (withcleats) that will extend from the eave to the ridge. When you replace joint
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seals, start work at one end of the building and work toward the other to
avoid walking on or near the repaired areas. Don't walk back across the
panels after completing your work. Unnecessary walking on the roof may break
the joint seals, requiring you to replace them.

FRAME PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS

The framed prefabricated wooden buildiny is also known as a precut or
light frame building. The framing is precut and prepared for assembly before
it is delivered to the job site. The studs and rafters are widely spaced as
shown in figure 11. Let's take a look at the construction of this type of
building.

Floors

The floor of the framed prefab building consists of flooring, joists and
girders. A combination subfloor and finish floor is used where a smooth
finish or the additional insulating value is required. Girders extend around
the perimeter and along the centerline of the building to support the joists.
The joists are spaced 24 inches on-center, with each length of joist spanning
the distance between the girders. The subfloor is laid either diagonally or
perpendicular to the joists. The finish floor, if one is used, is laid
lengthwise in the building. This type of building may also be used with a
concrete slab fluor.

Repairs to the floor consist of replacing individual pieces of flooring.
Recovering with a layer of plywood may also be justified if t:la walls and roof
are in good condition. Then the buildiny can be used for sevral more years.
Use a layer of 15-pound felt between the layers of flooring to prevent dust
from entering through the joints. Tile and linoleum are not used on wood
floors unless the floor is reasonably solid and covered with plywood or hard
board.

Walls

The walls in the framed prefab consist of studs, plates, girts and
braces. The sidewalls have studs spaced 4 feet on-center and the end walls
have studs at the corner and beside the door opening. Single plates are used
at the top and bottom of the studs. The bottom, or sole plate, is placed on
top of the subfloor and fastened to the subfloor and joists as in platform
construction. The girt is a horizontal member located at ut the center
height of the wall. It serves as a fastening surface for exterior wall
coverings. Notice the girts in the foot sheets of plywood that are placed
horizontally. The plywood may be placed either horizontally or vertically on
the side wall. Sheets placed horizontally help to brace the corners. Knee
braces in end sections, as in figure 11, extend from the top plate at a corner
to the bottom plate at the door opening. Set-in bracing (short lengths of
2 x 4's nailed between the studs at an angle) may be used in the sidewalls.
Corner braces, as shown in Figure 11, extend across a corner, from top plate
to top plate, to hold the corner square.

The exterior wall covering may be 1-inch sheathing, fiberboard and
insulation panels, or plywood. Rigid insulation boards may be installed as a
first covering, followed by a felt membrane, a layer of plywood, and a layer
of roofing felt. The roofing felt protects the exterior wall from moisture
and eliminates the need for painting. Thin wooden strips or wood lathe are
used to hold the roofing felt in place.
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Your work on the exterior walls consists of adding additional bracing,
repairing windows and doors, and replacing sheathing and felt. Torn felt
should be replaced and fastened with wood strips. Check the wood strips that
hold the felt covering in place. Draw loose nails up tight to hold the strips
firmly against the felt.

Roofs

The roof consists of precut rafters, ceiling joists, and braces that must
be assembled on the job to make a truss. The ceiling joists extend the full
width of the building and are fastened to the lower ends of the rafters. The
lower end of each rafter is sealed on the top plate of the sidewalls, as shown
in figure 12. The joint made by the joist and rafter is very important. The
joist helps to prevent the lower end of the rafter and the top of the wall
from moving outward. Perhaps you have noticed buildings where the sidewalls
bowed outward and the ridge sagged in the middle. This occurs when the rafter
and top place pull loose from the ceiling joists. The load on the rafters
forces the upper part of the wall outward, and the ridge sags in the middle.
This also happens in permanent structures but is most common in light frames,
where fewer and lighter ceiling joists are used.

The rafter spacing is the same as the stud spacing, 4-foot on-center. A
knee brace fastened to the rafter, ceiling joist, and wall stud is used every
12 to 16 feet for the length of the building. One-inch sheathing boards are
used for the roof deck. Roll roofing is used as the roof covering. There is
no roof overhang at the eave or gable, and the roof covering is lapped down
the side walls to prevent leaks along the edge of the roof.

The interior of the light frame prefab is usually open, and leaks are
easily located hy a visual inspection. When there is a ceiling in the
building, you must locate leaks by entering the attic or going on the roof.
Don't walk around on the roof anymore than is absolutely necessary. Instead,
the best way to locate a leak is by entering the attic and checking for water
marks. Then go on the roof and make the repair. Use a 1 x 12 for a walkway
and avoid walking between the rafters. The wide spacing of the rafters allows
the decking to sag when you walk on it. Of course, old, brittle roofing may
be broken beyond repair, and the only feasible way to fix leaks may be to put
on new rolled roofing.

Most repair work on the framed prefab building is similar to the repair
work on a standard frame structure. Just keep in mind tha: this is a light
frame building. Repairs to the frame usually consist of nailiny splices
(scabs) beside the faulty member rather than attempting to replace the frame.

Now that we have studied how to erect and repair wooden prefab Wildings,
let's see how prefabricated metal buildings are assembled and repaired.



PREFABRICATED METAL BUILDINGS

The prefabricated metal buildings in use on Air Force bases areconstructed of many different types of metal.
However, galvanized sheet metal

and aluminum are the most common metals used in prefab buildings. Most metalprefabs are referered,to as portable buildings, because they are easy todisassemble and relocate. When they are no longer needed in one area, theycan be shipped to an area where they can serve a useful function. We willconcentrate our attention upon two metal buildings that are widely used on AirForce bases: the advanced base hut and the light-steel frame building.
Advanced Base Hut

The advanced base hut is usually referred to as a quonset hut. Thestandard size is 20 by 48 feet. However, you will find that some of them are
two or three times as long as this. They are planned so that they can beassembled in sections 8 feet long to make a building 8, 16, 24, etc.. feet
long. They are easily adapted for such uses as living quarters, office space,workshops, training areas, and storage of supplies. Nails screws, and boltsused in the assembly of the quonset hut are easily removed when repair of theunit is required. The primary parts of this hut are the floor and the wall,so let's see how they are put together.

Floors

The floor of the hut cr-lists of a metal frame with a plywood covering.The main support of the building is provided by five girders that run thelcngth of the building. These I-shaped girders are spaced 5 feet, 1 inchon-center to provide support for the floor joists. The girder,,as we calledit in the wooden building, is referred to as an I-beam (its shape) or joistsill (its function) in metal construction. Joists spaced 2 feat on-center areplaced on, and perpendicular to the joist sills, as shown in, figure. 13. AU-shaped channel plate, fastened to the top of the joists,,borders the floorand serves as a fastening
surface for the end wall studs and arch ribs.Figure 14 shows the arch ribs connected to the channel plate. This channelplate is comparable to the bottom plate used in a wood frame building.

The floor is made of 4' x 8 foot sheets cf plywood. Twelve sheets ofplywood are placed side by side on the joists, along each sidewall to coverthe length of a 48-foot building. The two rows of plywood sheets are buttedagainst the channel plates of the side walls. Ax sheets of,plywood placedend to end fill the remaining.4 feet in the center of the.huilding. Theactual floor width between,the,chanhel plates is 20 1 inch or 1 inch morethan the two lengths and one width of the plywood sheel Ased a-4 the floorcovering. This 1-inch space is, divided.between
the f.wq ceptQr joints to allowa 1/2-inch crack between the ends of pip. side sheets and the edge of thecenter sheets. These joints are protected by the H-shaped metal, floursplines, as shown in figure 15. This spline protects the edge of the plywood,keeps the joint clean and allows for movement of the plywood sheets. The widejoint and the slip-on spline make it eaiy for you to remove the center sheets,which are subjected to the most wear. Only 3 or 4 nails are used to fasten a

sheet into place. Sixpenny (6d) common, nails are driven through the plywoodinto the groove in the joist. Notice the groove or separation along the tcpand bottom of the joist shown in figure 12.
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Walls

The end walls of thE hut consist of metal studs, channel plate, window
and door headers, and corrugated sheet metal siding. The studs set in the
channel are fastened into place with roundhead sheet metal screws. One screwis placed through the inside edge of the channel, and another is placed
through the outside edge of the channel. There are four screw holes in the
end of the stud, but it is not necessary to fasten through each of them except
to splice two lengths of channel plate. Alternate holes, inside right and
outside left or inside left and outside right are normally used. To remove astud, you must gain access to both the inside and outside screws. Figure 13
shows the location of the framing members in an end section. The window and
door headers consist of channels that are fastened between the studs. They
serve as a fastening point for siding, interior finish and the window or doorframe.

The sidewalls and roof are framed with arch ribs, purlins and windowheaders. The arch ribs are spaced 4 feet on-center and extend from the
channel to the ridge or highest point in the building. Two arch ribs are
spliced at the peak with splice plates and bolts to form a completed arch.
The bottom of each arch rib is fastened in the channel plate with sheet metalscrews. Headers for the side windows are fastened between arch ribs. Fourpurlins are fastened near the top of the arch, as shown in figure 13.

Corrugated sheet metal is used to cover the arch. It is fastened
horizontally on the side of the arch to cover the area from the lowest purlin
to the joist sill. The curved sheets that cover the top of the arch are
placed across the purlins. Vents and roof jacks are built into the rounded
sheets that a.e used on the purlins. These sheets are the same width and
length as the others and are interchangeable with them so that you can
relocate the vents if necessary.

Repairs to the exterior walls usually consist of replacing the seals or
retightening the fasteners around the doors and windows. Figure 16 shows the
shape of a rubber seal that is used to prevent leaks at a joint made by
corrugated metal and a flat surface.

When insulation is used in the walls of the quonset hut, it is fastened
to wooden strips that are placed between the arch ribs. The interior covering
consists of plywood panels 1/2-inch thick that are easily bent to fit the
inside surface of the arch rib. An H-shaped spline is used along the sides of
the plywood, and a wood strip is used to cover horizontal joints. Figure 17
shows the complete assembly as it appears at the bottom of the wall. Be very
careful when you remove an inside panel. If you should loosen the adjoining
panels, they may spring from the ribs, and you will have more than a handful
of panels at one time. Always have another worker with you when you remove
the panels or corrugated sheet metal because it is a two-man job.

LIGHT STEEL FRAME BUILDING

The light-steel frame building is used on many bases. It is usually a
special-purpose building that has been put up to support one special function.
The light-steel frame building is made in different sizes, with d fferent
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types of limit-steel frames. The frame is similar to the frames used for
buildings ot 20- to 50-foot widt , with bays 12, 16 or 20 feet long and
exterior walls that are 10, 12, or 14 feet high. A bay is the distance
between columns along the side walls. A bay is the basic assembly, and a
building consists of one or mor.. bays. there is no limit to the number of
bays that can be placed end-to-end 'orm a building. The frame, as shown in
figure 18, is often referred to as open-hay construction, because there are no
supports needed in the bay. The area between the side walls is open,
unobstructed space.

Frame

The end wall frame is assembled from prefabricated parts. Each piece of
metal is shaped and drilled for assembly before it leaves the factory. The
frame is set up on a concrete foundation or slab. Anchor bolts are placed in
the concrete to provide solid fasteners for the columns, because the column
is a vertical member, a channel-type base plate is used to secure the column
in place. The anchor bolts hold the base plate, and the base plate is bolted
to the base of the column.

Roof beams, extending from the top of the column to the peak of the roof,
from the main supports for the roof. The roof beams follow the path of the
common rafters and are joined at the ridge with splice plates and bolts.
Splice plates are placed on the top, bottom, and sides of the roof beams at
the ridge.

End wall posts, or door posts, extend from the foundation to the roof
beam and are bolted in place at each end. The door frame is attached to the
door posts. The door header is fastened to the door header girt, which
extends between the door posts. A girt that extends from column to column
across the end of the bay may also be used to secure the door header and
tracks when a sliding door is used. A base angle (90° angle) is fastened to
the foundation between the columns to provide a fastening surface for the
vertical siding. The top of the siding is fastened to an angle that is
attached to the roof beam. The eave strut provides a surface for fastening
the top of the sidewall penels. The intermediate fastening surfaces are
provided by horizontal girts on both girts on both end and side walls.

The sag rods, as shown in figure 18, are used to prevent the girts from
sagging between the columns. Sag rods are also used in the roof frame to help
hold the purlins in line. The rods may be thin channels that clip in place
and are not adjustable, or they may be threaded rods that can be adjusted.
These rods should be kept tight, but overtightening will force the gifts out
of line and pull the screws loose in the siding.

Angles are installed vertically to frame louvers &lit windows. The angles
for the louver form a frame in the upper part of the (,:able and provide a
fastening surface for the louver frame and the siding. Angles also fit
between the Z-shaped wall girts to provide a fastening sivface for the window
frame.
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Notice the brace rods in figure 18. These brace rods are used to syiare
the end bays of the building. The brace rods in the wall run diagonally from
the top of one column to the bottom of the adjoining column. The rods pass
through slots in the columns, and a bevel washer, flat washer, and nut are
used on the ends of the rods. Turnbuckles are used at an intermediate point
in the rod to provide for adjustment. The turnbuckle has a right-hand thread
in one end and a left-hand thread in the other so that it can be tightened or
lcosened on each section of the rod at the same time. Adjustments may also be
made by tightening or loosening the nuts on the ends of the rods. When you
tighten one rod, you must loosen the one that crosses it to provide for a
shift in the framing. The brace rods between the roof beams serve to hold the
bay square and must be considered if you adjust the brace rods enough to cause
a shift in the frame.

Wall and Roof Coverings

The metal wall covering may be a panel that contains a layer of
insulation, or it may be some other type of material, Figure 19 shmls two
insulated panels joined together with a vertical joint. With this type of
installation, the T-bar is secured to the wall girts, and the metal weather
seal is placed over the T-bar to provide a durable, moistureproof joint. The
next panel has the insulation butted against the weather seal, and the metal
siding laps over the previous sheet to form a lap joint of 1-1/2 laps. A
mastic seal is applied to the area of the lap before the second panel is
installed. This mastic seal is permanent and should never have to be
replaced, except when the panel is replaced, or the building is disassembled
and relocated.

Another type of ribbed wall panel that has an insulated core is shown in
figure 20. This panel has vinyl seals inserted along the edges. The vertical
edges fit together with a tongue and groove joint to make a weatherproof
joint.

The lap joint and the vinyl seal joint are the two common methods used to
make weatherproof vertical joints in exterior walls. The mastic seal used in
the lap joint of insulated panels is also used with sheetmetal siding and
roofing. The maStic comes in strips with moistureproof paper backing that
looks like masking tape. The strips are rolled like tape for easy handling.
You unroll the tape and apply the mastic and backing to the joint area. Leave
the paper backing on the mastic until you are ready to cover the joint. This
mastic is also required for the horizontal joints of the rcof oanels to
prevent water from being blown under the top panel.

When horizontal joints are required in a wall, they are formed by lapping
an upper panel over a lower panel, as shown in figure 21. A Z-shaped 'oar is
used at the girt where the splice is made. The metal covering of the lower
panel extends above the Z-bar, and the metal covering of the upper panel laps
over the lower panel to form a 6-inch lap joint.
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A solid rubber seal is used to make a waterproof joint where ribbed
panels overlap a smooth surface. Figure 22 (A, B, C and D) shows the shape of
the rubber seals used with roof and wall galvanized sheet metal panels (A),
aluminum ribbed panels (B), asbestos-cement panels (C), and corrugated glass
panels (D). These seals are placed under the panel to prevent moisture from
getting between the panel and the smooth surface.

Special rubber seals may also be used at eave struts, as shown in
figure 23. Metal closure strips may be needed, in addition to the rubber
seals, to close the space between the ribs of the panel.

Figure 23 also illustrates the type of information you can get from the
master file of drawings in your drafting section. This drawing shows a side
view of each part of the eave assembly. Check your drawing file to locate
hidden parts of the building so that you can plan your work accordingly.

Sheet metal siding is fastened to the girts, base angle, and eave strut
or gable angle with self-tapping sheetmetal screws. When fastening steel to
steel, you can use steel screws or cadmium coated, rust resistant screws.
These coated screws are also used to fasten aluminum panels to steel frames.

When aluminum panels are placed on a steel frame, some type of separator
must be used between the different metals to combat corrosion. This separator
is usually provided by coating the steel (area of contact) with an asphalt
paint. You can also use a layer of waterproof paper or asphalt saturated felt
as the separator.

In metal construction, it is frequently impossible to prevent the contact
of dissimilar metals. This contact may result in corrosion of one of the
metals and the protection from corrosion of the other metal. This is galvanic
action or electrolysis that occurs when metals of different position in the
electromotive series are in direct contact in the presence of an electrolyte.
The common metals used in construction are listed in the electromotive series
in the following order: 1-aluminum, 2-zinc, 3-iron, 4-tin, 5-lead, 6-copper.
When any two dissimilar metals in this list are in contact in the presence of
an electrolyte, the one with the lower number becomes corroded. Also, the
farther the separation in the list, the greater the corrosion will be. Thus,
with iron and copper in contact in the presence : water, the iron would be
corroded more than lead in contact with copper under similar conditions. Any
means that separates dissimilar metals will protect against this action.

Perhaps you are beginning to wonder how dissimilar metals can be used in
layers as a single sheet of metal. Let's take lead-coated copper as an
example. The lead coating on the copper is of a lower number value in the
electromotive series and is affected by the corrosion. Also, the two metals
are consecutive (5 and 6) in the series, and a minimum amount of corrosion is
anticipated. The purpose of the lead coating is to protect the copper; in
this case, it protects it in two ways, physically and chemically.
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Doors and Windows

We have discussed the location and fastening of door posts and window
angles. Now let's see how they are installed.

Metal doors are preferred for prefabricated metal buildings. There are
two types of these doors. One type has an angle iron, steel, or aluminum
frame and a single metal covering that serves as the exterior surface. The
frame is exposed on the inside of the building. The other type of metal door
has a metal frame with a metal covering on each side. This door is built like
a flush door and may have either a hollow or insulated core.

Metal doors seldom need repairing. Maintenance usually consists of
tightening or replacing screws in the hinges and weatherstrip. Occupants
usually correct the problem of loose screws and bolts, but you will problably
be called on to supply new or larger screws. When retightening of screws is
required at frequent intervals, you should substitute a screw that is one size
larger than the old one, or relocate the hinge and make new screw holes. The
weatherstrip on the jamb causes very little trouble, but the strip along the
bottom of the door may get damaged or become loose. This threshold strip
extends beyond the lower edge of the door and hooks into a groove in the
threshold, as shown in figure 24. Make sure that the strip is adjusted so
that it fits into the groove. This type of threshold and weatherstrip is
common on exterior doors that swing over concrete floor.

Window maintenance consists of tightening the mounting screws in the
frame, side panels and the U-shaped drip channel (gutter). Replacing glass in
a metal sash is a little different from working with a wood sash. When you
remove the old putty from the sash, you must locate and save the metal glazing
clips. Look at the glazing clip in figure 25. This clip fits between the
edge of the glass and the frame. One end of the clip fits into a hole in the
frame, and the other end hooks over the edge of the glass. Allow for the
thickness of these clips when you cut the new glass. Place a bed of putty on
the frame and press the new glass gently against it. Use a screwdriver to
install the glazing clips. The clips will hold the glass in place while you
are applying the beveled layer of putty around the edge of the glass.

Now that you have learned how to erect and maintain various wooden and
metal prefabricated buildings, let's look into some other aspects of your
job: resource management, supervision, and training.

SUMMARY

Metal buildings have some distinct advantages over wooden buildings.
They have a longer lifespan due to the fact that they don't deteriorate
rapidly. Construction is easy. If you can read instructions, you can
assemble the building. The most important thing to remember when erecting
prefabs is to follow the manufacturer's instructions.
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QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions from the textbook, Modern Carpentry. Do not
write in the textbook.

1. Unit 21, page 511 questions 1-7.

Use the information in the study guide to answer each of the following:

1. Place an X beside each of the following items if it is correct; otherwise
leave it blank.

1. When plywood is used for the floor of a prefabricated panel
building, H-shaped metal strips are inserted between the
panels to prevent dust and small objects from collecting
between the panels.

2. Floor panels for a prefabricated panel building rest
directly on post or columns and therefore eliminates the
need for girders.

3. All floor panels are interchangeable. Worn panels, for
example, can be exchanged with those near the edge of the
room wire little foot traffic occurs.

4. The standard sizes of wall panels for a prefabricated
paneled building are 4 x 6 feet or 4 x 8 feet.

5. The wall panels of a prefabricated building are normally
fastened in place with double-head scaffold nails or lay
screws.

6. Repairs to wall panels are usually limited to a complete
replacement of the damaged panels.

7. The parts of insulated panels are assembled with glue and
cannot be disassembled.

8. Guy wires are placed at each corner of older prefabricated
panel buidings to prevent excessive panel shifting.

9. Roof panels for prefabricated buildings are selected according
to climatic conditions.

10. A temporary walkway should be used when repairing or otherwise
working on a prefabricated roof.



2. Match each type of construction given in column B with its corresponding
descriptive statement found in column A. NOTE: Every item in column B
matches with one or more items in column A.

Column A

1. The studs and rafters
are widely spaced.

2. This type construction
is sometimes used with
a concrete slaL floor.

3. Is commonly used in
modern construction.

4. This framing is distinguished
by floors (two story and
trigher) independently framed.

5. Single bottom and top
plates are used.

6. Service pipe's and wires
are more difficult to
install after the outer
wall covers are installed.

7. Wall studs commonly spaced
4 feet on center.

8. Girts are installed about
the center heiyht ot the walls.

9. Roofing felt neld in place
by thin strips of wood is
installed to protect the
wallboard from the weather.

10. A knee brace fastened to
the rafter, ceiling joist,
and wall stud is used
every 12 to 16 feet.

Column B

a. Prefabricated frame
building

b. Platform framing
(western type)



3. For each of the following items, place a checkmark ( ) beside it if it
is correct with reference to advanced base hut construction. Otherwise,
leave the space provided blank:

1. Brace rods are employed to help aline and square individual bays.

2. A base hut is sometimes known as a quonset hut.

3. The standard size base hut is 20 x 48 feet.

4 aff rods are used to prevent the girts from sao0;nn ''ween columns.

5. The floor consists of a metal frame with a plywood covering.

6. The sidewalls and roof are framed with arch ribs, purlins, and
window headers.

7. Main wall and roof support are spaced 4 feet on center and extend
from the floor to the ridge.

8. When insulation is installed, it is installed to wooden strips
attached to the main wall support designed for the purpose.
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3700 Technical Training Group SG J3ABR55230-000-V-3
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

FLOORING, CAULKING, AND PREBFAB UNITS

OBJECTIVES

a. Given incomplete statements identify procedures for installing,
repairing or replacing flooring, caulking and prefab units by completing the
statements.

b. Given procedures, a wooden floor, tools, materials, equipment e.nd
working as a member of a team repair a damaged area of flooring with no more
than two instructor assists. The repaired area must be securly fastened and
match the existing floor.

c. Given procedures, a tiled floor, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a meober of a team repair a damaged section of flooring with no
more than two instructor assists. The repaired area must be securely fastened
with no bulges, and all joints must be tight.

d. Given procedures, a prefabricated cabinet or bookcase, tools,
materials, equipment and working as a member of a team install the cabinet or
bookcase with no more than two instructor assists. The installed unit must be
securely fastened, plumb, and level.

e. Given procedures, tools materials, equipment and working as a member
of a team caulk windows with no more than two instructor assists. Caulked
areas must be overlapped 1/8" and present a smooth even surface.

INTRODUCTION

One of your duties as a carpentry specialist is to install maintain and
repair fluoring. This flooring can be constructed of various materials such
as wood, tile or asphalt and vinyl.

INFORMATION

WOOD FLOORING

Wood used for the finished floor should always be well seasoned. Why?
Because nonseasoned lumber will shrink and leave openings between the flooring
strips. Flooring, except for beech, birch, or maple, is sawed from a log in
two ways - either as quarter-sawed (edge-grain) or as plain-sawed
(flat-grain). Flat-grain softwood flooring is not recommended for permanent
structures, although it may be used occasionally in temporary buildings where
paint is applied for a finish. Because edge-grain lumber has greater wearing
qualities, it is best for floors expected to receive abnormal amounts of wear.
Regardless of whether flat-grain or edge-grain lumber is used, some of the
pieces will have a more vertical grain than others. These pieces should be
specially selected and used in doorways or other areas of excess traffic
because of their greater resistance to wear.
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Finish flooring laid on a subfloor may be of either hardwood or softwood
depending upon the use of the building and the cost of flooring. Oak flooring
is usually considered the most desirable hardwood for finished flooring in
residential-type buildings. It is available in both red and white oak, either
quarter-sawed or plain-sawed.

Maple, although usually more expensive than oak, is more desirable for
use in roller skating rinks, bowling alleys, and similar places, because it
will stand more rough usage and maintain its finish longer than any other type
of wood floor.

Softwoods used for flooring are divided into two grades--select and
common. The "A" and the "B and Better" select grades are used when floor is
to be stained, varnished, or waxed; whereas the "C" and "D" select grades are
used for floors to be heavily stained or painted.

Installing Wood Floors

Before starting to lay the finish flooring, be sure that the subfloor has
been swept thoroughly to remove all scrape material. Place heavy felt building
paper over the subfloor to provide insulation and to cushion the finished
floor. Hardwood flooring is usually packaged in small bundles of random
length pieces. It has a tongue and groove on the sides and ends to insure
good tight fit. Because it has this tongue and groove on the ends, cutting is
eliminated except at the side or end of a room. Soft-wood flooring usually
comes in standard-length pieces, with a tongue and groove on the sides, but
not on the ends. This is why it is necessary to cut the pieces in order to
break or stagger che joints. These cuts should be made exactly square across
the face of the pieces. It is customary to undercut the flooring, as
illustrated in figure 26, to make a good tight fit when the material is not
end matched (with tongue-and-groove ends).

GROOVE 17!..!"-.1

t./110(111CUT

Figure 26. Undercut To Insure Tight Fit.

When laying floor over old floors, all protruding nails must be hammered
down; loose boards nailed; warped boards replaced; and high spots leveled.
For best results, machine sanding is recommended for the old floor before
laying the new floor. Before sanding, remove all thresholds, base shoes,
baseboards, and interior doors. After sanding, sweep the floor clean; and
place building paper, usually 15-pound felt, on the old floor before you lay
the new floor. Also, the new flooring should run at riyht angles to the old
floor.
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Figure 27. Nailing pattern for strip flooring.

The first strip of flooring should be placed approximately 1/2 inch from
the wall as shown in figure 27 with the grooved edge toward the wall. This
piece should be faced-nailed close to the wall so that the nailheads will be
covered by the baseboard and shoe mold. Each additional strip of flooring
must be forced tightly against the strip previously nailed. You can do this
by hammering against a short, scrap piece of flooring which protects the
tongue. Cement-coated nails are used for flooring because of their holding
power. Drive these nails on the tongue edge at approximtely 500 to help draw
the piece up tight. This is called blind nailing, because the nailheads are
covered by the next piece of flooring. When laying a floor, stand with your
toes on the piece being nailed and bend over from the waist to drive the nail.
By working in this position, you can hold the piece in place and drive the
nail with an easy motion. Also, there is less possibility of damaging the
piece when the nailhead reached the board. The ends of adjacent pieces should
always be staggered to prevent a continuous joint across two pieces. The end
cut should be slightly undercut (less than 900). This undercut end is forced
tightly against the end of a square-cut boc.rd to make a tight joint.

End-matched boards have the tongue and groove extending around the ends
of the board; and the boards are of random length, making it easy to offset
the end joints. Boards that are not end-matched are cut square across the
board, and it is up to you to space the end joints.

Wooden parquet floors, as shown in figure 'IP, consist of tile-size wood
longue-and-groove strips of wood are , ,,embled to form ss;uare tile.

ire glue t! together; whe,(-s othe- du/4? se,cral metal strap..
.fie back of the strips to hold -,Atem together. Four or five strips are

placed together to form a square tile.

The squares are glued to a slab or subfloor to form various design. The
usual pattern is to place the second tile with the strips running
perpendicular to the strips in the first and third tiles. The grain of the
wood in one tile runs perpendicular to the adjoining tile. For this reason,
you do not refinish these floors by using the usual sanding procedures, as
with hardwood flooring.
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Figure 28. Installing wood parquet.

Maintaining Wood Floors

Wood flooring is easily maintained if it is kept clean and is not soaked
with water during the scrubbing process. Most wood floors now have a wax
finish and are under control of user maintenance. Damp-moppiny and an
occasional scrubbing by the user can do more to extend serviceability of wood
floors than we can. There are some areas at the bottom of stair wells and in
front of exists and latrine doors exposed to excessive amounts of water.
There are some areas at the bottom of stair wells and in front of exits and
latrine doors exposed to excessive amounts of water. This water penetrates
the finished floor, causing the edges of the boards to turn up and open some
joints. The water passes freely through open joints to the subfloor and
joists below. Some water remains in the joints and between the joists and
subfloor and between the subfloor and finished floor. The same problem
exists in many two-story barracks, even when tile or other coverings are used
at the base of the stairs. When these problems are noted, the source of water
should be located. If the water is due to ctair s--ubtsing and flooding, the
method of -leaning the stairs must he -rw,'2d. viacer is entering the
room th- 4h i- door, th o t r to be put into good condition
and p ly titLed in the jamb. A metal Aing can be installed above the
door direct water away from the head jamb. A J-strip or other seal can be
used ueLween the bottom of the door and the threshold to stop entry of water
at this point. If you don't locate the problem in time to take corrective
action, it is almost certain you will have to replace some flooring.

Subflooring

The subfloor is also kown to some craftsmen as underfloor, rough floor,
or base floor. It is laid directly on top of the floor joists and helos to
strengthen and align the top edge of the joists. It serves as a nailing
surface for finished floor. The joints in the finished floor (unlike wall
siding and roof sheathing) are at random intervals and are not necessarily
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located on the joists. Subflooring also helps to deaden sound, insulate, and
prevent dust from rising upward through the finish floor.

The replacement of subflooring, either boards or plywood, is done
cutting out the damaged porti^n of th', subfloor and replacing the subfloor
with like material of the ol ubfloor. The last piece of tongue-and-groove
material to bp ,Jiace liould have the bottom groove removed before it is
installed anu lialied into place.

Finished Floor

It may be necessary for you to replace damaged pieces of finished
flooring when it is worn thin, marked or buckled. You can remove the section
to be replaced by first using a framing square to establish a line at right
angles to the long side of the flooring, then use a chisel and mallet. Chisel
into the flooring at the mark. Remove the flooring a little at a time until
the subfloor is reached, then split out the remaining flooring (figure 29).

Chisel
split

Flooririg that was
chiseled out

c9. Aemovai Of Damaged Section Of Finished looring.

When the damaged piece has been removed, a new piece of flooring should
be cut to fit tightly into the section being repaired. Before inserting the
piece into the hole, you must remove the bottom part of t. grooved edge to
allow it to slip into place easily. After you have placed t e p,ece, as shown
in figure 30, face-nail with finishing nails. If the piece is likely to
split, drill holes for the nails. Set heads of the nails slightly below the
surface and cover them with wood filler before the finish is applied to the
floor.

Repair of wood parquet floors usually consist of filling and hand
sanding, or replacing units. Use extreme care when removing a tile prevent
damage to the edges of the adjoining tiles. Work from the center ul Lhe tile
outward to prevent this damage to adjoining tile. Parquet flooring can be
refinished using a sander. However, the top ply (finished surface) is rather
thin. For this reason, it requires a delicate sanding, using three grades of
sandpaper, and must be finished by buffing.
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FACE NAILED

CHISEL OFF BOTTOM
SECTION OF GROOVE

Figure 30. New Section Should Be Face-Nailed.

NONWOOD FLOOR COVERINGS

These coverings consist of the various kinds of tile and linoleum used as
floor surfaces. Very few installation problems exist when these coverings are
used on new floors properly prepared for them; however, to place them over old
floors usually requires some additional work to prepare the surface.

Preparing the Surface

Before any of the nonwood floor materials are applied over wood floors,
be sure that all loose board!, have been adequately nailed, cracks properly
filled, and the entire floor machine-sanded. When a concrete base is to be
covered, be sure it is clean, dry, and free of dust. If the floor is below
ground level or over a poorly ventilated area, the wood or concrete base muy
be affected by moisture. In this case, asphalt tile is usually recommended,
because other floor coverings may be damaged by moisture.

Wood floors which have become unsanitary or hazardous my be economically
repaired by application of a flexible or semirigid floor covering. Let's
discuss some of these materials to see how they are used.

Felt

The use of felt under most nonwood floor covering is recommended, because
it will lengthen the life of the covering. The felt is available in rolls 3
feet wide. Cut it to fit around pipes and other obstructions. Where two
strips of felt join, butt them together. Never overlap the edges because t.
double thickness will create an uneven base, thus causing uneven wear of the
finish covering. Also, cut the felt for an entire room before pasting any of
it down.

Plywood

Plywood underlayment should not be less then 3/8-inch thick, 3 ply, with
moisture-resistant glue.

Fiberboard

Hard fiberboard for underlayment should be I/4-inch thick.
Fiberboard is made by compressing fibers of wood or other substances into
thin, stiff sheets. It is commercially available in standard 4 x 8 sheets.
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Semirigid Board

A semirigid asphalt saturated board is available in thicknesses of 3/16"
and 1/4" and a sheet size 36 x 40 inches. This board, highly resistant to
moisture, will not warp or buckle when exposed to high humidity. It can be
cut and trimmed with a linoleum knife.

Trowel-applied Underlayment. :his underlayment consists of floor mixes
laid to a thickness necessary to p,ovide a smooth surface. These troweled-on
underlayments may be described as latex-type leveling course, asphalt-type
leveling course, floormatic, latex liquid felt, etc.

TYPES OF FLOOR TILE

Many different types of floor tile (resilent floor coverings) are
available. They may vary in thickness, size shape, and installation methods.
Regardless of the type you may become involved with, you should give special
attention to the manufacturer's instructions regarding the type of tile. You
should pay particular attention to the method of application and the
conditions under which the installation should be made. Because of these
factors, each flooring application will vary to some dev-a. With this in
mind, let's continue our discussion about the types of resilent floor
coverings.

Vinyl-Asbestos

Vinyl-asbestos tile is the most commonly used type of tile in
construction today. Its princple advantages to you are in the many areas
where it can be laid. Vinyl-asbestos tile can be installed on above or in
below-grade construction. The type of tile does not require waxing and
buffing; this only gives it a shine. Asbestos fibers and a mixture of vinyl
resins are used to manufacture vinyl-asbestos tile. It is available in a wide
variety of colors and in sizes of 9" x 9" or 12" x 12". The color and gloss
of vinyl-asbestos tile is less brilliant than on pure vinyl tiles. Scratches
and soil will not be as visible on vinyl-asbestos tile as they will be on
other types. Most vinyl-asbestos tiles have the vinyl-formula wear surface
fused to the vinyl-asbestos. The most common thickness of vinyl-asbestos tile
is 1/8-inch.

Vinyl

Vinyl-type is the most popular above-grade flooring mat,lid, ed in
building construction. Original vinyl tile (early types) showed scuffs and
smudges because of the type of "plate finish" or smooth surface that was in
use at that time. Embossing or texturing of the finish has helped to ::.pceal
wear marks and scratches. By adding carved, pitted fissured, or grainea
effects, the tile's surface appearance was improved and, at the same time,
maintenance was greatly reduced. By adding the embossing we just described,
dirt on this new type of tile lies loosely in the recesses instead of being
ground into the surface when the tile is walked upon. Vinyl tile is available
in thicknesses of 1/16 and 1/8 inch. It is usually 12-by 12-inch square and
may be self-sticking. All that is required to lay the self-sticking tile, as
you already know, it to peal the protective paper. Cutting vinyl tile is also
a lot easier because you can use a pair of household scissors or a sharp
pocket knife. Vinyl tile, because of the new surface texture, hides seams,
uneven floor surfaces, and dents or impressions made by furniture.
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Asphalt

Asphalt tile is the oldest type of synthetic floor tile manufactured. It
was and is available (only in some areas of the country) in many colored and
marbelized surface finishes. The usual size of asphalt tile is 9 by 9 inches
with a standard thickness of 1/8 inch. It is a very ourable tile and will
last over long periods in areas subject to heavy foot traffic. The principle
disadvantage of asphalt tile is the time required for installation.

As with many things, both good and bad, replacement of items eventually
happens and this is occurring with asbestos tile. We will cover tile
installation shortly, using the adhesive method for applying tile. During the
discussion, these methods will apply to laying the 9 by 9 asbestos tile also,
with one exception and that is "heat." Asphalt tile needs to be heated during
laying, cutting and repairing single tiles. We could use many pages
discussing asphalt tile. If you experience any problems you will find someone
in your shop who has worked with this tile and will be glad to offer expertise
on this subject.

Lineoleum/Sheet Vinyl

Linoleum and sheet vinyl is a resilent floor covering. At one time, the
use of these items in construction declined but due to cost, design changes,
and methods of application, there is a vast increase in usage of these items
today. Ktichens, bathrooms and other areas subject to moisture are
recommended areas for using these two products. The primary difference
between linoleum and sheet vinyl is the thickness. Linoleum is usually
3/16-inch thick and has a fabric backing. Sheet vinyl is only 1/16-inch but
both are applied using the same procedures as for floor tile. These materials
are available in rolls of specified length and widths of 6, 9, and 12 feet.
As for colors cr patterns, one of our reference companies used in developing
this material carries 66 different colors and patterns and there are many
more. Based upon revival of this product.

CAULKING

Even when the joints between the window and door casings and sills are
made carefully and accurately, moisture may still enter. If the back
(unpainted) sides of these external finishing boards become wet, the boards
will rot, since they dry very slowly. Therefore, caulking compound, which
consists of a soft adhesive filler material, must be applied to fill and seal
these joints. The joints between the siding and corner boards are often
caulked, too.

Caulking Compounds

A suitable caulking compound is composed of pigments (or fillers), a
liquid, and mineral fibers. The consistency of the compound depends upon the
amount of each part in the mixture. Caulking compounds dre available in at
least twenty shades and colors, including black, white, and aluminum. There
are two grades of commercially recognized caulking compounds; grades 1 and 2.
Grade 1 is of soft consistency suitable for application with a caulking gun.
Gun application is recommended for general use, since it is easy to apply, is
economical, and takes about one-third the time required for knife application.
You may use a knife for application where a neat finished appearance for
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conspicuous location is desired. Grade 1 is available both in bulk containers
and in an easy-to-use cartridge ( lhe form). Grade 2 has the
consistency of glazing putty and is dcually applied with a knife. It is
aval;able in bulk containers.

Caulkiny Guns

Most caulking guns are hand-operated. (Power yuns operated by air
pressn(.1 also are available and extremely useful when large caulking jobs are
undertaken.) The standard hand-operated gun as illustrated in figure 31
consists of a compound resE:rvoir, nozzle, handle, piston, ratchet rod, and
trigger mechanism. Gun nozzles are available in many sizes and shapes. Tip
openings are furnished for use in level or angled application of the compound.
You will save time if you select the proper noz7le for the particular job.
Another popular type of hand operated caulking gun, designed only to be used
with caulking cartridges, can be seen in figure 32. Its operating features
3re the same as those of the gun shown in figure 31, except that the top half
of the compound reservoir is designed in such a way that a self-contained
cartridge can be easily inserted and removed. Also, a fixed nozzle is
attached to each cartridge rather than to the caulking gun.

When applying the caulking compound, place the nozzle tip at, or
preferably insert it into, the joint to be filled. Apply the caulking
compound by a coordinated action of pumping compound with the trigger while
moving the tip of the nozzle along the joint.

REPLAEAR: r(.77.LE RENOVEABLE END
RATCHET ROD

AND PISTON

REMOVEABLE TRIGGER
COMPOUND RESERVOIR MECHANISM

NOZZLE

Figure 31. Caulking Gun

COMPOUND
CARTRIDGE

HANDLE

RATCHET ROD
AND PISTON

COMPOUND
CARTRIDGE HOLDER

TMGGER
MECHANMM

HANDLE

Figure 32. Cartridge Type Caulking Gun.
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PREFAB UNITS

It is often cheaper, and certainly more timesaving, to install units that
have been mass-produced than to build cabinets or other items into a building.
Let's see how to install these prefabricated units.

Your first step, of course, is to measure the space carefully where the
cabinets are to fit. Then order them accordingly. Prefab units are available
in a variety of sizes.

Modern prefabricated cabinet work includes kitchen cabinets, storage
drawers and shelves, wardrobes, room dividers, and bathroom lavatory cabinets.
These prefabricated units are available in a wide range of sizes that can be
adapted to various interior arrangements.

Wall Cabinets

Figure 33 illustrates a factory built wall cabinet 36 inches long and 12
1/4 inches deep. It is of the type commonly used in kitchens. Note the
hanging strips on the back wall of the cabinet. These are ordinarily 1 x
2-inch reinforcements that run the full length of the cabinet wall. They are
strong enough to support the cabinet.

These cabinets are available in various heights, including 15, 18, and 30
inches, and various widths from 34 inches to 84 inches. They can be installed
separately or in groupings (side by side).

es1

2 1/4-

DOOR OPENING
DOOR 27 1/4--

WIDTH 15 3/4....0.

DOOR 16 1/4"

1 1/ 2-

Figure 33. Factory-Built 36-inch Wall Cabinet.
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Fasten them to the wall securely, usiny la screws, toyyle bolts, nails,
or power-actuated holding devices. Before you attempt to fasten cabinets to a
plaster or gypsum board wall, however, first locate the studs, then drill the
hole through the cabinet hanging strip and use screws, lag screws or nails
driven into the studs. If the wall is tile, concrete block, or some other
hollow wall, you must use toggle bolts to hold the cabinets securely.

Base Cabinets

Figure 34 shows a typical prefabricated base cabinet 36 inches long, 24
inches deep, and 34 1/2 inches high. This is the type of base cabinet
commonly used in kitchens. Note the fastening strip on the back of the
cabinet. It is built into the cabinet for strength.

These cabinets are available in various lengths from 12 inches throuyh 84
inches. The height and depth, however, normally remain the same. The height
of 34 inches, or 34 1/2 inches, is the height of the cabinet minus the top.
This allows you to install the type of top your specifications require.

Figure 34. Kitchen Cabinet.
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Some base cabinet specifications require tops of ceramic tile, hardwood.
stainless steel, laminated plastic, or any of dozens of other treatments.
Some of the base cabinets are equipped with drawers, instead of the doors and
drawers that are designed for use in corners, and have rotating shelves.

You fasten these base cabinets to the wall in the same manner as you dothe wall cabinets. Also, a fastening strip near the bottom of the cabinet
should be fastened securely. Try to fasten these cabinets to the studs
whenever possible.

Base cabinets do not need to be fastened as securely as does the wall
cabinet, because the weight of the unit will help keep it in place.
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SUMMARY

Hardwood flooring may be one of three types: strip, plank, or block.
Birch, beech, maple, and oak are hardwoods for flooring. Hardwood flooring is
installed over subflooring. Blind nailing is used.

Resilient floor coverings, such as asphalt and vinyl tile and linoleum
are installed with adhesive. Particle board and plywood are used for
subflox,ring for these floor coverings.

Cabinets may be custom-built on the job, or prefabricated. All
prefabricated cabinets are built on the assumption that walls are stra.ght and
floors are level. Shims are used to compensate for unlevel floors and crooked
walls.

QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions from the textbook, Modern Carpentry. DO
NOT WRITE IN THE TEXTBOOK.

1. Unit 15, page 403, questions 1-10.

Answer the following questions from the information provided in the study
guide.

1. Match each term of dimensions given in column B with its corresponding
descriptive statement found in columnm A.
may be used once or not at all.

Column A

1. A standard wall cabinet is
inches deep.

2. inch reinforcements
are installed on the back.

3. A typical base cabinet is
inches deep and

inches high (minus the top).

4. Base cabinets require
wall anchors than do wall
cabinets.
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NOTE: Each

a.

item in column B

Column B

More

b. Less

c. 10 1/4

d. 12 1/4

e. 16 1/4

f.

g. 24

h. 30

i. 34 1/2

j. 1 x 2

k. 2 x 4



2. For each of the following items, place an X beside the true statement;
otherwise, leave it blank.

1. Resilient floor coverings applied over old floors usually
require more work to prepare the surface than when installing floor
covering on a new construction.

2. Asphalt floor tile is not recommended for basement floors.

3. When felt is applied as an underlayment for a nonwood floor
covering the edges where two strips of felt join should be butted
together.

A Plywood unde'layment should not be less than 3/8-inch thick.,

S. Semirigid asphalt saturated board is not recommended for use as
an underlayment when exposed to high humidity.

6. Fiberboard underlayment is made by compressing fibers of wood or
other substances into sheets.

3. Place an X beside each of the following items that are correct,
otherwise, leave it blank.

1 Vinyl-asbestos tile is manufactured with a "plate finish."

2. Vinyl tiles advantages are: It hides seams and uneven floor
surfaces.

3. Asphalt tile is easy to apply and can be cut using household
scissors.

4. The surface texture (finish) of vinyl-asbestos tile is less
brilliant than vinyl tile.

5. Vinyl-tile is recommended for on, above and below grade
construction.

6. Vinyl sheets, which are thicker than linoleum are covered on the
backside of the material with Fabric.

4. Select correct (C) and incorrect (I) statements.

1. Flat grain softwood is recommended for permanent structures when
the cost is a factor.

2. You should select flooring material that has the most vertical ghain
for use in doorways and other areas subject to excessive traffic.

3. "C" and "D" grades of softwood are used where floors are to be
heavily stained or painted.

3-14
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4. When cutting wood flooring, the term undercut identifies the groove
that the manufacturer cuts in the underside of the flooring.

5. Building felt should be placed on the subfloor before wood flooriny
is installed.

6. The first strip of flooring should be placed approximately 1/2 inch
from the wall with the gro3ved edge toward wall.

7. Wood flooring should never be face-nailed.

8. When securing wood flooring to the subfloor or joists, the nails
should be driven at approximate 50 angle.

9. The term "end-matched" indicated that wood flooring is tongue-and
grooved at the ends.

10. A damaged piece of finished flooring can be replaced by boring a
hole two inches below each end of the damaged area and cutting
squarely across the piece.

11. A piece of damaged parquet flooring is removed by working from the
center of the tile outward.
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Workbook J3ABR55230 000-1V
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1 Paneling and Trim 1-1.1

2 Prefab Buildings 2-1.1

3 Flooring, Caulking, and Prefab Units 3-1.1

This workbook contains the measurement devices designed to ensure that
you have mastered the required tasks and knowledges as reflected in the

current training standard.

The workbook will be controlled by the instructor at all times and will
be used to evaluate your attainment of objectives. Upon completion of each
wo:kbook exercise, your response or actions will be graded and annotated as
satisfactory (S) or unsatisfactory (U) on the criterion checklist. You must

attain a satisfactory grade on all objectives in ead- instructional unit for
the entire block, prior to being administered the end-of-block written test.

This workbook will remain the property of the course and will be
destroyed upon satisfactory completion and annotation of objectives in the
criterion checklist.

UNDER ON CIRCUMSTANCES will you be allowed to remove this workbook from
the classrcom and/or training area as applicable unless under the direct

supervision of your instructor.

Supersedes WB J3ABR55230-V-1 thru 3, Dec 1985
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PANELING AND TRIM

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-la

PROJECT OR TASK: PANELING

OBJECTIVE: Given incomplete statements identify the procedures for installing
paneling by completing the statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-la.

2. You are to work individually and without instructor assistance while
completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, dsing "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress checks return the progress check to your
instructor. Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Identify the procedures for installing paneling by completing the following
statements.

1. The minimum thickness of paneling that can be applied directly to wall

studs is

2. The first piece of paneling is installed at the of the

room.

3. When installing paneling, allow approximately inch clearance at
tops and bottoms of panels for expansion and contraction.
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-lb

PROJECT OR TASK: INSTALLING PANELING

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, paneling, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of a team panel an existing wall with no more than two
instructor assists. Paneling must be securely fastened to the wall, plumb,
and all joints must be butted.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-lb.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
objective. Observing cr reading a maintenance document DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill all obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Select a corner to begin paneling.

2. Lay out all work to be done prior to installation.

3. Check corner for square and plumb.

1-1.2
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-lc

PROJECT OR TASK: INSTALLING TRIM

OBJECTIVE: Given tools, materials, equipment and working as a member of a
team cut and install trim with no more than two instructor assists. The
joints must be tight and smooth.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-1c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with the
objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document 90ES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL OBLIGATIONS outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instruct'r will grade the performance and completed task using ATC
Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for
unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using tools and materials provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Prepare to install trim at the area specified by your instructor.

2. Cut the following joints:

(a) Scarf joint
(b) Outside miter
(c) Coped joint

3. Nail to plaque with 1" brads.
4. Ensure joints are tight and smooth.

1-1.3
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-2a

PROJECT OR TASK: IDENTIFY PREFAB BUILDINGS

OBJECTIVE: Given incomplete statements, identify the procedures for
assembling and erecting prefabricated buildings by completing the statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-2a.

2. You are to work individually and without instructor assistance while
completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progres check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to you for review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your intructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements.

1. The main advantages of prefab buildings are cost,
mobility and flexibility.

2. The two types of materials used for prefabricated buildings are wood and

3. The type of prefabricated buildings in which the materials are cut to

size at the factory and assembled at the job site, is called

4. A base hut is sometimes known as a hut.

5. A prefabricated building is erected according to

2-1.1
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-2b

PROJECT OR TASK: EREC1 PREFAB BUILDING

ORX:CTIVE: Givui erection procedures, materials, tools, equipment, foundation
and working as a member of a team assemble and erect a prefabricated building
with no more than three instructor assists. The erected prefabricated
building must be securely fastened and be within + 1" of plumb and square.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-2b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team fur the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with the
objective. Observing or reading a maintnnance documnnt DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Three instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using erection procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the follo-4ng exercise:

1. Ensure foundution is square.
2. Read manufacturers erection procedures.
3. Lay out all work to be done.
4. Install components following manufacturers procedures.
5. Ensure all components are securely fastened.
6. Check building for plumb and square.
7. Have instructor inspect your building.
3. Disassemble prefabricated building.

2-1.2
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FLOORING, CAULKING, AND PREFA UNITS

COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-3a

PROJECT OR TASK: Identify Flooring and Caulking Procedures

OBJECTIVE: Given incomplete statements, identify procedures for installing,
repairing, or replacing flooring, caulkiHg, and prefab units by completing the
statements.

INSTRUCTIONS:

I. This is Progress Check V-3a.

2. You are to work individually and without instructor assistance while
completing this progress check.

3. You are to complete this progress check from memory, using no notes or
other reference materials.

4. You must provide correct responses to all items on this progress check.

5. Return the completed progress check to your instructor.

6. Your instructor will grade the progress check using ATC Form 98, Student
Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory.

7. Your instructor will return the graded progress check to your for
review.

8. After reviewing the progress check, return it to your instructor.
Progress checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(KNOWLEDGE)

Complete the following statements.

I. Grain texture and should match when replacing a strip of
wood flooring.

2. The first step in layout for a tile floor is to locate the center of the
walls.

3. When using a caulking gun, it should be held at a degree angle.

4. Nuts, bolts and screws are a part of the package when a prefabricated
building is purchased and are known as

5. The best tool to use to clean a wood joint prior to caulking is a
brush.

3-1.1
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-3b

PROJECT OR TASK: Wood Floor Repair

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a wooden floor, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of a team repair a damaged area of flooring with no more
than two instructor assists. The repaired area must be securely fastened and
match the existing floor.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-3b.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a tear, for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with the
objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Select replacement piece of flooring that matches existing floor in grain
and color.

2. Cut out and remove damaged piece of flooring.

3. Install new wood by removing lower lip of groove.

4. Secure floor by face nail, set and fill.

5. Clean work area.

6r/4
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-3c

PROJECT OR TASK: Tile Floor Repair

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a tiled floor, tools, materials, equipment and
working as a member of a team repair a damaged section of flooring with no
more than two instructor assists. The repaired area must be securely fastened
no buldges, and all joints must be tight.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-3c.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaniningful tasks associated with the
objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Remove damaged tile with hammer and dull chisel.

2. Fill all cracks or holes with mastic filler.

3. Prime area with appropriate primer.

4. Install tile securely using mastic.

5. Ensure tile has no bulges.

6. Ensure all joinst are tight. 6
3-1.3



COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-3d

PROJECT OR TASK: Install Prefabricated Cabinet or Bookcase

OBJECTIVE: Given procedures, a prefabricated cabinet or bookcase, tools,
materials, equipment and working as a member of a team install the cabinet or
bookcase with no more than two instructor assists. The installed unit must be
securely fastened, plumb and level.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-3d.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team For the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with
objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assists per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outline in the instructions to Mission I
for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progress check to your instructor.
Progress Checks --e CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Locate studs.

2. Determine type of fastener to be used.

3. Install cabinet or bookcase according to given procedures for screws and/
or toggle bolts.

4. Installed unit must be secure.

5. Installed unit must be plumb and level.

3-1.4 6
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COURSE: J3ABR55230-000

PC: V-3e

PROJECT OR TASK: Caulking

OBJECTIVE:

Given procedures, tools, materials, equipment and working as a member of a
team caulk windows with no more than two instructor assists. Caulked areas
must be overlayed 1/8" and present a smooth and even appearance.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This is Progress Check V-3e.

2. Your instructor will assign you to a team for the completion of this
Progress Check.

3. As a member of a team, you must work as an ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER. You will
be observed while serving at least two meaningful tasks associated with the
objective. Observing or reading a maintenance document DOES NOT fulfill this
obligation.

4. Two instructor assist per group will be available for this progress
check.

5. Your instructor will provide you with all tools and materials needed for
completing this progress check.

6. You must fulfill ALL obligations outlined in the instructions to Mission
I for this performance evaluation.

7. Your instructor will grade your performance and the completed task using
ATC Form 98, Student Progress Checklist, using "S" for satisfactory and "U"
for unsatisfactory.

8. Any UNSAFE ACT by a team member could result in personal injury or
equipment damage and will result in TEAM FAILURE of this progress check.

9. You are to return the completed progres check to your instructor.
Progress Checks are CONTROLLED ITEMS.

MISSION I
(PERFORMANCE)

Using procedures provided and working as a team member, demonstrate
proficiency by completing the following exercise:

1. Read manufacturer's instructions on the caulking container.

2. Clean joint to be caulked with wire brush or putty knife.

3. Apply a smooth 1/8" bead filling a simple seam in one stroke.

4. Remove excess caulking leaving a smooth and even appearance.

3-1.5
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